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PREFACE

During the spring semester of 1975, the Fletcher School of Law and
Diplomacy conducted another inter-disciplinary Seminar on Law and Population
(Law 216). Like the 1973 seminar, this one was open to students of not only
the Fletcher School, but al,;o Tufts and Harvard Universities, with which the
School has maintained a cross-registration arrangement. The student body
represented the following disciplines: law, sociology, history, political
science, international relations, public health, economics and philosophy.
Guest;-lecturers were invited to address themselves to the theme of law and
population policy from the viewpoints of human rights, social and economic
development, environment, cultural and religious factors, and public health
and administration.
Rather than following the 1973 model of dividing the lectures and reading
material into two separate volumes, the present volume consolidates both parts
of the material by having each lecture followed immediately by the required
reading material. Since all of the recipients of this volume are on the mailing
list of the Law and Population Monograph Series, those reading materials drawn
from the Monograph Series will merely be noted at the end of a lecture instead
of being reproduced.
It may be appropriate to add that the present volume will soon be supple
mented by another useful teaching material on Law and Population: namely, the
soon to be published UNESCO textbook on Readings in Population for Law Students,
which this Law and Population Programme helped put together. It is hoped that,
along with the two-volume material prepared for the 1973 seminar, the UNESCO
textbook and the Law and Population Book and Monograph Series, this volume
will contribute further to an understanding of the interrelationship between
law and population.
I wish to take this opportunity to express my sincere gratitude to all
the lecturers and members of the seminar whose interest and cooperation have
made this volume possible.

Luke T. Lee
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SEMINAR ON LAW AND POPULATION
LECTURE BY DR. LUKE T. LEE-'

First of all, let me tell you how happy I am to have you here in the
Seminar. Having said that, I should also express my trepidation about
ducting this seminar. First of all, the relating of law to population con
is
a rather new thing. This is only the second time that the Fletcher
School
has offered a Seminar on Law and Population. I still remember that
in 1965
when I was attending the World Population Conference in Belgrade, out
some one thousand participants, there was only one lawyer and that wias of
myself.
Out of some hundreds of papers presented at that particular conference,
not
a single paper was devoted to the legal aspects of population. Many
people
there asked me what my trade was. After telling them what I was doing,
they
all appeared surprised and thought that I was attending the wrong conference.
But in the course of nine years a great deal has changed. In the 1974
meeting of the World Population Conference at Bucharest, which I also
attended,
a large number of legal topics were discussed. I myself was involved
in three
programs at the Population Tribune: one on abortion, another on law
as an
instrument of policy, and the third in a session conducted exclusively
for
lawyers to see what lawyers can do in population matters. In addition,
I
prepared the UNFPA's background paper on Law and World Population for
the
Conference.
So, the first difficulty is the newness of the subject. The second
is that a great deal is still unknown about the relations between law
and
behavior. We are all very familiar with the fact that there are a lot
of
laws which are broken, unenforced, or even unknown. But even if laws
are unenforced, there would still be some effect. Take, for example,
the
abortion law. Anti-abortion laws are on the books in many, many countries;
yet, abortion is common with very little attempt at enforcement. Even
though
the abortion law is not enforced, you can still see the impact, namely,
driving abortion into the back alleys. The cost is made higher, the
medical
standards lower, and the maternal mortality rate higher. A lot of women
die
unnecessarily as a result of illegal abortions. So here you have an
instance
of law not enforced but with a great deal of consequences.
There are laws against advertisement of contraceptives. They are
usually enforced; you don't see advertisements on the sale of contraceptives.
Now, why in one case is law enforced and in another case not enforced,
and
what kind of consequences flow from enforcement and non-enforcement?
In
case of enforcement against advertisement of contraceptives, the result, the
course, is unwanted b.rths to a lot of people who were denied or deprived of
of
the knowledge or infornation about contraception.
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Another thing which we don't know has to do with the country. You
may sometimes think that in a particular country law is more generally
obeyed or enforced than in another country. But again it is very difficult
to generalize. Take the Netherlands, for example. The Dutch people are
generally very law-abiding people, but when it comes to abortion, the
Netherlands does not enforce its very strict anti-abortion law.
In developing countries you have the further problem that many of
their laws were inherited from former colonial powers. The former colonial
powers like Great Britain, France, Belgium and the Netherlands simply imposed
their own laws upon developing countries regardless of consent and suitability
to local conditions. The resistance to alien imposed law may be greater than
resistance to other law. Now, you might, of course, ask why then have these
new countries not started to change their laws.after they obtained political
independence. Why ao they not have legal independence as well, instead of
continuing under the old legal imperialism? This is a very good question.
Part of the answer might be that the developing countries are still grappling
with their day-to-day problems of nation-building, institution-building, and
they have not thought very much about law yet. But this situation might
change in the future.
Another problem has to do with human rights. What is the legal status
of human rights? We often hear that family planning is a basic human right.
Actually, this inclusion of family planning as a basic human right was
expressly declared only in 1966 by twelve heads of states who, on United
Nations Day, made a declaration to the effect that family planning is a
basic human right. In 1967, the number was increased from 12 to 30. In
1968, there was a United Nations Conference on Human Rights in Tehran, and
the proclamation in Tehran states that couples have the basic human right
to plan freely and responsibly the number and spacing of their children.
This is a rather interesting phraseology. Many people would attach import
ance to only the word "freely," and forget about the word "responsibly."
What is meant by "responsibly?"
In addition to the Proclamation, there was also adopted a resolution
at the Tehran Conference to the effect that the right of family planning
includes also the right to adequate information and instruction about family
planning. In 1969--as you can see, the meaning of family planning as a basic
human right is becoming clearer and clearer--the United Nations General
Assembly adopted a Declaration on Social Progress and Developmen.t. And here
the Declaration provides that in family planning, the right to "knowledge"
is not enough,.but muqt include also the right to the "means necessary" to
enable couples to undertake family planning. Now what do you mean by the
"means necessary?" Doeo that include, for example, only contraceptives, or
may that include also voluntary sterilization or abortion? Does it mean
you have to pay for it, or should it be given free? Again these are ques
tions unresolved to date. A lot of countries insisted that the "means" do
not include such methods as abortion and sterilization, but only contra
ceptives. So far only one country is providing free abortion, sterilization
and contraceptives, and that is the People's Republic of China. In the case
of the Soviet Union you still have to pay for abortion and other services.
And still in many other countries, of course, abortion or sterilization will
not be considered as means necessary to enable people to practice family
planning.
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This is a very brief historical background.
In 1970, the Law and
Population Programme was established here at
the Fletcher School, and this
was the first time that any organization attempted
to population. This program has been in existence actually to relate law
now for about five years.
Since 1970, a number of interesting developments
have
further taken place.
Take, for example, this year, 1974. In January
there
was
held a United Nations
Symposium on Population and Human Rights in
Amsterdam, and one of the recomm
endations adopted by this symporium was a call
uporn international organizations
to render assistance to Governments in their
compilation and review of laws
bearing on population. It did not go very far
then; it only called upon
international organizations to give the necessary
assistance. In February
UNESCO conducted a Workshop on the Teaching of
Population
Dynamics in Law
Schools to prepare a textbook on population law
for the use of law schools
throughout the world. Thirty-five law professors
and deans from as many
countries participated in that Workshop, which
we
helped to organize. The
very fact that the UNESCO itself has now taken
the strong leadership here in
pushing population law is an important step forward.
In June there was held in Tunis a Symposium on
Law and Population
sponsored by the UNFPA and the UN, in cooperation
with WHO, ILO, UNESCO, IPPF,
the Tunisian Government and the International
Advisory Committee on Population
and Law, for which the Law and Population Programme
serves as the Secretariat.
The Symposium adopted a number of recommendations
on legal reform, the text
of which will be available shortly. And then,
of course, the Bucharest
World Population Conference. Many criticisms
were made on the World Popu
lation Plan of Action adopted by the Bucharest
Conference. But to me it was
actually a tremendous step forward, for preserved
tion Plan of Action was paragraph 78, subparagraphsintact in the World Popula
G and H. These two sub
paragraphs call upon all countries to compile
and analyse their national laws
and international law!- bearing on the population
factor. Furthermore, they
call upon countries to systematically review,
study and disseminate human
rights as they bear upon population.
So you can see that in the course of only a few
years, from Belgrade
to Bucharest, a tremendous advance had taken
place. Now, in spite of these
developments, there are still many questions
unresolved, which you can detect
in a number of international meetings. In Amsterdam,
the question was raised:
is the use of compulsion compatible with human
rights? In other words, must
family planning be entirely on a voluntary basis?
Every time any kind of
compulsion or incentive or coercion is used,
would it infringe upon human
rights? This raised a great deal of controversy,
I asked a question about the right:to education: I remember, atthe me'dting
not include a compulsory education system? Isn't Does the right to education
a compulsory education system
a form of compulsion? And if that were so, compulsion
is then not necessarily
incompatible with human rights. We have the
right to good health, but does
not the right to health include the right to
us, I am sure, have had smallpox vaccinations,freedom from smallpox? All of
whether you like it or not.
Now is that not compulsion? Is that in conflict
with human rights?
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How are we going to distinguish "individual" human rights from
"c6llective" hwan rights? We all have the individual human right to
free speech, but does that mean that in a theater you can shout "fire?"
Does it mean that a government cannot impose censorship in time of war?
Does it mean that you are free to defame other people or ignore their copy
right? All of these are questions, as illustrated in the Pentagon Papers
case, which are difficult to answer. But can you say simply that because
you are unable to draw.precisely the line, therefore the right does not exist?
It is clear that even though you cannot draw the line, a precise line, allowing
or disallowing free speech, free speech remains a basic human right. You
might therefore use the same analogy by saying that even if you cannot at
the moment define the right to family planning precisely--namely, at what
point does the individual human right to have as many children as an individual
wishes must give way to the collective right not to have too many children-
the right to family planning still exists.
As most of you have had international law, you know the division between
the naturalist school and the positivist school.
In my article, "Law, Human Rights and Population: A Strategy for Action,"
which I gave you as a required reading, you find some arguments on page 310
on the status of human rights. Then on page 311 there is discussion on
natural law; onpage 312 customary international law, and on page 315 general
principles of law. Article 38, paragraph 1 of the International Court of
Justice Statute specifically lists four sources of international law, which
include customary international law and the general principles of law. Both
of these are relevant to our discussion on the legal status of human rights.
Again, however, this is an area full of controversy--jurists of equally high
standing would differ honestly among themselves. Professor Leo Gross here,
you probably all know,would adhere to the strict construction of what inter
national law is. On the other hand, you have other international lawyers,
just to mention a few, like Professor John Humphrey of MacGill and Mr.
Stavropoulos, former Legal Counsel for the United Nations, who would hold
the opposite view.
Finally, my trepidation in connection with this. course has to do with
the political sensitivity or prejudices that people may have in regard to
population and law. To many developing countries, population might not
appear as a pressing problem. Although in India and Bangladesh nowadays
there is increasing admission that over-population is harmful to their economic
or social development, in many Latin American and African countries the
instinctive reaction of many people to the population problem is that the
problem is racist in origin, in that the white people would like to keep the
number of non-whites down. They would argue that in Africa, for example, there
might even be problems of under-population, sub-fertility or infertility,
rather than over-fertility. Therefore, more, not less,people are needed in
the interest of military strength, proddction, consumption and so forth.
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Maybe it's time for me now to describe briefly the main activities
of our Law and Population Programme, since our activities have a great deal
of bearing on what we are going to study here. We have twenty-five Law and
Population Projects, each of which is of two years' duration, established at
the leading university of a developing country. The first year is devoted to
the compilation of laws bearing directly or indirectly on population. Thus,
in addition to laws regulating contraceptives, voluntary sterilization
and abortion, we also look into law& on social welfare, maternity benefits,
child allowances, labor (child labor, woman labor), minimum age of marriage,
divorce, land tenure, education, migration, etc. Even medical practice law
(whether paramedical personnel are allowed to insert IUDs, prescribe pills,
or whether these must be restricted to doctors) can have important bearing
on the population problem. For example, India has had the longest officially
bponeered family planning program. Yet so far, the Indian program has not met
with any degree of success. Actually, the situation has become worse. One
possible explanation, one among many explanations, is that there is no coord
inated legal review or legal study on the impact of Indian laws upon behavior
and how these ought to be changed in order to facilitate family planning pro
grams. The Indian Medical Association, like the American Medical Association,
is very strict and narrow in its outlook, very jealous of preserving its
prcrogatives, not wanting any competition from any non-doctors. Consequently,
in India even today, only medical doctors can insert IUDs and can prescribe
pills. Now how can you expect any family planning program in Irdia to succeed
when there are so few doctors in relation to the size of the population?
These doctors are generally concentrated not in the rural areas (not much
money can be realized there) but in the urban cities--Bombay, Calcutta, New
Delhi, and so on. Thus, the great majority of the population residing in
the rural areas are deprived of medical services. How would they be able
to get any IUDs or pills? On top of that, the Indian women are very modest,
and they would not like to be examined by male doctors, but only by female
gynecologists. But how many women gynecologists are in India, let alone in
the countryside? Finally, there is the caste system. Would a higher caste
Indian woman go to see a lower caste gynecologist?
In brief, the first year of a Law and Population Project is devoted
to putting together all the laws that affect population directly or indirectly.
By laws we mean not only legislation but also regulations, decrees, judicial
decisions, and indeed, also, customary law which very often plays a much more
important role than positive law in shaping human behavior. But this is easier
said than done: finding legislation may be easy, but how are you going to find
a ministerial decree implementing a law? Furthermore, there is the problem
of reproduction and translation.
During the second year, the University offers an interdisciplinary
seminar on law and population like the one we have here. Guest lecturers
from different fields, such as economics, public health, sociology, and
public administration come to broaden the students' understanding in regard
to the population problem. Furthermore, the students would be required to
prepare term papers which would first set forth the present laws in specified
fields (e.g., education or labor), and then analyze the relationship between

the existing laws and the human rights standards as, for example, listed on
pages 316-319 in my article. In the event of a conflict or incompatibility
between the existing law and these human rights Atandards adopted by their
own governments, what should be the ideal law? A proposed revision of the
law should then follow.
These proposed revisions or model codes would be examined by a board
of advisors made up of judges, professors, and policy-makers in relevant
fields, such as justice, health, labor and education. This would serve a
number of purposes: one is to get these high officials themselves interested,
involved. Second, the model codes should be realistically formulated, taking
into account the actual social, cultural, economic conditions of the country,
and not building castles in the air! After the board of advisors has given
its advice and comments, the final text would be published and disseminated
as widely as possible. It is hoped that this kind of study could help policy
makers in their actual formulation and implementation of population programs,
policies and laws.
It is gratifying to know that a number of countries have already used
this method to advantage.

READING MATERIAL
Lee, Law and Family Planning, Law and Population Monograph Series No. 1.

Lee, Law, Human Rights and Population: A Strategy for Action, Law and
Population Monograph Series No. 6.

S'CIOLOGY AND POPULATION
LECTURE BY DR. J. MAYONE STYCOS

Generally, we can'identify three broad classes of demography:
ical demography, functional demography, and intervention demography. histor
is essentially the scientific study of population. The adjectives thatDemography
go with
it--historical, functional, intervention--tell us something about the
way sociAlly
oriented demographers look at the scientific study of population.
What is "historical demography?" We are discovering that this is a very
complex and difficult field of study. How do we determine the size of
tions during specified periods of time? How did population change overpopula
time?
These questions absorb the activities of archeologists, historians, and
physical anthropologists, who develop complex methodologies for assessing
the
waxing and waning of populations. We still know very little about the
important
question of population trends in the distant, and even recent past.
Even our
knowledge of Western population change is very limited. For example,
were
the marked increases of population during the sixteenth and seventeenth
cen
turies in Europe due to declines in mortality, or increases in fertility?
What were the populations of specific geographic units at a given point
in
tim.e? Historical demography attempts to establisb the dimensions of population
size and change in the past, and the elements causing population changes
fertility, mortality and migration.
Functional demography deals with the adjustment of population from one
equilibrium state to a new livel of equilibrium which is stimulated by
inputs
from the environment, resources, and technology. If you look at historical
population trends over time, you will find adjustments of population
to these
types of inputs. For example, if we look at a graph covering trends going
back one million years, we note three major changes in population associated
with the Paleolithic Revolution, the Agricultural Revolution, and the
Indfstri~l
Revolution. In each case, either as a result of, or concomitant with
a revo
lution related to the human environment--largely technological--a population
adjustment took place, almost invariably an increase within and in relation
to
the new environment. After an initial change, population reaches an equilibrium
until the introduction of some new factors causes population to rise again.
The population changes following a period of equilibrium are of great
to demographers. The decline in mortality has received a great deal laterest
of demo
graphers' attention. The increase in population due to declines in mortality
(other things being equal) places population P';d resources oat of equilibrium.
What happens as a result? Now we look at the functional consequences
of this
disequilibrium
The responses to changes in equilibrium can be categorized
as demographic or social-organizational. As sociologists, we are interested
in both of these.

Demographic response consists of changes in mortality, fertility, and
population redistribution. I have mentioned that a decline in mortality can
result in rising population. Another mortality-related response, frequently
found in the animal kingdom, is called the population crash. When a population
outlives its food supply, it may not be able to survive the winter, and
everybody dies. This could happen in human famines. The population crash
may have occurred in societies which no longer exist. Mortality increased
as a result of a response to populatio4, and you move to a new equilibrium
state. Although some countries today, such as Pingladesh, are not too far
from population crashes, what is more likely is that malnutrition and nutri
tional deficiencies in response to population pressure lead to vulnerability
to disease and possible increases in the death rate.
A second demographic response is fertility. Fertility control is
possible through shifts in mating and shifts in the use of birth control.
I include these factors under the heading of fertility control, but Davis and
Blakets
variables spell them out in detail. For my purposes, sterilization,
abortion, and contraception will all be birth control. Shifts in mating
patterns will be a separate category, sub-divided into voluntary and non
voluntary. Non-voluntary mating shifts, for example, can be responses to
demographic changes but which in themselves are not intended to affect the
birth rate. Religious celibacy is an example of this. Perhaps as a result
of population increase in European countries, son number three would be
pushed into the priesthood. This had an impact on fertility, although
this was not the specific intention.
Imbalance in sex ratios as in Jamaica and the West Indies results
in a low birth rate. High out-migration of men from Jamaica, a direct
response to demographic pressure of excess population, causes a shift in mating
patterns attributable to the resulting imbalance in sex ratios. Finally,
we see a change in the birth rate. Birth control, another aspect of
fertility control, is also affected by voluntary and non-voluntary factors.
A typical example of non-voluntary birth control is sterility or infertility
which is an indirect result of increased population density.
The third and final type of demographic response is population
redistribution; external and internal migration. The United States was
totally populated by Europe's excess population. As the population rose
in Europe, the excess was transported to North and South America--approx
imately 55 million people migrated to the U.S. alone during the nineteenth
and early twentieth centuries. Another such example is the Irish population
which would have increased from one million to twelve million by around 1920
at the nineteenth century growth rates. In fact, the population in Ireland
declined to below three million. The difference between the projected popu
lation and the actual lower level attained is the result of the vast emigraton

of the Irish.
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Another example of external migration as a demographic response comes
from ancient Greece, whose excess population stimulated navigation development.
Consequently, Greeks nolonized many sea-coast cities and populated them with
Greek citizens. The Romans tried to do the same thing, but they failed to
convince enough of their population to go abroad and their lives became more
meagre. More insidious types of external migration appear in the Second World
War. Germany, Italy, and Japan explicitly used their need to migrate as an
excuse for their territorial Expansion. All three powers based their need
for new territories on internal population pressures.
Internal migration is even more common. Urbanization, for example,
was an important feature of Western European society in the eighteenth and
nineteenth centuries, and is now a dominant feature in Latin America, Asia
and Africa. The trip to the cities is in part a result of growing population
in the rural areas. This urbanization occurs not only because the city is
attractive--but there is also a push from the rural areas. In the Margin of
Life, this is shown to be the case in Honduras and El Salvador. In these two
small countries, although the migration was only a matter of a few miles
(in this case across the border), it occurred as a result of a disequilibrium
of population which forced one group out.
There is a great difference between the early urbanization patterns
Europe and contemporary urbanization in the developing countries. The shiftof
from rural to urban in European society was very functional. At the time of
rapid industrialization, the cities actually needed that rural population for
manpower. The same is not true of many developing countries today. Their
cities are growing in population without the commensurate rates of industrial
ization. Keep in mind, too, that the rates of rural population increase in
Asia and Latin America are far greater than in the rural areas of France,
Germany, Italy, and England, during the Industrial Revolution. The rural
push in the developing countries is now much greater. These trends are closely
inter-related to technological shifts in the rural areas which displace rural
workers. In many developing countries, the introduction of labor-saving devices
is pressuring rural population. This technological push had its counterpart in
European changes in landholding patterns, and the disappearance of common
pasture in the English enclosure movements.
Now we come to the second category of functional demography, the
social-organizational response, which normally consists of changes in the
development and distribution of social and economic resources. In the social
organizational category, there is a close interaction between cause and effect.
The arrows invariably go both ways. Social-organizational responses can both
cause demographic change or, in turn, be a result of demographic change.
First, let us consider the redistribution of social and economic
resources as a social-organizational response. Change in inheritance systems
provides a good example. Suppose that a decline in rural mortality leads to
an increase in the numbers of living sons. If the customary inheritance
system in this example distributed equal shares to the children, very soon
the per capita supply of land would virtually disappear. Thus, depending on
the system that exists, a change in population may require some change in the
inheritance system. Another opportunity might leave the inhbritance system
intact but change the population distributicn as excess children are forced
to leave the land. The excess children begin to migrate. As in the example
of the inheritance system, the change in population can effect social
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organizational response in various ways and degrees.

Changes in such things as inheritance systems, in turn affect what
Davis and Blake call the "intermediate variables." A change in the inheritance
system may result in a change in the age of marriage, or in the proportions
married. Here we see the intermediate effects tending to shift population
toward a new equilibrium. The age of marriage is late in Ireland precisely
because of the inheritance pattern which made marriage difficult during the
period of great population growth.
Responses such as changes in inheritance may also affect what Davis
and Blake do not discuss: the normative system. Changes in inheritance,
for example, may change attitudes toward the number of children desired,
and in turn affect the trends in population. If the inheritance system is
changed from equal division among offspring to primogeniture, or vice versa,
other things being equal, the result will be a change in the attitude toward
numbers of childr.n desired by a family. This occurs even in the absence of
modern contraception. One need only study trends in seventeenth century France,
where as a result of population increase, urban and rural birth rates began
to decline at about the same time. This was not a result of contraceptive
technology, but because of attitude changes resulting from transformation of
the land system, which in turn was an initial resultc6fpopulation increase.
Slavery is another form of redistribution of population and resources.
Slavery is one response to 'ashortage of labor and a way of redistributing
wealth through shifts in population.were not the only cause of slavery, in
some cases they contributed to the demand for labor.
The second kind of social-organizational responses may be called
"techno-resource development." The Agricultural and Industrial Revolutions
represent major innovations in technology and the use of resources. These
major changes could be both a result of and a cause of shifts in population.
We do not know which way the forces flow. Toynebee's theory of challenge
and response states that as a population grows, technology develops to
compensate for new demands. The fantastic irrigation systems of the ancient
world, developed long before their time, were probably particular responses
to acute population problems. Thus, technology followed population pressure.
The Green Revolution, the development of new hybrids, likewise resulted not
from the desire for better taste, but as a result of population pressure.
Specific resources are developed to create new types of agriculture. In
brief, these social-organizational responses, coupled with demographic
response, comprise the approaches of functional demography.
We come now to our third broad class of demography.

Intervention

demography involves the attempt to change population trends through applied
direct and indirect means. People usually change as a result of powerful
social and economic changes. Intervention works on the intermediate
variables and on the normative variables, leadingin turn to fertility control.
The World Population Cunference at Bucahrest reflected a move toward a
politically consolidated consideration of intervention, where China and the
Vatican began to talk the same language.

What will have an impact on fertility? We find that when people are
educated, and put in the cities, they will realize that children are expensive.
They want to raise the quality of life of their children, they want them to
go to school. Therefore, in this example, they will have fewer children or
get married later as a result. Or, if women had meaningful alternatives to
marriage, they might not get married, or would marry later in life, or malw
other arrangements.
There are many problems associated with this approach. First, we do
not know enough about the interaction of the variables. They do not always
intervene in the desired way. It is true that there is a rough relationship
between things such as urbanization, income, and education, but the relation
ship is very rough and we are not sure how it works. A second problem involves
politics. Should we attempt to change the entire economic structure in order
to get a small result on the fertility end? Politics enters the picture
because there are many people with bigger axes to grind than fertility. They
are grinding the aw of more equality for women, the ax of revolution or income
redistribution, or better education as the solution to mankind's problems.
They argue,for example, what have we got to lose by promoting education?
Family planning is a waste of time, it will never work. Increase my budget
for education and you will get your fertility decline.
In the end, we hopefully have a new dynamic emerging. Demographic
variables affect development and development affects the demographic vari
ables. Just as education might influence the use of birth control, the use
of birth control could ultiamtely affect the levels of education. More than
ever before voluntary intervention is entering the picture. Previously,
when a demographic change occurred, the response in society was unplanned.
If the response did not work, we do not know about those societies--they
disappeared.
Now man is trying to intervene to affect his future. He does not
want a population crash; nor does he want development slowed down to a point
which would incrr, ,omortality. He is aware that external migration is no
longer a feasiblt Iternative for virtually any country in the world. Internal
redistribution of population is creating as many problems as it is solving.
As a result, more policy-makers are turning to direct and indirect measures
for affecting the demographic future through family planning.
Discussion
Kellogg: You mentioned that the Vatican and China began to talk the same
language at the Buchhrest Conference. But the Vatican did not go along with
it.
Stycos: The Vatican, "long with China, said that people were the most precious
of all resources. The Chinese point of view was that technology and physical
resources, if properly marshalled, will solve the population problem. What
you are saying is that the Vatican did not vote for the resolution in the end.
In the discussions, however, China and the Vatican were amazingly close together,
as were Argentina and Cameroons.
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Student: About Ireland, you said that the decline in population
was mainly
due to migration. As far as I remember, the case of Ireland
was
influenced
by migration to some degree, but that a decline in fertility
caused the
principal decline. The change in fertility was a result
of changes in iner
itance laws and so forth. Is it possible that Ireland
exaggerates the case
of emigration?
Stycos: I oversimplified the case to show where the trend
would have gone
in the absence of external migration. Your point is well
taken.
Lee: I have a very practical question. I just came back
from Dacca, Bangladesh.
Staying in the same hotel with me were 4 officials from
the World Food Program.
They invited me to join them in discussion. The theme was,
and I am asking
for your opinions, since in Bangladesh the population is
outstripping
the
food supply, and right now they're receivi-ag massive food
aid, can this
opportunity be utilized to tie food to birth control? Very
drastic measures
were prcposed: namely, those who want food must, if they
have
more than 2
children, subject themselves to voluntary sterilization.
You might not
consider it "voluntary" in this case. What is your opinion?
Stycos: This is a good stimulating question. Why don't
we get some
opinions from the class?
Student: I don't::think that any of us could put ourselves
in the position
of either a woman in Bangladesh or a person in charge of
a ministry and ask
what can be done about the future of the country.
Student: Is there an option in terms of how many children
the person would
already have, before this process would take place?
Lee.:

That wasn't stated very clearly: we may assume that it isn't
settled.

Student: If all these things that you talk about affect
then if you do something drastic like this, wouldn't you population changes,
mess up the social
structure?
Stycos: The question is, if it worked, then one might mess
up the inheritance
system, social organization, the family. This is a good
point. One shouldn't
enter such a program without thinking through the demographic,
social and
economic consequences. One would have to project what
that
would
do to
Bangladesh's age structure, e.g. It would do some funny
things. Let's say
if every woman, in the next couple of years, got sterilized
after 2 children,
you would have in 15 to 20 years a very distorted age structure.
What you're
messing up is the whole family structure and the way the
whole society is
organized. I think that in the Bangladesh case, there is
one
If you limit to 2 children per family, you have to do somethingmajor problem.
about mortality.
You're not guaranteeing 2 children per family, first thing.
Secondly,
ster
ilization will never be favored. It's not just the fertility
that is important,
with all the other problems.
Lee: Is coercionbad in itself? Whenever we talk about
human rights there
is inevitably some element of coercion. Does not the right
to education
necessarily include compulsory education? The right to
health means what?
The right to vaccination, vaccination against smallpox,
among others. Even
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in our marriage law there are a lot of compulsions. There,
you have a waiting
period of 3 or 10 days. You can't marry more than one
wife, you can't marry
anyone closely related to you. So you have all these
coercions, why can't
you add another in the interest of society?
Student: When you think that far, I think in developing
countries, the
reason why women have that many children is because of
coercion. They don't
have enough knowledge, information, the cognitive side
is lacking because they don't know. Coercion is alreadyis lacking, the will
there. But when you
talk about, say, only 2 children, then sterilization.
Lee: The alternative Could be worse. I was flying back
with an official of
FAO 2 weeks ago. You recall there were 2 articles in
the New York Times on
the triage system. That's actually happening internally
in Bangladesh. A
joint secretary of the Ministry of Cooperatives and the
Rural
Development was
inspecting a district with the FAO official and passing
through
a particular
region. The Bangladesh Joint Secretary of the Ministry
said to forget about
this district. "It's hopeless, let's save our energy and
it can be of help." So you don't have the luxury of your resources for where
idealism. I think
the Western idealism based on the Biblical story that
a good sheperd is one
who, when he has 100 sheep, when 1 of them goes astray,
he will leave the
99 and go and look for that one. Can we leave the 99
and look for that one?
Student: My first response was yes, go ahead and do it.
But I wonder how
much coercion would be involved. I agree it's too late;
a lot of people
don't want large families, but it's the social conditions,
for example,
jobs are scarce, tihe salaries are low. You pretty much
have
to depend on
your children. So there are reasons for large families,
and not so much
desire, and perhaps in such a situation coercion wouldn't
be all that bad.
A lot of people may choose to have sterilization if available.
Stycos: In many places there's a favorable attitude toward
small families
but even if you provide the technology, the will to use
it is not very intense.
They will not practice the existing technology with the
necessary. Even with-modern technology such as the pill,efficiency that is
women might go to
the point of accepting it, but will not take it faithfully.
It could be
agreed that we have to make the motivation just strong
enough to adopt a
method which would take away the risk of failure, which
you would do with
sterilization. Does that justify such a drastic method?
I think that I
agree with Professor Lee that ethically it could be in
the interest of the
society to do so, but my objections to this measure would
also be political.
It would have repercussions in the international area.
It would pull the
case;.and be used by those who argue that it's really the
super powers that
are trying to hold down by coercive techniques the strength
and vitality of
the developing countries.
Lee:
it.

Strictly speaking, in this particular case the government
itself wanted

Stycos: Of course. I think that the question that is more relevant for the
class is not so much what the Bangladesh should do (for they can do anything
they want without interference in internal affairs) but what Should an inter
national organization assist them in doing.
Student: It could also imply that if the World Food Program was to develop
a program for Bangladesh, that it might be forced to develop policies for
other countries. Theoretically, you could develop all the way down the line
to doing a proof that the birth of children in the U.S. has a greater effect
on world resource depletion than the birth of a child in Bangladesh, and
therefore why shouldn't that policy be implemented in the U.S. The other
comment I would like to make is that the street people in Bangladesh tend to
be Biharies, who have immigrated from the state of Bihar in India. They
are undesirable in Bangladesh because they're from Bihar and because khey also
sided with the West Pakistanis during the revolution. So that policy would
have a very ethnically discriminating effect.
Student: Another aspect to consider is that they would have to change the
religion, for they're Moslems and Koran prohibits sterilization. They have
to change the whole social and economic organization for such a program to
succeed.
Lee: In the case of Bangladesh even before independence, there was a very
successful campaign for voluntary sterilization, and we usually have in mind
that Moslems would not favor sterilization. The one exception I noticed was
Bangladesh.
Student: But in the meantime we have the food shortage. Suppose they solve
the problem by saying that they have 2 children at a certain age, maybe that
would reduce the mortality problem.
Student:

That wouldn't solve the immediate food problem.

Student: Well, if you have food coming in plus this program, then next year
you have less people to feed.
Stycos: What this is doing is making your food investment yield higher
dividends. With your $100 worth of food, you also have an impact not only
on abortion but also on the fertility rate.
Student: Earlier you were talking about the international implications of
this policy in Bangladesh. I think if the Government decides to do something
like this, it should be internationally accepted, because even at Bucharest
when it was decided that there should be a World Plan of Action, it doesn't
seem to me that it was such a great idea for different countries having
different problems and different resources, and for the same reason if one

looks at the Bangladesh case realistically, it should be accepted.
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Stycos: The international community can't accept everything. Suppose
one country decides to sterilize its Jewish community and wants some
technology and assistance to do that, or suppose a Moslem community
decides to sterilize the Catholics. There may be internal polidies, but
international organizations don't have to support them!
Student:

What motivational impact does education have on population?

Stycos: In the U.S.A. the kind of national publicity being given to
population problems appears to have an impact. There is a new atmosphere
that says you really have to think before you bring a child into the world
these days. Second is the improvement in technology, which has made much
less motivation necessary. Birth rates began coming down around 1960 in
this country, just a little before the pill became popular so there was
something happeningbut I think that was accelerated by the availability
of contraception. In the underdeveloped countries, if you don't know whether
or 4ow you can affect your future, you havqno will to affect your future.
We have so much fatalism in many societies because there isn't really,
much.
that you can do about your fate. Now if you let people know that there
is
something available that can change their lives, this not only changes
their cognition, but their whole attitude toward what they want. For
know now that they can control certain forces, which previously seemed they,
beyond their capacity to affect. While I don't want to overdo the
implications of technology, in this country the emergence of the pill,
the IUD, and abortion all within 15 years has had profound impact on youth.
Student: How about the role&of communication.
this process can be hastened.

If there are more televisions)

Stycos: In underdeveloped countries I would put more money into radio
than television.
Student: Coming from Africa, I know that the ignorance of women and the
unavailability of contraceptives and the ignorance of how to use them are
major problems. I don't think that you're overstating your case about
technology, because it is extremely important.
Stycos: In a number of countries where contraceptive technology has become
readily available, you still do not get adequate acceptance of utilization.
You don't get a major jump forward, let's say, from 5% to 15 or 20% practicing
contraception, but if we're talking about affecting demographic rates you've
got to get to 50% or 60% to reach this level, you need more than the provision
of technology.
Student:

I'm from Sri Lanka.

We have technology, but very few practice it.

Stycosn When I say technology I also include a delivery system. Although the
technology exists, the delivery system is not always adequate. For example,
in many countries women are not used to going to a clinic or a doctor when
they're sick. So doctors set up a clinic like Park Avenue. They wear white
coats, they sterilize the instruments, and make sure that the ddrse fitt
interviews the patient and scares her. This may be the first physical examin
ation which the women have ever had,-just to get a simple contraceptive. In
this country we go to the drug store, but they've got to go through this
routine. Would you? So before we jump to coercion systems, we have a number
of things that we have to try first and if they fail then you increase your
gradient. After the delivery system comes the communication system. A lot
of people don't know that clinics are there. That's a lot simpler than
changing their basic attitudes In school. You can do it next month, you don't
have to wait 12 years to change their basic attitudes. And when you start
talking basic education, there are ethical problems. Little kids heads are
stuffed up already 6 hours a day. If you want to add sex education, population
education, family life education, and birth control, you have to subtract
something from their program. Before you do this, you shoul& try such obvious
things as getting rid of doctors.
Student: In an area such as Bangladesh, have they tried the various alternatives,
such as other ways of birth control, before ju.ping to sterilization?
Lee: Of course, before independence Bangladesh was part of Pakistan, and
Pakistan had taken a number of innovative programs, like lady home visitors,
use of paramedicals. They had a vasectomy campaign which was very widespread,
but then it petered out. At present time they're at the end of the road.
Student: It seems that when a problem gets to be grave that peop#le start to
think about it wholeheartedly. Perhaps it has to do with lack of foresight.
Student: I was going to ask something like that. What affects people's
p'rception of when they need to have population control?
Stycos: Well, that's a tough question. Actually, a survey was just done by
the U.N. in which they asked the governments'officials whether they had too
rapidly growing population or whether there was just enough or whether it
wasn't growing enough? Only 27% said it was growing too fast, the rest of
them either thought that it was adequate or a substantial minority (something
like 20%) thought they weren't growing fast enough. Now here you have an
ethical question. What do you do in an international organization when
Argentina comes to you and says our birth rate is too low, can you help us?
My system works in reverse perfectly. We could put on pro-fertility canpaigns,
clean up gonorrhea and'the legislation, instead of being liberal on abortion
will bz rough,. we won't allow abortion, won't allow the importation of con
traceptives, etc. As a matter of fact Argentina has done some of these things.
One reason is nationalistic. They are worried about the Brazilians next door.
Th.e same is true of Francophone African countries who feel they're too small.
You have to face the fact that most countries are small, 54% of the countries
of the world are under 10 million. They don't feel they have too many people.
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Student: Perhaps one advice the international organization could give us is
that of immigration from other countries. Why not adopt some starving people
from Bangladesh and send them to Argentina.
Stycos: International organizations say every country should invite immigrants
from other countries. But how do you expect them to enforce it? Argentina would
be delighted to get some lawyers and doctors but not unskilled labor.
Student:

But I meant children.

Stycos:

Argentines like Argentines.

Student:

Well, these people become Argentines.

Stycos:

Well, you have heard of ethnic probl2ms?

Lee: I'm expressing the sentiment of everybody here by telling you how
indebted we are. It certainly is a great eye-opener for me to see all of
these vaguely familiar things being put in a logical and cohesive order.
Thank you very much, Professor Stycos.
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A striking feature of underdeveloped
aeg i that *jrtVUy all of them
exhibit a much higher fertility than
do urbanoIndustIal societle.
hi well.
documented but Insufficiently analyd
fact in known to be counected with proftund
ditffrences in social orgaizatlon as
between the two types of society, and
is
therefore significant for the comparative
sociolog of reproduction. Me clarity
and Importance or the contrastj how9ver,
should not be allowed to obscure the
equally important fact that underdeveloped
areas themselves differ markedly in
social organizationj and that these differences
appear to bring about varlationa
in fertility. Though the demogrphie
statistics of backward regions have generally
been so poor as to place in doubt the
validity of reorted differences, there
are cases in which the evidence Is reliable
(e.g., as bet;.en Puerto Rico and
Jamaica, or Arab Palestine and Ceylon).
Of equal Interest are the cases In
which societies with differing social
organization have the same level of
fertility, for they may reach this common
result by quite different Institutioal
mechanisms.

All told, ample opportunity exists for
the conmparatIve amlysis of
social structure as it affects fertility.
In view of the bearing of future
population trends on economic development,
the pursuit of such analysis has a
practical as well as a theoretical signIficauce.
The present paper represents an attempt
to set forth and utilize an
analytical framework for the comparative
sociolog of fertility. it first
presents a classification of the intermediate
variables through which any soclal*

factors Influencing the level of fertility
must operate,

It nxist twiis to show,

2
in broad outUine, how some t~pes aw elements of social orpnlation,
ating
tbrou& these vwarblesp appear to enhance or depress societal fertility.
Our
hopv is that as more sociological and deogrphio information becomes
availables
the theories advanced can be refined further and tested emirically.

The process of reproduction involves three necessary steps sufficiently
obvIous to be generally recogized In human culture: (1)Intercourse,
(2)con
oeption, and (3)gestation and parturition.

In analyzing cultural Influences

on fertility., one may ivel start with the factors directly connected
with these

three steps. Such factors would be those through vhich, and only through
uhicho
cultural conditions can affect fertility. For this reason, by way of
convenience,
they can be called the "Intezmed Iate variables" and can be presented
scheatica ly
as follows:
I.

Factors AffectingRxcpSUre to Intercourse ("nterourse VrMasle_").
A. Those governing the formation and dissolution of unlone in the

rpductive period. V/

1, Age of antry into sexuh unions
2. Permanent celib y; proportion of women never entering sexual unions
3. Amount of reproductive period spent after or between unions
a) When unious aro broken by divorce, separation, or desertion
b) When unions an broken by death of husband
B. Those governing the exposure to intercourse within unions
4. Voluntary abstinence
5. Involuntary abstinence (from intpotence, Illness, uavoldable but

tmqporary sepamations)

6. Coital frequen y (excluding periods of abstinence)

3I. Factors Arfecting Eosure to Coaqeptio

("Conception Variables").

7. fecnndity or Infecundity, as affected by Involuntary causes
8. Use or non.-use of contraception

a) By machaical and chemical meano
b) By other means 2

9. Fecundity or infecundity, as affected by voluntary causes
(sterilization, subincioion, medical treatment, etc.)

3
III. Pactors Affecting Getation and Successful Puturition ("Gestation
10. Poetal mortality frm involuntary cwms
11. Pital mortality from voluntary causes
It is clear that M

cultural factor that affects fertility must do 0o

in some wa classifiable under one or another of our elevenite

variables.

Hence the latter provide a famework in terms of which the relevane

of cultural factors to fertility can be JP e4d.

In faft, attempts to ealain

causal relationships between institutions and fertility without such a framework
kayo led to inconclusive and confused writing on the subject,

The cultural

factorsp or "conditioning variables," are presumbly many, and no efrt
made here to classif

is

them; but the "interrAdiste variables" offer a mans of

approach to seleoting and analyzing these fators.
It Is also clear that each of the eleven variables my have a negative
(minus) or a positive (plus) effect on fertility.

If by exwning all societies

we could find the range of influence of a given varable, any effect nor
negative than the midpoint of this range would be on the minus side, and any
Influence more positive would be on the plus side.

If,

for example, a s~aiety

uses contraception successfully, it has a minus value with respect to vatable
number 8; If it

uses no contraception,* it has a plus value on this variable.

The value of each variable refers to how it affects fertl-1t.y in each case; so
a positive use of schething (e.g., contraception. abortion, abstinence) my
mean that it has a "Minus" fertility-value.
One cannot say, as is frequently implied in the literature, that some
of these variables are affecting fertility in one society, but not in another.
A1. of the variables are present in
before, each one is a variable
fertility.

-

ery

society.

This is because, as mentioned

it can operate either to reduce or to enhance

If abortion is not practicedp the fertility-value of variable number 11

is "plus." In other words, the absence of a speci.le practice does not Imply

"no influence" on fertility, beamuse this very absence is a form or Influence.
t ftollovs that the position of any esety, If

stated at aU. vmt be stated

on all eleven variables.

Societies differing In their social orgnizsation do not
necesgerily have different fertility-value, with respect to all the variables.
On scme of the variables they may ezhibit quite similar values.
tribe may have the same age at

ar

A nomadic

ge as a settled agrarian village; a primitive

group may practice the sme rate of abortion as an industrial society.

Two

contrasting societies an not likely, however, to manifest slmdiar values for
all the variables; they are not likely to do this even when their general
fertility level is practically the same.

The actual birth rate depends on the

net balance of the values of all the variables.

Though societies which generate

a high fertility tend to be predominantly on the plus side, no society has the
highest plus value on all eleven variables; and societies with low fertility turn
out to be amar\ngly positive on a number of them.
Xt ahouldo of course, be mentioned that cultural Influences
affecting our eleven variables do not necessarily represent ratlonl attempts to
govern fertility,

Hwy fertility consequences stemming from soclo-cultural

conditioaD (especially in underdeveloped regions) are by-products, being unantl
cipated and unrealized by members of the society.

Surely by now social scientists

know that they cannot confine their attention only to rational actions or treat
non-rational actions as somehow defying systematic analysis.
of a given society can be met just as wel.l, and just as ill
level of fertility as by an Intentional one.

Me requirements
by an unintentional
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Inatitutional Patterns and the Intem&

teVrblsA

From the standpoint of conartive sociology, an iuportaut
qpestion Is
how the fertility-values of our Intermediate variables
distribute themselves in
different kinds of societies. A preliminary eneralization
Is that under
developed societLes tend to have hifh fertlity-values
for numbers 1, 2, 8 and 9
on the list;
they E
have h
values for 3a, 3b. and 10; and they often have low

values for 4 and 11.

As for t hre

m

u-bnlvrs

..5o 6,9 and 7 -- it is

bard to prove that there are any consistent differences
between pre-industrial
and industrial societies.

If this goneralizatlon Is roughly accurate, then
it

becomes meaningful to re-group the eleven vriables
as follows:
Dhe Intermediate Varab_s According to their Values
in

Pr"-industrial Societies
Usgall

Hi h Values

Usually Low Values

1, AVe of entry Into unions.
2.

Peranent celibacy.

8.

Contraception.
Sterilization, etc.

9.

4.

10.

_High or low Values
3a.
3b.

11.

Voluntary abstinence.
oetal mrtality

. invountary

Indeterminate

Time between unstable unions.
Post-widowhood celibacy.

Foetal mortality -- voluntary.

.
6a

7.

Involuntary abstinence.
Frequency of coitus.

Involuntary sterility.

In attemptIng to analyze in a preliminary way how
different institutional patterns
affect the variables. we shall find it

Number1.

convenient to follow the order just given.

Age of lbtry into Unions.

In beginning with age of entry

into unions, we are dealing with one of the variables
governing exposure to
intercourse.

It

should be noted that these particular variables.,
however

favorable they may be to fertility in themselves,
my be counteracted In practice
by other factors governing conception and gestation.
Fbr exazple, even though
sexual unions begin early

prepancy or childbirth may be prevented.

This is

6
often te

MW societies, even

came when the sexual union is not a marriage.

*though they permit premarital intercourse, strongly forbid illegitimste

presnancy. 6

With respect to marital unions; however, reproduction Is specifically

sanctioned, indeed expected.

As already mentioneds there may bej in addition,

non-marital unions in which reproduction also nOrmll

occurs.

Consequently,

in dealing with age of entry into unions, we shall separate those unions In
which offspring normally appear (includi3g both marital and non-marital types)
from those in which reproduction is so strongly condemned that it

is infrequent.

We shall now dea with the first general class (paying attention mostly to
marriage itself), leaving until later the discussion of non-reproductive sexual
unions.
Since in pre-Industrial societies the ap of entry into reproductive
unions is generally young, the question must be raised as to why the fertility
value of this variable is usually positive when on certain other variables it
is often negtive.
from high mortality.

From a broad functional standpoint

s

the explanation stems

Not only does a high death rate normally prevail in

underdeveloped societies from year to years but there is always the danger of a
sudden catastrophic rise in mortality.

Early mrriage therefore represents the

mximum possible hedge spinet the threat of failure in population replacement.
Entering a union at a young age does not cowit one irretrievably to a large
familym because all other means of reducing fertility come after this point.

If

a particOr union is resulting in progeny that are too numerous under current
circumstances, this eventuality can be obviated by abstinence# contraception,
abortion, or infaticide.

These means, precisely because they corhlater, can

be utilized at a time closer to the actual lnmingement of new individuals on
the resources of those responsible.

If, on the other hand, the age of entry into

unions in late, the potential fertility that in lost can never be recovered.
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The thMret of mortality, from a societal
standpointj has reference not only
to the potential offspring but also to the
parents themselves. ftrly forma.
tion of unions helps to guarantee that
the young adult8 will achieve at least
some
reproduction before they die.
This broad functional explanation does
not, however, enlighten us concerning
the specific institutional mechanisms
by which early marriage is insured.
These
can best be understood in terms of family
and kinship organization (inmolving rules
of residence and rules of descent) and
the control of property. Such mechanism
apply iomat clearly to formal manrriep
although they may epply as wello,
though
in lesser degree, to informal reproductive
unions.
From the standpoint of kinship orgnization,
an essenti l distinction is
that between a Joint household and/or
clan systems, on the one hands, and an
Independent nuclear family or~nization
on the other. When the clan is the unit
controlling the property (whether the
latter consists In herds or land), the
question of inheritance does not normally
arise, becauso the c3au Is imortal.
When the joint family is the controlling
units, the question arises only when the
joint family divides; the joint family,
however, does not divide when the off.,
spring marry, but rather. at the earliest.
when the father dieao Thus, in societies
having a joint household (and a fortiori
in those having a strong clan organiza
tion), marriage is in no way made cotingant
on the possession of separate
property by the newly married pair.
Furthermores, with strong clan or Joint-household
control (or both), mar
riages are usually arranged by the elders.
who are often motivated to nake
the arrangements early in the lifetime
of the prospective mtes, I.e., before
puberty. Religious prescriptdon may require
this result, and the economic ex
changes involved in betrothal may be
structured in such a way as to yield an
advantage to the parents who marry their
dauShter early. If the system Is one
of

patrilocal recidenceq for eNP1eD a grown daughter rusining in her parental
hoe is an anomly.

Not only does her presence run counter to the normal divi'

elon of labor by sex, which assumes the coplemntarity of hutbend and wife1
but she must adjust to the wives of her brothers coming into the household.

Add

to thib fact that the daudhter, as a prospective spouse. is most in demad by
other families when she is Woung, first because she then has a pcter potential
fertility ahead of her, andk second, because she is more attractive sexually
and fits more easily into a subordinate status in her husband's parental home.
If.then, there is a substantial bride-price or gra.m-price at marrig, the
girl's kin stand a better chance of a favorable bargain if they marry her off
early. This may help them in procuring ives for their sons.
In societies having neither a strong clan nor a joint family, the forces
leading to early marriage my be overbalanced by others.

The Irish family,for

instance; has long been organized in terms of neolocal residence and hence =Tintal
rather than filial solidarity.

This being true, land had to be obtainable or mar

riagse postponed. During the greater part of the eighteenth century land Vas scace
and could not be subdividea because the econon was predmiantly pastoral.
Oonsequentl,

an obstacle to early marriage "was the difficulty of acquiring a

settlement pn iwhich a new famil

ibtdepend." 7 Iater, during the sixty years

before the Famine, whan the potato became the staple food and the econmV
shifted from pastoralism to cultivations coupea could get property at marriage
by subdivision of the land, thus removing tezporaily the main obstacle to early
narriae.

But vith the crisis of the Famine, the futility of progressivc sub

division led to the land Purchase Acts stipulating that the loans which trans
form d tenants into ouners were granted only on condition that no subdivision
would tele place.

Since the annuities ran for 35 Years, this represented some

restraint on subdivisiOn. 8 A more powerful restraint was the fact that, once

the tenants became owners, they CM unvillU
tis.

to subdlvtde In behalf of their

The tendency was to retain on.y one on the ]tezaa

land# the razindsr of

the children being dispeaedj partly through xigration abroad,

The

de

pondent. nuclear family was nunitalned4 but the son who reminod at home could
not establish sueh a family untUl the father was willing to resign both authority
and property.

As a result the average age at marrIae in Ireland became

oxtremely 'dvanfgtd

reaching 29.1 for women by 1926 9

Lest our chraxcterization of Irish family orpnination as neolocml appear
surprising, it should be noted that although the Mrish have been interpreted as
having a; J61nt household and patrilocnl residences1 0 the opposite seems to be true;
Bren If one or tio eons rewin at homej the resulting menage is not what is
ordinarily called a Joint household; because in Ireland marrlage implies the
Indcpendence of the sonb

When the son brings a bride Into what vaw 'the paternal

homesteadp he brings her Into a hon that has been redefined as his, no longer
his father's.

The father has re!quIrKd b6th ovnershp of the fam and a

athority

over the son. As long as the father continues to Own the land* the son who re.
mains at home cannot ,mrry because toe land Is neceseary for the "matchb"1

If

marriage occurs. therefore# the fact that the parents are still in the home is

merely adventitious

--

they.have entered "the age grade of the dying. "

i Slif

icantly, if irreeontilmble conflict develops In the shared household, it is the
1*tenta) not the sba and his wIfe

who must leave.

"The bond between them &usband

and wif7 Is stronger than that between son and paret."1 3 .Thus in Ireland the
fact of sharing a house with the parents isnot a reflection of the Joint family
ideal but of the force of circumstances.

The fact of a common me gae is socially

defined In such a way as to couply with the ideal Of a neolocal and independent

IlucJlea3 family.
Tbia ndependent nuclear family orgnization is neither unique to Ireland
nor inodern in development.

In Northwestern Europe the custom of Impatible

10
inheritance (e.g., by primgeniture or utiacgeniture) was found in many areas
during the Niddle Ages.

In om sections it wa apparently customary for the old

people to gliu) their land to the heir before they died.
thority, they expected only their keep off the land.

Surrendering their au

The helr's marriage was con

tingent on the land being turned over to him; It his sisters and brothers stayed
ons they could claim their keep but not the privilege of mariage.1

The principle

of no holdin&# no marriage, 1 5 operated to edvance the average age beyond what It
otherwise vould have been.

Furthermore, the noticn of the independence of the

nuclear family also mnifasted itself n the naster-approntice relationship within
the medieval guildsl for marriage often did not occur until an adequate guild
status had been acquired by Inheritance, purchase, or dower. 1 6

There is thus

evidence that Earopean society has long empbasized the mrital rather thau the
fili , bond as the basis of family oranization, with a consequent tendency to
delay moria7.,
The emphasis on marital rather than filial solidarity, on neolocal rather than
patrilocal residence, which appears to have delayed marriage In Ireland and
Northweetern Mope contrasts sharply with the forces operating to precipitate
trarriage .in an extended famly systemo

In a truly jolnt household the authority

of the elders continues after marriage; the imrital bond is therefore subordinate
to the filial bond and does not require economic independence on the part of
those getting marnied.
traditional China.$
tures.

Such a family pattern is well known as the ideal one in

dia, Bantu Africa, and many other peasant or primitive ca

In the Chinese case. the father maintains his tutelage over the mairied

son and his control over the familial property until death.

Be consequently

need not fear the mwrrlage of his son as a threat to his authority, and there
fore., unlike the Triah fathor, has no motive (at lnast in this regard) for post
poning such

xriageo

On the contrarys, to the entent that his son brings a wife

into the house and has children. the old manus authority is extendedo 1Indeed, it is

only by the marriage of his son that the patriarch can rulfinlbhis filial
2
obligation to him father.

Number 2. -9tent of Permanent Celibac.

If late marriage can have a minus

effect on fertility, so can permanent nonmarriagae

In both cases, if this effect is

to be produced, there must be either continence outside of marriage,
or the
use of means to prevent intercourse from resulting in childbirth.
In practice,

non-mrrlage usually does produce a low rate of reproduction among the
unmar
riod, because, as mentioned already, marriago in all societies
is the preferred
institutional arrangement for having children. It seems vise,
therefore, to discuss

"celibacy" prlmarily In terms of non-marriage, and to consider
sexual con
tinence only in so far as it

llumnates that factor.

Although permanent non-marriage is obviously a more potent factor
than mere
pOstponement of marriage, It actually occurs less frequently
and hence has less
negative influence on fertility. Only rarely can a population
be found where
more than 20 per cent of the woen complete the reproductive
period without
ever having married.

Ireland Is an extreme case, with 26.3%of Its women

aged 45-49 in 1946 still single.
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If we assume that these women, had they mar

ried, would have had the same completed fertility as those who
did, then their
proportion represents an estimate of the loss of fertility due
to non-marriage
(excluding illegitimate births). 0

Thus the loss due to permanent non-marriae

seems, even In the extram case, scarcely to exceed one-fourth.

Such a

loss In fertility Is greatly exceeded by that due to late age
at marge.

lor

example, in Switzerland (where the data are readily available)$
if all women In

1941 who had ever married by ases 4D-44, had married at apes 15-19 and
bad
subsequently manifested the same age-opeciflo fertility as those
who bad ac
tually married then or did marry at some point prior to age
40, the reproduc
tion would have been 75% greater than it actually was:2 1 In
other words the gain
In fertility if late marriage had been eliminated would have
been approoxiately

threO time the
It

gen (25%) if permnent non-M'riage had been

elimintedo

Is nainly In urban-industrjl societies that
the proportion of women never

mrrying by the end of the reproductive span
exceeds l0% In India In 1931, it

was only 0°6

in Ceylon in 194.6, 3.4%; and .in MLlaYA In 1947o 3.3%.
Thus the
underdeveloped areas generally show a very hih plus value
for fertility with
resect *oth to variable number I (age at mrrie) and
variable number 2 (pro.
portion ever mrred), vheres

Industrial societies often show rather low fertluty

values on these,

V'e thus have to answer two questions: Wfy do all societies
genemlly make less
usO of non-Mmiage than of late marriage in
depressing fertility?
umderdeveloped peoAles make less use of b
t rl-l

soct-eties?

Why do

of these mchanisms than do indts

Let us attempt to answer these two questions
In order.

Given the low fecundity of the human speies8,
no society can hope to replaet
itse f. unless either a majorlty of Its woMen
participate In reproduction or its
mortality is rigorously controlled. Since
most of man's history has occurred under
conditions of heavy mortality -- conditions
which still prevail for many of the
worldtp peoples -- all viable societies have
evolved social mecana
that lead
the rp.jority of women to participate in reproduction.
Their participation Is or
ganized trhough the Institution of marriage.,
which links sex and reproduction
to the care and socia.iation of children.
This institution is in turn supported by
Its a.tieWAtion with the rest of the social
order, The marital relation thus beoes
a generca norm In terms of which the hopes
and expectations of virtually all
individuials are channelized. If fo)r some reason
the pressure of mortality is re
laced, the norm still
continues in effect. Not only do normative
system
Whnge slowly, but there still
remains the necessity for a femily orgWention
in terms of which reproduction and childrearing
are provided for,

Thus indi

viduala continue to anticipate marriage as
a, normal and important part of life,
an event =ore easily postponed than foregone,
altogether,

3
In any casej an increase In non-muiage would not reduce fertility unless
either coitus outside of vedlock were sucossfully banned or contraception and
abortion were freely used.

If the latter were readily availabley they could be

used within VrrIaOD and the consequent reduction in marital fertility would ob,
vate the necessity of denying mrriage to a substantial portion of the population.
If contraception and abortion were not readily

ailable, non-narriage wOuld

te an effective brak on fertility only at the price of permanent sexual oelibacy.
Wverything we know about humon society indicates that. this price is so high that
no population is willing to pay It.
Since no society has over attetpted to Incorporate permnent colibacy as a
iiidespread customs we have no conclusive evidence as to what it would do to
a social system,

We can# hotever, obtain some clues by exmining countries

in ubich permaiet celibacy bae appeared to an unusual extent and by ondning
organizations wbiah have enjoi~ed it ds a rule.

We can also may something on

purely theoretical grounds concerniag what it might do if utilized as the ahief
means of reducing fertility to a Modern level.,
giving.a coauletb treatmebt 0lo

Laitatons of spoae prevent our

these linesp but something an be amid about

each of them.
Because Ireland ba an unusu3ll

late see at marrige and a hih proportion

toether with a strong prejudice apinst coitus outside of r
extensive practice of celibacy.
rlite., it provides the mn exsi~le of a rather
who nevor marry=,

Has this adjustment enactad a price?

To answer such a question is difficult.

A

puritanical attitude toward sex cannot be listed as a consequence, because this
ia part of the celibacy itself.

That the Iroh avoid reproduction outside of mar

riage In chown by their low illeatimc

1930 and 3.3%in 1931
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rate -- 2.8%of all live births In 1921

However, such descriptions as we have sugpest that

a great amount of attention, comunity effort# and personality conflict go into

controlling sexual expression.

Having tt social system that emphasized the mar

Ital bond and the nuclear famly, the Irish =nnot acletely segregate unmnrie:d
females, as is done in Moslem countries.

The young people must have some chance

to particapate in courtship and mate selection.

But, given this system the Irish

seem to make an unusually strong effort to control sexual bi bavior.

Pr a country

not living under a dictatorehip, the official censorship of literature and ideas
is exceptionaly rigid, and has as its min purpose the suppresuion of material
pertaining to sex and reproduction.
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Furthermore# t

data on mental illness,

which show a high rato for Ireland, indicate a possible consequence of"ouch re
pression.

There appear to be few features In Irish life that compensate for

whatever is lost through celibacy.

Ireland has, for example, the lowest level of

living of any nation in Northwestern Europe.

All told, there is some ground for

the hypothesis that Irelead is paying a price for Its unusual degree of celibacy.
Celibacy as an ornizational rule has almost solely applied to religious
Personnel.

Among those few relgions ihich have adopted such a rule for their

clergy., our evidence is most readily available for the REon Catholic priesthood.
As Is well known, the application of the Aae in this case encountered great diffi.
cultiec. It required nearly nine centuries before the edict of non-marriage itself
could be enforced with relative success.

Priests were first comnded to sep

arate f-rom their wives and remain continent in 385 A.D.

After that date there

weree periods when the ban against narriage could be safely ignored by priests,

followed by periods when the Church was militantly ptrging its

lrried clergy.

Pope Gregory (5.ld-brand) encountered such obstacles in enforcing the rule of
non-mexriage that he ordered the laity to withdr w their obedience from all
members of the cler

who disregarded the papal canons on simony end Incontinence.

By so doirg., he undermined a basic principle of the Church

--

clerical

imunity -- and thus as early as 1074 directly laid one of the foundations of the
Reformation.

Only by placing the sacrament of msariage in a lower position

than that of the relioous vow (Latean Council of 11U23) did the Church
finally
settle the issue of clerical mariage, although in practice such marriages
oc
curred with some frequency after that -- as late as the ninetmenth
century in some
parts of Latin America, for exummle.
was being enforced, the Church still
its priests and nuns.

In periods when the bay, against marriage
bad to deal with sexual incontinence among

"Soicitation" (the seduction of female penitents) concubin

age, and other vIolations were so comon as to cause chronic public
scandal.
In some area priestly concubinage became, for long periods# a
customary

practice, and the sons of priests received preferment. 6 We Can thus
see that the

.,enforcement of celibacy even for that s=ll fraction of the population re
presented by the clergy was anything but easy,
If we imagine a society in which celibacy is institutonalized and '1becomee
a norm rivaling marriagep we can see that the result would be p radfkzal
and
Impossible. Should the cliibate class be large enough to reduce the birth
rate to
a modern level without other mans, it would have to contain at least half
the
population. For Individuals on such a scale to be induced to Mike the sacrifice
of celibacy they would not only have to be fIrmly controlled (perbaps segregated
from the rest of the coamunity and thus divorced from the temptations of every.
day life), but would also have to be Ideologically indoctrinated, and, above
all, socially rewarded. If the rewards were great enough to recruit people
for
the numerous celibate portion of the population, this class would inevitably
occupy the top of the social ldder. Bht the celibate class would be
too big to be
an elte. Ftwthermore, the sheer fact of celibacy would not represent in
itself a
contribution to the productive capacity of the society. If the celibate population
were given useful taxks to perform, the variety of functions would necessarily
be
great; and if all these reoctived an IndiscrnImnately high reward, emsme celibates
would be receiving this ratwm

not because of their productive contribution

but because of their celibacy. In this way, seeking to give half or more
of its

,

6
population advantages that at best only a few can be given (and doing so reCard
less of productive mrit)j the society voild suffer an intolerable economic and
social burden.
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After this analysis of te

relatively

nor role of permanent celibacy in

fertility limitation, we are nw ready for our second question:

Why are late mar

rage and non-marriap more frequcnt in industrial than in pro-Industrial
societies?
Perhaps non.marriage

occurs more often In Industrial societies because these

societies depend less upon kinship and the family as bases of social organiza
tion.

The fact of being or not being married atfeots less the individual's eco

nondc chances.

In pre-industrial societies where the family is a productive

unit, marriage har a hi&h value for the Individual.

Also, where the partners to

marrieao ae self-selected by a coupetitive process of courtship, as in modern
cotmtriee, there tends to be a substantial proportion vho are not successful in
attracting a suitable mate.
The greater postponement of marriage in urban-industrial nations can be sim
ilar2y explainede

he necessity of lengthy training for skilled positions in an

industrial economy, the often lengthy trial-and-o~rorprocess of courtship, the nec.
es..ty of economic self-sufficiency on the part of the newly married couple -
all are conducive to marital postponement.
Bat in neither type of society is non- mriage likely to be an imortant a
depressant of fertility as late arriage, because marrie remains the institu
tional norm in both cacso

Wedlock my-be postponed with soe equanimity, but

Individuals who actually never marry have, in most cases, hoped that th.e
would not be their fate.

In IrelanA, for axuples clerical celibacy is certainly

valued, but not permanent celibacy among laMenn2B
Once again let us note that neither the postponement nor the total abjuratlon
of
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marris

necessarily Implies sexal celibacy.

Bence no industrial society today

Is required to use either method as a dominant means of controlling fertility,
because other less drastic, leas sacrificial, methods are available.
that marital powtponemsnt, non-marriapp and abstisnce

It is clear

within marriage, if they

are effective in limiting fertility, all have a common feature -- sexual denial; and
all share the difficulties that this entails.
Number 8.

Use or Non-Use of Oontraception.

variables" have a negative effect on fertility

Whereas the "intercourse

only through abstiwance,

neither the

conception nor the gestation variables require this drastic behavior by the indi
vidual or the institutionalization necessary to insure such behavior.

With the

"conception variables" (of which the use or non-use of contraception is one), the
pleasure of intercourse is not foregone. The individual, thus released from pay
ing a heavy appetitive penalty for the decision not to bave children, is much
freer to decide this issue in terms of his economic and social intereits alone.
With reference to contraception In particular, its

apparent efficient might lead

one to expect a widespread use of It as a depressant of fertility°

Yet we have

already stated that this is one of the three wvriables which almost universally have

a strong plus fertility-value in pre-industrial societies.

Why then, do these

societies so widely exhibit the non-use of contraception?

To answer this question,

we must. consider separately the two types of contraception.
Eh. Contraception by chemical or mechanical means.

In many primitive and

peasant cultures the idea of chemical and mechanical contraception is known and
attepto are.made to apply it.

Yet, even in situations motivating the individual to

limit his fertility, this is not usually the mean

adopted, simply because the tech

nology of underdeveloped societies cannot supply effective methods. In the absence
of a knowledge of reproductive physilology, people in these societies have little
sense of even the kind of instrumentalities to look for.

Similarly, there is

not enough knowledge of chemistry to give comand over materials.

The methods,
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therefore, tend to be hit or miss, with D2gLc rather than science playing a
prominent role.

lack of experimental technique leads one method to be valued

as highly as another.

ven the method* that iould actually accomlish the pur

pose of contraception are apt to be clumsy, sexually unsatisfactory, and un
bealthful, e.g., insertion of an okraike seed pod in the vagina (Buah Negroes
of British Guiana); insertion of rags or finely chopped grass (Rpindas
and Dibundas in Central Africa); insertion of dung (Egypt and other socie
ties). 3 0

Furthermore, granted that a really natisfactory method Is hit uon,

such as poesibly the use of a douche containing lemon Juice or a decoction of
the husks of mhogany nut (Martinique or Guian)., 3 1

the materials are likely to be

available only in one locale or in certain saasons of the yeer.

Thus the technology

end economy of pre-industrial societies bave not been equal to the task of pro
viding a cheuicc-mechanical contraceptive that would be at once cheapp satis
factory, effective, and readily available.
8b.

Contraceptlon without chemical or mechanical means.

Clearly such methods

rts withdrawal, Intercourse without penetrations and various heterosexual "per
versions" do not depend on scientific and tecbnological progress.

They are known

I'r prcticed in one form or another in nearly all societies.

Yet they seem to

be insuffciently employed to represent a major control over fertility.

They my

be so emloyed in a few primitive societies, but ayparently not in the civiliza
tions such ca that of China, India,
gates are found.

ud the Near Est where huge population aggre

For the most part: it

seems, they are employed in extra-=4a'ital

relations or in those cavev whore premarital intercourse is permitted but
premarital pregnancy forbidden.

But it is doubtful that such practices represent

an important contribution to fertility control. in whole societies.

Hunorous soci

eties -- some with a good share of the world'c people -- either do not permit the
ordinary female to engage in premaritsl intercourse, or have tiuch a young age at
mrriage that such intercourse would play a srm.iU role in any case.

As for
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extra-murital relations, those societies which permit them under certain circum
stances arm not particularly concerned about the woman's becoming pregnant,
because biological paternity is not stressed.

Only those societies branding

adulterous children as illegitimate would condemn the married woman's pregnancy
by another man than the husband, and these would be societies which restrict
extra-uarital intercourse.

For these reasons, to have an independent and sig

nificant effect on fertility, non-mechanical contraceptive methods would have
to be used within mrriage. We are therefore forced to ask why such methods
are not more widely used within wedlock in pre-autrial

societies.

The reader should recall that any society with a high mortality must in general
motivate its members to view legitimate reproduction favorably.

Under this pre

sure the cultures in question, as already pointed outj are so organized as to mz-

Imize fertility values in the early stages of the reproductive process -- e.g., by
early

rriape.

Although intercourse is one step later, it is still so early as to

involve a risk of inadequate fertility. If conditions subsequently make children
undesirable, measures can still be taken after conception.
An additional consideration is that the physical burden and danger of child
bearlng, and the responsibility for nourishing and rearing the child, fall mainly

on the mother. If therefore there is a wish to avoid childbirth, this wish is apt
to be hers rather than her husband's.

It happens, however, that the non-chemico

mechanical methods of contraception are the ones requiring the co-operation and
partial frustration of the male.

Since he is not under the pressures that affect

his wife in this matter, he my be reluctant to aid her in avoiding pregoancy.
The social insulation of the two sexea is often caried so far that communica
tion between them is difficult.

This Itsulation is particularly observable in

regard to oexwal behavior, which tends to be Rurrourded by taboos and rituals.
As between husband and wife, sexual Intercourse. by virtue of being the special
bond and therefore the focus of anxiety and conflict between them, my be the

topic they discuss vith least freedoms

2hus the oope-atio

nacary
e
for con

traception ismade difflcult.
Insuch terms we can understand why the available methods of contraception
receive scant use in underdeveloped societies. Which of the considerations men
tioned plays the greatest role is hut to say, but the fact should be emphasized
that not all the reasons for limiting bIrtha are predictable at the time of Inter
course -- particularly in simple societies that live close to the environment and
are threatened by quick catastrophe.
shall see later, limit fertility a

Number 9.

volta

The individual couple my, therefore, as we
rather than at the time of intercourse.

Control over ,I'nt.
Like chemical and mecical

contraception, satisfactory control of fecundity in beyond the technical capacity
of pre-industrial societies. Neither the reduction nor the enbancement of fe
cundity by harmless medical measures appears possible in such cultures.

Op

erations on the male external genitalia can be perforrei, such as subincision
and castrationp but these are either too drastic to be barmless or have little
3
effect on fecundity.

We me
ber 9.

3

conclude, then, that pro-industrial societies are plus on variable num

P t so are industrial societles.

he latter my have even more of a

plus fertility-value on this varible than simple societies because they can, and
usually do, forbid sterilization andp at the same time, foster medical treatnt
for sterility, thus enbancing the fecundity of partially sterile couples.
Although modern science makes harmless sterilization possible, it has not
yet been used, except In Puerto Hicoo as a popular method of avoiding cbildren.3
The Puerto Rican case suggests, however, that sterilization m
become more widely diffused in underdeveloped areas.

In the future

If the operational technique

were improved to the point where It could be easily reversed -- so that it could

be used for the spacing, as well as for limiting the total number, of children

-it

might become the principal means of reducing fertility in backward areas.

'Ia

a
Nmer 3a. Tme_ Between Unstable Uniong

Any negAtive effect on fertility

from variable 3a is a function of both the rate of dissolution of unions and the
time lost betwten them.

If unions are stable, or if they are unstable but no time

is lost between them, fertility will not be affected adversely.
With reference to marital unions, preindustrial societies seem generally to
hcve a low rate of dissolution.

True, there are certain exceptions to this rule.

Some of the Islamic peoples show a tendency toward maritl instability* and
in Some pr..mitive societies the clan or joint household tahes such precedence
35
over the nuclear family that the latter tends to be somewhat unstable.

Ou the

whole., however, the institutional structure of pro-industrial groups buttresses

marriage In such ways as to give it considemble stability.
When a society has a significant proportion of informal unions which it re
gards as inferior to legal marriage but in which reproduction is nevertheless oi
pected (e.g.,

"consensual unions" in latin America and "common law" unions

in the British West Indies), one of the features of such unions is that they tend
to be unstable.

In such cases the woman may wait some time before entering a

new union, and the fertility lost may be substantial.

For a small sample of women

in Jamaica (whore around 70%of the births are Illegitimate) the reduction In
36
fertility due to the instability of unions was approximately 37%.

The Informal
In

type of union arises as an institutional form from various historical causes.
societies that have been disorganized by Western contact, they may appear abun
dantly, and legal marriage itself my become unstable.
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In other instances where

the social order has grown largely out of a former slave class, informal unions

.3

my be both more numerous and more unstable than legal marriages.
With reference to premarital unions, there is every evidence that in the many
societies whero theoe are permitted they arej, ar a rule, hijgly unstable, amounting
in many cases to c4olesca!nt promiacuity.

However, there is ordinarily little

time

lost between such lUntsons; few siocieties permit reproduiction in them; and, givelt

L,
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a young age at murragj most such unions occur at an age when adolesenut
sterility seemingly rduced the number of conceptions.
It follows that pre-Industrial societies generally have a plus fertility-value
with respect to variable number 3&, but the exceptions are more numerous
than was
the case with the other variables so far considered,

Number 3b.

Post-Widowhood Celibacy.

What effect the

1

rate of widowhood

found in pre-industrial societies has on fertility depends on the institutinal
pool
tion of the widow. In many such societies she loses little time from exposure
to
intercourse, because she soon marries soin.

In other pre-Industrial cultures,

however, the widow either must wait for a protracted period or is subject
to a
distinct prejudice against remarrying at all.

An Inortant problem in analysing

the institutional implngements on fertility is the discovery of why some
societies
take one course in this regard and others take the opposite course.
If we study those societies in which remlrriage occurs universally and
soon,
we find that they are the ones requiring the widow to marry a kinsmen
of the
deceased husband (lairate).

Such societies se4

usually primitive, practicing

a shifting cultivation, hunting, or pastoral pursuits, and are characterized
by strong
clan or lineage organlzation.

Marrie involves substa-atial economic exchanges

and# if the system is patrilineal and patrilocal, these are weighted In
favor of
the bride's lineage (brideprice).

The woman brouSht into the clan or lineage as

a wife is conceived a3 belonging to this clan, which has paid the brIdeprIce;
her
children, who are automatically members of the husband's lineage, represent
her
contribution In return for the cost of procuring her.

When the womn is widowedj,

the lineage retains control over her, not only because a price has been
pid
for her but also because her children must remain with the lineage.
is fecund, the
remarry.

If she still

ineae feels it wuuld be losing potential children if she did not

But remarriage to an outsider would be unsatisfactory, because the chil
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dren of that union would belong to another linea
within ie clan.

eHenc, the remrriaI must be

Since in the exhanaus aemnting the firat marriage, the hus

band's nearest relatives bore the main cost, it Is natural that his close kin
(notably his brothers) should have first claim on the widow.

If the deceased hus

band bas no actual brothers, one of his "classif. etory brothers" can be sub
stituted,

In anticipation of her possibly entering a levirate union, a woman's

relation with her husband~s actul and classificatory brothers Is often one of
privileged familiarity. The term for "husband's brother" may be the same ae that
for "husband."

The social structure clearly demonstrates that the clan is

thinking of the widow In toer

of her potential production of children. Among

the Nuer, for instance, even if the widow should take as a lover a person outside
the clan (she cannot legally marry outside)1 the children are viewed as the
descendants of the dead husband and therefore as meoters of his, not the lover's.

clan.3

9

In many societies, on the other hand, the widow Is forbidden to mary a close
relative of the deceased huebnd. These seem to be cases in which the elan,
however important it may once have been, has receded In economic .mdpolitical
significance, seemingly as a result of technological advance and greater class
stratification. The economy is that of a more stable agriculture in which the
same land is Intensively cultivated pear in and year out.
stances the joint household acquires more independence and

Under such circum
e significance as an

economic unit than It seems to have in most primitive societies.

The distinction

between relatives in different households thus takes precedence over their sol
idarity as members of the ame lineage or cl=ad

To be sure, the woma

arrying

into the joint household may do so in terms of some form of economic ex
change, but this exchange Is between Individual households rather than clans.
The widow and her children accordingly belong to the deceased husband's house
hold.

Remarriaga to one of her dodd mate's brothers or other close male

relatives, however, would be struattally inappropriate. because the joint house
hold is always subject to dissolution and must be so organized as to minimize the
complications c such dissolution.

Unlike the clan or lineagej which is Imortal

and indefinitely expandable, the household Is a residential economic unit which
can easily grow too large for its immediate resources.
ture, the household must be near the land it works.

With stable agricul

If its memberships increases,

it must ultimately break up because the land required for sustenance will be too
distant.

When the household does break up, usually at the death of the male

hedd, it does so by the separation of its nuclear familiep.

Accordingly, even

when the nuclear family forms part of a joint household, it is visualized not only
as a separate unit but also as one that may In the future have Its own inde
pendent residence.

A widow's remarriage to one of her husband's relatives

within tLT household would conflict with this Idea of potential independence.
would inextricably merge two nuclear families.

It

It would require polygyny and

wou .d empbhaslze the solidarity of the sibling relationship rather than the
father-son relation so central to the independent joint household.
Stable agrarian societies not only forbid the widow to marry within the circle
of her husband's kin but also often frown on her marrying anyone at all.
ditional prejudice seems likewise to be explicable in structural terms.

This ad
For the

widow to marry outside would require that some agency make a match for her,
because marriages in traditional agrarian sociOties are arranged by persons other
than the parties to the unfon.
responsible for her.

However, her family of orientation is no longer

The family of her deceased husband is restrained from tak

lng the responsibility for several reacons.

Xt would, in socking a mate for the

widows have to treat her as a daughter, which might interfere with the rights
of the actual daughters.

Furthermore, since she is a widow and is oldor, she

has become less valuable than won her first mrriage, so that it Is difficult to
get her married at a social level reflecting favorably on the family's prestige.

If the widow bas children, her
require her separation from tba.

a.tae
otsIde
the ied-iate kin would
It is thus understandable why traditional

agrarian societies, especially where the joint household is normally preferred,
should exhibit a prejudice against widow remarriage.

Such unions certainly do

occur, particularly in the loier classes which cannot carry out the joint family
ideal, but the prejudice my be strong enough to prevent a high proportion of
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widows in the upper classes from remarrying.

In India the caste controls

reinforce those of the joint household in preventing widow remarriage,

ince such

unions are thouht to lower the caste's prestige, and since marriage is endog
monus within the caste, both parties to a remarriage are condemned.

For this rea

son the reduction of fertility due to widow a6amy is probably greater in India
than in any other country, especially because of the early age at marriage and
the high mortality there.
Number 11. Voluntary Control over Foetal )Wrtality. Underdeveloped soci
eties have few means for lessening foetal mortality, but they do have readily aval
able means., through abortion, for increasing such mortality.

In fact, abortion

is widely prarnticed in pre-industrial societies, being the individual's principal
means of limiting fertility.

Since medical measures to avoid foetal mortality

do not, at least as yet. have as much influence on fertility an voluntary abor
tion :an and does, we can say that whether a society has a plus or minus
fertility-value with respect to variable 1. depends primarily on the extent to
which it practices abortion. Accordingly, some pre-industrial societies are on the
"plus" side (forbidding abortion and practicing it little) but many others are on
the "minus" side (practicing abortion to a considerable extent).

If we grant that

interference with conception is less hazardous to health than interference with
pregnancy ao imprtant question for us is why abortion is so much more fre
quently used in underdeveloped societies than contraception.
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In answering this question, one can point to the following considrations:
(a) as coiared to mechanical and chemical means of contraceptions abortion is tech

nical y simple;

8

(b) In contrast to such non-chemico-mechanical methods as

coitus interraptus or coitus inter femora., abortion is not applied at the time of
intercourse and does not require cooperation between man and woman.

a woman's method and can be practiced without the man's knowlede.
contraception, it is

completely effective.

(d)

It is

(a)Unlike

Once an undesired pregancy has

occurred, the need for abortion is certain, whereas at the time of intercourse
there Is aliays the chance that pregnancy will not eventuate anyway.

(e) Although

a child mr be desired at the time of intercourse, subsequent events my alter
this attitude, at which time abortion rather than contraception is a remedy.
A Note on Infanticide.

Althoudh infanticide is not dealt with as an Integral

pert of our analysis because it

does not affect fertility, one should note that it

is virtually a functional equivalent of abortion in controlling family size, and
that it

too is practiced widely in pre-industrial societies, much more so than c.

ception. The rationale for its

m

use Is much the same as that for abortion, but it does

differ from the latter in at least three respects.

First, infanticide allows the

progeny to be selected by sex, as shown by the custom of female infanticide.

The

logic of this practice is exemplified by the Netsilik Eskios:
The most glaring consequences of the struggle for existence is yrnifested
In the way in which they try to breed the greatest possible number o1 boys and the
fewest possible girls... girls are killed at birth, if they have not already been
promised to a family where there ia a son who some day is to have a wife... They hold
the view that if a woman is to suckle a girl child it will be two or three years
before she my expect her next confinement... A hunter must tlte ito consideration
that he can only subject himself and his constitution for copamrtIvely few yars
to all the strain that hunting demands... Now if he has sons, they will as a rule
be able to step in and help just when his own physique is beginning to fail. Thus
it is life's inexorability that as taught them the necessity of having as many sons
as possible. Only by that means ny they be certain that they will not need to
put the rope around their own neck too early; for it is the common custom that old
people; who can no longer keep themselves, prefer to put an end to their life

by bangLng.

Olga lang discussed the peristeunce of the Immorial custom of fezle infn
China.

tilidin

The hospital records used for her study "contained matter-of-fact

references to infanticide made by Chinese social and medical workers indicating
that it was taken for granted.

Much more often, however, infant daughters have not

been killed outright. Mhat happens Is that the suall amount of food available for
the family is unequmlly distributed: the son gets the larger share and the daugh
ters are practically starved.

Hence the frequent epidemics have taken a

heavier toll of girls then of boys." 5

Rich the same could be said of India.

Second, Infanticide also allows the offspring to be selected according to phy
sical status, weeding out those with deformities, bad health, or unacceptable
physjical. or racial characteristics.

1.6

Tirdp it

can be practiced when the cir

cumstances of bIrth are considered to ta abnornal and ritualisticalUy taboo.

Tns,

children born with feet first or with teethp infants whose mothers died at their
birth,
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and offspring born on unlucky days are typical victims
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Fourth

whereas abortion may lnure the health of the mother, Infanticide obviously does

not.
A digavnts

of Infanticide may seem to be that since a child has already

been born, a lii1.ng person is being killed. However, the newborn child is often not
viewed as a member of society until he bas passed through some sort of cere
mony (aphidrom.a in ancient Greece, presentation of the child to the father In
Chir)

which defines him as such.

The destruction of the child Is therefore

viewed psychologically In much the same liSht as abortion,
Number 4, .Voungta

Abstinence within Unions.

praticed much more, on the average

Abstinence within unions is

in pre-industrial than In industrial societies.

The effect of such abstinence on fertllity, however. depends on the circum
stances; for there are at least four types of restriction -- post partum, oc
casional. gestational, and menstrual.

The first two types tend to limit fertility,

while the last twop if they have any effect at all, tend to increase it.
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Post-partm abstinence occurs in nearly all societies, including our own.
The amount of time involved, however, varies ageatly -- all the way from one to
two weeks in some societies to two to three years in others.

Mvy pre-indus

trial societies insist upon abstimlnce for an arbitrary period of time after births
several weeks or months.

usually ft

Mn a few instances the duration of abstinence

is fixed by some developmental stage of the child, eg.,s when the baby first
crawls, sits upp walks, or cuts its teetL. In many cases the taboo on coitus ex
tends through the lactation period, which may last two to three years,

Not all

is
of the time involved# of courses represents a loss of fertility, because ovulation
often delayed or occurs sporadically for a time after parturition.

It is only when

the period of abstinence extends to two months or more that a loss of fertility
can be assumed# although even then it my not be quite commensurate with the
amount of time covered.

These longer periods, thoigh found frequently in pribd

0
tive end peasant societies., are not customry in industrAa countries.

out chL
Long post-partum taboos on ntercourse obviously help to space
such
dren, but this is not the reason usually given in comunities that practice
taboos,

Instead, a violation of the taboo is viewed as being n4gcally dangerous

to the child or the parents
abstinence rules.
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Such notions probably lead to the observance of the

In additiol, it should be noted that in many instances the male

avail
has access to another wife (if be Is polygynous) or to a concubine or other
able ionn.

The social structure may encourage observance of the taboo in

another way.

When, as in India, the wife crAntomarily goes to her parents

home

to bear each of her first two or three chiAlden and stays there for a few months
after confinement, the taboo is enforced with ease.

Thus the fact that 80%

or
of Indian villaers in one study roported post-partum abstinence of six months
2
more indicates a Oignificaut lose of fertility from this cause.o

Doubtless sim

liar or greater losses occur in many other agrarian societies.
The "ooc

l"restrictions on sexual intercourse are those occurring ii conna

e-l
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nection with regular holidays and specia cremonies, tabooed days of the week,
and Inortant commal tasks (war, economic undertakings,
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etc.).

The exac :. amount of

time lost to reproduction in this wa7 has seldom been calculated, but the Indian
field suudy Just sited found that the average number of days of avoidance
for religious reasons was 24 per year in a xural village, while in a middle
class housing project it was 19.

If these days occur sporadically, they

hardly represent much loss of fertility, because they are practically compsed
within the normal frequency of intercourse; but in many societies the abstentions
extend over suibstantial periods.

"The natives of the Yortlock Islands, a Part

of the C1roline rotTj, proscribe any sexual intercourse in time of war; a man
who violated the rule would die a sudden death. During the fishing season,
which lasts for six to eight weeks, every Yap fisherman is subject to many
restrictions..., Women are very strictly tabooed to him.,

"55

Tn contrast to post-artum and "oecaional" taboos on coitus, gestational
abstinence obviously cannot diminish fertility. The only question is whether It
may slightly increase fertility. Moat societies proscribe intercourse during
some part. but seldom during all or even the major portion, of the

estation period,

Only coven of the primitve groups in Pord's saule extended the taboo to the
greater part of the period. 56 Usue.ll it is toward the end of the pregnancy that
the prohibition applies. If intercourse during the later stages occasionally in

duces miscarriage or causes puerperal infection, as is sometimes claimed,
then the taboo may enhance fertilityp but only slightly.
Similarly, the almost universal prohibition of coitus during menstr',tion can
have :lttle or no negative effect on fer-ility.

Such absontion, when fertilization

is least likely, tends to concentrate sexual activity In the more fertile part of
the menstrual cycle. In some pre-industrial cultures the taboo is extended for
a few days after the menstrual flow has ceased (as among the ancient Hebrews)$
which has the effect of concentrating coital activity still more directly on the
dayn when conception is most likely,

0
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On the whole, primitive and peasant societies qpear to have a greater fer
tility loss through intra-marital abstinence (variable number 4) than do indus
trial societies,

They have considerably more post-partum and "occasional" ab

stinence, and the effect of these in inhibiting reproduction is not fully ooun
terbalanced by the fact that underdeveloped societies also occasionally have
longer menstrual and gestational taboos (which my slightly enhance fertility).
The Other Intermediate Variables.

There remin four variables -- number

10 (which usually has a low fertility-value in non-industrial societies) and
numbers 5, 6, and 7 (which oeemnldeterminate in their values).

All four of these

variables appear not to be clearly determined by institutional patterns in dif
ferent cultures.

If there Is any difference In their fortility-values as between

one type of society and another, the difference seems to be more a function of the
general level of living than of the specific Institutional structures.

Portabs one

clue to this circumstance lies in the fact that three of the four variables (10, 5
and 7) are defined as involuntary In the sense of not being under control and hence
not amenable to motivational determination.

The other variable (number 6, frequency

of coitus), though subject to Individual controlp is possibly too private and too
linked up with orgenic cqapcity to be culturally controlled.

With respect to number 10 -- foetal mortality from involuntary causes -- we
have said that the fertility-value is generally low in pre-industrial societies;
because the data available indicate that stillbirth rates are gmater in such soci
etieSo

However. the conclusion is tentative, because adequate comparative In

formation does not exist for miscarria

rates.

Number 5 -- involuntary abstinence -- presumably varies according to several
disparate factors.
trial

In so far as health or sickness my be Involved, the non-indup

peoples would probably exhibit a higher degree of such abstinence.

The

same inference might be drawn with repxd to inpotency, except that this condi
tion is often caused by psychological determinants which my be more prevalent
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in industrial cultures.

Another cause of involuntary abstinence, the separation

to the particular his
of couples due to migration,9 would seem to vary according
torical circumstances of the society.

Ekept under conditions of Eropean con-

tact, indigenous groups apparently have little

individual mobility.

Clearlyv these

run counter to each other.
divergent influences affecting involuntary abstinence can
any consistent overall dif
Xt is therefore difficult to claim, for this variablej
ferences between societies.

We are also handicapped by an almost total lack of

with this issue in mind.
data, for no comparative information has been collected
favors fertility more
Variable number 6 -- frequency of intercourse -- possibly
in underdeveloped than in industrial aocieties.

But at best the evidence for this

societies where coital fre
view is indirect, drawn solely from a few advanced
the sedentary classes.
quency appears greater among the manual than among
direct evidence as we have supports no view at all.

Such

Average figures on "coital

many times per week, are
frequency" given in the literaturep usually stated as so
ambiguous, because it is unclear whether they mean eM

week or only those

absencep menstruals
weeks when coitus is not impossible because of sickness,
or other taboos, etc.

litera
Also# the comparative frequency figures cited in the

society to another that are
ture are fantastic, showing variations from one
wholly inexplicable.

fre
We have found no reliable evidence that the average

quency of intercourse for co

able age groups varies significantly as between

that this is a
one society and another, and certainly none which indicates
fertility.
significant factor in inter-societal variations in
we apin have little
With respect to variable number 7 (involuntary sterility)
evidence.

may give rise to
The hard conditions of life in pro-industrial societies

sterility -- particularly in the
a considerable amount of low fecundity or absolute
in given Instances, after con
latter part of the woman's reproductive span and
may have a pronounced effect
tact with highly civilized peoples. venereal disease
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On the other hand, the nervous tension and artificial modes of

of this sort.

life in urban-industrial populations my possibly tend to lower fecundity to
some extent.
Patentlys the comparetive fertility-values of the four intermediate variables
just discussed

re unknown.

Not only is evidence lacking, but there is no sound

line of reasoning by which the bebavior of these variables can be linked up with
specific institutional patterns.

At most, there my be some connection in each

case with the general level of living.

The evidence for this is best with respect

to number 10, but the other three must be left for the time being as indeterminate.

conclusion:

The General Pattern

Any analysis of institutional factors In fertility must first explain the
well known fact that underdeveloped societies In general have a higher rate of
reproduction than Industrial societies. The explanation, in brief, is that the
pro-industrial peoples# in the fact of high nortality, have had to develop an
Institutional orgnization which would give' them sufficient reproduction to
survive. However. analysis at this level does not carry us very far.

In order

to study the effects of institutional factors, one needs to break down the
reproductive process Itself so as to distinguish clearly the various mechanisms
through which, and only through which, any social factor can influence fertility*
In trying to do this# we have found eleven "intermediate variables."

When analysis

is made along those lines, it can be seen that the generally high fertility of
underdeveloped areas does not mean that these areas eacourage high fertility in
every respect.

As we have seen, they do not have high plus values on an the

intermediate variables. Wby then, do they have low values In some respects
end not in others?
It is possible to discern a systematic difference between underdeveloped and
developed societies with reference to the eleven variables.

In aneralp the pre
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Industrial societies have high fertility-values for those variables farthest
re
moved from the actual

ont

of parturition and which, therefore, Imply an

over ll outlook favorable to fertility,

To a much greater degree than industrial

societiesp they tend to encourage early exposure to Intercouree -exhibiting a far
younger age at marriage and a higher proportion married. They thus
lose little
potential fertility by deiyIng or avoiding the formation of unions.

After unions

have been formedj these societies tend to enjoin more abstinence than
Industrial
societies do (and therefore have lower vlues on variable number 4),
but such
"sexual fasting" arises from religious and magical motives rather
than as a deliber
ate fertility control measure# and it does not appear to be great enough
to have a
substentie.t negative effect on fertility.
Underdeveloped societies also have high fertilty-values for the conception
variables.

They practice little contraception and virt Ay no sterilization.

Conequentlyp the tendency is to postpone the Iusue of controlling
pregnancy until
a later point in the reproductive process, which means that when a couple
vishes
to avoid children, those methods nearest the point of parturition
-- abort'.on and
infanticide -- areployedo

These have the advantage, in societies living close to

privationj of being nearer to the actual moment when the child ust
be supported.
Industrial societies, on the other band, exhibit low fertility-values
for
those variables Involving the early stages of the reproductive prooess,
especially
age at marriage., proportion married. and cutraeeption; and they manifest
high
ferti. .ty-values for the variables in the later stages, especially
infanticide.

It

follows that for many of the variables the two types of society exhibit
opposite
values,

This is true for age of entry into unionsp permanent celibacy

.bhtinences, contraception, and (if included as a variable) infanticide.
not nec

voluntary
It is

true of the time spent between or after unionse, of sterilJzation,

or of abortion; and It,

of course, is not true of those variables characterized as

"indeterminate" -- involuntary, abstinence, frequency of oltus, or
Involuntary

iIecuYcddty.

But the gsn'ra Cotrast -in PMafCIently 01Ms.~ to req~uire

explanation.
A key to the position of the industrial societies lies in the fact that,
as compLred to preindustrial cultures, they have achieved their lower reproduc
tionj not by acquiring low fertility-values for all the intermediate variables,
but by singling out particular ones as the means to that result.

They took

those rnans of reducing fertility which involved the least institutional
organization and re-organization and which involved the least human cost.

In

the secular decline of the birth rate they relied more heavily on the mere
postponement of

arriage than on non-marriage.

They relied less on abstinence,

which makes heavy demnds on the individual# and more on contraception and
abortion, which do not.

They dropped infanticide altogether and, in the later

stages, tended to reduce abortion.
lower fertility, not primaril3

In other words, they have undertaken to

by extending further the neltive effect of the

variables by which fertility was lowered in the pre-industrial stage

but by

using readily available institutional mechanisms with respect to marriage and
by employing the possibilities of their advanced technology for conception
control.

Jhrital postponement was easily extended in the early and middle stages

of industrialization because the basis for it already existed in Western society
and because contraception and relatively safe abortion freed those who
late from the necessity of premarital celibacy.

larried

Gradually, in the late stages

of industrial developments contraception has gained such predominance that it
has made low fertility-values on the other variables (including abortion and
late marriage) unnecessary.

---------------------------
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1.

Although the physiologist sees more steps in the process, these can all be
subsumed under the three headings given here. We are concerned only with
the steps in reproduction as they my be socially recognized and utilized.

2.

Since sexual intercourse is not confied to wedlock, the term "sexual union"
seems preferable to "marriage." A union is here defined as any heterosexual
relationship in which either actual intercourse occurs or orgasm is produced
for at least the male partner. Every society has a type of union (marriage)

in which reproduction is expected, approved, and even enjoined. At the same
time every society runs the risk of unions in which reproduction is condemned,
either because they lack the legal form of marriage or because they violate
one or more institutional taboos (adultery, incest, caste, or class endogamy,
etc. -- see K. Davis, "The Forms of Ilegitimacy," Social Forces, aol. 1 ,
October 1939: PP. 77-89)0 Between the fully approved and the strongly
proscribed unions, there may be other types which have a lesser grade than
marriage but in which reproduction normally occurs. Such unions may be
frequent, in some cases representing the majority of reproductive unions.

Any satisfactory sociological analysis of reproduction must keep straight
the different types of unions.

3,

Means of contraceptio,, other than mechanical and chemical include the
"rhythm" method (which cen also be classed as voluntary abstinence),
withdrawal, simulated intercourse without penetration, various "perversions."
etc.

4. The reader will note that our list of variables
or child care. The reason for this omission is
focused on factors affecting fertility strictly
does, of course, affect family size and natural
an alternative to factors affecting fertility.
briefly at a later point.

does not include infanticide
that our analysis
is
defined.
ifanticide
increase and may serve es
It is therefore discussed

5. For instance, Frank Lorimer., Culture and Human Fertility, Paris, 1954, by

failing to make clear the ways in which fertility can be affected, gives in
some ways a confused picture of how it is affected. The reader may wish to

compare our framework with a half-page outline of direct and indirect

factors affecting fertility given by Raymond Pearl at the end of an article
on "Biological Factors in Fertility," Annals of the American Awsezdw of
Political and Social Scienv,, Vo&. 188,
v
r 1936, p. 24.

6.

Among the 250 societies for which he had informationl Murdock found that,
apart from incest taboos, "premarital relations are fully permitted in
65 instances. and are conditionally approved in 43 and only mildly disapproved
in 6, wheree.s they are forbidden in only 44
In other words, premarital

license prevails in 70 per cent of our caties, In the rest, the taboo falls
primarily upon females and appears to be l g°ely a precaution against child

bearing out of wedlock "ather than a moral requirement." George P. Murdock.
Social Structure, New York, 1949, p. 265. On p. 5 the author gives slightly
different *Igures, but the majority of his societies still permit premarital
sexual relations.
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7. K. H. Connq110 The Population of Ireland, 1750-18642, Oxford 1950, p. 89

(underscoring ours).
8. See Blixabeth R. Hooker, Readjustments of Agricultural Tenure in Ireland,

Chapel Hill., 1938, esp. pp. 55-57, 106, 15.p 208.

9. A.M. Carr-Saunders. World Populations Oxford, 1936, p.91. Cf. James

Wenan, "Some Causes and Consequences of the Low Irish Marriage Rate,"

Journal of the Statistical and Social ln ui y Society of Ireland, 8th
session, 1932-33, PP. 19-27.
10. E.g., Conrad M.Arensberg and Solon T. Kimball, Family and Cam ity in
Ireland, CaMbridge, 1938, p.80.
11. Arensberg and Kba.llb,
12.

22. cites pp. 107-122o

Ibid., p. 123.

13. Ibid., p.128.
14. George C. Homanes, E!ish Villagers of the Thirteenth 0entury, Cambridge,

1942, Cho. 9-10.
15.

Josiah C. Russell, "Demographic Values in the-Middle Ages$" Studies in
Population, George F. Mair, ed., Princeton, 1949, p. 104o

16. Josiah C. Russell, British Medieval Populations Albuquerque, 198, ppo 163-164o
17., Of course, not every society with neolocal residence shows a retarded
age at marriage. In a primitive economy with high mortality, where no
formal training or other obstacles to adult status must be huwled, and
where scarcity of persons rather than scarcity of land is the felt need,
independent nuclear families may be formed by early marriage, e.g.,
the Netsilik Eskimos, Fox Indians, Andaman Islanders, Ruthenians.

18,. Marion J. Le

Jr.,, The Far.]Z Revolution in Modern China, Camridge, 1949.,

pp. 168-170. When the family head dies there is the problem of one of the
sous azsuming authority over the others. It is precisely at this point
that the joint household often dissolves; but if it survives this crisis,
as it may, it does so because of the past institutionalization of relative
.age as a factor in authority.

19.

Other casea of high proportions never married are Sweden (1945), 20.9%,
Switzerland (1941) 20.1%, Fngland and Wales (1931) 16.8%, Belgium (1930) 13.3%.

20.

Differences in mortality and possible fecundity as between married and
unmarried women may introduce a smal]. but probably not serious error Into
this estimate.

21.

This calculation excludes non-marriage as a factor. because the women who had
never married by age 40-44 were subtracted from the women under consideration

in each age group. In othbr words, 21.4 of Sviss women at ages 4o-04 had
never married, Bot the remoining 78,6% had marrIed at various Wea. If

this 78.6% bad all married at ages 15-19 and had from that age experienced the
same age-specifir fert:lit:/ as those ever mprried at each age, their total
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fertility would have been 76%greater. Stated in terms of the potential
fertility lost by late marriage, the figure is approximately 64%. The
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represent a true cohort, analysis; but a refined calculation on a cohort
basis should yield rather similar results.
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POPULATION,

LECTURE BY PROF, SEIDMAN

I thought I might introduce my subject by explaining how I got into it.
I had been practicing law for fourteen years in Connecticut, practicing
togetherness on half an acre with my wife and family, and got an opportunity
to go and teach in Africa. I knew absolutely nothing about Africa, much
less
about law and development. I was just a standard American legal practitioner.

We went to Ghana and spent four years in West Africa, getting deported
and
undeported, living through two coups (one in Nigeria, and one in Ghana).

It was very difficult not to be attracted to the rhetoric of Nkrumah
during that period. His speeches to this day read better than those
of most
other African leaders, in terms of aspirations. The model that best
represented
the Nkrumah regime, however, was embodied in a line from Shakespeare,
where a
girl comes out 9fter the first night with her unwanted husband and
says,
"Strange how desire doth out run performance." That might have been
the motto
for the Nkrumah regime. C e of the reasons why the Nkrumah regime
did
succeed in its very high aspirations was that they really didn't know not
how to
go about inducing radical change. It was unbelievable that so many
of their
laws produced absolutely no change.
About this time I ran into Gunnar Myrdal's book, Asian Drama. In
that
book, he identifies "soft" development as a principal difficulty of
developing
countries. That phenomenon occurs when laws are enacted but do nothing,
when
policies are announced, but they do not produce change. I became interested
in
the problems of how the state induces changed behavior.
Like most American lawyers, I do not define law merely as a set of
rules.
Few American lawyers do so any more, although many laymen, and some
lawyers from
other countries, do. Most American lawyers, I think, would agree
that law is
the whole process of government. One cannot make sharp divisions
between
rules, law-making structures and process, and the structure and process
of
enforcement agencies.
I then became interested in the question, What kind of knowledge
one
would need to generate in order to help professionals in government
to use the
instrument of the law to induce the kinds of social change that one
labels
"development?" That led very quickly to a study, not simply of the
gap between
law and behavior, but also to other considerations: What is good
law? What
is wise law? Does it make sense to seek to induce the sorts of behavior
prescribed?
Now if one were to develop a body of knowledge about law and development,
which would help practitioners (whether lawyers, civil servants, or
political
policy-makers), what would that knowledge concern? It would be knowledge
about
the limits of law, about law as a tool, as an instrument for accomplishing
certain
kinds of social change in terms of policies that somebody wants to
implement.
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Obviously, it is silly to formulate policy which considers only
the
ends to be accomplished and not the means at hand. The means
at hand are
basically the legal order. But, the legal order has limits.
A knowledge
of these limits will condition the end which one tries to achieve.
Means
limit ends, as well as ends determining means. I became interested
in trying
to develop a body of knowledge defining the limits of law in
conditions of
development.
What kind of propositions would such knowledge include? The
propositions
had to have a high degree of generality. Only so would knowledge
about law
and development be teachable, something that one could use
if one were inter
ested in enacting a tax statute, changing land tenure, amending
a mining
statute, seeing the customary courts function well, and so
forth. Law has
the broadest conceivable range of subject matter, knowledge
reaching all of
them must be expressed in very general propositions. They
must be very general
in their reach.
These propositions will be of three sorts. First of all, theremust
be
propositions stating an agenda of how to go about acquiring
knowledge.
Knowledge of this sort must be of two kinds, expressed in propositions
that
explain why things are the way they are, and in normative
propositions, stating
that it is a good thing under certain circumstances to introduce
laws of certain
sorts. Until we are at the point of being able to propose
normative propositions,
we have not really generated usable knowledge. My first sorts
of propositions
had to be a set of instructions with respect to methodology--that
is, how to
go about generating knowledge-in this area.
Secondly, I had to formulate a set of propositions that spoke
to the
question of the control of values. "Law" is in a sense a value-neutral
tool.
Like a scalpel, it can be used one way or another. At the
same time every
particular law is value-laden, because inevitably any law helps
some people
and injures others. Even the law that continues our driving
on the right
hand side of the street instead of the left-hand side favors
those who have
automobiles against new car dealers. If you were to shift tomorrow
left side of the road, the older cars would be worth very little--theto the
steering
wheel would be on the wrong side. Every law favors one group
against another.
What was required was a set of propositions advising how to
deal with values.
Lastly, we need some categories into which to put data. We
need as it
were a map of the world. Now a map in a one-to-one scale is
the only one that
would include all the details but it would be useless. The
nature of maps is
to simplify in order to understand. What was required was
a set of categories
that simplify the world but at the same time identify what
is important. That
is, to supply a vocabulary. Words determine how we think.
Out of this one would get a set of propositions telling one
how to
go about generating reliable knowledge about the limits of
law, on a fairly
general level. For example, I believe it to be true, almost
truistically,
that if a law is not communicated to its targets it will not
influence their
behavior. This is a very important bit of knowledge about
the limits of law
especially when one realizes how little is done to communicate
law. (Actually,
what happens in this country is that we rely upon a whole set
of informal
communication systems, usually ending with a lawyer who advises
a client.
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Poor people who don't have lawyers never find out about the law. Until there
were welfare rights organizations many of the poor didn't know their rights.)
Communication of law is particularly difficult in conditions of development,
where the communication system between the center and the periphery is weak.
Thus, one could develop a set of propositions concerning sorts of
communications systems and law. Obviously, this tells the person who is
formulating a rule, or policy, that it is useless to develop a policy until
one solves the problem of how to communi-ate it to the people whom it is
supposed to-affect. If one cannot solve the communication problem, then
find another policy. The communications system is a limit on law's effective
ness.
Now if we could develop a whole set of propositions of that sort, we
would end up with a body of knowledge which would tell development practitioners
how to go about using the instrument of the legal order in an effective way.
Our knowledge explaining why some laws have not worked become statements of
the limits of law.
Now obviously I'm thinking about law in a very different way than the
usual notion of law as what takes place in courts. I'm talking about law
as a normative system to channel behavior, as opposed to a more usual notion
that law is a process to settle conflict. An adequate theory of law and
development--that is to say, a theory that might lead to propositions
instructing a practitioner to how to go about solving real-life problems
and the discovery of propositions expressing reliable knowledge about the
limits of the law--would consist of propositions about methodology, 'about
perspectives, and about categories, together with propositions about the
limits of law.
I think the most useful thing I could do here is to discuss the
question of categories. The literature is full of notions of the relationship
between law and human behavior. It works both ways: What are the origins of
law? What are the effects of law on behavior?
The most popular of these theories in American and English jurispru
dence was that by John Austin, the English jurisprude, in the middle 19th
century. He said thatall laws are the command of the sovereign. This can
be represented thus:

r

I use the language of. sociology, "role-occupant."' Any command is a norm.
A norm-is by definition a prescriptive proposition directed to a role
occupant.
The question we want to explain is, Why does this role-occupant behave
the way he does in the face of law? That is the start of an explanation of
why the role-occupant does not obey law. We thus can begin to learn about
the limits of law. If a law does not induce the behavior it is supposed to
induce, it must be because inducing change in those circumstances in this
way was beyond its limits.
So far as I can see, the behavioral sciences offer two different sorts
of explanations for why people behave as they do. Much modern sociology
regards us as pre-conditioned by society, programmed into our values, attitudes
and the norms. Alvin Gouldner in his book, The Coming Crisis of Western
Sociology, says that this is a pathological way of'looking at man. It says
that the society dominatesus. We do not dominate society--which man created.
It is self-evident that if we are to develop knowledge about law and develop
ment, which implies conscious control by human beings over the human environ
ment, we cannot well begin with a theory that says that we are inevitably
controlled by the very environment we want to control.
An alternative notion is found in the writing of the Swedish anthropologist,
Frederick Barth. He says that the simplest model of man and society is that
of individuals or groups of people making choices within the constraints and
resources of their environment as they perceive them. If we use that model,
if our role-occupant does not obey the rule, it must be because the constraints
and rewards of his environment are such that it is to his advantage as he
perceives it to refuse to obey.
How does law purport to induce changed behavior? A part of the answer
to this has been most clearly stated by Hans Kelsen, an Austrian jurisprudent.
He says that every rule of law can be construed as having two aspects. On
the one hand, it is addressed to the citizen. It says, "Thou shalt not kill."
On the other hand, it is addressed to the whole enforcement process. He
says, "If it appears before you that somebody has committed murder, the police
man shall arrest him, the prosecutor shall bring him to court, the judge shall
impose a sentence, and the hangman shall pull the trap." So that it does not
matter to whom the law is formally addressed. It is always in fact addressed
simultaneously to citizens, to tell them how to behave, and to the enforcement
agency, to tell it to apply sanctions.
Now what I suggest is that this starts opening up a new range of questions
that we can ask. If we want to know why the role-occupant is not obeying the
rule, why there is a rule for land reform and the land is not reformed, we
must ask what is the rule addressed to the role-occupant, what are the con
straints and resources of the environment within which he is making choices,
including among those constraints and resources the activities of the sanctioning
agencies with respect to it, If we want to explain the activitiy of the

sanctioning agencies, we can examine them as
role-occupants. We can consider
any bureaucrat or official as a role-occupant,
and ask why he behaves as he
does. If we want to ask why a bureaucrat engages
at the total social environment, the laws addressedin corruption, we must look
to him, what sanctions
exist, how the sanctioning agencies behave.
When I talk about the social environment, I
include the role-occupant's
perceptions of the environment. It is self-evident
that what he perceives
counts, not only what actually exists.
And if we want to know why the law-making
we must ask the same range of questions. What processes behave as they do,
are the choices that law-makers
make within their environment? One can put
anybody
in the position of role
occupant. Take the President of the U.S.
If you want to know why Richard
Nixon acted the way he did, you must inquire
as to the rules addressed to him,
the range of choices that he had available
to him, the perceptions that he had
of them, and what sanctions might be applied.
Finally, I must further complicate
law is enacted its interpretation changes,this model, because from the time a
and the behavior of the enforcement
agency changes. The behavior in response to
the law is therefore always
changing. Take the laws that prohibit adultery.
(There are such laws. You
may not believe it, but there are. There is
a
statute
making it a crime to
commit adultery in Boston.) When these adultery
statutes
were enacted before
American Independence, perhaps they had some
effect
on
behavior.
Today adultery
is America's favorite indoor sport. The statute
has no observable effect on
behavior. The only circumstances when it
is enforced is when a wife is particu
larly mad at her husband and wants to get
even with him. She then gets the
prosecutor to bring an adultery prosecution.
The laws and behavior are constantly changing.
They change in part
because the environment is changing, but also
in
part
because of various
kinds of interaction between these various
actors.
The
way that the addressees
of a law complain to the legislature or complain
or
interact
with the enforcement
officers may change the way in which legislature
and officials act. I include
some kind of notion of feadback to explain
that interaction.
Now our model does no more than to provide
us a set of categories that
we ought to investigate if we want to understand
how
any particular law works.
When I say "works," I mean the behavior it
induces. It gives us an agenda of
questions to ask.
Let me take a case that I have been thinking
about recently. The Public
Corporations of Zambia were set up with various
kinds
of public goals in mind.
One of them in particular was to start some
investment in the rural areas.
Population in Zambia is very much concentrated
along what is called the line
of-rail, literally along the railroad, from
the Rhodesian border in Livingstone
up to the copper belt. This is highly urbanized.
In the colonial period
whites drove the blacks off the line, 20 miles
on
The large settler farms were all located between each side of the railroad.
the cities along the line
of rail. The copper mines, which are much
of the largest employers in Zambia
and generate 95% of its foreign exchange, are
also along the line of rail.
Practically all "modern" production in Zambia
is, therefore, along the line
of rail.
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A program was developed to create a new public corporation, the
Industrial Development Corporation, designed to introduce new industry
into Zambia, to develop poles of growth off the line of rail so as to
provide employment opportunities in the rural areas, to try to start
industry with linkages to the rest of the economy, that would use inputs
that
were grown or produced in Zambia, that produced products that could be
sold
in Zambian markets that would use a low level technology rather than a
capital
intensive technology, so as to include more opportunities for employment,
that would try not to use imported inputs so to save foreign exchange,
and
so forth. What has happened is that the Industrial Development Corporation
has done everything backward. Practically all their investment is along
the
line of rail, highly capital-intensive, using imported inputs. For example,
the Kafue Textile plant desired to double their capacity. They imported
a
synthetic fabric plant, using imported inputs, not cotton. Zambia grows
lot of cotton. They located it in Kafue, which is along the line of rail,a
using highly capital-intensive equipment. And this is by a corporation,
100%
of whose shares are owned by government, where the government has a policy
to
the contraryl
Why? What is the explanation? We shall put the management of the
corporation, the decision-makers of that corporation, in the position
of
the role-occupant in our diagramme. The law or policy addressed to them
as
role occupant did not guide their behavior. Why did they make these choices?
What explanations might you offer?
Student:
@A&*Wn:
Student:

The interest of the government bureaucracy.
What kind of rewards can you think of that might beoperating?
Economic rewards.

Seidman:
As it turns out, despite the fact that there are all of these
policies concerning poles of growth, use of local inputs, and so forth
addressed
to Indeco, in fact the managers of the corporation know perfectly well
that the
one time they're going to be subject to serious criticism is if they don't
make a profit. So long as they make some kind of profit nobody is likely
to
criticize them. It is more profitable in the short run to make the sorts
of
investment that I have described. There is a high income group in Zambia.
The income distribution curve in Zambia is highly skewed. Three to
percent of the population, or thereabouts, probably receives 50% of four
the total
cash income. That high income group, which is the effective market, does
rayon, polyester, and dacron and so on. By developing a factory for that want
market, the corporation will not likely run into the red. Management won't
be criticized.
Can you think of any other possible explanations? The question
how
to operate a public enterprise is very difficult. One explanation, I of
think,
is that a dominant member of the board of directors is frequently the permanent
secretary to tle Ministry of Finance. He just doesn't care about anything,
except to make sure that the corporation is making profit. Another reason
is that there is absolutely no enforcement agency. If you ask government,
"To whom is this corporation accountable?" government says, "To us, we
are
the shareholders." The cabinet regards this as "their" corporation in the
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sense that they are the effective shareholders who are to give orders. And
if you ask any cabinet members whom they go to find out what is happening
in
the corporation, guess who they go to? They go to the manager of the corpor
ation, who is employed by the cabinet and is their boy, no doubt usually a
reliable, sensible person but, nevertheless, their information and everything
else concerned with corporation is derived from the manager of the corporation.
The nominal "shareholders"--that is, government--do not control the public
corporation. Who does? In Zambia, as in most of the developing world, there
are very weak controls over the managers of public enterprise. They have
become quite independent of any kind of control. After all, in large private
corporations, it is now well accepted that shareholder control is completely
ineffective. The managers of public corporations in Zambia, too, make decisions
with respect to new investment, with respect to hiring, with respect to salaries
of management and others, as they see fit.
If one defines property owners as pcople who have power to make decisions
about property, what has happened is that the development of public corporations
in Zambia has created a whole new class of property owners and entrepreneurs.
And they are living very high on the hog. My wife had a colleague in the
Department of Economics, very, very bright and decent young man, who had his
Ph.D. in economics from Cornell. He was making about 6600 kwachas, about
$10,000 a year, as a senior lecturer in economics, which isn't bad for nambia.
One day this man heard over the radio that the President had appointed him
the managing director of a new parastatal to control energy--the oil pipelines,
the electrical company, and the coal company--and a salary jump that day from
6600 kwachas to 18,500, about $30,000 a year. The next day 2 Mercedes Benz
with drivers arrived. The next week they moved to a new house that was worth
about $150,000, with guards and servants, all built into the new job. So
that what had happened is that these public corporations that were set up to
accomplish developmental ends have become, in fact, the vehicle for the
development of a whole new entrepreneurial and ruling class.
Who controls who? Does the government run the corporations, or do
the managing directors tell the governments what to do? Now one has maybe
a set of explanations that is a statement of causes for this phenomenon.
It is profitable to make certain kinds of investment along the lines of rail;
there is no accountability; and the only criticism of the managing directors
would occur if they went into the red. So they make these investments in terms
of profits along the line of rail, aimed at the high income elite market, which
leads to imported raw materials and the use of high technology. At the same
time they start to use the corporations for their own benefits.
What are the solutions? The solutions are obviously to try to find some
way to reduce the power of the managers to make new investments. The source
of this difficulty lies in the fact that the investment decision lies in the
hands of these managing directors, and it is that control over capital that
is the source for a lot of their power. The answer is to say that public
corporations cannot make new investments. They must pay all of their surpluses
to a central investment board. A central investment board makes the investment.
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There may be greater control over such a board, in which the planning
commission might have greater power. At the same time one may reduce somewhat
the power of the managers to aggrandize themselves out of the surplus. One
says yes, the job of management is to maximize profit, but with respect to
operations. Investments will be decided elsewhere.
From that kind of analysis one might develop a whole investment code,
and a whole policy of how to handle the problem of investment in the public
sector.
Actually, what I have done is to use a problem-solving methodology:
Looking at a trouble, finding explanations, getting some data to test the
explanations, and looking for solutions. The ultimate test would be to test
it and see if it did work. I went through a problem in a skeletal way, using
the categories I discussed earlier as a way of helping to find explanations.
Generalized knowledge arises out of explanations. For example, if what
I have described is accurate, one might be able to say that it is a limit of
law that the managers of public enterprises will exercise their discretion
in such a way as to maximize their own rewards and minimize the constraints
upon them, whatever the laws addressed to them. If that proposition is true,
it explains a great deal of the bebavior of managers of public enterprises.
As normative proposition, that expaanation instructs the policy-maker to ensure
that corporate managers in the public sector have as little discretion as
possible, rather than the usual notion that managers of public enterprise
should have as much discretion as possible.
Student: This kind of rail policy was indeed the British imperial polity
in colonial Africa. Do you know, if I'm correct, that this really was the

policy in all of British imperial policy in Africa?
exception?

Or has there been

Seidman: Well, British policy on the surface was schizophrenic. In
Southern and Central Africa, in Kenya, and Tanzania, they developed a

settler policy in which they imported and developed white enterprise, using
blacks as very, very low paid labor driven out of subsistence economy through
taxes. All of these countries built railroads. The whites clustered along
the railroads.
In West Africa exactly the opposite happened. In Ghana and Nigeria
it was illegal for a white man to buy land. The reason why Lever Brothers
had their plantation for oil palms in the Congo instead of Nigeria was that

Lugard refused to sell it land in Nigeria. Whereas in one part of Africa
the British were busy driving Africans off the land, bringing in whites,
and developing railroads for whites; in West Africa they were doing exactly
the opposite. On the surface it looked schizophrenic. The reason is that
they developed peasant agriculture in West Africa. The large companies
like United Africa Company, and the
companies were busy making
money buying the products of peasant agriculture in West Africa. It was
therefore profitable to exclude white settlers in West Africa, but to bring
them to East Africa. But the answer to your question is that it was not a
unanimous policy to develop a line of rail in a-colonial economy.
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Student:

Is this line of rail below the equator rather than above'it?
Seidman: Not really. Kenya is right on the equator.. Iwouldn't think
that was really the dividing line.
Student:

Why do you think that was the case?

Seidman: Well, I think the principle reason is that in Nigeria and in Ghana
peasant agriculture sprang up. By 1911, Ghana was already supplying 1/3 of
the world's cocoa. It was profitable for British enterprise to buy the
cocoa cheaply and sell it abroad. That did not occur in Kenya or Tanzania.
It did occur in Uganda, with cotton.
Student: In the development process, you know in some countries especially
there is political interference. The managers are unable to interpret the
law, put the law into implementation. The legislature the same thing, they
don't want to implement it, and they bring influence to bear on bureaucracy.

S idman:

That is to say, politicians structure the environment so that it is
to the advantage of the bureaucrats that they make choices antithetical to
the law.
You do raise one problem, which perhaps I should mention. I'm constantly
told by some students that law and development is a lot of nonsense. Law is
inherently authoritarian. There are law-makers. I do not "make" law. My
participation in law-making is the chance to vote every four years for U.S.
"dictator," as Schumpeter said. The legal order of the state is essentially
authoritarian, bureaucratic, hierarchical. People from some countries argue
there is no point in talking about law and development. It is obvioun, they
say, that we aren't going to get any development so long as we have the
present ruJers, and if we get rid of the present rulers there isn't going to
be any trouble in developing. In that view, the solution to the failure of
development is to take to the hills.
That ar~ument raises a very interesting question. For a long time I
found this argument a real stumbling block in my own thinking. If one is
not careful, this kind of analysis can very easily make the lawyer nothing
but a hired gun for whoever happens to be in power.
First of all, it is obvious that one will never get any progressive
laws so long as the interest of the political elites to talk about change
through law is a myth. That's what you suggest when you say they interfere
that is, that the politicians really do not want change in favor of everybody.
Obviously, a great amount of law is passed only throw up fluff in the
eyes of the mass. Many land reformlaws are no more than that. How do you
deal with that? Is it true? How do you study it? Why do you study it? I
got from these questions into a whole range of problems relating to constit
utional law. The,.question, I think, is this: Why is it that so many countries
in the developing world the government that takes power really talks a fine
rhetoric of development, but few of them actually succeed9 In Africa, where
this is markedly true, I can't belie-e that they were all cynical hypocrites.

Nkrumah, Kenyatta, and many others had too illustrious records to charge them
with being hypocrites. Yet by and large my own assessment is that they have
failed in trying to develop their countries.
Now why is that true? What explanations can be given? Well, I can
give a series of explanations relating to the way in which law organizes
the law-making processes. For example, a hierarchically organized, compart
mentalized civil service is not functional for making decisions relating to
change. They can run the machine. They can't change it. All of these
countries iiiherited such a bureaucracy in the colonial civil service and have
not changed them. The soluti-- is obvious: One must develop new forms of
public administration and administrative law. Secondly, if it is true that
law-makers will never introduce rules that look to radical, social, political,
economic change so long as they are allied to the economic power elite, one
must explain why it is that almost all of the elites in Africa have become
part of the economic ruling class. They have been bought off. President
Kenyatta has become a rich man. Many high civil servants in Zambia own estates.
The head of civil service in Zambia is said to be the largest taxi-owner in
Zambia. These people have moved into areas formerly reserved for upper
class Europeans. They have obviously become a new ruling class. The response
has been in Tanzania and now in Zambia to develop a Leadership Code, which
purports to lay down a law trying to exclude political leaders from the private
sector. It is apparently working moderately well in Tanzania. It was first
implemented last June in Zambia. It is a novel way of trying to prevent that
kind of alliance. One might think of other explanations for the failures of
the African revolutions, and out of that develop a whole theory of constitutional
law.
Le: Ethiopia just tried to change the seat of power, but hasn't had any
improvement.
Seidmn: Well, I don't know if it has led to any improvement or not. The
fact that obviously there is a lot of difficulty and disorder in Ethiopia
may or may not be too bad. Countries get born in periods of great strains.
This may be one of those periods. The news that I get from Ethiopia is far
from clear as to what's happening. So I think myself it is well to reserve
judgment, at least I don't know enough. I had the oceasion last June to be
at a conference with a lot of Ethiopians including the people who are in the
constitutional reform commission, and it was a beautiful example of how not
to go about making a constitution. They had a constitution reform commission
composed mainly of Ethiopian political scientists, well-trained in the British
and American political science tradition and what they were busy fashioning
was a British or American constitution for Ethiopia, debating whether uni
cameral government is better than bicameral government, and what should be
the form of the bill of rights, without even a thought about what kind of
behavior this is going to induce.
-Student: Does change precede law?

Seidman: In my view, everything changes all the time. This picture that we
sometimes hold of tropical societies, stagnant, poor, but happy, waiting for
the modernizers to come and change them, so that the choice is do we stay as
we are or do we change, is a myth. Things are changing all the time. Zambia
today is vastly different than Zambia two years ago or ten years from now. If
we make no new laws, change is going to take place. Maybe desirable or undesir
able change, but change will take place. This occurs because we take very much
for granted the basic infrastructure of the law. We go around thinking that
contxact law or property law, which lie at the very basis of the legal order,
are sort of natural. They exist. The dtatement, "This watch is metal," and
"This watch is mine," have the same form. You might think that they have the
same content. One is a normative statement, however, the other a factual
statement. This watch is metal is a statement of fact. That this watch is
mine implies a whole set of laws about what people ought or ought not do about
this watch. This is so deeply built into our consciousness that we don't
even think about it. But, the shape of the property law, and contract law
determines all our relationships. I own shares in a corporation. I get
dividends from that, yet I don't lift one little finger to do the work of
corporation. Why? Because we have property laws that make that possible.
Some of you may have read an article in New York Times Magazine about what's
happening to the taste of American food, how chicken doesn't taste like
chicken, only four sorts of apples are marketed, and so on. What the article
says is that the great corporations have structured our range of consumer
choice to a very limited number of things. You can't buy green cooking
applds in Boston. Nobody sells them. They sell only Red Delidious apples.
Why is that? What gives somebody the power to structure my choice? If you
look into it, it is ultimately the law of property and contract which makes
it possible for the food companies to define the kind of companies they have
and the stricture of the market within which I make my choice. So the state
is constaatly intervening all the time. So the question is not which comes
first, the law or behavior. Behavior always takes place within a context of
law. The laws always constrain behavior. What constrains the law is the
possible, that is, all the limits of the law.
Student: In one of your papers, which I read before, about the East African
model, written in the 60s, you mentioned quite a few terms, you mentioned
planning in terms of trying to change the whole society. In terms of Tanzaniawhat
would you suggest, in terms of right noW Have they been successful in trying
to change the traditional structure of society and in trying to implement a
development plan?
Seidman: I think the answer is yes, but let me qualify that. You have to
remember that Tanzania started with the lowest economic base of English
speaking Africa. They have more problems, they have less aid, they have the
fewest natural resources. At independence they had not quite a hundred uni
sity graduates, to run a country of 11 million people. Within these constraints
they have done remarkably well. Just let me tell you one or two things they
have done. Obviously it is essential to develop the Party as a two-way
channel if you are going to communicate any kind of policy to people, if you
have any sense of being responsive to the people, or of any kind of participation.
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Five years ago they started the ten-house cell system in TANU (the
Tanzalian African National Union). Every ten houses in the country
were to be organized into a party cell with a party leader, who would
have the obligation of dealing with local problems, of representing the
unit in higher echelons within the pa-ty, and carrying messages up and
back. They have over 500,000 of these ten house cells operating now.
Now that's a remarkable social change. Five hundred thousand people
working without pay, in roles that did not exist a few years ago is a
remarkable change. One gets conflicting stories about how well the
Ujamaa village program. A former student of my wife's took us out to a
village about 50 miles outside of Dar-Es-Salaam. The village had just
been started. People lived all over the place. They had not yet built

their houses near each other, though this was in the plan. They had
perhaps 25 families in the village. They each had their own farming
plots as usual, mainly casava, but they had put in about 15 acres of
bananas, and were busy working on another 15 acres. They were selling
bananas. They were selling quite a lot of charcoal. They had a chicken
house and were selling chicken in the Dar-es-Salaam market.

This is a very

poor part of the country. Their cash income was about $115 per family,
which is high for that area. It was accomplished because there were
governmental incentives and programs onto which they could latch. They
did this, however, without money from government. They did get some
advice, help in marketing, and of course land.
Student:

I wonder what effect the Ujamaa concept has had on the population?

Seidman: One does hear rather disquieting statements, that Tanzania is moving
from the use of voluntarism to form ujamaa villages to coercion. Whether
this is true or false, good or bad, I can't tell from here. I do have a
natural leaning against coercion, although I recognize that it is necessary
sometimes. If one was on the ground one might decide that coercion here is
taking place and is necessary. All too frequently, however, coercion can
arise from the over-enthusiasm of officials who want to show a good record.
They start whipping people into line. Nyerere's notion was that ujamaa
villages would be based upon the existing attitudes of the population, which
he perceived as being based upon traditional cooperative values and norms,
ujamaa was not designed to change their attitudes, but build on their
existing attitudes. There are a lot of questions whether that is possible.
David Feldman examined tobacco cooperatives in Iringa, in Southern Tanzania.
These were cooperatives which were started and were encouraged by the gov
ernment. The land tenure rules said that one could get land if in a coop
erative, one could get credit if in a cooperative, and so forth. Then came
the unilateral declaration of independence by the Southern Rhodesia and
the boycott. Tobacco became a very valuable cash crop in Tanzania, to take
up the former Rhodesian market. A large number of Tanzanians started to
grow tobacco. By 1968-69 these early cooperatives were all breaking down
into individual units. If values and attitudes were all that were important,
one would have thought that they would have remained together, since Africans
are brought up in small cooperative groups. Feldman did some research to dis
cover why it did not happen that way. It is a paper which matches beautifully

this model. Here you had a policy of cooperation, and role-occupants who were
disobeying it.
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He explains the failure of the policy in terms of a number of
factors of production. When you start to grow tobacco, you're pretty
ignorant about how to grow it. A drying shed will serve about four
acres
of tobacco. Each person can grow an acre. After you get more expert,
one
can manage many more acres, and you do not need partners. Also, there
were
problems of women participating in the cooperatives. Traditional
norms had
women growing subsistence crops and men cash crops. Women were
therefore
not involved in growing tobacco. There were constant pressures
by the women
to leave the cooperative. In addition, there were no dispute settling
mech
anisms set up. When disputes broke out, people just separated for
there was
no way of solving the disputes. There were a number of other reasons
for
the change. Feldman argued that the notion that values and attitudes
were
going to keep them together, because these were the attitudes in
which they
were socialized, was nonsense.
Lee: You stated. earlier that law uncommunicated would be useless.
I have
two questions. One is, how best to get law communicated. Two,
what kinds
of law ought to be communicated for development.
Seidman: First, let me address the question of the language in which
law is
written. Law in our culture is written in legalese, not in English.
The
reason why iti written in legalese is because our perception of
law is that
it is enforced at the point where there is a dispute. It is therefore
important
to have a law that defines as accurately as possible who's going to
win that
dispute. Law which is designed to affect the behavior of ordinary
people
shouldn't be written in legalese. Most of the kinds of law we are
dealing
with in development will never end up in a law suit--a law creating
coop
eratives, a law creating a university, and so on. Such laws are
rarely
litigated. They're designed to get things going. The first thing
that we
must learn is to write law in a new way. Take family planning.
That is an
area in which legalese plainly won't serve.
Secondly, I think you have to distinguish the addresses of the law.
In every African country, one can perceive of the country as made
up of an
export enclave designed to produce raw materials to export overseas,
and a
hinterland consisting of peasants working very close to the subsistence
level, in which the hinterland is a source of cheap labor for the
export
enclave. The export enclave ships raw materials overseas and brings
in man
ufactured goods, and exports profits and dividends overseas to the
benefit
of expatriate firms. Now on the ground you can see that separation
in many
countries in Africa. In Lagos, Nigeria, the Island of Lkoyi makes
the
fanciest residential district of Cambridge, Massachusetts, look tacky.
That is where the Europeans used to live. Now there are a number
of members
of the African elite who live there as well. The same occurs in
Oyster Bay
in Tanzania or Woodlands in Lusaka. In all these countries, Uhe
peasants
are desperately poor. The countries are physically divided and socially
as well.
Communication channels map out society. African communication channels
map out African society. It is easy for one member of the elite
to reach
another member of the elite. If one has the kind of law addressed
to a
member of the elite--say, a bureaucrat--there are existing channels
within
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the export enclave that will serve.

In the private sector, there are.,..,,

usually law firms. One of the major functions of the lawyer is to be
a
communicator of the law. You communicate to your clients.

When you start talking about communicating from the center to the
hinterland, however, the gap that exists on the ground and socially
is
reflected by the communication channels. The central problem of communicating
law that exists, as far as I can see, is, How does government penetrate
into
the hinterland?
It is particularly a problem because the government transmits law mainly
through the bureaucracy. The bureaucracy obviously does filter the
law that
they want the people to hear. You all know what happens here with welfare
rights. The bureaucrats in any welfare organization tell the clients
just
as much law as they want the client to know. It took welfare rights
organi
zations a long time to organize, just to tell people what their rights
were.
Knowledge is power--and who wants the client to have power? The bureaucracy
is the most obvious way the law gets communicated to the mass--and
that has
problems.
Another way to communicate across the gap may be the party in one
party states. But, most governing parties become really another arm
of.
bureaucracy.
The question of communication is deeply tied to the question of power
relationships. I wish somebody could study China and see
if they have solved
these communication problems.
Lee: Last week in Bangladesh, we were trying to find some way whereby
the
population control program there could be expedited through a change
of law.
But there are a number of preconditions there. One, the law had to
be adopted
and enforced cheaply, since the Government has no money and doesn't
want to
rely on foreign aid all the time. Two, the law ought to be simple and
effective
in order to reach a large segment of the population. One law that was
is that henceforth the Government will open its civil service positions proposed
only
to people who have two or three children. It will not penalize the
people
who already have more than two or three children, but their opportunity
for
advancement will be contingent upon not having any more children. A
number
of advantages was cited: (1) It would not cost the Government anything
to
promulgate this law; it would actually save the Government a lot of
money
for maternity benefits, child allowances, and later in public services,
etc;
(2) administratively, it would also be simple, for the burden would
be upon
those who apply for Government positions, and the Government needs to
deal with
it only when faced with the application; (3)by having this particular
law,
you motivate not only youth, who look to government service as a life-long
ambition, but also their spouses, parents, relatives, friends. They
all
want you to be in the government service. Therefore, all of a sudden,
you are not only aiming at wives, and husbands, but also you are aiming
at all
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elements of the society. And on top of all that, government
servants can be
found everywhere; even in the remotest corner of the country
y6u will always
have postal workers, police, and tax collectors, hence the visibility
value.
Finally, jurisprudentially, it is sound, because a government
servant must
set himself as a model for others to follow. When you have a
Government which
has adopted a strong policy of population control, then the government
servants
ought to set themselves up as an example. If somebody is unable
to do that with
all kinds of contraceptive infofmAtion.And services available,
then it is
evident that he is not a conscientious worker and ought not to
be in the
government service. Xcw, may I have your comment?
Seidman: Well, it raises for me in the first place a question
about the
extent to which accultured values and attitudes limit law. I
assume that
in Bangladesh, as in most agricultural countries, there is a value
a large family; it provides a work force for the farms. And there in having
are theories
of law which argue that it is impossible for a law to work which
violates the
customs of people. That's obviously nonsense, for there are many
places in
the world in which law has been initiated without any custom.
On the other
hand, that is not to say that values and attitudes are not a problem,
I'm sure
they are. My first reaction is what a great place to do some
research on that
issue; .ecause if your scheme works, a whole group of people have
incentives
to encourage their young people not to have children. So you
start changing
a whole set of perceptions very quickly. Grandma will be made
if you have a
child, instead of the other way around. Secondly, however, I would
like to
ask what incentives there are for people, or what the constraints
and rewards
are within which these young people operate, which drive them
to have large
families today. Is it just having a large family, or is it as
in many parts
of Africa, economically sensible for people to have large families?
If one
out of every two children dies before age two, and I depend upon
them
old age, if children are part of agricultural work forces, it doesn't in my
make
sense to have a small family. Now you're opposing to that the
possibility
df some day getting into the civil service. Is it enough?
Lee: Well, you have two points there. In regard to the first
point, I
think Bangladesh provides a rather interesting case, for it is
the only
Moslem country in which voluntary sterilization has taken place
on a
massive scale. In practically all other Moslem countries, even
in Tunisia
where the President urged voluntary sterilization, the men just
didn't like
the idea. Whereas in Bangladesh, it was very successfully waged.
On the
incentive thing, I think a great deal of it can be traced to habit,
lack
of precaution, and also as you pointed out, you may have this
economic
incentive, but if you have a government position it is economic
security,
you have a life-time guarantee of a job, and therefore you might
overcome
the other desire of having children.
Studn:

children?

Who would keep checking people that they have only two or three

Kellogg:

The other guy that wants the job will check on that.

Student: Presently, are births recorded? And is it usually the midwives
that give birth? And is it usually recorded in most cases?
Lee. Not really. Maybe this would be a-beginning point for compulsory
registration of birth. So you have a number of other legal reforms.
Seidman: You may ask another thing. There may be a high degree of dis
obedience. Does that mean that it's a bad law? You know the general
perception of Prohibition in this country is that it was a failure. On
the other hand, it cut down on alcohol being drunk in the U.S. by an enormous
percentage. There were a lot of bad side-effects, like bootleggers, but for
the amount of money we invested in prohibition we probably got a lot of pro
hibition. There may be a lot of disobedience in your scheme, but on the
other hand I bet it would cut down on population growth despite that.
Student: You have all these bureaucrats, who are in these situations, and
they're debating whether they should obey the law or not. And most often
in order for him to maintain his power and economic benefits, he has to-go
against the law. Now the guy above him is trying to decide whether he should
enforce it or not, and he's also considering this personal power gain. So
we get to the guy at the top, like what's going to make him enforce it? The
moral aspect or the great dedication to people? It seems that on a global
basis we can't depend on moral leaders. So how about the ultimate factor
being the people whom the kLw effects? The guy that's at the very top in
a selfish pragmatic way decides that he will lose his power if he doesn't
enforce this law, because of the po=r of people to take away power. Do
you think that this is the only alternate argument?
Seidman: Well, you know the traditional model that we all ahve of how the
world is bureaucratic. We all are born in bureaucratically organized hos
pitals. We are educated in bureaucratically organized schools, work in
bureaucratically organized factors, we die and are buried in bureaucratically
organized cemeteries. Bureaucracies are authoritarian. Government is
bureaucratic. It is authoritarian. The principal control over the people
on topis to vote the rascals out of office. That is a very weak control.
How to control the governors? This is the central problem of political science.
Starting with the American Revolutinn and the French Revolution, those pro
ducts of Enlightenment, European man had the notion that he controlled his
world. He controlled it through democratic constitutions. It didn't work.
The 19th century was a bust and the 20th century has 3een worse. Social
scientists devoted great time and effort to explaining this. Marx said that
it was beacuase of the class struggle, Pareto said that it was the result of
"residues" or values, Weber said it was that society runs our values. There
are many explanations for why we can't run a rational world. They are all
built on the notion that bureaucracy exists.
There are other ways of organizing the world which are not bureaucratic.
I don't know what they are. I think that they must center around small face
to-face groups. There is a lot of work done on how to get genuine participation
in the face-to-face groups. But, consider this question: In what sense does
a Ph.D. in agriculture participate with a peasant in deciding what kind of
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fertilizer to use? If you solve that, you understand participation, at least
on a face-to-face level.
But now how do you get genuine participation in any real sense on
larger issues? That is, where the mass is the control mechanism? How do
you get participation on national questions? I don't know how people can
parttcipate in foreign policy decisions. I can't even imagine how it
could be done. Of course, the ordinary notion of democratic elections
representations doesn't work in any genuine sense. That is only electing
our dictators every few years.
ee. Back to the subject of proposed law for Bangladesh. Do members of
the class have any ethical problems with that? Or simply administrative
ones?
Student: The only thing that I can see is that it might divide the society.
Lee:

Divide the society in what sense?

Student:

You would have government servants.

Lee: But the government servants are already there.
problem.

That's not an ethical

Student: How about if one civil se-Want decides that his wife shouldn't
have their child. Are they going to provide an abortion law depending on
the number of children? Also, this would have an impact on other countries.
Also, how would laws in one country affect laws in other countrids? Such
as the Edelin case here. What effect would abortion law have on other countries?
Although the case was not specifically looking at abortion, but because of
the impact of the case, I'm sure it has spread through the world. What effect
would the abortion law have on other countries because of the effect of the
case here? But again what would be the outcome of the law depending if a
fourth child is on his way, would they have to get rid of the fourth child?
Lee: Adoption of this law must be coupled, of course, with government pro
vision of contraceptives as well as free abortion services. Now there should
be as wide as possible opportunities for the means to practice family planning.
That is planned in Bangladesh, As to its applicability elsewhere, you might
be interested in knowing that I first proposed this law in Ghana, in an
African setting)and I was strongly denounced for being a racist, etc. I got
so scared that I didn't mention it again until this trip and the reaction was just
the opposite. They loved it,and the director of the Planning Commission liked
it so much that he was going to bring it up to the President himself. Even
the President urged that the abortion laws be liberalized, as one of the top

priorities.
Seidman: Let me pick this question of is it ethical or not. It's a fascin
ating question. Go beyond that and ask, how would you go about determining
what agenda, what steps you would take to decide whether it's ethical or not?
Do we search our navels and say, I don't like it, so it's unethical? How do
you deal with it?

Student:

You look at the alternatives.

If-the alternative-is worse, then

you take another course.

Seidman:

How does that reaoh the ethical question?

Student:

Your perception of ethic is relative.

Student: Your proposal looks like a very interesting oneg but how about
Bangladesh's immediate problems with mass starvation.
tud=: I think when you look at just this law you have to look how
readily available methods of contraception are to them and how they're
accepting them now. If the law is going to cause a lot of hardship on
the third child being born, you may want to reconsider it.
Lee: Prof. Seidman, you have already answered one of my two questions.
Now can you say a few words about what kind of laws ought to be communi
cated, e.g., anti-corruption law or mineral rights law or corporation law?
Seidman: That question is usually subsumed under the heading of ends as
opposed to means, what ought to be the appropriate heading for development
law. And I reject that. I think that you do better to start off asking
what are the difficulties that are perceived by the people *ho are in the
country. And go and solve those perceived difficulties. I don't think
I'm capable, or anybody is, to sit here and devise a set of categories or
plan for any other country. All we can do is to propose a methodology for
developing a programme. Just as scientific method is interchangeable from
one country to another, I think it's possible to devise ways of problem
solving and sensible decision-making which are transferable, which can be
tested by using them. The philosopher, John Dewey, says taht you start off
with a trouble. You explain it--that is, discover its causes. Then you
test your explanation. You find some kind of solution and you assess its
costs and benefits in the lighu of the resources available. Then you do it.
In the course of doing it, you learn whether or not your earlier steps were
correct. By doing it you test everything that has happened before. Since
nothing ever works perfectly, implementing the proposed solution reveals
new troubles. So the whole process starts again. In that sense we learn
through doing.

I really think that the answer to your question is to go out and,find
out what are the difficulties thatpeople who are there perceive. Looking
at the trouble in the local context, try to devise explanations and solutions
for them.
In all of this you have to train people. There is a complex interchange
between the people who are on the spot, and the expert. The key to discovering
what to do next lies in a problem-solving methodology in which there's got to
be a high level of participation.
I might also add that the purpose of talking about law and development
is to induce change--that is to say, to change behavior. We all know that you
can't observe something without changing it. As a matter of fact many of you
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have learned about unobtrusive measures in methddology courses. If we are
concerned about problems of development we have to start thinking about
research as a method of having the most obtrusive possible measures, that
is, using research to initiate a process of change. To the extent that
people can participate in the decision-making (and I include research in
the decisior-making process), to the extent that you get people included
in the decision-making, they participate in deciding what law enacted, and

it:s implementalon.
That is one answer to the question raised earlier about participation.

I have put forward here a very authoritarian model of law.

I think that is

built into a bureaucratically organized legal order, which we have. I should
add that, therefore, it is a poor instrument to change, bureaucracies are
poor instruments to change things. I think that we're stuck with this legal
order, but the more the bureaucratic authoritarian nature of it can be broken

down, the more useful it will be to induce change.
Participation is obviously its opposite. I think the long-term answer
to the problems of development is participation in decision-making.

Lee:

I see our time is up.

I thank you very much, Pr6f. Seidman.

READING MATERIAL
A VOCABULARY FOR LAW AND DEVELOPMENT: A GENERAL MODEL
by Professor Robert B. Seidman *

To generate knowledge relevant to the solution of problems in the
existential world requires at the outset some categories within
which to
classify the world.

I undertake to specify these by developing a very

general model (or explanation) for the domain of study,
i.e. by creating
an ideal type.

To do that, I discuss first, the structure of choice;

second, the available tools for social engineering through
law; third,
a model that purports to relate law to behaviour; and,
finally, a few of
the implications of the model.

I
THE STRUCTURE OF CHOICE
Humanhistory, as contrasted with geology, for example,
concerns acts,
not events.

1

Acts imply choice.

2
The most simple and also the most

general statement about human society is that it consists
of men and
collectivities making choices among the constraints and
rewards of their
3

environments as they perceive them.

A science of law and development

must begin with a model which directs attention to the
categories that
are useful in explaining choice.
There are two questions that one can ask about choice.

First, the

environment of the actor provides a complex web of rewards
and disrewards,
resources and constraints.

What are the constraints and resources, the

rewards and punishments within which the actor must
choose his course?
Second, why does this actor choose as he does, within
these constraints

4
and resources?
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This model o behaviour denies any dichotomy between determinism
and freedom.. Both are always present.

The environment imposes con

.straints. Within those contraints there is always the
potential for
5
choice.
Alternative courses of action are defined by all the social
and
physical forces of the world: Technology, geography, .the
behaviour of
others.

In a society built upon human interdependence, the expected

behaviour of others is the most important and pervasive.

For example,

if a farmer requires credit, and the only source of credit
in his
village is a money-lender who charges extortionate rates
of intgrest,
the choice for the farmer.is structured by that fact:
He can either borrow

money at the extortionate rateand continue farming, or he
can cease
farming.
Within the range of resources and constraints defined
by the
existential world, however, people do make choices. Despite
this it is
the case that people act in repetitive ways. That fact
defines society,
as opposed to anarchy.

Why do people make repetitive choices?

What has been called the "role perspective"--i.e.,

the perspective

of role-theory--suggests an answer:
Individuals in society occupy positions, and their
role performance in these positions is determined
by social norms, demands an-d rules; by the role
performances of others in their respective positions;
by those who observe and react to the performance;
6
and by the individual's capabilities and personality.
borms are statements of expected behaviour.

The attendant sanctioning

statements prescribe the consequences to be expected from
breach.

The

individual exercising choice does so because he believes
that he know what,
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behaviour to expect from others, both
as they occupy their own positions,
and as they respond directly to his own
behaviour.
It is the concept of norm which bridges
the internal world of the
actor as he makes choices, and the existential
world of society. To
explain why a person makes the particular
choices he does, we must take
into account his notion of what he ought
to do as well as what he
believes he is compelled to do by circumstances.
To understand the
normative structure which an individual
knows about, of whose consequences
he is aware, and towards which he may
(or may not) hold sentiments of
- but only in part 
obligation, is in
part/to understand why with any given
range the
Individual makes the choices he does.
This perspective holds the potential for
conscious social change.
Social prescriptions are susceptible of
statement in words. Rules
explicitly stated hold a potential for
influencing choice.

Both human

and animal colonies exhibit a high degree
of regularity of behaviour.
The human condition, however, is distinguished
from that of the lower
orders by the normative system.
By contrast, the intricate interactions
of an ant
colony or a beehive, like those of a
prairie dog
village, are governed mainly by the instinctive
reactions of natural and social stimuli....
Obviously if the structure of human societies
is
to be understood, if human behaviour is
to be adequately
explaintd, the normative aspect must
be dealt with.
It is precisely because human beings do
possess consciousness, and hence
can, to some extent, be induced to respond
to a change in the prescriptive
rules addressed to them, that thare is
a possibility of consciously
induced social change.
The words "role," "norm" and "sanction"
thus become important building
blocks for a theory of controlling behaviour
through law. None of these
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vords has a clearly accepted comnon meaning, either in common spech or
8
in the literature.
Their definitions must be stipulated.
By the word "role" I mean only "a norm or set of norms deftning what
the behaviour of a position should be."

The position may be that of an

individual or a collectivity (a corporation, a cooperative, a Marketing
Board.)

The individual who happens to be occupying a particular role at

any particular time is the "role-occupant."

How a particular role-occupant

or set of role-occupants behave is called "role-performance."

The role

performance may or may not correspond to the behaviour prescribed by the
norm. By the word "norm" 1 mean only "a rule prescribing the behaviour
of a role."

Since it is addressed to a role, it is also addressed to

each role-occupant.

Finally, the word "*sanction" has usually been

defined in jurisprudence as a pain or punishment imposed by the State
in consequence of a breach of a law.

I discuss below, in Chapter

the insufficiency of this definition for our' purposes.

The State has

other tools besides punishment to use to induce behaviour conforming to
a rule of law.

I shall call these several tools collectively "conformity

inducing measures".

(I recognize the difficulties in these definitions-

e.g. the circularity of definition between "norm" and "role"., They are,
I think, nevertheless sufficient for my purposes here)
I represent this perception of man-in-society by a simple diagramme: ,
Role
Occupant

and social environment
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ifg a.
The'behaviour of any role occupant is a function of his makn

choice within a ra,,i3.. ofconstraints and resources thrown up by his,
physical and social environment.

Since the role occupant is a h.an

being, the actual choice made is dependent upon the perceptions, domain
assumptions, internalized norms and so forth of the role occupant--that
is, how he views the environment within which he lives.

The model thus

directs attention to the two sorts of causal explanations for human
behaviour:

Propositions describing the range of constraints and resources

within which the role occupant must choose, and propositions explaining
9
why the role-occupant chooses among that range.
The problem is to identify those tools which government has available'.
.to change behaviour.

I turn now to that question.
II

THE TOOLS OF LFGAL ENGINEERING
What is Law?

is the oldest chestnut in jurisprudence.

Physicists

do not debate Aith each other over what is physics. Plumbers do not
worry about what is plumbing.

Lawyers concern themselves about the.

"nature" or "essence" of Law because they are so generalist a profession.
To define Law is to state what the author believes to be the proper concerns
of lawyers. My definition of law reflects a concern with the use of law
as a tool of sozial engineering.
Every rule of law is a norm.
when he defined law as a "command.!'

John Austin grasped this proposition
It is a rule prescribing the behaviour

of the set of role-occupants--i.e., of the role. One can divide all norms
between law and custom.

By custom I mean any norm which people come to

hold or to follow without its having been promulgated by an agency of the.
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state.

By "a law" or "a rule of Law," I mean any norm so promulgated.

A custom becomes a law when it

is so promulgated.,

Whether a rule of law has been internalized by a role-occupant is
Irrelevant to this definition.

It

is a rule of law if

scribing the behaviour of a role-occupan
state.

it

is a norm pre

promulgated by an agency of the

The definition leaves problematical, whether role performance will

match the behaviour prescribed by the rule.

What has been called "phantom"

laws--i.e., rules promulgated by the state which dn not induce the
pre
10
scribed behavior-may still
appropriately be denoted "rules of law".
Soft development arises, in the main, because the rules of law 4o
not induce the desired behaviour.

In the terms used by the legal realists,

there is a wide gap between the law-in-the-books and the law-in-action.
In the vocabulary of role-theory soft development exists when role
perfolnnance does not match role-expectation.

That is

the event to be

explained by a model for law and development.
To say that role-performance does not match role-expectation is

to

say that the role-occupant is not wAking the choices with respect
of
behaviour that the law-maker desires him to make.

Since behaviour is a

function of choice within perceived rewards and constraints, to say
that
role-performance does not match role-expectation is only to say
that the
structure of choice facing the role-occupants, as he perceives it,
leads
him to solve his problems by behaviour different from that prescribed
by
the rule of law.

He behaves deviantly.

Role-occupants behave deviantly because the net rewards for deviant
activity

wthin their social "field", as they perceive it,

acti

~ t+

i!++++
'+i ;::

+. ++

are greater

( i
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than the rewards to be received if they conform.

Of this "field", the

behaviour of state officials is the variable over which the governors be
ll
lieve themselves to have the greatest control.
The relationship between rules of law and behaviour-inducing activity
by State officials is suggested by Kelsen's idealized model of the legal
order.
He taught that "the legal norm does not, like the moral norm, refer
to the behaviour of one individual only, but to the behaviour of two
individuals at least:

the individual who commits or may commit the

delict,

the delinquent, and the individua.7. who ought to execute the
12
sanction."
The law that instructs a role-occupant not to commit murder,
simultaneously instructs the judge to convict him of the crime if he
disobeys, and to sentence him to punishment.

He maintained that the

first norm, (which he called the "secondary" norm) which forbids the
substantive delict,

was only an epiphenomenon of the primary norm

addressed to the judge. 'He conceded, however, that "the representation
of law is greatly facilitated if we allow ourselves to assume also the
13
exI.stence of.thefirst norm."
We can represent the form of the legal

order thus postulated:

Law
maker

'0

404
Judge-1Rl

Occupant

.This model holds a clue to how law affects behaviour.

The role

occupant, as I have already argued, makes choices within the contraints
and rewards if his environment as he perceives them.

The rules of lw,

and the'behaviour of officials in sanctioning them, are part of that range
of choice.

Law operates by structuring the choice of role-occupants

through rules and through sanctioning processes.

It-does so, in Kelsen's

model, (1)by stating a rule which the role-occupant may feel obligated.
to obeylor (2) by instructing the Judge to act in such a way that the
benefits and rewards offered the role-occupant in consequence of his
behaviour will be altered.

"The secondary norm stipulates the behaviour

which the legal sanction endeavours to bring about stipulating the
sanction."
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A MODEL OF LAW AND DEVELOPMENT,
Kelsen's model is only a model of the relationships
between the
rules of law themselves. The various actors
in the model however are
themselves, of course, all role-occupants.
Each of them acts within a
"field" of social forces. We can assimilate
our two diagrams:

Constraints and resources/
ofthe
vironmen~t

LAW MAKERS

0,

Jug

Penalty

/Role
Rol

Occupant
Censtraints

and treards
enontent

and resources
of the,
envirnmentenvironment
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The-demand of the American legal realists to study "law-in-action"'
--i.e., behavior--as well as the law-in books--i.e., the normative structure
-led

them to much the same sort of model.

The model is, however, insuff-.1

icient for five reasons.

First, it assumes that the judge is the principal

sanctioning institution.

That assumes that the legal order is based on

universalistic norms, with an autonomous legal system.

As we saw earlier,

to focus on these concepts inevitably directs attention to the courts.
This is plainly too narrow a facus.

The objection is met, however, by

broadening the category of "Judge" to include the entire machinery of
government concerned with inducing desired activity  the bureaucracy, the,
police, State corporations, and so forth.,
Second, the realist model'directs attention only to explicit
laws

addressed by law-makers to role-occupants--i.e., to Austinian "commands,"

for the breach of whibh there is a stipulated sanction.

It does not

address the question, whether a particular law or set of behaviour-inducing
activities is achieving conformity to less formally articulated policy.
An'example may help.

A government wishes to induce citizens to

hunt and kill coyotes (a wolf-like predator in the AmericanWest).
offers a reward or bounty for each one killed.

It

The form of that offer is

contained in a law directing county agricultural extension agents to pay
one dollar for each pair of coyote's ears presented to him, with a small

criminal penalty if the county agent fails to make the payment on emand and
production of the pair of ears.

The realist model would concern itself with

the law directed to the county agent, and his behavior.
however, relatively trivial.

That question is,

The important question about the law is whether

it induced the desired activity in the citizen.

In fact, it is reported that
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farmers bred coyotes for the bounty.

Because the realist model limits itself

to rules of law, however, it does not explicitly
provide a guide for examining
the relationship between the activity of the
county agent, to whom a rule of law
is direct," and the activity of the citizen to
whom a policy, but no explicit
rule of law is directed.
In short, the realist model does not accomodate
itself to the study of
law and government policy. We can adapt it
to that study if we broaden the con
cept of the norm addressed to the role-occupant,
defining the role expectation
held for him by the government.

It may be formulated in a rule of law, symbol

ized in the diagram by a straight line.

It may also be articulated in exhor

tation or other form of persuasion, indicated
by a wavy line.
may wish to induce farmers to grow cash crops.

A government

If it enacts a statute (such as

exists in Tanzania) making it a crime to fail
to grow a stipulated acreage of
cash crops, the rule addressed to the role
occupant can be symbolized by a
straight line. If it merely exhorts the role-occupant
to grow cash crops, and
seeks to induce the activity by rules addressed
to bureaucrats directing them to
provide credit, seed, adequate marketing facilities
and the like for cash crops,
the exhortation directed to the role-occupant
can be symbolized by a wavy line.
The test of the succ ss of the rules addressed
to the bureaucracy is then plainly
seen not to merely whether they provide credit,
seed, and marketing facilities,
but the more

mpcrtant question of whether it induced farmers
to grow cash crops.

Third, any law, once passed, changes from the
day of passage, either by
formal amendment, or by the way the bureaucracy
acts. It changes because the
various forces embodied in the social "field'
change.

Of these, it is

important to identify various messages between
the several actors in the model.
Citizens express their reactions to a particular
law or program to lawmakers.
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They send signals. to bureaucrzts about
the acceptability of sanctioning
behaviour. Bureaucrats communicate to
lawmakers* In addition, there are
various 'sorts of monitoring devices, both
formal and informal, by which
lawmakers and bureacrats learn about the relative
suc
o
~
scess or
failure of a
rule. We include all these various sorts
of communications under the very'
general rubric "feedback".
Fourth, the crude concepts of'laiimaker"
and "bureaucracy" require
explication.
Laws are not generated by a single "lawmaker".
They arise
out of a process of lawmaking involving
many roles in complex relationships.
Sanctions are not applied by individuals;
they are the consequence of complex
sanctioning processes. These sanctioning
processes are compact of a set of
roles, each defined by rules, of law.
Many of these rules of law are not
right-duty rules, but power-donferring
rules. Each of these roles can be
analyzed, however, by substituting it
for the role-occupant in our general
model.
Finally, as earlier suggested, the concept
of 'banction" is too
narrow. As we shall see below, conformity-inducing
measures may be aimed
directly at the role-occupant as-rewards
or gunishments, at changing the
.constraints and resources of the environment,
or at changing the perceptions
of the role-occupant through education
or moral suasion. Our diagram must
indicate this broader category.
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The proposed model can be completed thus:
\

Cons

-.

traint
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and

resources/

Law making

prprocesses
e

Law
enorcing_
processes

Constraints and
resources of the/
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-nt

eMevele

Constraints and
resources of the

I can now state, in very general terms, why role-occupants behave
48 they do in the face of a particular norm addressed to them by law-makers:
1. Role-occupants act pursuant to choices they make
among the constraints and resources of their en
viroment, according to the way in which they
perceive reality, and the rewards and distewards
which they believe are likely to follow upon their
behavior.
2. Among the resources and constraints attendant upon
behavior by role-occupants is the anticipated behavior
of others,

"Pot

a) By sanctioning behavior consequent
upon
the failure of the role occupant
to match
his performance to the expectation
of the
role, or
b)

By the performance of others
in their roles.

3. Role expectations are defined
by norms.
4. Rules of law are norms promulgated
by the State.
5. Every rule of law or government
program looking to
changed behavior by the role-occupant
changes his
arena of choice in one or more
of four ways.
a.

By providing psychological rewards
for
compliance or deviance, depending
upon
the acculturation of the role-occupant;

b.

By instructing government officials
of
various sorts to provide different
sorts
of rewards or punishments in
consequence
of the role-performance of the
role
occupant;

c.

By instructing government officials
to act
in such a way as to change
the behaviour
of third parties, whose behavior
in turn
alters thearena of choice of
the role
occupant.

d. By instructing government officials
to try
to change

the perceptions, attitudes, domain
assumptions, etc., of role occupants.

6.

The occupants of roles in the
law-enforcing
processes will perform or not
in the face of a
rule of law for all the reasons
that
occupant will comply or be deviant, any role
by the
behaviour towards them of the
role-occupant and
by the fact that they occupy
roles within law
enforcing institutions.

7. The occupants of roles in
the law-making processes
will perform or not in the face
of a rule of law
for all the reasons that any
role-occupant will
comply or be deviant, by the
behaviour towards them
of role-occupants and of participants
in the
sanctioning processes, and by
the fact that they
occupy roles within law-making
institutions.

C1

In what sense .isthis a "model"? We garlier argued that there is
no such thing as a legal-system, discontinuous with society,

There are,

however, plainly a vast number of specific systems, involving particular
laws, bureaucracies, and feedbacks.

What is the relationship between the

model and its existential referent?
A model is.a method, of organizing thought.

A physical model of an

airplane is not the airplane-, no matter how detailed the model may be.

A

diagrammatic representation of the system concerning the law of the agri
cultural sector is not the law of the agricultural sector. The model put
forward is not a diagramme of. a legal system.

It is no more--and no less-

than a.device directing attention to particular categories of data for
investigation--a perspective to guide discretionary choice in social
inquiry.
It

It is an agenda for research.

It cannot be proven to be val.,

can be diawarranted. however, by the discovery of instances in which

significant variables not included in the model do affect behaviour in
response to a rule of law.
Finally, this model implies a definition of law.

It is a defini

tion that addresses law's function in channelling behaviour.
process by which government structures choice.

Law is a

Law as a device to structure

choice expresses at once law's usual marginality in influencing behaviour,
and its importance as the principal instrument that government has to in
fluence behaviour.

Since society itself determines the range of choice in

most respects, it is society which determines the limits on law. We can
understand law only by understanding it as part of society.

IV
IPLICATIONS OF

THE MODEL

In the preceding chapter, a variety
of variables discussed in
thejurisprudential literature were
examined. Some of these, such as the
bargaining model, appeart be special
cases of a more general theory.
Others, such as custom, seem to be significant
variables, although perhaps
they should be assigned a weight Ing
different from that :suggested by the
theories discussed in Chapter Six.
I next discuss how the model here
offered treats these variables.
Autonomous legal system

univershlistic rules, legalistic law-finding.

The categories advanced by Weber, implied
by Lon Fuller, and equally im
plicit in analytical positivism concerned
the form of rules and the legal
order.

They operate through sanctioning processes
and law-making processes,
and they have consequences with respect
of the behavinii.r nf rorln.nes,
The model proposed, therefore, suggests
lines of. inquiry to discover if in
fact the triad of concepts induce behaviour
appropriate to a free market.
In that sense, these concepts are plaiply
only aspecial case of the more
general hypotheses advanced here.
The Bargaining Model.

The bargaining model asserts that all
behaviour in the face of law is the
consequence of interactions between
the various actors.

The model advanced here makes that explicit
in two ways.
In the first place, the relative power
of others is an important factor in
depermining the range of choice open
to law-makers and other role-occupants.
In the second place, the model expressly
includes a feedback function.
How the law-making processes operate,
and how rules are enforced, is a function
of the interactions indicated by that
function. Unlike the bargaining model,
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however, the model advanced does not take these interactions as the
sole or
even the principal determinant of official behaviour.

The model only advises

that these interactions must be investigated in order to explain specific
behaviour.

They must be taken into account with a host of other factors

structuring the choices made by the actors in the legal order.
Custom.

Custom, both in the sense that it provides a set of norms

defining the behaviour of others, and in the sense that the role-occupant
is
likely to feel internally obliged to follow it, forms a part of the
social
fordes operating upon the role-occupant.
structure his choices.

It is included in the elements which

Unlike the explanations which assert that it is the

implacable, determining factor in behaviour, however, the model advanced
leaves the question of the force of custom in a particular case problematical.
The Legal Culture.

In Lawrence Friedman's model, the legal culture

is "the term we use apply to those values and attitudes which determine
what
structures are used and why; which rules wor, and why."

That values and

attitudes may be significant variables in explaining behaviour is accepted
inthe model advanced, for it explains behaviour in part by the ways
in
Vhi6lf role-occupants perceive-realfty." It does not, however, take as
given
that these values and attitudes necessarily determine behaviour.

As in the

case of custom, it identifies the legal culture as a variable, but leaves
problematical its effect in any concrete historical situption.
Conflict vs. Consensus.

By leaving for further examination the

precise content of the constraints and resources affecting choice, the
model
leaves their structure problematical.

I argue below that the very existence

of law is strong evidence that society lacks a consensus. [Infra, Chapter
Nineteen].

Nevertheless, that issue is not prejudged by the model advanced.
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The dialectic between law and society.

Marxist legal theory focusses

attention upon the interaction
between law and society, while
urging that in
the-final analysis, the economic
base deterrfnes the legal superstructure#
Our model, too, draws attention
to this interaction. The choices
open to
law-makers and to the other actors
in the legal process are all limited
by
society itself. To that extent,
society determines the legal order.
Within

that socially-defined set of options,
human beings can'deflect the course
of
society itself through conscious
action through law. The task
of developing
a true science of law and social
change is to generate propositions
that
express knowledge about that
symbiosis.
Governors and Governed.

Finally, Kelsen's model assumes
that there

are law-making and law-enforcing
processes, each with their specific
roles.
It assumes, in short, a state
of affairs in which identifiable
governors are
distinct from the masses of the
people.

That model unquestionably matches

the situation in practically every
modern state.
We argue below that the separation
between law-making and law-en
forcing processes, and the ultimate
targets of these processes, is
perhaps
the single most serious barrier
against induced social change.
The bureau
cratic state is designed to tend
the machine, not to redesign
it. The
opposite of bureaucracy is participation.
A model of law and development
is
insufficient unless it directs
attention to the processes by
which the
transition can be accomplished.
The model described above purports
to do this by itsspecific
inclusion of feedback channels.
To the extent that role-occupants
and
bureaucrats provide inputs to
decision-making by the governors,
they parti
cipate in the decision-making
processes. To the extent that
the institutions
of feedback are strengthened,
to that extent does the separation
between
governors and governed tend to
disappear. When it does, the
model we have
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suggested will of coursebe .useless. New
perspectives will be required.
The model, as it were, contains the seeds
of its own destruction
The obvious weakness of the model lies
in the ambiguity of the
arrows that represent the effect of social
forces operating upon role
occupants and the law-enforcing and law-making
processes. The utility of a
model which leaves so large a set of residuary
categories must of course be
subject to suspicion. Most of the remainder
of this book is an attempt to
close these~open boxes. Before'turning
tothat task, however, it is necessary
to analyze a set of rules that do not seem
to match the model proposed. The
model, at first glance, appears to accommodate
only to rulesor policies dir
ectly addressed to the role-occupant as
imperative commands: The "shall
nots" of criminal law, tort law, and the
like. How do the propositions of
facilitative law -- contract law, corporation
law, and so forth - fit the:
model? It is to that question that I turn
in the next chapter.
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,SEMINAR ON LAW AND POPULATION:
LECTURE BY DR. DAVID KLINE AND PROFESSOR-WALTER MCCANN
This discussion will consider some of the features presented in the
UNESCO study concerning law, education and population. The complex interre
lationship between these factors has been considered in terms of: 1) the
relationship between education and population, and 2) law as a mediating
variable between the other two. Population size and growth were selected
as significant factors to consider in relation to education. While popula
tion composition and distribution may also enter into the education formula,
it was decided that their inclusion was less essential to the analysis.
Limitations on time and space also precluded the consideration of distribu
*tion and composition. Where do the correlations between educational ap
proaches and population change exist, and how can law effectively manipu
late this relationship?
Education is considered to have both direct and indirect effects on
population. Direct effects consist of the development and implementation
of population education programs through school, non-school, and media.
These direct effects may result in changes in population size and growth.
Indirect effects consist of changes in population which result from features
inherent in the educational process itself. For example, levels of education
al attainment have been commonly associated with differing fertility levels.
It has been argued that these indirect results are a more important target
for development resources than direct population education programs. Some of
these relationships are examined below by David Kline under "Population Educat
tion". Furthermore, law and legal systems have a significant impact on the
manner and extent of population education. Numerous legal tools can be used
and approaches to the problem vary from one country to another. These are
aummarized b5 Walter McCann in "Law and Population Education".
POPULATION EDUCATION
Mr. Kli e: In the last teh years considerable attention has been de
voted to development of programs of-education dealing specifically with
population, These comprise the direct inputs to population control. This
has mainly arisen out of a dissatisfaction with the success of family plan
.
u~ng progrsma& in the mid.-6WsThere were, for example, some indications in
Taiwan and Korea that after an initial gain in acceptors of family planning,
over several years the programs began to take in fewer and fewer new acceptors
each year. Some people began to call this the plateau effect. One explana
tion for that plateau effect was that in the initial stages most of the
people entering the program were already predisposed to limit the size of
their family. For some reason they wanted to do this already or they were
at a point where they were very receptive to doing something about it, but
lacked the means or the knowledge. When the services become available through
family planning programs they rather rapidly took advantage of them. Thus an
initial rapid acceptance o1 family planning was experienced. When this pool
of people began to run out then the plateau effect appeared.
One response to offset the plateau effect was the suggestion that moti
vational programs could be developed to go along with the family planning
services. This might give the family planning programs the additional
"shot in the arm" needed to accelerate the acceptance back to the previous
level. Initial attention was turned to population communications in terms
of mass media in order to provide this motivational component. Soon after

that, in about 1966, educators and family planning specialists become in
terested in seeing the educational system involved. Over the years this
effort with the educational system has come to be called population education.
Definition
Some definitional and historical background might offer a perspective
on the relationship between population education, sex education, and family
life education. One reason that the field of population education may not
have developed any more solidly than it has is due to a failure to clarify
at the onset what was meant by population education. The definitional issue
has been argued vociferously from the beginning and continues to be argued
today. As recently as six weeks ago some research and evaluation papers on
population education were presented in Washington,D.C. But the first half
of the day was spent talking about defintion! This seems ridiculous after
six years.
But it is true that there is considerable variance in defintion. Some
people view population education as simply a component of family planning
programs that motivates people to accept contraceptives. Another difinition
regards population education as a program which focuses not only on family
planning and contraception but also on family size preferences, migration,
and other population variables. Through the resulting awareness of population
dynamics people will begin to make decisions on their own which will lead
to lower fertility rates. Still others consider it important to study pop
ulation variables inside and outside of the school system, because they are
an important part of our life. We have curricula on history and biology, and
we ought to have something on population, they contend. More recently people
are presenting the Bucharest argument that population should be treated
within the context of development. Therefore educational programs which
deal with population variables should also be treating population within the
context of development. The extreme form of this argument is that there
should not be anything called population education; there ought to be some
thing called "development education" of which population is one component.
Who knows where all this is going to lead? All of these positions on the
definitions of population education exist at the present time.
Another area of ambiguity is the distinction between population education
and sex education. A theoretical distinction is easy: sexuality deals with
physiological aspects of human reproduction and sex education concerns values
and attitudes related to human sexuality; population education, on the other
hand, is concerned with demographic and social aspects of population ',ehavior,
population dynamics, and development issues. This theoretical distinction,
however, rarely reflects reality. In Latin America, for example, it is very
difficult to obtain approval from government for programs of population edu
cation, because of the imperialist overtones of controlling population
growth. Therefore, the programs there have been labelled "sex education" be
cause that is an acceptable term inside and outside of the school. Thus, pop
ulation education in regard to demographic, social, and political information
has been brought in under the rubric of sexuality. Almost the reverse is
true in Asia, where sexuality within the public educational system is a
non-acceptable form of education. Therefore, the programs there have been
called "population education". To the extent that it is possible, they attempt
to include the sexuality component. One must be aware of the ambiguties in
these variabilities. There is almost no value in trying to develop any con

ceptual system that distinguishes between them across the board. Another
area, called family life education, which began before either sex education
or population education, has come to include components of population education
and either sexuality education or demographic education. Thailand, for ex
ample, has a family life education program. It is one of many programs spon
sored by World Education, Inc. in New York. The programs are called "functional
education for family life planning". They consist of family planning which
is often conceived of as population education, plus a health component and a
civic component.
In brief, it appears that there is considerable overlap between the
terms population, sex, and family life. We can conceptually make a distinc
tion, but operationally it is more difficult to make such a distinction
(and probably less important). Family life, sexuality, and demographics are
all essential to some kind of educational efforts related to size and growth
of population.
Programs
There has been a tendency to divide population education into school
and non-school efforts. The initial efforts were, for a variety of reasons,
primarily concentrated within the school system. One reason for this is that
the school system is the area that most people identify with what we call
education. Secondly, schools were a likely vehicle for population education
because it is relatively easy to get a school system to develop a new curri
culum, train teachers, and to introduce curriculum innovations. School sys
tems can adapt new programs because they are used to doing it, and the mechan
isns already exist. It is much more difficult to develop non-school, non
formal activities, which may require the creation of the institution and the
mechanisms as -ell as the materials for infusion in the training. Consequently,
the school side was the first to come into the arena of population education
and only in the last five years has there been any significant attention to
bring the non-school sectors in. However, there have been efforts going on
for many years in several countries, which would now be called non-school. or
non-formal education. They were programs such as health extension which were
not originally geared for the purposes of education, but which are trying to
introduce population information into their programs. This type of prograv,
is now labelled non-school or non-formal, but the field itself did not be
gin to draw attention until the last five years.
At the present time there are roughly 28 countries throughout the world
that have efforts in one form or another in the field of population education.
These official efforts consist of government or private agency programs with
in the country, carried on either within the school or out of the school sys
tem. Approximately $8 to $10 billion has been spent over the last seven to
eight years-in these programs. The best-known population education programs
-are found in Asia. The largest such program within Asia is the Philippines
program, which is basically school-oriented and designed to train teachers
and to develop curricula for the secondary level. With funds from the
UNFPA and a budget of $2.5 million, the Philippines program plans to train
25Q,000 teachers over a period of three to four years. There are also pro
grams in Malaysia within the school and in Indonesia both within the school
and non-school. Thailand, which started out mainly on the non-formal side,
is now building in-school programs. In Latin America there has also been
interest in population education, though not in the form of the government
progrmas of the sort found in Asia. The emphasis in Latin America has been

centered on private agency programs and university programs, but most often
private demographic family planning organizations are promoting education pro
grams there. Africa is only beginning to do something in this field.
The field of population education, while generating a considerable a
mount of interest, has never jelled into a real force within the population
and family planning area. What are the reasons for this? First, there is
too much pressure to start programs without laying the proper foundation
for them in terms of research, training, and qualified personnel. Further,
there is a tendency to view education as merely adjunct tc the on-going pop
ulation and family planning programs and not as an activity which has some
value in and of itself. This has been primarily due to the fact that pop
ulation education advocates tend to be population specialists, sociologists,
medical people, and not educators. Only in the last few years have educators
begun to enter the field for its own value.
Population education now appears to be moving into a second cycle. Pre
viously, the considerable amount of interest on the part of people in the
United States and Europe in the field was largely limited to the resources
of UNFPA. After going through this first cycle, many people who had un
successfully pushed hard for funding moved away from the field. In this
second phase, funding agencies are now taking a considerable interest in
population education and are encouraging it to develop from a solid system
atic research base.
Educational levels and population growth.
Let us consider some of the indirect aspects of education and population.
Out paper presented some rather whll-known data about the relationship between
educational attainment and population. In particular we considered the in
fluence of educational attainment on fertility behavior, about which there
are several studies. The main study mentioned in the paper was carried out
by the United Nations in Turkey. School level of education attained appeared
to be inversely related to numbers of ehildren born into the family. The
variables in this study included literacy, primary school enrollment, gradu
ation from primary into secondary, and secondary school graduation. The most
significant reduction in family size is associated with the transition from
illiteracy to literacy. Parents with fewer than five years of primary school
ing (considered illiterate) had an average of 4.2 children. Those completing
primary grades had 2.8, those completing secondary school, 2.0, and those com
pleting university, 1.4. Other studies support these study findings, concluding
that completion of primary school in developing countries in and of itself re
sults in a substantial reduction in family size.
Another aspect considered in terms of education is its relationship
to the age of marriage. A study in the United States shows that for women
with four years of college or more the average age of marriage was 24.9.
Women from 35 to 40 years of age with eight years of schooling married at the
average age of 22.0. The Driver data on India showed that the average marriage
age was 12.8 for women with no schooling and 18 for those with primary and
more schooling.
The other variable that is involved in an indirect relatiunship between
education and population is the perceived value of children. James Faucett
has been doing a study on the subject, originally out of the East-West
Center and currently in Asia. There are some indications that there is a
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positive relationship between education of children and the perceived value
of children. In farming households of Taiwan, where children are more eco
nomically active than in non-farming households because they work in the field,
children are perceived as more valuable. This may indicate an extrapolated
relationship between education and urban/rural differences. In urban in
dustrial society, the education and child value relationship seems to be less
clear. However, this is an important relationship to be investigated. Data
from a study which Faucett is presently compiling may offer better insight
into this relationship.
LAW AND POPULATION EDUCATION
Mr. McCann: Law can have a significant impact on population control and
population education. Laws may effect population through the medium of educa:
tion either inadvertently and indirectly or advertently and directly. In
manipulating law, one must recognize the manner in which law can be trans
lated into effect. One such translation factor has been called the counter
intuitive behavior of social systems. That is, a law which is designed to
have a particular effect may result in something entirely different than
anticipated. For example, a gentleman from Lebanon was asked to sponsor
a law which would have raised the marriage age there. The intended conse
quence of this law was that if the people were to marry late presumably they
would have fewer children because they would not start having children un
til later on in their lives. The evidence indicates that late marriages pro
duce fewer children. He opposed this law even though he favored a reduction
in birth rate.
He argued that such a law would not succeed in its intention. The rea
son that people get married early in rural Lebanon is a product of the entire
social and economic system. In rural areas whether or not couples have a
formal marriage that is recognized by the state, they will nevertheless have
a religious or customary marriage. Their children, however, would be bas
tards under the new law and no longer entitled to any social benefits. Un
der such a law, families would have just as many children but more social
problems would result because the children, whom the law would not recog
nize, would be denied access to benefits such as schooling. Thus, while law
can be an effective tool, one must carefully consider how changes in law will
effect social behavior.
Let us consider some of the ways in which laws operates in relation to
education and population. For the purposes of analysis we shall define three
categories of laws: 1> laws that require that something occur, 2) laws that
prevent or permit something to happen, and 3) laws that indirectly encourage
without explicitly preventing or requiring something. The third category
includes laws which provide for or omit subsidies.
Laws that require that something happen
Judging from the evidence mentioned above there appears to be an inter
connection between level of education and population growth. Thus law can
be used to require compulsory education. Many countries do not have compul
sory education laws for good reasons. The reasons often have to do with
capacity to deliver services. It is not useful to enact compulsory educa
tion laws requiring sixteen years of schooling for everyone when financial
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resources can barely educate a small proportion of the population
for eight
years. Where resources are scarce, it appears that laws designed
to reduce
fertility through education must be developed in light of existing
educa
tion laws, resources, and practices as they vary from country
to country.
Considerable motivation behind education lies outside
pulsory aspect. Many individuals seek education in order of the com
to achieve a kind
of life that is different from what is possible without schooling.
Cer
tain fields require educational credentials and thereby encourage
an indirect
form of compulsion. To the extent that professional societies
in high fer
tility countries prqplude women from admission to higher education
and pro
fessions, the indirect impact on population is evident. This
situation
tends to decrease the overall educational level of the female
population not
only in the first generation, which is denied access to professions,
but
presumably in the generations to follow because later generations
do not
have models of other professional women to emulate. This
may result in a
serious impact over time on the birth rate, if one accepts
the evidence
that correlates higher levels of education of women with lower
birth rate.
If higher birth rates are desired, that kind of policy may
be favored?
Indeed, there are some countries which desire high birth rates.
Under the "legally required" heading, falls the issue of compulsory
curriculum. Already mentioned are the various kinds of curriculum
issues
that could be raised depending on definitions of population
education. The
nature of population education curriculum is a topic of considerable
debate.
But compulsory curriculum could consist of a variety of topics,
such as de
velopment in a broad sense, or hygiene and family life sex
education. There
are a variety of compulsory curricula being developed in different
countries.
The hook compiled By Ed Kellogg and his colleagues offers
examples of this
type.
Other kinds of policies that do not directly affect curriculum
can
have some impact on population education. For example, what
does law say
about female students who become pregnant? Can they stay in
school?
After they have a child may they return to school? Countries
and regions
within a country will vary on these issues. Further, customary
distinct from written statements, also has an enormous impact. law, as
Informal but
extremely powerful customary law, for example in Africa where
much of the
law is not written down but is customary and traditional, may
affect the ca
pacity of women to continue their education once they have
entered the
cycle of having children. They continue to bear children because
educational
opportunities for them are denied.
Laws that prevent or permit
This category includes the repeal of laws as well as their
enactment.
In some situations removing a law may foster some kind of an
educational po
licy. From the perspective of education and population control
it seems
that the most critical barriers were laws that prevent the
public distribu
tion of birth control information. However, evidence that
was developed
by Ed Kellogg and his colleagues calls that conclusion into
question. People
are clever in getting around specific prohibitions in the
particularly
when they refer to public-sponsored distribution of birth law,
control information.
Birth control information can be recategorized, and private
or semi-private
institutions can accomplish the same results without direct
public involve
ment. For example, one country passed a law which prevented
birth control
devices from passing through customs. But a clever lawyer
managed to have
birth control devices reclassified as medical material, so
they were never

recognized in customs as birth control devices. They came zipping through
the customs under a different name. There are many ways to circumvent laws.
From an educational and a legal standpoint the laws that prohibit the
distribution of information are ethically questionable because they prevent
people from making judgments about their own personal and social situatirns.
The United Nations Charter and variuus United Nations documc.ts provide the
basis for legal arguments in the international forum for an attack upon laws
of that sort. These documents may be very useful for people who face that
kind of problem in their own countries.
Even when laws do not strictli prohibit the flow of information, ad
ministrative regulations and red tape can accomplish the same. Thus, not
only the basic structure of the law, but also what the bureaucrats do to
the law must be examined. Other situations create jurisdictional disputes
among agencies that are given various pieces of population programs. Juris
dictional disputes and the red tape involved may finally result in such a
legal mess that nothing is done. Thus, the way the law is administered can
affect population programs.
Laws that permit or prevent certain activities can also have indirect
educational effects on population. Imagine, for example, a country which
provides subsidies to private education where most of the private education
that is being subsidized is Catholic. If the Catholics in that country
take a very strong stance against birth control, a policy conceived of for
the provision of more education could have a negative impact over time on
efforts to control birth, because you will be pushing people through an edu
cational system which basically has negative attitudes towards birth con
trol. Sometimes activities which appear to foster education generally may
have a negative impact on your birth control policy. (This is not to sug
gest that one should not support Catholic schools.) But it is important
to recognize that policies aimed at X may actually shoot Y.
Laws which subsidize
A third type of law encourages education through a kind of minimal re
source subsidy. For example, one must make a d4stinction between free educa
tional and compulsory education. A country which enacts a compulsory educa
tion law withour subsidizing it has not really provided anything. Such a
law would not result in a significant impact on the school-leaving age or
the population going to school. Areas such as compulsory education require
significant subsidy. Curriculum development requires subsidizaiton of
varying degrees. A good deal of non-formal education outaide of school and
education through television which can have a substantial impact on birth
control policy over time can be subsidized. Obviously there is a subsidiza
tion of research. The location of subsidized programs is also important.
Finally, some programs can be developed wit!- little or not subsidy. One
is an experiment or a national commission on population activities which
can call attention to population matters. Another program may subsidize
visiting progessors, lectures series, and so on, cost very little but
which raise public awareness of these issues.
IMPLEMENTING POPULATION EDUCATION PROGRAMS
A draft of a related paper has been recently completed by Edward
Kellogg, David Kline, and John Stepann of Harvard Law School. This
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reseerch, which began after the Paris UNESCO conference, investigates laws
in some sixty nations as they pertain to population education. There is
considerable variation from region to region in legal approaches to sex
uality education and population education. A summary of this material is
presented below by Edmund Kellogg.
Mr. Kellogg: In 1968, both the Teheran Proclamation of 1968 and the
United Nations Resolution on Social Progress and Development stated that
families are entitled to information and knowledge so as to be able to
enjoy their human right to family planning. Last summer at Bucharest in
1974, the United Nations went further. The Plan of Action approved by
135 countries specifically mentioned education, and called upon education
al institutions and governments to sponsor education for responsible par
enthood. Following this declaration we have been able to obtain facts
from sixty countries concerning their laws and practices on population and
sexuality education. On the basis of this information it is possible to
describe variations among the regions of the world.
Regional differences
The Northern and Western Europeans are the most advanced. The Swedes
have had compulsory sexuality education since 1957. The Danes also have
it, and some Danish parents have taken this issue to the Human Rights Com
mission of the Council of Europe. The European Commission of Human Rights
decided that it is not inconsistent with the European Human Rights Conven
tion to make the education compulsory. The Germans have also made it com
pulsory, The 'French experience is interesting. In 1972 a demonstration
occurred because a married woman teacher answered a question about sex
from a girl student in a class. Her father, a retired army colonel, pro
tested. In 1973.the Trench government took notice of the resulting demon
strations and set up a High Council on Sex Education and Information, but
they did not allow the. head of the family planning association to be a
member. In 1973 the department of education put out a circular, distinr
guishing between sex "'education" and sex "information".

The latter (how

reproduction QccursJ was compulsory for everybody, but education which in
volved what is right and wrong, contraception, and so on was not only not
compulsory, but it had,-to be taught.out of school hours with special per
mikss~on of the parents. Teachers were also advised that embarassing
questions should be "answered by the family'. Despite the French attitude,
Northern and Western Europe is the most progressive area in the field of
Aexu&lity educatiQn,
The Eawtern European situation is very interesting. Hungary,
Czechoslavak4a and Yugoslavia have very good sexuality and population edu
cation courses. These courses are compulsory and in Hungary, in fact, one
cannot obtain a marriage license without having completed a sexuality edu
cation course. In Romania, there is some concern about population pressures
from next door Russia, and no infornation is provided unless you go to a
special place to get it. Also, no contraceptives are made in Romania.
The Russians are reluctant to provide full sexuality education for two
reasons. First, Marx said that population problems are limited to cap
italist countries. Secondly, they are concerned about the Asian Russians'
fertility being higher than that of the European Russians. Therefore the
Russian situation is difficult. However, a recent New York Times article
states that Russian students are criticizing the schools because of in
adequate sex education.
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The most conservative countries of Europe with respect to sexual

ity education are Ireland, Italy, Spain, and Portugal.

In Ireland, for

example, the civilian court decided in 1973 that it is a human right to

import contraceptives for personal use. In 1974, the government pro
posed a law that would make the sale of contraceptives to married peo
ple legal. The bill did not pass. In Ireland today, if you sell a
book on contraceptives you may go to Jail, but you can give out infor
mation.
In Eastern Asia there are still a great many taboos in mast coun
tries which prevent in-school "sexuality education". Almost all Asian
countries have "population education". However, there are four countries
in Asia which are attempting sexuality education. The Philippine schools,
with the help of UNESCO and United Nations Fund for Population Activities,
have established sexuality education. The Philippines have had an his
torical Christian influence, and therefore many of the Asian taboos do
not exist. Mainland China has strong sexuality education, and Taiwan
is now experimenting with it. Japan, which has a modernized urban so
ciety, has to have a certain amount of information in this sphere.
Hong Kong and Singapore, whose govenments strongly favor population con
trol, do not dare provide sexuality education, although they have fam
ily planning programs that are active in other respects.
In the Moslem countries of Western Asia and Northern Africa, the
situation is rather similar. There-are taboos which make it hard to
have sexuality education in the schools although in some of these coun
tries non-school population and sexuality education exists. Two coun
tries which are starting to sponsor programs in school on a trial basis
are Egypt and Tunisia. Egypt has probably made the most progress of any
country among this group.
In Africa south of the Sahara, with the exception of a few coun
tries, the idea of population education appears to never have occurred
to anybody. Sexuality education, however, has just come into existence.
This subject was discussed at a meeting in Mali in 1973 which was attend
ed by a number of countries. Mali, Congo( razzaville) and Togo are now
setting up sexuality education in schools.
Latin America is another extremely interesting situation. A great
variety of approaches to the subject exists. Barbados has one of the
mQst progressive programs consisting of both in-school and out-of-school
sex education. Barbados is doing extremely well controlling its fertility.
Colombia is also experimenting with both types of sex education. Honduras
and Costa Rica have sexuality education in school but forbid the mention
of contraception. It is difficult to determine the position of the Cath
olic Church on the matter of sexuality education, but it appears that the
Church may accept it if the government wants it and if contraception is
not taught. In Mexico where the law requires sex education, the local
teachers are loath to give it.
In the United States the federal government theoritically favors
sexuality education. There are laws that have authorized federal sub
sidies for such education,but money has not been appropriated.
Laws
vary from state to state. Louisiana forbids such education. Although
most state laws permit it, many states fail to give it. In thirteen
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states where it has been attempted, it has been stopped by harassmentfrom

various political groups. The Supreme Court will probably rule that if
a parent may withdraw his child from a course, there is no constitutional
objection to the course being given in the school.
Topics covered by laws or regulations on sex education
There are seven topics which are usually convered in a law or regu
lation on sex education. (1) Should a course be compulsory or elective?
(2) What is the age at which you should give fertility education? (3)
Should there be a separate course or should the material be included in
biology or some other subject? (4) Do you separate boys and girls or do
yoy keep them together? (5) Do you have contraceptive methods in your
course? (Michigan enacted a law requiring sexuality education but for
bidding discussion of contraceptives. The law was found to be consti
tutional by the U.S. Supreme Court.)
(6) What is the allowed degree of
explicitness? Finally:(7) who is qualified to teach it?
Barriers to sexualtiy Lducation
What are the barriers to sexualityeducation? Cultural barriers,
such as the "extended family" in Africa which seeks to grow and which
accepts responsibility for all children produced, is an inhibiting fac
tor. Countries, primarily Moslem, which may want to limit the position
of women,oppose it. Another barrier is religion. The Moslem countries
tend to be very careful about in-school sexuality education. A new law
from Sri Lanka allows for a discreet flow of sexuality education under the
heading of "population awareness". As mentioned above, Roman Catholic
countries present a variety of ba-riers. Political barriers also exist.
Some Latin American countries, for example, consider population education
as a manilestation of growing imperialism from North America. Africa
suspects population education as being a plan to maintain the dominance
of the white race, Another barrier is the age structure in the educational
courses. If a developing country only gets half of its people to school
and half of them stay in school only from age seven to age ten, can they
receive sufficient sex education? Obviously, they cannot.
In conclusion, out of 60 countries studied, 27 are by and large,
providing in-school and out-of-school sex education programs. Twenty
three countries are working at the experimental stage through various
projects, Finally ten countries have no programs at all. Nevertheless,
the patterns and programs are changing. In the next ten years, in view

of prejent trends, there i's no doubt that a great deal more of this kind
of education will be -madeavailable in all regions of the world.

DISCUSSION

Lee: It is important to remember that what law says is one thing, and actual
practice is quite different. One example can be given. It was mentioned that
the Swedish have had compulsory sex education for a long time; yet, at the same
time, Sweden has one of the highest venereal disease rates in the world, certainly
the highest in Europe. How do you explain this kind of relationship?
On the relations between education and marriage age, there seems to be a
contrary indication in the case of Lebanon. An in-depth study was undertaken
there recently which shows that husbands who graduated from primary or secondary
school married earlier than those who had not gone to school. I asked the Dean
of a Lebanese university about this, and he -aid that educated men got married
earlier because tby ecpect their wives to work and bring in income, whereas the
husbands who did iot go through any schooling are expected to support their wives,
and therefore must marry later. To vhat extent that can be generalized, I do not
know.
Kline:

That's new data to me.

McCann: That is not surprising. Correlations often tell you very little.
One must ask why people are doing what they are doing. Correlations may tell
you where to look for what is going on, but they do not always indicate what
is really happening. That is why these cause and effect questions are difficult.
Student: On husband's education, in Turkey the primary school graduates have
more children than illiterates or non-graduates for the simple reason of family
structure. They tend to have a more extended family form while the illiterate
ones have a much more nuclear form. That is social structure.
Kline: In the case of Hong Kong, it was mentioned that they were not doing
population and sex education. That is contrary to my data. The data that
I have received indicates that they have used the curriculum in school. Also
in sub-Saharan Africa there is one country that does have a program, and that
is Kenya.
: What kind of progress is being made with population education in
universities as an aspect of professions, economics, statistics?

Stud

Kline: These programs have not emerged until recently. Few countries have
looked into this. Sri Lanka is trying to get it into the medical school
curriculum. There was a conference held by UNESCO in Bangkok a year ago
in January on the problem of trying to get it into the universities, and
the role of universities i.n population education. James Palmore at the
East-West Center has been trying to get Asian universities more involved.
For the most part these programs occur much less at the university level
than at the primary, secondary and non-school level.

Student: Many of these difficulties we are encountering are due to the
civil service, which is in a position to enforce or ignore laws. If population
education is almost absent from curriculum, how is a civil servant who never has
studied this going to deal with the problems confronting him? The point is that
the universities everywhere ought to include it.
Kline: Another response to this is that in many countries they have initiated
educational programs for government personnel in an attempt to inform them both
about the population issue in general and its relationship to development and
also the need for population education.
Student: Having been a lecturer in a civil service school, my opinion is that
these crash programs are awful. Really, they are a waste of time and money.
How can anyone tell these gentlemen of the civil service, who think they are
really our "gods," to get it into their heads? I thought I knew a lot about
population education, and I wrote a beautiful book on population in the Sudan
and sub-Saharan Africa. After a year and a half here I find there is so little
I knew. How will crash programs improve the civil service's approach to population?
Kline: I think that is definitely a big issue. In many countries population
education has been seen as simply a means of getting more money into the budget.
It is not taken really seriously. The civil service deals with it as a fiscal
matter and not because they really believe in it.
Student: It is important to consider when to introduce population education
into universities. Population education should mainly start after realizing
the failure of family planning where the main goal was to reduce fertility.
Most countries which have high fertility are already poor countries. If you
have a limited budget, you have to put it where you can get most benefit. The
university graduates already have low fertility. So, I think to put it into
the universities is wrong. How are you going to have social-structural change?
Not by giving population education to university students, but by educating
people who are already disadvantaged and who do not have access to education.
However, for influencing policy, you have to educate your policy-makers. It
is the civil servants, women and techers who must put the program into action.
Kline: Regarding funding, I don't think that there is much empirical evidence
to suggest that where there is external money available for doing population
education, any country has turned it down. It is not too difficult to convince
governments to undertake population education, because there is usually money
available for it. A peculiarity of the time is that as money becomes harder
and harder to locate, then other commitments become more and more important
than population education.
Student: I think liberal arts curricula are sadly lacking in the universities,
but I'm not certain that they ought to be the top priority within the population
education.

Kellogg:

How much effect do you think obscenity laws have on sex education?

McCann: I'll know better after I look at your study. But I would guess
that
they have a broader effect than meets the eye, in the sense that obscenity
laws
and laws of that nature which are full of undefined terms have what is
known in
American law as a "chilling effect" on free speech. When the law is
rather vague,
as obscenity laws are, then people get very cautious. Teachers don't
start sex
education programs that they might otherwise start, or say things in school
about
sex that they might otherwise say. Although many countries have changed
their
obscenity laws over the last couple of decades, the countries which still
have
those laws still experience a broad effect. But the impact is very difficult
to
measure. From a legal standpoint it is very important to get a contextual
defini
tion of obscenity  one that talks about the purpose of the words used.
TWords
occur in the course of sexuality education which in other contexts Thight
be
thought of as obscene but which given the context and purpose of sex
education
may not be obscene. It is important to try to get the courts to define
the law
as taking into consideration the context of and purpose in which the
words are
said.
Lee: There is a certain correlation between sex information in education
on the
one hand and family planning services on the other; for example, in 1971
the
Italian Constitutional Court declared as unconstitutional an Italian
law banning
the dissemination of contraceptive information, and shortly after that
the Ministry
of Health required all public gynecological clinics to provide family
planning
services. Do you see how this might be generalized?
McCann: Obviously there are situations like that where one law prevents
or
allows for somebody doing something via another law. I suspect that
in some
Asian countries, from what I've learned in the conference at UNESCO,
even if
you were to repeal the obscenity laws, you would not have a dramatic
change in
the actual sex education practice. The laws are designed to reflect
the desires
of the people. To assume that elimination of obscenity laws would result
in
a drastic change is probably an oversimplification. I don't know when
that
original Italian obscenity law was passed. In the Italian case you had
something
that no longer represented the modern thinking, but I'm not so sure
that that
would be true in some of the Asian countries that you speak about.
Student: What differentiation can you make from a legal point of view
between
general administrative civil servants, law, and law courts, penal codes
and so
on?
McCann: Administrative law reflects the rules and regulations adopted
by the
bureaucracy. In the Anglo-Saxon tradition most of these regulations
have the
force of law. They can be tested in the court, if the person promulgating
the
regulations has gone beyond his authority. While administrative rules
can be
overturned in court, up until that point they have the force and effect
of law.
So a bureaucrat is a law-maker in that sense.

Lee: I'd like to introduce a new member of the Law and Population Programme,
Mr. Hopkins, who just came from Johns Hopkins University. Mr. Hopkins had been
in Pakistan for about 2 1/2 years working on law and population related matters
there. Maybe you would like to say a few words about the Pakistan experience.
Hopkins: Thank you, Dr. Lee. It was some time ago when I looked at the Pakistani
law. I surprised a few people when I presented a paper at a family planning
seminar in Pakistan which concluded that on the whole law in Pakistan encouraged
low fertility - at least, more so than custom and other forces impinging on
Pakistani's couples.
Kline: Some of you may have felt the same way. I suggest that those who have
a theoret-c'l inclination make an effort to develop more conceptual frameworks
and more thory theory to try to make sense of this fascinating but confusing
and inconsistent body of data. Mr. Kellogg's data can be used to study the
relationship between a country's population growth and its population education
activity. We need a theoretical framework to explain the existence or absence
of such a relationship.
Kellogg: Mr. McCann, one of your writings mentioned that average levels of
information on sex matters among populations is extremely low in general.
Where did you locate such information?
McCann: My anthropologist co-author was doing some field work on this subject.
Darwinian theory would suggest that traditional oral information would tend to
survive. But sex information is an exception. You don't find it. In any
case, I don't think it is a conspiracy on the part of a few leaders.
Kellogg: I'd be interested to hear anybody in this room who thinks that in
their countries parents pass on the information. Theoretically, parents are
supposed to do it, but in practice they do not.
Student: What about tle middle-class American family? Education comes into
play. I think sex education is given in the family. It may vary, depending
on the culture; but you get at least some sex education from your parents.
If you are a girl you get it from your mother: if you are a boy you get it
from your father.
Kline: I want to follow up on Mr. Kellogg's point in saying that while parents
may not be the most common source of information about sexuality, there is some
evidence that in the United States more information comes from the peers than
the parents. The solution to that may not therefore be to put more sex education
into schools and educational institutions. The solution may be to work with
parents to make them better sex educators. We are trying this in Cleveland
through a program funded by John D. Rockefeller to see what possibilities exist

for working with parents as sex educators.

It6

Student: In a Denver school my nine-year old brother was asked by teachers to
explain the whole reproductive cycle of woman and man and how fertilization
occurs in order to prove that children are not afraid of sex or sex education.
It's the same sort of thing as educating parents, because lots of times parents
think they should not tell their children, because their children are sensitive
about sex. Children are curious, but I think their curiosity goes up with lack
of knowledge.
Kline: I suspect there are fewer inhibitions in talking about sex and teaching
it than are sometimes claimed. We perpetuate them because we keep saying that
they are there. There is some evidence that this is true. One survey research
firm, the National Opinion Research Center in Chicago, told me that they have not
yet found a topic on sexuality that they could not ask questions on.

Lee: Well, I want to express our gratitude for your coming here.
have a chance to visit us again.

I hope you
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I.

Introduction
The study of population dynamics. usually incliudes questions
con

corning size, rate of growth, composition and distribution.

In this

paper we attempt to trace the relationship among education,
law, and
two of those four factors:

population size and rate of growth.

Educational laws 'and policies, of course, may affect
all-four.
Wo' have concentrated on size and rate of growth for
the following two
reasons:

first, those .particular'factors seem to be the predominant

concern of most of the less developed countries, although
there are
some notable exceptions;

second, limitations of space prohibit

responsible, in-depth discussion of other areas and may
distract from
the primary focus of the UNESCO conference for which
this paper was
prepared.

.

Nevertheless, we recognize that education and law can
.influence
population distribution and composition.

Consider one brief example.

Educational laws might be written to favor one section
of a country
or state over another... This is frequently the result
of tax measures
whici allow uneven distribution .of resources.

For example, in the

US this ineqiilty, usually results in greater educational
expenditures
in suburbs than'in inner cities, although the greater
tax burden falls
on the latter.

One result of this difference is the widely shared

view that suburban education is better than urban education
and that

Some African countrics are perhaps more concerned with
population
distribution and other countries, Argentina and Brazil,
for example,
have pro-natalist policies. See N.Y. Times article,
3/17/74.
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it costs the individual taxpayer loss money.

Tho:.former mipht bo

2

debatable but the latter is demonstrably true.

People might then choose

to leave the disadvantaged area and move to the favored place.

This

would probably occur if the disparities were perceived as large, if people
were mobile and if mobility were strongly related to perceived educa
tional opportunity.

Obviously the web of circumstances and inter

relations is at least as complex in this and similar matters as in
the aggregate concerns of size and rate of growth.
for education, law and population composition.

The same is true

A more comprehcnsive

study'of the effects of education and law on population would need
to consider these aspects of population dynamics.
The relationship between law, education and population size and
growth is itself complex.

To begin, there is considerable uncertainty

as to which elements are the causal forces and which are the results.
The relationship is better described as a continuing interaction where
each factor influences the others.
those variables as if

To examine the relationship between

they existed in a vacuum would be a serious error.

No one would argue that law and education influence population size and
growth or vice versa without some corresponding contribution to the
outcome from variables such as employment, socio-economic status, cultural
values, traditional practices, Iand political and admi istrativc policies.
The factors which influence population 3ize and growth, therefore, are
2 Se

Coons, J., Clune. WV.. and Sugarman, S., Private W'ealth 11d
Public Education, (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University" Press,

myriad and interrolnted; to isolate thc influencI

of one or two is

useful in Understanding their contribution, but doing so runs the
risk of overestimating ther significance.

Such analysis may also fail

to take into account their positions as members of a system of inter
related variables.

In this paper, we explore the relationships between

law, education and population to understand more fully their unique
interrelationship, but we also assume that any activity designed to
influence population size.and growth'must take into account many other.
factors.

Our

treatment of this subject begins with an analysis of the

relationship between education and population size and growth. We
then discuss the effects of certain types of laws and legal actions
on that relationship.

Finally, we offer some recommendations for action,

primarily for lawyers and members of the legal establishment.

II. Educution and _Population Size and Growth
To simplify our discussion, we have conceived of the relationship
of education to population size and growth as operating in'two ways:
through direct effects and indirect effects.,3 By direct effects we
refer to the use ofleducational institutions and precesses to inform'
people about the population problem, and usually to motivate them to
3 Wqe

use the tcrnis direct and
That is, by direct w:e do not mnean
less mediatqd than. indirect. All
lation are mediated in one way or

indirect here in a relative sense.
unmediLted but rathcr substantially
of the effects of education on popu
another.

change their population-related attitudes and behaviors. ''Operationally,
this means adding content about population problems and sometimes
,possible solutions to the curriculum of primary, secondary, college/univer
sity and technical/vocational schools; adding content that covers popu
lation problems

to such programs as literacy,

adult education,

extension education and education through such media as television,
radio, magazines and newspapers.

By indirect effects we mean by-products

of educational activities whose main purpose is other than influencing
population dynamics: for example, the effects of years'of'schooling
attained on fertility.

Direct Effects

'4 has been a procoss
Education, in thewbroad sense of the word,
or institution for passing on, creating and changing knowledge, atti
tudes/values and behavior.

In most countries,today, the main res

ponsibility for providing children with skills, knowledge and attitudes
required to function satisfactorily in society rests with the educational
institution.

Likewise, when a society desires new attitudes or behaviors,

education is usually one of the essential means for bringing about
change.

In recent years, people concernedabout conttrolling population

size and growth have turned to education for help.

This is mainly

because medical/contraccptive programs have been unable to convince
4 Thc broad
'
sense of education we aro using here is education as
an institution or process for communicating information and knowledge.
This process obviously influences attitudes fnd bchavior but people
disagr e on the extent to which this shoiid be done intentionally.
We include such institutions as schools, nonschool organizations,
mass media and personal communications.

the large majority of people in many countries to adopt family planning
and reduce family size.

In the 1960's National Family Planning programs

in Sri Lanka, India, Turkey, Morocco, and the Dominican Republic.achieved
less than half of.their target of family planning acceptors.

In the

countries which achieved more than half their goal (South. Korea, Taiwan,
Pakistan, and Malaysia), the number of new acceptors per year was either
stabilizing or on the decline by the end of the 1960's.

A common

explanation offered for this development was that these programs were
only successful in enrolling persons already disposed toward family
planning, and their strategy of simply making services available was
not sufficient to enlist persons strongly resistent to or unconcerned
about family planning.

In response to this problem, Berelson proposed

several "beyond family planning measures", among those the more intensive
use of education. 6
Our discussion

of the role of education in population/family

planning programs will divide education into three typos: (1) education
through schools such as primary, secondary, college/universit.ies and
vocational/technical; (2) education through nonschool organizations
such as literacy programs, adult education, community development, and
extension education and (3) education through-mass media such as television,
radio, newspapcrs, magazines and advertising.
5 Berelson.

B. "rhc present state of family planning programs."
Studies in Famjirjy Planning, No. 57, September 1970,fNew York: The
Population --unci-).
6 Ibid.
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Before examining the role-of these types of education, some
discussion of the content of the educational programs dealing with
population size and growth is useful.
can be identified as follows:

Three kinds of content concerns

one, demographic and'socioeconomic

factors related to population; two, human sexuality and reproduction;
three, factors affecting the overall well-being of the family that
are also related to population size and growth.

Population Education vs. Sex Education vs. Family Life Education
Definition of the content of educational programs designed to
influence population size and growth has been a subject of debate
from the very first program.

Unfortunately, discussion has centered

mainly on ethical and political factors; little sound research on
content effectiveness has been available.

Until there is more systematic

theory and research about content, discussion of the matter must
remain incomplete.
The first content area to be developed war,"sex-education".
In the early 1900's concern over changing sexual mores in the U.S.
led educators to call for inclusioneof sex-education in the school

7Nationial

Society for the Scientific Study of Education, Education
with Reforence to Sex. 8th Yoarbook,(Chicago: University of chiii-g
"
Pro i,ThO-7

relations to marriage and a reduction in prostitution, veneral disease
and illegitimate births.

Since World War II rapid chaig.es in social

structure throughout the world has resulted in sex education efforts
of some type in the following countries: Austria, Denmark, British
Guiana, Norway, United Arab Republic, Sweden, Czechoslovakia, France,
Yugoslavia and many Latin American countries.8
The next type of content to appear, in the late 1930's, was called
"'family life", which grew out of a concern to view sexuality in a
broader context.

It deals with the problems of health, education,

economic well-being, food and nutrition as theyrelate to the fanily.9
"Family life education" is intended to inform people of the role of
each of the above factors in the overall well-being of the family, and
to assist family members in dealing with related problemis.

The issue

of number and spacing of children has been an aspect of those programs
for a long time---certainly before the population problem received
worldwide recognition in the early 1960's.
With the population crisis also came a call for another content
area which came to be called "ppulation education."

The term population

education was first used to refer to educational programs which considered
demographicand socio-economic aspects of population size and growth.
8UNESCO,

Health Education, Sex Educution,
ntiH
Ecation for Hom,
and F-amily Life. llan:.burg: Unesco Institute for Education, 196S.
9 We would also include
1
in this category what is known as "responsible
parenthood" education. This term is used mainly in Latin American countries
and the Philippines to denote education focu:;cd on husbands and wives,
to make them aware of their responsibilities as parents vis-a-vis their
children. A part of this education is to cncourgae parents not to have
more children than the)" can bring up properly or afford to have. For the
most part, this approach is in line with the Catholic doctrine on contraception.

At. the outset, this montcurricula utilizing demographic, and sta
tistical information about population size and growth; defined at
the national or worldwide level.

Such information did little to

convince people of the personal significance of population issues;
consequontly, little change took place.

More recently population,

educators have seen the importance of presenting concepts andrfacts
in a manner which relates more specifically to the individuial and the
family.

These programs now-vary considerably in content,

sometimes

including family life and/or sex education.

For educational programs to creato widespread understanding of,
population problems, and-to motivate alteration of attitudes and behaviors,

all three,content areas should be included.

People need to understand the

significance of the size of family and spacing.of children for the vwell-being,:
of the individual, family and community; they need to see how the
size of their family is related to their nation's population growth
and the availability of resources to support its population; they should
understand the need for acconui.odation between their, individual desires
for freedom of choice and the nation's need to. guarantee itself sovereignty
and viability.

Finally, to effectively regulate their fertility, they

must understand human sexual reproduction and contraception.
This does not mean that all three content areas must be taught
in the school,,or that all three content areas should be included in
any one educational program.

In many countries, this is not ethically,

religiously, or politically possible.

Education ubout, human sexuality

and reproduction is the core of of ficial school-based education efforts in
Latin America; yet demographic and socio-economic aspects of population

size and growth are h'ndlicd with great cai . i. .and often avoided or in formal1Y

prohibited,

Exactly the opposite is true in school cdiication programs

in Asia, where demographic and socio-economic factors arc, the cord and
sex education is either avoided or prohibited.

This does not mean that

in Asia no oducation about human reproduction and contraception occurs,
but rather that this education usually tp.kes place through the family
and/or religious institutions and not through educational institutions.
While contraception is occasionally discussed in countries whore Roman
Catholicism predominates, the inclusion of information about mechanical
or medical contraception would create difficulties.

In these countries

educational programs which 'discuss non-melicanical forms of contraccption
arc most common.

For example, the Responsible Parenthood Council of

the Philippines conducts an extensive educational popula tion/family
planning program in which the rhythm technique is presented as-the
10

main technique of :contraception.

In summary, .whatever one calls it--population edtication, sex
education, family life education, or something else---all'thrce areas
of content are probably necessary if education is to deal effectively
with population .ize and growth.

EducationThrough Schools
During the last five years, many countries have instituted in their
10Responsible Parenthood Program, "Manual of Operations," by the
National Project Staff, Re sponsible Parenthood Council, Revised, July,1973.
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•schools national educational programs that deal wittpu,

proles;

this is particularly truo}in Asan countriesisuch as the Philippines, Indonesia,
Korea, Malaysia, Sri Lanka.

Exc~pt in the Philippines, these Asian programs

emphasize population and family life education to the exclusion of sex
education.

While most programs have focused on-primary and secondary

schools, increasing attention has been paid to colleges and universities.
Even though the objective of these programs i'varies from one country
to another,, the main goal in all has been to inform students about the
naturo, determinants and consequences of the population problem in their
country.

The hope is that understanding will eventually contribute to

,thcir making "responsible decisions" about fertility. A few countries,
like the Philippines and'. Indonesia, go further and voice.the hope that
their efforts will also lead to smaller families and reduced population
growth.
In Latin America and Africa, national.programs have not generally
been undertaken in the schools since few countries in these regions
have national policies on population size and growth.

The few existing

programs in these countries are in private schools or are quasi-govern
mental, such as the African Social
countries.

Studies Program for 12 East African

Exceptions are the national sex education programs of Costa

Rica and El Salvador.

They center almost exclusively on human sexuality:

and reproduction with little,.if any, information on demographic and
socio-economi

factors or family life.

While Colombia currently has no

national program, there is considerable population-related educational
activity in the private sector of that country.

'No nationfal or even state 1rogiams in Ipojfl ltion and fa 1.1~' life
educationexist as such in the US .or in IhUrope. There aro
a few isolated
..
programs in the'US such as those in the Baltimore Public'.School System rnd
th:oWeston High School in Massachusetts, but for the most part population
*and family life education have received little attention.

We know of no

examples of population and family life education in Europe..

On the

other hand, in the schools and adult education program-4 in both the US
and Europe, sex education programs are quite common.
The effectiveness of these school programs in contributing to a
resolution of population problems is hard to assess.

This is so partly

because of their open-enoed orientation which informs and provides a
foundation for future responsible decision-making--as opposed to focusing
on changing attitudes and behaviors.

It is also due to the difficulty

of attributing any subsequent change in fertility attitudes and behaviors
to education, especially in light of the hiatus between the time when
most people are in primary and secondary school and when they begin to
reproduce. Assessing effectiveness is further complicated because very
little systematic evaluation has taken place. In our opinion, careful
longitudinal evaluation is necessary. It should follow cohorts of students
during school and into subsequcnt reproductive life to determine the
effectiveness (or cost-effectiveness) of school-based education in dea!ing
with population problems.
.,Some, reference to population and family life may occur in the
context of other courses, but the extent is hard to determine.

Udjication Through No n-School Orranizat ions
Education about population issues through non-school organizations
is also:taking place in Asia, Latin America, and Africa,. but as yet
receives less emphasis than through conventional schools.

The focus of

non-school education is mainly on adults even though there 'isincreasing
interest in using non-school organizationsto reach out-of-school youth,
particularly in developing countries where the school attendance rate
is very low.

The most significant non-school programs in Asia are spon

sored by the Division of Adult Education in the Ministry of Education,
in Thailand, 12 and the Mothers' Club Program in Korea. 13 These programs
have been under way for several years and preliminary evaluations suggest
they have been quite successful in increasing family planning and influencing
decisions about family-size preferences.

The content of these programs

is mainly family life and population education with little, if any, sex
education.

Their main objective is to inform people about population

problems, and to motivate and assist them to find solutions primarily
through family

planning.

Other non-school programs oriented towards

adults are those of the Adult Education Division of the Ministry of
Education in the Plilippines and Indonesia, the Labor Education Program of
the Ministry of Labor in Sri Lanka, and rural education programs of
12 'The Thailand Project: An Innovative Program in Functional
Literacy and Family Life Planning", World Education Project, No. 1,
May 1973.
1 3 Kincaid,
L. and H.K. Park. "The Korean Mothers' Clubs",, Mimeo,
Eust-West Center, 1973.

Acc ion! Ctitu

..olilar and the Ca oftros Ass"ciat ion in Col mbia .

The US and Europe have few non-school programs dealing with population,
,and family life education.

There are, however, many that deal.with sex

education.
Education Through Mtass 1oedia.

The use of mass media to educate people, mainly adults, about popultion
problems is widespread.

In order to assess the full scope and direction

of population education programming provided by the media around the
world, an extensive survey of current practives should be undertaken.
Though the general belief is that information is distributed in this
fashion, the fleeting nature of most programming makes it'difficult to
gather precise knowledge of what particular countries offer.

Major

projects have boon undertaken in Iran, Indonesia, Pakistan, and Kenya,
and are mostly concerned with population and family planning education.
The principal objectives of the programs are to influence people to adopt
family planning and to have smaller families.

There have been few

successful attempts to use mass media to educate people intensely about
overall population problems and possible alternative solutions.
America has madc little use of mass media

Latin

since media are mostly controlled

by the government and few countries have a government policy on population
size and growth.
Recent evaluations of mass modaa in population programs suggest it
is most useful in.calling attention to a problem and reinforcing decisions
already made.

It,does not appear to-beLvory effective 'inchanging
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attitudes'and' bohaviors,

E£rSo.

Summary
We would like to emphasize the following:
1. While evaluations have shown that non-school education is

perhaps more directly effective in influencing the adoption of family
planning and reducing family-size preferences, this.kind of education
is least supported and least prevalent.

There is little doubt that much

more population education could be accomplished through currently
available branches of the health-care delivery system, social organizations,
and possibly even market place locations like drugstores.
2. Regardless of ethical and political factors influencing the
selection of a particular kind of content in educational programs, all
-direc-.demographic/socio-economic, sexuality and human reproduction, and
family life--are necessary ingredients in any educational contribution
to the solution of population problems.
3. The objectives and roles of education through schools,.non
school organizations and mass media are quite different:,
a. Schools mainly inform and educate primary 'and
secondary-age children to make responsible
decisions rolated to population matters later
in their lives.
14 Rogers,

HI,
Free Press, 1973.

Communication Stratogisin FamilPlannin.

.Y.:

]S.erry Bailey of the Population Council in Colombia has recently
done a study in Colombia showing that the 4sc qf drugstqros as purveyors
of particular educational content can be quitb effective.

b

Non-school organizations mainly' inform, cduc9lri.o
and motivate adults to adopt family planning and,
reduce family-size preferonces.

c.

Mass media mainly inform and reinforce fertility
'decisions of the active reproductive adult population.,

Indirect Effects of Education on Population
•By indirect effects of education on population, we mean effects of
an educational activity that are not essential to its main purpose. An
example is the relation between the number of years of schooling of
a group 16 and population variables such as age at marriage and number
of live births.
The U.N. Study on the Status of Women and Family Planning states
that across 20 or so countries in their study there is a strdng negative
co'trolation between the education of women and size of family.

The study

further indicates that in the less developed countries even the completion
17
of primary schooling correlates with a substantial reduction in fertility.

Additional suppport for the relationship between years of schooling
and fertility is given by a 1968 National Sample Survey in Turkey of
3200 murried women uider 45 years of age, and their husbands.

18 Interviews

While it is generally agreed that the number of years of schooling
is not synonymou:i with "being educated or literate," it is the-most common
surrogate variable used in statistical studies to represent the contribution
of education to the development of the individual.
17 "W1omen's

Rights and Fertility," UN Economic and Social Council,
October 24,, 197.3.
18 Population

Institute, flacettepo University, 1968.
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revealed that the number of live births decreased proportionally to the
number of years of education of the women.

The number of live births

for women with less than S years of primary schooling and considered
illiterate was 4.2;'for those completing primary, 2.8; completing secondary,
2.0; and those completing university, 1.4.

Examination of these data

supports the statement of the U.N. study mentioned above that* completion
of primary schooling in developing countries in and of itself makes a
substantial reduction in fertility rates.

Comparison of the educational

levels of men with live births reveals the same relationship.
The relation between education (years of schooling) and fertility,
however, may be even more complex.

Demographic theory and research

also show that a very effective way to reduce the fertility rate of a
given population is to raise the average marriage age of women.
conducted in Mysore

(A survey

India in the 19S0's shows that women marrying

botweon14 and 17 gave birth to 5.9 children, and those marrying between
18 and 21 gave birth to 4.7 children). 19

Based on 1960 U.S. census data,

1ioor reports that women 35 to 44 years of age with 0 to 8 years of school
ing had an average marriage age of 22.0 years..

For woman with 4 years

of college or more the average age at marriage was 24.9. 20 As a c:orollary,

P,

19Cited in Lee, L. "Law and Family Planning."
in Family
Vol. 2, No. 4, April 1974. New York: The Studies
Population
Council.
20!1eer,

D.M. "Educational Advance and Fertility Change."
In
,International Population Conference, London, International Union for
the Sciontific Study of Population, 1969.
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Driver pros ents,data for. India wi44ch, re flect 'an-average age at marriago
of 12.8 for women with no schooling, and 18.0 for those with primary or
more schooling.

2l*

The results of both of these studios suggest more years

of schooling are strongly related to higher ages of first marriage.

In

tandem with the data on age of marriage and fertility rates this finding
lends further support for the positive indirect effects of education on
reduced fertility.
Another variable related to both education and population is the
perceived value of children.

Research has cross-categorized this variable

according to economic and non-economic perceived value, and costs or
benefits.

Meni. Nag in a study on the economic value of children in

agricultural regions of Indonesia, Mexico, the United States and Nepal,
suggests that the perceived economic value of children is strongly
dependent on the age at which "economic activity" can begin, and the
extent of "productivity."

In farming households,, children are econo

mically active, and hence seen as more valuable than in non-farming
households.

It is important to note, Nag says, that the techniques

for measuring values mostly apply in non-industrial societies, since
in the narrow sense the immediate economic value of children in indus
trial societies is negligible.2 2
Evidence that education is related to the perceived value of
2 1 Driver,

E.D. Differential Fertility in Central India. Princeton,
-N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1963.
22
Nag, M. "Economic value of children in agricultural societies:
evaluation of existing, knowlcdge and anthropological approach." In
Fawcett, J.T. (ed), The Satisfnctions and Costs of Children: Theories,
Methods. Hlonolulu: liast-West Populat'on Institute, December,
Conn)s
1972.
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ch.ildion is presented 'by Eva Mue11 oin'311 a study i

Taiwan.

Thc IresuIts show

that the lolwer the .,education and income of parents the greater the value
of children in terms of both their economic utility and social helping
tihavior..23 Even though-there is no corroborating research it is probably
the case that whether or not children are required to attend school influencoc
their parents' perception of their value.
An article by Judith Blake on the educational attainment of women and
dcsired family'size suggests that employment opportunities for women are
important mediating variables in reducing desired family size.

Further

morc, Blake suggests that one effective way of encouraging women to
enter the labor force may be to raise their educational level. 24

In

other words, one indirect path from education to a change in patterns
of fertility may be the positive influence of education on employment
opportunities, which in turn influences fertility.
While the strength of the relationship between education and
fertility is high (in fact of all the socio-demographic variables pre
dicting fertility, education is the single best predictor in most
studies), the relationship does not hold in all instances.

For example,

Stycos and Weller in a study of women in Turkey found that for women
in rural areas neither female employment nor education were significantly
Mueller, Eva. "Economic cost and value of children: Conceptuali
zation and Measurement."i In Ibid.
24Bae
Blake, Judith. "Demographic Science
and the redirection of
population policy."
in M.C. Sheps and J.C. Ridley, eds., Public
and Population Change. Pittsburgh: University of Pittsburgh-PressHealth
1965.

correlated to.. fertility; however, for urban women there was a strong
correlation between education and fertility.

25J

'Itis importan.t to remember, therefore, that certain cultural and
social factors, such as employment and urbanization, may have to be
present in a given situation in order for education to have a pronounced
effot on reducing fertility rates.

However, the potential for influen

cing fertility through providing more education for more people appears
high.

Of course merely providing access to education may not be suffi

cient to increase the educational level of a particular population.
It may be necessary to initiate efforts to increase aspirations for heightened
economic success and social attainment, and thereby the demand for
increased education.

III.

Law as Related to Education and Population Size and Growth
As pointed out in the first section, the relationship between law,

education, and social change is intricate and complex. This is parti
cularly true where law is defined broadly to include legislation,
administrative and judicial decisions, governmental regulations and
local custom.
2 SJ.M.

Proving that a particular •legal action causes a specific

Stycos and R.N. Weller, "Female working roles and fertility,"
Demography, Vol. 4, No. 1, 1967.
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social- change,.. short. of .carefully controlled
tually impossible.

xperilmentation, is vir-.

Laws change, nevertheless, 'and social and personal,

consequonces follow.
In the United States, for example, compulsory education has been
strongly affected by indirect forces.

The Industrial Rcvolution saw.

increasing numbers of children employed full-time at factory work,
cspecially in tho urban centers.

Piecemeal compulsory education laws

had been cnncted as early as the mid-19th century.

Although social

reformers had deplored the working conditions children experienced
from the 1890's on, it was not until the 1920's--when there were laws
both compelling school attendance and prohibiting full-time employment.
for childrcn--that a significant step was made toward compulsory
education.

Other political and social innovations not directly aimed

at oducation nevertheless reinforced compulsory education:

the estab

lishment of the permanent census, which ensured that children could be
located, and the institution of social security benefits, which eliminated
the necessity of children's wages for family support.
To identify in advance (or even long after the fact) the indirect
or unintended consequences of a particular legal action on a situation
is not always possible.

This section, then, is an examination of laws

which affect education, in schools and elsewhere, and some analysis of
their likely impact on population questions.

Where possible, we cite

.evidence as to the apparent effect of these laws on population growth,
or refer to the previous section. Where evidence is unavailable,
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ornclear,

have
aw

te

of legal 'cIange.
Two caveats arc in order.

to outline' th: more probably cpnsquences
First, thinking through the logical

social consequences of legal action can load to wrong conclusions. Social
systems are dell known for what has been termed "counterintuitive'
behavior," for people and systems do not always behave the way pundits

predict that they.will..

Second, legal.action aimed at one problem

affects others as well, and these secondary or unintended consequences
can be more important than the desired result.

Given the web of personal

and social interests'bound to laws affecting population and education,
particular care must be"paid to unanticipated and unintended side effects
of legal change.
Becauseo fthe numerous interconnections among law, education and
population, some classification is useful for analytical purposes.
The categories in this-section are legal ratherthan educational or
population-related. Laws are classified not bytheir predicted impact
on population, but by whether they-require, prevent or permit, or on
courage educational activities which are related to population. Thus, the
classificationturns on the extent to which law is coercive and whether,
and to:what extent, it mandates or prevents population-related action.
we have chosen this classification partly because it is familiar to
26Jay Forrester, "The Counterintuitive Behavior of Social Systems"
in
Toward Global Curriculum: Collected Papers, eds. Dennis L. Meadows and
Donnella I. Meadows (Cambridge: Wright-Allen Press, 1973)..

lawyers and lawmakers. 'Italso Ipoints to an important dilemm a: the more
coercive the law, the more certain we can be about its likely impact on
population, even though the level of certainty might seldom be high.
But more coercive laws are even more sure to conflict with other values
of considerable importance in population matters, such as freedom of
personal and familial choice.
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Thus, more coercive laws are also

apt to raise more sensitive ethical and political questions.. To re
peat, then, our cat6gories are laws that.

-Ai. Require
B.

Prevent or permit

C.

Encourage (with or without subsidy)

I'A.
Laws which require: educational activities that may affect popu-

lation01
Compulsory education
Primary among the laws which canhave significant impact on popu
lation growth is required attendance at School.

28 Laws -onthismatter

vary greatly, with.some requiring only a minimal number of years and
27

UN Economic and Social Council, "Population and Human Rights,
education and Information." Background paper of the UN Educational,
Scientific and Cultural Organization, pp. 4-5
28Obviously
compulsory education laws can only be effective in
influencing population factors if education is readily available and
the laws can be enforced. Neither of these conditions exists in many
'less developed countries, whore educational resources are scarce and the
social and administrative conditions for encouraging compliance with
the law do not exist.

relatively few days of attendance, while others rcquire extensive schooling
for most of the year.
As discussed in the previous section, the general level of schooling
is found to have an indirect and negative impact on population growth:
the higher the general level of schooling, the lower the birth rate.
Thus, an increase in the amount of required schooling is likely to be
related over timelto a decline in birth rate.
Beyond thi's simple correlation, compulsory schooling may have
rather more complex andlincalculable effects.

If children must be

in school, not in the field or factory, at least part of the parental
and social calculation as to the desirability of more children may
change. The'balance between viewing children as an economic burden
versus seeing them-as an economic benefit may shift to -somo extent
29
toward.the former... To the degree that the individual decision to
have children,-or the social decision not to discourage high birth
rathes, is based on-economic considerations, compulsory schooling
may depress birth rates over time, or provide the background
conditions
which lead toward favorable consideration of more direct action.
29Eva

Mueller suggests in hier article, "Economic cost and value of
children: conceptualization and measurement," in J. Fawcett (ed.),
The Satisfaction and Costs of Children: Theories, Concepts, Methods,
East-West Population Institute, Dec. 1972:
When children stay in school longer, their value as produc
tive agents is deferred to the less foreseeable future.
As overpopulation in rural areas grows, the marginal
productivity on the family land of a second, third, and fourth
son is bound to diminish sharply (p.179).
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To tho extent that noneconomic factors predominate, the result is less
predictablo.

0

Compulsory higher education does 'not exist.' But as a practical
matter conditioning access to desirable professions (law, medicine,
public, administration) upon furthor degrees amounts to compulsory education
for those who aspire to such posts.

education.
cialized.

It is a form of covert- compulsory

As societies become more industrial they become more spe
The need for training and credentials tends to increase.

As it does, covert compulsory education expands.

For related educational

and economic reasons, the age of first marriage is likely to increase
as a result of the need to continue in school.

As it does- the number

of children per family ,will decrease. 31 If legal barriers to the entry

of women into these and other educationally intensive professions are
removed, or sufficiently attractive incentives to entrance are provided,

the expectationis that this chain of consequences will occur and the
birth rate will decline.

gmpulsoiy Curricu lum
Laws compelling education can go beyond'attendance to required

instruction in a particular subject. Publicly supported schools'
3

0Heer, 2p. cit., pp. 1906-7

31See

p.,14 supra.
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may rcquirc instruction in such matters as reproductive biology,
family affairs and more general demographic and social aspects of popu
lation education.

Sweden seems to be the only country which actually

compels such programs, and this compulsion is limited to sex education.,
Although there may be legal barriers to some compulsory curricula in
some countries, the scarcity of such programs is noteworthy.

32 The

degree to which lfegally mandated educational programs produce an
effect on the birth rate independent of more immediate services (e.g.
provision of contraceptives) is speculative.

Nevertheless, information

about birth related matters is a necessary, though

probably insuffi

cient precondition, to informed personal and social judgments.
Compulsory academic work,need not be limited to publicly supported
schools.

W|here numbers of zhildren attend private schools, state

mechanisms for the approval of such schools could include provisions that
would require one form or another of population education.
Compulsory curriculum like compulsory education need not be limited
to elementary and secondary levels, but can also occur in what we have
termed covert compulsory education.

Governmental or quasi-governmental

agencies certify university training programs for the professions.

Some

of them--e.g., medicine, administration of social welfare agencies,
public health and education--deal directly with certain aspects of population
se Edgar, II.and Greonwald, K. "The Legal Tradition and Some Popu
.lation Control Problems", in Ethics, Population and the American Tradition
(Ilastings, New York: Institute of Social, Ethical nnd Life Sciences, 1971),
for analysis of legal barriers in the United States.
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questions.

Ol'i
many of them rcquire attentio(

to the more" sophisti.ca tcd

pursonal and socictal aq]ccts of population matters in thcimr curricula?
Only fasurvey of local practices would yield a definitivc answer,.but our
tentative conclusion is that very few do.
regulation could require such training.

Legislation or administrative
The population result, beyond

more informed professional advice, is hard to predict.

Along ,with medical

training---doctors, nurses, and related personnel---required population
curricula for teachers would probably have the widest impact, particularly
if it were coupled with a mandated curriculum in the schools where the
teachers are eventually employed.

Once again, tho direction of any

impact would depend upon the content of the required courses.
Other compulsory curriculum measures can exert an influence on
non-school organizations.

In some countries literate persons must

instruct their illiterate countrymen or be subject to fines.3 3

In

otlior countries, Iran and Israel, for example, conscripted military
pcrsonnel may serve out their military obligation as tcachers. 3 4
Because of the relatively high level of control over the training of
military personnel, required attention to population matters could be
more oasily implemented in such situations.
While it is difficult to think of the content of mass media as
331Harman, D.,Fuiictional education for family life
planning, II:
Program desigi. (New York: World, Education, Inc., 19 73),p.86.
34Ibid., p. 87.

t
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being compulsory, in many countries the
content, and therefore the redia,

are under government control.
tile content.

The government effectively determines

Witness the 1973-1974 development in England
where

television programming was terminated at 10:30
in response to the
energy crisis.

Concerned BBC and government officials inserted
a

family planning message as the terminal message
of the day in order
to doter a possible increase in births related.to
lack of TV at late hours.3 5
Obviously other activities controlled, or
benefits conveyed by
governments could be conditioned upon participation
in some form of
education activity related to population.
If female students are allowed
to return to school after childbirth, for example,
they could be required,
to participate in family life courses.

This would involve :the schools directly.

Nonschool education might serve a similar purpose.

As part of the

proces of marriage certification, for example,
a couple might be required
to attend a certain number of classes where
population information was
made available.
upon attendance.

Issuance of a marriagecertificate would be
conditioned
This would correspond to similar practices by
some

religious groups, but in which the objective
of the instruction is not
necessarily related directly to popultion matters.
Another possibility
is that post partum women in hospitals or clinics
could be given education
about population/family planning matters. 36
35

Prom an article in the New York Times,
December 14, 1973, 16:5.
Ron Pion of the School of Public Health,
University of Hawaii,
in the U.S. has initiated such a program at
the Queen Kaiolani Hospital
through the use of a closed circuit television
system.
36
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Such .examples could prolifcrato, but to no particular,end at this
point and we shall," theieforo, move. to the next category.

B.

Laws that prevent or permit activities that may affect population
In this' category, we examine laws that either create or remove a legal

disnbllity.

Laws that permit an action generally modify or repeal laws

that prevent that activity. Thus, the two are closely related and are
best discussed together.

To the extent that we examine preventitive-laws,

a degree of ocercion is still involved, though less than where a
law

r e quires

action. 3

Because this category of legal action is less

coercive, its effect is predicated on the extent to which people already,
have, or.develop, an underlying commitment to the educational activities
which the law fosters.
.We do not deal to any'great extent here with direct economic sub
sidization of educational activities related to population.
of subsidy creates an economic disability.

Lack

Since subsidies are enacted

through law, the line between economic and legal disabilities is hard
to draw.

Governments could remove many barriers to more effective

population-related education by providing funds, for programs.

Because

of the pervasive existence of economic factors, we try in this section
to identify legal barriers that are not primarily duo to lack ofmoney,
From the perspective of education and population control, the most
critical barriers are laws that prevent the public distribution of
--37

.. This is true unless the law prevents an activity essential to,
well-being. In.that case,, there would be little difference,
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birth control

information.

Some countries--Ireland and Spain are two

still |i.we laws that restrict the distribution of birth control
informa
tion or instruction, although the laws are not str:i.ctly enforced
in all
Cases.,

In the Philippines, for example, under Act 283, of the Criminal

Code, the Attorney General has ordered that family planning personnel

.shall not be prosecuted for the performance of their job.

They are$

a fortiori, a bar to broad educational programs in publicly supported
schools, as well as to nonschool adult education efforts.
Although
their degree of impact is'difficult to judge, these laws clearly
run
counter to attempts to reduce fertility.
From an educational and legal standpoint they are also the most
difficult to defend.

From one perspective, a minimal view of education

defines it as a means of providing adequate information to allow
people
to make informed decisionsabout their personal and social problems.39
Selectively preventing its dissemination frustrates that purpose.

But

such laws not only conflict with a widely accepted desire for
more
freedom of information and decision-making on matters that affect
.personal and social decisions, they appear indefensible
under several
important proclamations: the Teheran Proclamation (1968) that
family
planning is a basic human right; the U.N. General Assembly Declairation
38Lee, L. "Law and Faiily Planning," in
Studies in Family Plani,
Vol. 2, No. 4, April, 1971, (New York: Population Council), p.
83.
39In fact, many school population educators state
this as the goal
-of population education. Nonschool cduc:,tors usually go further
of the problem-solving nature of their activity and also indicate because
some
specifically valued behnvior as their goal.
(See Kline, D., "The Forum,"
World dueation RMXrts, Vol. 1, No.l, Spring, 1972, (New York:
U!dtion~iq, inc.).
World
-

t
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on;Social Programs and Development which provides that the right to
family planning includes both "knowledge" and access to the "means neces
sary" to the exercise of the basic right. 4 0

In addition, laws res

tricting birth control information or devices run counter to legal
traditions which protect privacy and the inviolability of the home.
Where religious or national mores make an actual change in these res
trictivc laws politically impossible, the desired goal of distribution
of family planning information has been accomplished by a combination
of loose enforcement of the original law, and reliance on these essen
tial freedoms.

In Lebanon, for example, the importation of contracep

tives was forbidden.

When they were reclassified as medical supplies,

they entered without inspection or difficulty.

There is some indica

tion that TV programs on family planning might be similarly acceptable
when handled through the Ministry of Education.
People.who are unaware of the consequences of their actions or,

more to the point, of the means to change the consequences, lack a
realistic opportunity to alter the patterns of family life.

This is

not to imply that.simply providing information will significantly
40

The extent to which concepts of human rights have legal
as dis
tinct from moral force is a fundamental debate in international law.
So, too, is the legal source from which human rights emanaLte, i.e.,
treaties, customary law, natural law. For a discussion of the relation
of the United Nations activities to population and of the legal status of
population and human rights, see Lee, Luke T., Population Law: A New
Curriculumfor.L
Schools. draft paper for the I SO V'orkshop on the
Teaching of Population Dynamics in Law Schools, February 18-22, 1974, Paris.
41
information gathered in conversation with Professor George Dib,
University of Lebanon, Raz, Beirut.
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change birth patterns.

isvidnceto
sme

he

At least over the. relatively short term, thore

ontary
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is some evidence to the contrary. 4

It

is to imply, however, that infor

mation and education are necessary ingredients of any attempt to change
fertility behavior.

Lack of information and education precludes rational

43 whether

and free decisions,,

the desired outcome is an increase or a

decreaso in the rate of growth.

To the degrc that effective legal and

social,planning requires valid information and education, both for in
dividuals and aggregate populations, these laws are unproductive at
best and dysfunctional at worst.
Even where the laws do not strictly prohibit the flow of information,
administrative regulations, red tape and insufficient funding may create
an administrative maze that achieves the same effect.

Lee refers to

situations in which "jurisdictional disputes or rivalries" and "inertia"
prevcnted implementation of an "otherwise well-conceived substantive
program. ''4 4

Consequently, legal analysis of formal blockags in legisla

tion or more organic laws of a state is not sufficient to determine the
[lie National Family Planning Programs of India and Taiwan in
the 1960's encountered a "plateau" of acceptors using the approach of
clinics coupled with information about the desirability of family
planning, small families, and related matters. In order to break
through this plateau, both programs turned to more intensive education,
incentives and integrated services.
43
By rational decisions we mean that the decision-maker has access
to information that illuminates the likely consequences of a decision.
This does not imply that the decider must then act in accord with someone
else's conception of his or her best interests. Nor does it imply that
emotion has no place in decisions or in setting goals. In this sense
"uninformcd" is closer than "irrational" to being the opposite of rational.
44 Lee, o.cit.,
p. 93.
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legal or qiasilogal doterinants of actual practice.

Thr

aon

and practices of a Ministry of Education, for example, might be more
critical than the content of legislative enactments. 4 5
Laws that prevent or permit certain activities can also have an
effect on education and population through more circuitous routes.
Consider policies with regard to attendance at private schools.
Many privately operated schools are organized by church groups who op
pose population planning measures. 46

Children who attend those schools

will likely be exposed to more limited birth control information.

The

result is a pronatalist bias, even without considering the likelihood
that attitudes fostered in that educational setting may be favorable
to large families.

One could argue, of course, that merely providing

contraceptive information in publicly supported schools reinforces an
inherently antinatalist slant.

That may be so, particularly since

the motivation for most.current programs is reduction of population
growth, and not sim ly the provision of-more information "to facilitat
personal choice.
The point of this exapple is not that governments which seek a
reduction in population growth should bar attendance at religious or
other private schools which support conflicting population views. Too
many other values are involved in the recognition of private schooling
to allow such a simple conclusion.

Rather, it is to highlight

451bd.,PP. 93-97.
46n the United States, for example, about 10% of school-ago children
attend private schools. Of these, roughly 90% attend Roman Catholic
schools. Because of the Catholic stance on family life, children and
birth control, children attending these schools may receive loss complete
information on fertility regulation and population matters gcnorally,
The snmo may be true in Aomc Latin Amcrican countries.
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the possilble unintended consequences thlat one
policy

(ecncouraging private

education) can have on another (population
control).

In a country whore

public authorities are hard-pressed to provide
sufficient education for
all children, sometimes due in part to rapid
population expansion, the
educational contribution of private schools
(some sponsored by churches)
might be educationally and socially important.
Yet it might also exert
a longer term, less obvious and--from one porspective--undesirable
influence on attempts to establish a different
equilibrium between
population and development.
Laws and related social policies that affect'the
education of women
are of particular significance,47 Some societies
place major roadblocks

in the way not only of women whowish to pursue
hi gher education but
of those who seek elementary and secondary education.48
47

..

.

.

These barriers

See p. 13 supr
One paper states: "Indeed, the'educational
level of women appears to be one of the strongest
fertility, especially in high-fertility countries."factors affecting
(Women's Rights
and Fertility, UN Economic and Social Council,
October 25, 1973.)
48Considerable data on the status
of women have been gathered by
the United Nations Secretariat and compiled in
Women's Rihts and
Fertility, published by the United Nations Economic
and Social
Council for the World Population Conference
in
1974
(October 25, 1973).
Sov cspecially pp. 5-10 for the relation to
cducation. This paper points
out that illiteracy rates are "much higher
among women than among men,
although the situation is improving, Females
school population in most countries and their are less than half of the
proportions decline rapidly
at the highest levels of training...In many
areas
the relative under
representation of girls and women in schools
is compounded by an overall
scarcity of educational resources, placing
them at an even greater
competitive disadvantage. The scarcity is
often
the greatestwhere
.popu1tion pressures are the most acute., (Emphasis
ours), p)p. 5-6.
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1m

be, written into forml laws and reguliations or intvrwoven .iin thoe.

fabric of customary law and tradition--where their effect, though less
formal, is at least equally powerful, though less obvious,

Their",

relative informality may make their effect more powerful,'for the
source' of

iscrimination is more obscure and the means to cure it.

more elusive.
At the level.of'higher education, university admissi'ons.and fllow
ship policies may consciously or unconsciously favor.male applicants.
Hiring practices after university may also favor males, thus reducing
the overall incentivo to women to pursue further education,.even where
thero is i1o formal or. informal bar in university policy., To the extent
that females with More education marry later and have fewer children,
such policies have an indirect but significant effect not only on

female knowledge about population matters but on their child bearing
decisions.
Other educational policies and rogulations affect access and arc
related to equal opportunity and fertility.

Are women barred, for ex

ample, from vocational and technically oriented curricula or educational
4 9 Lo,

1.cit., observes the following (in "Law and Family
Planning"):
"Many less developed countries have recognized the principle (equal
educational rights for women) but have difficulty implementing it; for
example, most of the Arab countries have laws and decrees providing
equal educational opportunity for boys and girls, but only very recently
has there been an increase in the facilities available for girls."
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trcks:.thIt load to woll'-paid employment?

If sol will this not

inevi tably load to less career orientation and, conversely, greater

family focus on the part of women? Elimination of such practices
could load to more career orientation,
reduced birth rate.

higher female employment and a

This result is by no means inevitable and will vary

for a variety of reasons, one of which is the degree of incompati
bility between working and mothering.

The more urban and industrial

(as distinct from rural and agricultural) the employment, the stronger
the effect is likely to be.
Similarly, if young women marry or become pregnant are they allowed
to remain in'school?

To return after childbirth?' Laws which hold that

students may not marry and remain in school, for example, are reasonably
conunon.

52

One possible longer-term effect of such laws is to increase

the proportion of unmarried females in the population and this may result
in fewer births.

On the other hand, such education practices might not

discourage early marriages and the result would be to force young
mothers out ofischools.

This would reinforce the notion that the role

of women is home with children, and would also reduce the amount of
50

By tracks or tracking, we mean formal policies
or informal prac
tices that separate different curricula and channel students into one
curriculum or another. For a discussion of the legal implications
of this and other sorting devices used by Schools in the United States,
see Kirp, D.L., "Schools as Sorters: The Constitutional and Policy
implications of Student Classification," 121, U. Penn. L. Rev. 705,
I'hi ladelphia, 1973.
5 l"Women's
Rights and Fertility," Ibid., pp. 10-15. This monograph
points out that the relationship between employment and fertility is
clearest in industrialized countries and that paid employment of women
in rural areas tends to have little impact on fertility.
52
Lee, M. cit., p. 91.
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advanced training those women receive,

'The rcsult would be thei

unintended creation of a structure of incentives and sanctions which
fosters high birth rates.

Writ large, the personal decisions to have

children encouraged by this structure become a high birtfi-rate
social policy.

In some instances, this might be a desired result, but

in most it is not.

In any event, discriminatory practices of this sort.

run counter to the letter, certainly to the spirit, of the',General,
'Assembly Resolution, "Declaration of the Elimination of

Discrimination

against.-Women."53.

C. Laws which encourage action.
This last category involves,.two .major stibh"eadings:

I

laws which,.,

go beyond simple encouragement to provide direct subsidies; 2. laws
which focus attention on or encourage population-related concerns
without substantial direct subsidies.

Into these two classes'fall .

some of the most widespread and-important activities in which law,
education, and population concerns intersect.
1.,: Encourage with subsidies.

All governmental programs involve some

human or monetary subsidy, andwe have triedto concentrate on a few
major examples.,
53See Articles, 2 and 3, General Assembly Resolution
2263 (XXII). The
Resolution -iscited in "Women's Rights and Fertility," ibid., p. 3.
See also Lee, opulaftion Law, Ibid., pps. S-6.
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By far the most pervasive and porhaps most importan t educational
subsidy that can affect .population is the provision' of free education.

Most educational activities depend on it. Certainly compulsory education
laws are ineffective without it; requiring attendance at school and.
then failing to provide-public support for schools mocks common sense,
Free education even without compulsion will draw young people from the
labor force and probably postpone the formation of new familes.

Coupled

with compulsory education, such. effccts are likely to be enhanced.5 4
The question of the relationship between free and compulsory
educa
tion seldom arises so starkly.

It is more likely to occur in terms of

lthe proportionof-the population subsidized or the level of education
provided.

Does free education extend to elementary school?

To higher education?

Secondary?

Is there a selection system that limits appar-..

ently free access-to all levels to smaller and smaller percentages

of the population as the level increases?
on social class?

Do these limitations turn

In some less affluent countries, there may be a

.hidden disparity between compulsory and free education.

The law may,

provide both, but the level .of support may be.so low that sections of
a country, or sectors of the populace, may be virtually excluded from
the opportunity to comply with the law because there are no schools.
Or,more probably, schooling which is supposed to cover a number of

'ars may Ibe cutroff prematurely for lack of funds.
54 See

Section II, p. 13, supra.
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leyond croating an uneasy contradiciton betwecn what the compul
sory law requires and the subsidizing law enables, the impact"on popu
lation may be twofold.' The-indirect consequences, though difficult to:
measure, are predictable: lower levels of education are generally
associated with higher rates of birth.
also clear.

The direct consequences are

Educational programs require subsidies and a setting.

Free education, from elementary to adult, provides a

-majoroutlet for such

activities; this is true whether the education occurs in a classroom,
is provided by travelling teams, through nonschool organizations, or
occurs on radio and television.

Both school and nonschool educational

programs of population education would be adversely affected by a failure
to subsidize free education.

In saying, this; we assume that part of

a subsidy would bc used for courses and programs which examine popu
lation questions, personal, familial and'societal.

Although.fcw would

arguc that instructional and informational programs by themselves pro
duce different population practices, their absence would constitute
a major obstacle to change, particularly if the goal were :a reduction
in population growth, as it is in most situations.
Several examples of programs that go beyond specific courses tar
goted on population questions will help in understanding.the kinds of
subsidies involved.

Introduction of new materials and curricula in

schools, population education, for
'if teachers are well prepared.

example, will be more successful

Consequently, subsidies should not only

be provided for teaching courses, but for training teachers to teat|
them.

This means preservice and inservice training programs, with
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i,scrvicc the most critical in most countries unless t acher turnover is hi.gh.55
Further, subsidies can be used to develop population materials
for courses
where the primary purpose is not population education.
'Basic.literacy
coursos, for adults as well as children, can include segnients
of materials
on populationquestions. This would require not only
teacher training
but support for curriculum development or modification.
Beyond the strict bounds of population education in schools, subsi
dies can also be provided for medical personnel in schools.

Doctors,

nurses or paramedicalpersonnel screen for and treat illness.
They
could also provide appropriate information on birth regulation.

The

impact. of improved medical care, at. least in the short
run, may be
to'increase population by reducing premature death.

But if.population

cducation.is one of the functions undertaken by medical
personnel .the
longer-term effect may be a reduction of population growth.
In a real sense any long-term lowering of the birth rate
depends upon
good health in the infant population in order to reduce
the need to
have additional children as insurance against the probability-of
infant
mortality.

Similarly, good health in the reproductive population

is necessary so that the cyclelof good health which leads
to.ability
to perform hard work, results in higher income, and hence
a lower
birth rate.

High levels of morbidity in the adult population also leads.

to high birth rates as "insurance" against the unforeseen.
From another perspective, subsidies can also be provided
for research
.55TieInternational Conference on Population Education in the
Asian
Region held at Tayaty City, Philippines, January 14-21,
teacher training as one of the most important needs for identified
facilitating
program development in the countries of the region.
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which would define more precisely
tbe legal4

and

ducanti. onai1 nszpects

of population either i4 a particular
country, or more,gencrally, across
nations with similar problems.

In addition, nations with the where

withal and international orgainzations
can commit resources to research
and educational action programs that
would provide needed, solid'infor
mation for programs of population-related
education. Empirical data on
the status of laws and educational
prograiis which relate directlyto
population is still too sparse, despite
recent important international
activities.S

6

Another area in which subsidies would
be useful is the .
training of
professionals in planning, research/evaluation,
administration, training.
and curriculum devolopmont aspects
of population and law.
Also, assistance for establishing
means of facilitating'coni..
cation between individuals and organizations
is-needod , Most useful
here would be such activities as
a newslettor, journal, and some means
of formally linking people and institutions
togotihor,, such as -anet
work or association.
2. Encouragewithout subsidies.

Strictly speaking, no govern

mental action occurs without some
resource expenditure, human and fiscal;
thereforo, no programs exist totally
unsubsidized. Therefore, in this
56Examples are the International
Fletcher School of Law and Diplomacy Law and Population Study of the
at Tufts University, Medford,
Massa,:husetts, U.S.A.; the Second
Asian Population Conference in Tokyo
in Novcmber 1972; the Symposium
Population and Human Rights in
Amsterdam in January, 1974; the of
Workshop for Asian Program Development
Specialists in Population Education
at
in 1972; the International Conference the East-West Center in Ionolulu
on Population Education in the
Asian Region in Manila in January,
1974; and numerous UNESCO seminars
and workshops on population education.
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final cLtegory, We hove grouped a number of oictiVities whi ch rqui re.
relatively indirect,
little financial support or in which the support is
They might best be called promotional or consciousncss-increasing ac
tivities and in that sense they are critical,, although gauged in the
short-term they produce the least dramatic effects,

le give but a

few examples,
Two measures are reasonably common.

One is the presidential or

national commission on population, like those in the Philippines and:
Colombia; another is the, creation of a governmental office to coor
dinate population affairs, such as those in Indonesia, U.S., and Sweden.
The commission usually has the function of gathering data, commissioning

reseaiclv and 'foctisiing. national attention. on popuilation matters.

A

governmental ofice.mcay :do all of these and run programs as well.

In

addition, a population office may promote better.tieg between other
concerned'governmental agencies, such as ministries of education and
of health.

It may also encourage programs for visiting professors,

lecture sories, seminars for decision-makers, and other educational
activities intended to keep population questions in the forefront
of the public mind.

In conjunction with ministrips of education, it

might encourage women, through task forces and similar methods, to take
advantage of expanded educational opportunities that are developed,at least
partially for population reasons.
Beyond activities in one country, regional conforences, supported
by aovornmental and foundation funds, can be used to develop curricula

and to evaluate the effectivenoss of programs.

IV. Recommendations
1. In addition to recommendations that deal more directly
with
the legal structure of population and education, we make
one suggestion
related to the curriculum of law schools.

It is based on two. assumptions:

one, population matters are a legitimate part of legal study;
two, law
curricula could usefully include more interdisciplinary study
of the
actual impact of the legal system on individuals and society.
Referring to the first assumption, this paper has demonstrated
the myriad connections among law, education and population.

They are

,.at least as. widcspread, as the, links .between :the law and
other matters
Which are.commonly part of law curricila:-family policy.,
business or
commercial matters, environmental law,
and others * Given the dimension
of the population problem and its pervasive impact, the case
for the
inclusion of population matters in law curricula seems clear.
The case also rests on pedagogical foundations.

Much legal

education focuses on the analysis of existing law and to
a lesser ex
tent, its possible application to hypothetical new situations.

But

it is predominantly logical analysis of th meaning of legislative
9
and
judicial actions. Not enough.attention focuses on how laws
affect whai
people actually do. In the area of populition, education
and law such
attention is critical because of the complex social and
personal re
1.tlonships Involved,

LalWyers must be acute1y' attuncd to 'the true
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effect of their rccommendations and actions, because of both their
sensitivity and complexity.
Thus, we recommend an interdisciplinary seminar for advanced law
students that focuses upon this subject.

It could provide an unusually

rich case study of the full range of the law, from its philosophical
and ethical roots to its implementation and impact.
be pedagogical and practical.

Its'purposo would

Its teaching function would be' to integrate

various lgal and other analyses (sociological, economic) of the
law.

Ilts practical purpose would be to provide a major study of the

range and depth of population related problems in a givcn country.
though astudy of educational policies and laws

Al

would be part of this

work, it should extend beyond :education to the many other laws that

affect populations.
2. While there appear to be definite advantages to complusory
education and curriculum laws in achieving population policy goalsi
we realize certain inherent problems are involved:
a. Latin America, Africa and Asia have large proportions
(30' to as high as 80)) of their school-age populations that are not able
to obtain a formal education because of lack of easily accessible
educational resources (buildings, teachers, administrators, and materials).
It makes little sense to espouse' compulsory education In these settings.
Rather efforts should be directed toward providing moro education for
more people, up through the equivalent of pro-university training.

We

would also encouragoexploration of nonschool approaches to population
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cduc:ation.

1here is some o'vid:nce to suggest that these may be more

effective in solving social problems.

The latter is predicated on

preliminary evaluation data from projects like that of the Ministry
of Education in Thailand, and on the belief that functionally oriented
education is more effective in solving problems.
b. Where educational resources are available in sufficient
quantity, considerablo benefit would seem to be derived from laws for
comPulsory educatioi, up to pro-university levels.
c.

Whethor or not compulsory curriculum laws for schools

and noinschool organizations are uti'lized should depend on the prevailing
social and cultural climate in a given country.

If a society decided

it could accept them,'thoro may be an advantage in terms of reduced

fertility.
3.

We recommend that action be taken in all countries to remove

barriers to women obtaining the education they desire. The evidence
that more education for women lowers fertility is persuasive.

There

is reason to believe that this relationship is more powerful where
there are sufficient inventivos and opportunities (for females) to
engage in occupations other than or in addition to mother and housewife.
We therefore suggest that the legal establishment concentrate on the
abolition of laws that prevent women from continuation in educational
programs after marriage or pregnancy, ensuring equal opportunity for
women in education; seeing that appropriate subsidies are available
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for the education and in seeking equal cmployment opportunities
for.
women; changing the attitude of the majority of men and women
towards the
roles and opportunities for women.

Such action is also consistent

with the Declaration of Human Rights.
4.

We recommend that efforts be taken whenever consistent with

other policies and institutions in society to remove legal
barriers
to the public distribution of information on birth control
matters.

These

arc not only a hindrance to the implemcntaion of population
education
programs but seem to us a violation of the rights of each
person to
the full and correct information necessary for a rational
and free
decision in population matters.
5. We recommend that nations establish national policies
on the
role and responsibilities of the education sector to educate
about the
nature, consequences and possible solutions of population'problems.
Where appropriate, research into alternate forms and vehicles
for
education should be conducted.

Such policies should directly involve the

Ministry of Education, and other education-oriented agencies,
as well
as the Ministry of Health.
6. Wo recommend that further research and evaluation beunder
taken in the following areas:
a.

Evaluation of the offects of laws and legal practices
upon population dynamics both directly,and through
modiating factors like education.,
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b.

,valuatlon of the effects of education, both direct and
indirect, upon population dynamics.

c.

Research on the factors influencing individual decisions
about fertility.

K

SEMINAR ON LAW AND POPULATION:
LECTURE BY PROFESSOR J. DIRCK STRYKER

Over the last 2 years or so I have become somewhat less of an expert
in population and more of an expert in such things as food and rural poverty.
But I tend to look at these things as very Intr-related issues, and I don't
really think that anyone can study the population problem in isolation, neglecing
such areas as agricultural development. The type of framework I'd like to sketbh
out today is one that considers these issues as being related, focusing primarily
on the household as either a nuclear or extended family, as the unit of decision
making. The belief is that the family doesn't just make decision about how
many children to have, or how much millet to grow this year, but that in fact
all of these decisions, which include health, education, type of work, how
much to grow, how much to save, etc., are very inter-related and cannot be
dealt with in isolation.
I think this is the outgrowth to a large extent of an important body
of theory and empirical testing which has begun to emerge, and which probably
dates back to the work by Gary Becker on the economics of fertility around 1960,
in which he essentially extended the economic analysis of the household as a
r nsumer to consider fertility choices as well as choices concerning the purchase
c. various goods and services. This was the genesis of the theory of the house
hold as a decision-making unit, which considers the inter-relationship among
the many types of decisions made by that unit. An outstanding economist in this
field has been Paul Schultz, who, with a number of colleagues, did a very sub
stantial amount of work with the Rand Corporation when he was there, much of it
summarized by William 'Butz in the paper-lrhaye suggested you read.
Now what I would like to do is to take basically the same conceptual
picture that Butz has outlined but to apply it somewhat differently and to make,
perhaps, some extensions to it--to look at the way in which these household
decisions fit into the overall economy and the relationship between national
objectives and public instruments. To some extent, the government is constrained
by these objectives and policy instruments, but at the same time it is able to
use policy instruments to further itn objectives. But in between lies a stubborn
animal and that is the household. The question is how does one arrive at the
various national objectives given the types of instrument at the government's
disposal. I'm going to sketch a slightly different schematic picture from the
one that Butz uses and that is:

Public policy "'>

Extra-familial --?Intra-familial --

environment

environment

Decision 1-4

outcomes

National

Objectives

Now what do we mean by extra-familial environment? Basically here we're
concerned with the types of environmental factors, over which the family has
no control. This corresponds to an economic situation in which a family faces
a set of prices and has a given income and decides how it's going to spend that
income. The rural family is faced with a geographic environment, a climate,
social conditions, a public infrd-structure (including distance to the nearest
road), a political system over which he has relatively little individual con
trol, a set of work opportunities off the farm, a set of technologies that
can be used for%.which he may have some information, and so forth. All of these
are.: exogeneous factors in the family environment. Public policy can clearly
influence this. It can change the set of prices a family faces, it can build
roads and schools, it can change the legal structure, it can change the tax
structure, it can provide agricultural extension services, etc. There is a
wide range of ways in which public policy can influence the environment.
The intra-familial environment, on the other hand, consists of internal
relations that exist within the family--the set of values which a'family adopts,
(which may not be consistent with the values that exist in the neighborhood)
the social relations that exist between various members of the family, and
so forth. I want to come back to this a little later, but for the moment we
treat the intra-familial environment as a constant. In fact, one of the most
difficult things, I believe, in the area of population policy and understanding
how decisions concerning fertility are altered by the process of developient is
understanding better this intra-familial environment and how it changes in the
development process. For the moment we consider it a parameter of the system.
Now changes in the extra-familial environment act via the internal
structure of the family, social structure and so forth to produce certain
outcomes. The family decides how much it's going to save, whether there's
going to be a child born this year, whether children are going to be sent to
school, whether they're going to work, whether the wife is going to work on
the farm or off the farm, what kinds of techniques are going to be employed
in agriculture, etc. All of these decisions are results of the extra-familial
environment interacting with the intra-familial environment, producing certain
decisions. We will be concerned about how these decisions in turn affect
national objectives.
In addition, there are some feedback effects. One sdch effect occurs
when family decisions interact with the extra-familial environmental consid
erations to affect further family outcomes. To a large extent, the environment
in which the family finds itself next year will be in part the result of decisions
made this year. So with some sort of lag we have the effects of decisions made
by the family feeding back into the decision-making process. Decisions to have
children influence later decisions concerning education and so forth.
Another feedback is that changes occur in the extra-familial environment
and influence, in turn, both national objectives through the political process
and public policy instruments which are available. A family which is induced
to identify itself with the nation-state is more likely to put up with a higher
level of taxation than a family which is highly individualistic and is concerned
primarily with its own private interests. As attitudes towards others change
in the society, the relative importance of income equality as a goal, for
example, will change.

.3

Now to look at some specific parts of this general picture.
In
particular, I want to talk about the basis of our view
of how public policy
instruments affect nattonal objectives. If government
improves educational
opportunities, for example, how will that influence the'number
of children
a family has. I am not saying that the average number
of children a family
has is a deliberate national objective, but I'm not ruling
it out either.
Gary Becker's theory of human fertility treats children
as a consumer good.
Since children cost something, the more children a family
has the less it
will have in the way of other goods and services. Now
what Becker did was
to say let's apply consumer theory to this situation and
see what predicitons
we have. Basically, this theory says that there are two
things that are likely
to affect consumer demand for children. First, family income
rises, there is
the possibility of increasing consumption of both children
and other goods
and services. And normally we expect that if children
are superior goods,
we would have more children as a resu!t of rising income.
This was a very brave conclusion, since a casual view
States indicates that people with higher incomes have fewer of the United
children. So
the first prediction id this brave attempt to apply the
economic theory of
consumer durables to children didn't seem to work out very
well. But, there
was another effect which was taking place at the same
time. That is the cost
of children was changing in relationship to the cost of
other goods and
services. As the theory of the household evolved during
the 1960s, Becker
himself was responsible for incorporating another important
variable into
that theory--time. For it turns out thLx the ultimate
family constraint is
not its income, but rather both its wealth and its time.
And children turn
out to be very time-intensive goods, since, in the course
of growth and
development, the value of wnmen's time increases, both
because of generally
rising wages and greater opportunity for off-farm work,
the opportunity cost
of the time that-they spend caring for the children becomes
much more expensive.
This is the most important factor in the cost or price
of children; the time
that goes into tbhir care and feeding rather than actual
physical cost. Food
may be important, but if you weigh that against the value
of time, you find
that the value of physical expenditures is less than the
value of time caring
for the children. And if that time becomes increasingly
valuable with economic
development, than one would expect that, since the ptice
of children has gone
up, there would be substitution away from the children
towards other goods
and services. This would tend to offset the effect of
rising incomes which
acts positively on the number of children people want to
have.
A second factor is that as incomes rise, people don't
just buy more
of the goods that they consumed initially. What you find,
for instance, is
that as incomes rise, people switch from the consumption
of very starchy root
crops towards grains, rice, bread, fish, meat, etc. That
is, they shift to
higher quality foods, so that there is no reason to believe
that as peoples'
incomes rise they wouldn't try to shift to higher quality
children, in some
in some sense, as well. Now what do we mean by higher
quality children? We
mean children that have more education, more capital added
to them. One of
the things which people in any developed country experience
is an increase

in the opportunity for education.
for their children, and if they're
they are going to limit the number
this is another important variable

Consequently, people tend to then buy education
going to buy education for their children,
of their children. In fact, we find that
in explaining fertility rates.

As far as the LDCs are concerned, we don't have a great deal of evidence
concerning specific families and how they react to changes in public policy in
terms of their fertility behavior. But we do have three general observations
from analysing aggregates that seem to hold true in a number of different
societies. First, we find that as wmenks participation in the work force
increases, and thus the opportunity of having children goes up, the number of
children they have tends to go down. Second, we find that as education becomes
increasingly available, people tend to have less children. It's not the edu
cation of the mothers, which would influence their perspective and their open
ness to information on family planning, but rather it's the education opportunity
for the children. Third, we find that significant decreases in fertility don't
occur until there have been very significant decreases in mortality.
To look more carefully at that I want to consider some other factors which
are involved. The theory that I've just been discussing is based on consumer
behavior, but it is.rec6gnized that children are desired not only for the con
sumption services they provide, but also because they are a form of producer
good. Because people have children early and spend 20 years raising them,
children are a form of investment. Even as.a consumption good they can be
considered as a form of capital investment. As a producer good, children in
LDCs spend a signifiiant proportion of their time working for the family.
They are fed and clothed during the period that they are unproductive and
when they become 6 years oJd they begin to produce and hopefully the value
of their serviees will match the value of what you invested in them. Steven
Enke, an economist who tried to estimate*the social cost and benefits of
having children, considers them to be solely a producer good and applies a
rate of discount to these flows of costs over the consuming period and the
benefits in terms of productive services that they later yield. Using almost
any rate of discount, this calculation will show you that children are atvery
poor investment.
That is, you incur your costs early so they count relatively
heavily, whereas the payoff on your investment does not occur for 10, 15 and
maybe 20 years aiid the rate of discount applied to those benefits tends to
lower their value when compared with the costs. So children appear to be
very uneconomic. But I repeat that this is considering children only as
productive goodand one would want to add the function of children as a source
of consumption to make the analysis more meaningful.
Finally, we have children as a form of social security. This is
particularly important in LDCs, where there are no nation-wide social security
systems that affect families in the traditional, informal or rural sectors.
There are social security systems which affect families in the modern sector,
but these are relatively unimportant in terms of the total population. For
most, the only form of social security that exists is the extended family,
which takes care of people, whether they are sick, unemployed, old or what
have you. In order to make sure that your extended family is going to take
care of you, however, it is necessary to invet in children, and we find this
is a third reason for having children.
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Now for children as a risky asset. Children as a productive good
as a form of social security could simply be added to children as a con and
sumption good.and not really affect the analysis. But there is another very
important characteristic of human beings and that is that they are fragile,
and, in particular, in environments in which health conditions are poor a
large number of children are not going to survive to maturity. In sizable
number of countries in different regions of the world today one-half of the
children that are born don't survive to maturity. This means they are very
risky. Aside from any direct emotional cost involved, there may be actual
economic loss. You have children, you nurture them, you take care of them,
and then if they die after 2 or 3 years, there is a fairly substantial amount
of wasted resources. So, if people want some given number of children, let's
say according to this economic analysis, they invest in having more children
in order that they can end up at the end of 20 years with the desired number.
Assuming that you can establish pretty well the probability of death, you can
calculate the number of children who are necessary on the average in order to
end up with the desired number of surviving children. But that is on the average
and the experience of any given family may differ substantially from the
average. But suppose that you are extremely adverse to falling below a
certain point--let's say, you want to ensure that you have at least one male
child who survives. Now what you may have to do then in order to reduce the
probability of not having a surviving male child to a very low level may be
to have a very large number of children, larger than would be necessary to
just, say, have a 50 percent probability that you would end up with one sur
viving male child. So there is a tendency to hedge against the worst poss
ibility. This is a very significant problem and it is why most economists
and others believe that health is an extremely important prerequisite to
reducing fertility. If you look at the evidence for countries which seem
to be-going through the last stages of demographic transition and have sig
nificantly declining birth rates today, you would see that all of these
countries have their death rates down below 12 per 1000, as compared to
other countries which have death rates on the order of 30 to 40 per 1000.
So below 12 per 1000 seems to be a threshold level below which people begin
to react to the fact that whereas 20 years ago, if they had 10 children, 5
would be lucky to survive, now they have 10 children and find that 10 are
surviving and it gets crowded. It takes time for people to react to this.
So death rate is another important variable which is correlated with fertility-
that is, the lower the death rate, and in particular if the death rate is quite
low, the lower are fertility rates.
Student: When you are talking about the death rate, are these major differences
due :o the death of fnfants? Or is it because people are living longer?
Stryker: No, in a society which has a fairly high death rate, say 30 per
1000, the major part of that death rate is concentrated on the children under
5 years of age. If you look at the age structure of a country with these
characteristics--with hi2h birth rateR of 1A snfl qn nv innn n.,A Am.4 4
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and death rates about 30 per 1000--you will see
that the age structure is
so heavily concentrated among children below 15 that
it doesn't realy make
much difference what's happening to people who are
weigh heavily enough in the overall population to 40 to 60; they don't
make much difference at
all. So that declining death rates are experienced
almost entirely in'this
younger group. You also have to recognize that
death rates of 12 per 1000
in an LDC which has 50% of its population under
15 years is quite a bit
higher than a death rate of 12 per 1000 in an older
range.
So this is the kind of view that the economists have
of how this
family decision is made. We have concentrated on
the
decisions
relating
to fertility, but a lot of decisions are interrelated.
Decisions
concerning
education and women's participation in the work force
are
interrelated
with
the decision of how many children to have. Furthermore,
the decision concerning
women's participation inthe work force..etermines
what family income will be
and family income, in turn, acts back on the decision-making
process. Now
the real question that we're interested in, from
policy
point
of view, is
how to push these policy buttons over here to get
the right light to go on
in terms of national objectives over there, with
understand very well, in between. But at least wethe family, which we don't
can have a set of expect
ations and can generate some hypotheses. Here I
want to get away from taking
too narrow a view of population policy. The people
population policy as we usually refer to it say it'swho are concerned with
family planning programs
which are the major tools to lowering fertility rates.
Once the other con
ditions are ripe for declining birth rates, then
family planning is likely
to work, since people are looking for new techniques
comes along and makes knowledge and devices available,and if family planning
to be accepted. On the other hand, if the conditions then they're likely
rates are high, there are no educational opportunities,are not ready--death
women are stuck on the
farm, etc.--and you go in with all of the family
planning literature and dis
cussion group sessions, you're not likely to
anything because the basic
environmental situation is not such that you change
are going to get people to want
fewer children. So clearly family planning is only
one kind of population
policy.
I would argue that an even more important
initially, is health. I think health programs, andpublic policy, at least
in
health programs, since I presume that in most cities, particular rural
big and crowded, health is better than in rura areas, if they're not too
public policy instruments, because they act specificallyare very important
to lower death
rates to the level which might be acceptable and
cause
people
to want to
limit the number of their children. Other types
of policies are numerous.
We can expand educational opportunities and increase
the potential for more
participation in the work force, though this is
difficult for it has to do
with urbanization and modernization, all of which
cannot, and probably should
not, be achieved on a crash basis. And then you
have
policies which are
employed basically for other reasons, but which in
fact
affect the number of
children people have. For instance, agricultural
development programs tend
to improve the diets that people have and, consequently,
tend to improve
health and to lower fertility. Agricultural pricing
policies
affect the
family income earned from agricultural activities.
You can go on endlessly-

infrastructure, agricultural extension
these policies act in some way to affectservices, tax policy, roads--all of
family decisions, including those
concerning fertility. Obviously, we
expect
some effects to be more direct
and immediate than others, e.g., improved
health
is an important factor in
lowering fertility, but the affect of
rising
income is less clear. Higher
incomes may mean that women's opportunity
cost
is going up but, if it's the
husband's income which is increasing,
it may mean that they want to have
more children.
Now suppose we come to national objectives.

You may say that the
immediate national objective is
to lower the birth rate, but in
fact this is
not an immediate objective in many
countries. We have to recognize
this and
see what are the actual national
objectives instead. Most countries
have a
number of these objectives, many
of which are held in common. First,
they
want to raise per capita incomes.
A more sophisticated way of saying
this
is that rather than raise current
consumption, they want to increase
the
discounted flow of their future
consumption, which means that
they may want
to invest more today in order to
have greater consumption tomorrow.
They
want to increase incomes and growth,
and they want to do that on a per
capita basis, but they may want
also to do that on an aggregate
basis.
Hence, we run into the problem
that many countries actually want
to expand
rather than contract their population.
There are a lot of other objectives
like full employment, more equal
income distribution, regional development,
reduction of risk for society
as a whole, etc. One can usually
gain some
idea of what the national objectives
are by looking at the national
plans,
but they may not tell you very
well how the objectives are weighed
and,
after all, we're interested in
the weights rather than the objectives
per
se. For example, suppose you
raise peoples' individual incomes
through a new
agricultural technique, that immediately
is quantifiable--and we can aggregate
over the number of people in the
country to obtain national increase.
At the
same time, we have a project which
is designed to decrease the risk
of
death by
innoculation against cholera, and
we can say how many dollars it's
going to
cost to set up rural mobile teams
which have the capability of innoculating
so many people a day. What we
don't know is how many people are
going to
come to be innoculated just because
we happen to be there. Furthermore,
don't know very well what the reduction
we
in cholera will be as a result
of
the innoculations. But even if
we know what the reduction of cholera
and
death from cholera are going to
be, we still don't know how to
weigh
that
with the income rise that took
place through the development
of a new agri
cultural technique. This has been
thus far an unsolved problem.
On one
hand, we could ignore it and just
compare the reduction of risk resulting
from
cholera innoculations with the
reduction in the risk of death
per dollar spent
on other types of public policy.
So we come up with a whole series
of figures
and match those against agricultural
innovations which are going to
cost the
same number of dollars expended
and are going to result in increased
income,
and we make some sort of haphazard
judgement about which is beat.
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The question is whether there Is a more rational way of going about
this, and I shall argue that there is, but that there has not been much
research done yet--partly because people haven't thought about the question
very much, or haven't thought about how to approach it. The approach I
suggest is to ask how people themselves value various objectives. For they,
in fact, are constantly taking measures in rural areas to try to insure them
selves in some way against risk. They overproduce crops, they have more
children than they need, they walk 20 miles to a medicl facility, and all
of these things are potentially measurable and often in monetary terms. For
instance, you can estimate the alternative cost of walking 20 miles to a rural
health center as opposed to walking 20 miles to deliver a product to a local
rural market. I argue that given an appropriate set of questions, one could
begin to measure the value which people attach to a number of dimensions of
their welfare which we frequently believe cannot be valued.
So much for the direct affect of a particular policy on national
objectives. What other types of affects are there? Well, you can have indirect
affects which are internal to the family. For instance, the decision not to
have a child will result in less demand for current consumption, increased
savings, increased income in the future and greater national growth. We
measure the increase in savings which occurs as a result of, let's say, a
family planning program and resultant increase in growth. If the rate of
growth is national objective, we again aggregate to bbtain this. But it is
an indirect effect in the sense that the public policy instrument operated
on the family decision, which was to reduce the number of children, and this
in turn fed back into the decision-making apparatus to yield a second decision
concerning how much to save. The same thing may be said with respect to nutri
tion and productivity. Nutrition results in better productivity, though we
have only imperfect knowledge of how much it does, and the increased productivity
results in increased income, which can be aggregated in terms of a national
objective. These are what I call indirect effects which take place within
the family.
Then you have both direct and indirect effects of decision outcomes,
which affect society as a whole through other than just the aggregation process.
And here we get into areas that become much more difficult because we have to
develop whole models. For instance, let's say full employment is an objective,
not only today but for the next 15 years. The number of children that people
have today, aside from all the immediate affects that it is going to have on
the family, is also going to influence the number of potential job-earners
that there are 15 years from now. In addition, it's going to influence
incomes, savings, and a whole series of other variables, all of which will
be Interacting through some kind of a dynamic economic system to determine
what the demand and supply for labor will be in 15 years. We have Node
efforts that have been made to evolve models which will enable us to make
predictions of this sort. But I would argue that these models are in their
infancy right now and that they are very much harder to use for prediction purposes
than the Wharton School models, which predict what employment is going to be in
the next quarter in the U.S. and which have not been all that successful. So
this kind of indirect effect, which has to work its way through the whole
economic system, is very difficult to predict, and we really don't know how to
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press a policy button here in order to get a national objective result there.
A little bit easier might be the measurement of some of the affects which are
external to the family. For instance, if children have a cost to the society
which is not incurred by the family, this is an external effect. Take, for
example, the cost for certain increases in public services like education.
The important reason for looking at these external effects is that we can
largely assume that if the family has really good foresight that it ought to
be able to make up its own mind about achieving various national objectives
as long as its decisions are not affecting anybody else. I mean, sure we
aggregate a number of different families and we say this in national per
capita income, but outside of a few policy-makers who have dedicated them
selves to achieving a rate of growth nobody cares very much, because it's
the family itself that's achieving the growth and if it doesn't want to grow,
it shouldn't have to grow. There is no reason to believe that the social
cost benefits exceed the private cost benefits for these direct intra-family
outcomes. But when the results of family outcomes spill over into the rest
of the economy through some kind of externality or general equilibrium system,
everybody is going to be affected and society itself has to be concerned.
So I think that this group of problems is particularly significant and
requires considerably more attention.
Let me talk about one other aspect of this: the role of values.
I mentioned before that we are assuming that the intra-familial environment
remains fairly constant, but we know in fact that peoples' values change over
time. We can almost define development as a change in peoples' perspectives.
The types of value systems that might be entirely appropriate for a communal,
traditional society with a large extended family may be complete inappropriate
for a family which is nuclear, mobile, both vertically and horizontally, and
very much oriented towards investments decisions today that will yield pay
offs in the future. One can expect therefore that, with the process of devel
opment, the parameters are all going to change. So the prob&em lies not only
in trying to estimate these parameters at a moment in time but also in trying
to figure out how the parameters are changing. I would submit that a very
important question here is the extent to which family values change as a
result of individuals within a given generation changing their own values
or the extent to which a new generation is required. In other words, are
the values of a family relatively fixed by the time members of that family
are 20, 25 or 30 years of age and are not likely to change after that and,
consequently ,ifnew changes are going to take place, they're going to take
place in the next generation rather than in the existing generation! This
is quite important. If you're working in the agricultural sector, do you
go to the village elders and try to get an agreement on the part of the
village as a whole to adopt a new technology, or do you try to find young,
innovative entrepreneurs who are looking for new opportunities and want to
adopt new techniques in which case not only do the parameters change, but
so does the whole family organization. Decisions are no longer being made
by the extended family, taking into account a high degree of welfare inter
dependence, but rather the family breaking down into nuclear family components
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which take another's welfare into
account within the nuclear family
to the same extent among all units
but not
of the extended family. We know
this
happens in development-there is
development as is the breakdown ofnothing so characteristic of what we call
the extended family into the nuclear
family as a social unit. Consequently,
this has important implications for
the decision-making process, but
at least as far as economists are
concerned
it is an area which is not well understood.
That is basically all I
I think at this point there oughtwant to say about the general framework and
to be some questions and comments
that we
could discuss.
Lee:

Thank you very much. You made

a very complicated matter very uncompli
cated. As you were discussing
matters bearing on employment,
social security
and so on, I would like to have
the seminar profit also from the
comments by
my colleague, Ed Kellogg, who
has done a lot of study on the
interrelationshij
between
labor and sQcial laws and population.

Ed$ would you say a few words?

Kellogg: I thought I'd talk about
a number of social or labor laws
an indirect effect on fertility.
which have
The question is which ones have
the most
effect and how do they produce it.
Among the laws in this category
housing laws laws on old age and
sickness protection, laws on the are
status of
women and women's employment, laws
on
child
labor
and
compulsory
laws on health regulation and health
education,
services for workers, family allowances,
maternity benefits, tax reductions
for children, and various child
provisions. These are the laws which
protection
concern labor unions in many countries
and are frequently dealt with by
the Ministry of Labor(or Ministry
Affairs. These laws, in most cases,
of Social
demographic effects and are adopted were not designed to have any particular
for social reasons and for the protection
of the people.
Up until recently in Europe
slow or negative growth rate, peoplewhen some Europeans got scared about the
were not particularly concerned about
the pro or anti-natalist effects
of these laws. These laws may,
however,
have an effect, as Mr. Stryker has
been pointing out. That will depend
how they're drawn, how they're used,
on
and which countries use them.
Housing. In the USSR housing has
had a profound effect on fertility.
The reason is that you can't live
outdoors
in winter in the USSR; you have
to live in a house, and the government
are allocated on the basis of seniority provides the housing. Housing units
in th~ommunist Party. Thus, a young
couple at the child-bearing stage
which presumably doesn't have much
seniority
in the Communist Party may have to
fertility. Although Singapore is live with the parents, and that affects
doesn't have much space, so housingnot a cold country, it is an island and
may also have a strong potential
because the Government controls
effect
the scarce land and makes the buildings
able. Singapore intentionally
avail
and gives small families certain uses this fact for anti-natalist purposes,
advantages (as conferred to most
countries
which still give housing priorities
to large families. South Korea
copying Singapore. In other warm
is now
countries where land may be plentiful
and
one can live in a shack, housing
may have little effect.

Sweden and France want to increase their populations, so the Governments
build large apartments and the big families get them. So here you create the
opposite affect. In Latin America we don't yet know what's going to happen.
Brazil is a very interesting case. In Rio, they formerly had vacant land and
fertility was high. Now the Government has moved all the "favelas" out. The
authorities thought they were unhealthy and the Government built public housing
out of town. No one knows yet what's going to happen, whether it's going to
reduce feitility or increase it. Chances are it's going to reduce it, but we
don't know how much, or where, and how.
Old age protection: The ILO which is concerned with old age protection
points out that this is an essential factor in leading people away from the
extended family skstem to the nuclear family system. ILO agrees that this
transition is important in establishing a small family norm. In 1950, a
Japanese newspaper organized a poll to see whether the readers depended on
their children for old age protection or on their Government. In 1950, 60%
depended on their children; by 1970 only 25% did. During this period the
Japanese growth rate was falling. The extent of the relationship we don't
know, but we do know that there is a relationship.
In India, you have a very interesting experiment in this field, dealing
with the tea planters in South India. The planters have a system under which
every year a woman workers who does not have a child builds up more money in
her pension fund. If she does have a child, she does not get the accrual for
that year. When she retires the money accrued is made available to her as old
age protection. They have also tied this pension scheme into the Government
housing scheme, so that the family not only gets its pension but also a guar
anteed house for its old age. This has been quite effective in cutting down
fertility.
Another case is mainland China. In China, I'm told that the Chinese
Government preaches to the school-,children that they'll be taken care of in
their old age by the state and there is no need to depend on the extended
family. This has apparently had a lot to do with the current fall in fertility.
One of the reasons frequently given for the failure of the Indian family
planning program to reduce fertility so far has been that the Indian Government
has not yet set up old age protection except for certain workers. A suggestion
recently put out by an Indian expert was that whereas the Governot can't afford
to take responsibility for all its old people at once, it could promise to pro
vide old age protection for small families.
Status of Women and Women's Employment. The U.N. has become interested
in this subject and Mrs. Sipila, who is the Assistant Secretary General for
Social Development and Humanitarian Affairs ran a series of 3 seminars around
the wordon the question of status of women and population. One was held in
the Caribbean, one in Turkey and one in Indonesia. They all came to the con
clusion that it is important to raise the status of women and particularly to
provide employment opportunities if you want to get family planning going and
vice versa. As Dr. Lee told you, one of ours tasks is to organize law and
population projects around the world, where the local experts study their laws
to see how they affect fertility and make recommendations to their governments
for change. Now we have 14 countries which have already made recommendations
and a surprising number have emphasized this point. Latin America, Mexico and
Costa Rica stress the right of a woman to get an outside job. In Mexico, a
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husband can veto his wife's applicationfor a job if he thinks she is not doing
a good job at home. The Mexican project wants that out. In Costa Rica the
same conclusion was reached.
In Iran and Indonesia, Moslem countries, the emphasis is on giving
a woman who wants to get out and work the right to get a divorce if she wants
to and the right of access to her property if she doesn't get a divorce. In
other words, at the present time in these countries the woman's only security
against arbitrary divorce on the part of her husband,which will leave her
penniless and jobless, is to produce a lot of children. Now Iranians and
Indonesians are saying to give the woman a chance to say to her husband "no
more kids and if you divorce me I'll get a job."
In Sri Lanka, which is not Moslem but Buddhist, the same recommendL
ation comes up. In Yugoslavia the Yugoslav expert at the International

Union for the Scientific Study of Population's meeting on laws affecting
fertility in Europe said that so far as Yugoslavia is concerned, the factor
that brought down fertility fastest was the raising of women's status and
giving them jobs.
In Ghana, the Government, which has a policy to limit births, said
that the first thing it must do is to educate women and give them a chance
of employment. But they admit that this is difficult because there aren't
enough jobs and you're going to have women competing with men for jobs.
In France, where they want to raise fertility, the Government organized
a poll and asked married women what would make them have more children. The
answer was part-time jobs. "We don't want to give up our chance to worl;, but
if you give us a chance to work part-time we might have another child." So
again the relationship between fertility and women's employment is very clear.
Limitation on Child Labor and Compulsory Education. First of all,
you have got to have both. You can't say "no child labor" and then not
produce schools where they can go when they don't work. The two go together.
But if you have both these things, the parents are interested in having children
to get the benefit of their earnings. And you can add to this effect by
having secondary education made available for which (as in Nigeria) the parents
have to pay. The parents want their children to get ahead and to make money
to support them in their old age. If the parents have to pay for the aecond
ary schooling, they cut down on their fertility so as to save money. An aspect
of the problem is that although the laws may be on the books, they aren't
enforced. Therefore, in Asia, we really don't know what the effect is, but
we know that in Europe where these laws have been enforced, they have been
very effective in cutting down fertility.

Military service may act like compulsory education in keeping the boys"
away from home and postponing marriage. This has occurred in Russia.
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Although it is agreed that education in itself affects fertility, the
question is as to how much education is needed to reach the threshold point.
A year ago, we had a meeting at UNESCO in Paris and one of the discussion
points was the effect of education on fertility. The Sri Lanka delegate said
there was
good education for 1 or 2 years in Sri Lanka but that the
country still has high fertility. In other words, the question is raised
as to how far you must carry education before it starts to pay off in lowered
fertility. This may be affected by adding some sex education to the curriculum.
But you can't get very much sex education in during the first 2 years of primary
school, which may be all the education the children get.
Health Serivces: You have got'. to show the families that their children
are going to survive. The difficulty is that it takes a generation to do this
and if you reduce the mortality rate to 12 per 1000 but the fertility rates
continue at the rates of 30 to 40 per 1000, you have at least one generation
before the people see the point. In the meanwhile, you have a large population
growth.
Family Allowances: Now you would logically think that if the govern
ment is going to pay family allowances for each child, this would encourage
fertility. But this hasn't yet been proved for all cases. In Colombia, they
tried it on industrial workers in the cities and it had just the opposite
effect. One of the reasons suggested for this was that as soon as the companies
started paying allowances for children the parents started thinking what it
actually costs to have a child, and they saw that the amount they were going
to get from the company was a lot less than what they were going to have to
pay for one more child. You can also argue that the reason for this was that
the industrial people in the "modern sector" of the economy of Colombia are
the people who are most sophisticated and these are the people who would seek
to reduce the fertility in any case.
In Bulgaria, because of the proximity of Russia, they are scared
that their family size may be going down and the Government is pro-natalist.
They are trying family allowances in order to build families up. But they have
found that you have to give them an awAful lot of money before'it has much effect.
The same thing was found in pre-war Frvtnce and Germany. They both had family
allowances and both were pro-natalist, bit the French had a higher allowance
than the Germans without much effect on the birth rate. On the other hand,
in Sweden and Norway where the allowances were about the same, the allowances
were thought to have an effect in Sweden and did not in Norway. All we can
get out of this is that these payments can affect your fertility but you don't
quite know how or how much.
In the case of French Africa before World War II, you had a pro
natalist French Government which applied French laws and French family allow
ances to the Africans. But since general salaries inAgr¢a sputh of the Sahara were
low, as soon as you paid high French family allowances to Africans who had low
family incomes, the payments constituted an enormous addition to family income
and you got a very strong effect. So we can draw the conclusion that if you
want to have an effect on fertility by using family allowances, they have got
to be relatively high as compared with the average income.
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Maternity Benefits: In Singapore, they have a new law which says you
get free accouchement, maternity benefits and hospital expenses for your first
2 children, your third child you pay a certain amount, and for the fourth child
you pay a lot. That has had an effect, but in a funny kind of way. The people
think of it as a child tax, a tax they have to pay, and therfore the idea gets
around that the Government policy is against big families, which it indeed is.
This does have an effect. So cutting down of maternity benefits after the
first few children is being tried in the Philippines and Pakistan and it may work.
There are ways to draft your laws if you want to have a maximum anti
fertility effect. One is the so-called "no-baby bonus" system of paying
family allowances. The government figures out in advance how much it is
paying to its people for maternity benefits and for child allowances. It
then declares that it will continue to spend the same amount of money but in
a different way. After the second or third child, additional money is paid
to the family for every year it does not have another child, whereas the families
that have four or five children get no additional money. That can have quite
an effect. The government puts out the same amount of money but the families
that go b.yond 3 don't get the bonus and the families that stop at 3 do. This
law hasn't been tried but it seems to me that it might work.
As said above, the law can be important for propaganda purposes. I
mentioned a minute ago the accouchement fees in Singapore. Another case is
the Maurice Chevalier in France, where family allowances are high. He sang
that "all day long you work for yourself, but at night you work for the
government."
Children's Services: It's interesting that the H.E.W. Newsletter
listed last week the types of law that would be anti-natalist. At the top
of the list, they mentioned laws providing day-care centers for children.
First you might think that is funny, until you have children you don't need
day-care centers, and the law seems pro-natalist. In fact, of course, it lets
mothers work and once they get jobs, they are less interested in having more
children.
What conclusions can you draw from all this? I think we can conclude
that most of these social or labor laws do have an effect but we don't know
how much effect they have. A lot depends on how they are drafted and where and
how they are used. They also have to be handled with a great deal of care,
because of the public relations aspect. Popular understanding of the laws
plays an important role. Moreover, one can't afford to give the Impression
that social laws on which the public depends for general support are being
twisted in a way which will diminish that support.
Lee:

Thank you, Ed.

Dirck, do you have any comment on the comments?

Stryker: I have a very important comment that basically goes through the
whole presentation. One of the most difficult things is where you have a
number of changes that are taking place
how can you separate the influence of any particular change in the law of
which you mentioned numerous ones, on fertility rate? You said it has an
effect, but how do you ?now that it has an effect when you have a lot of
things happening. For instance, 2 years of military service in Russia. There
w~te probably lots of things going on in Russia during the same time, and
the 2 years of military service may have had an independent effect or it
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may not. It seems to me that it would be extremely difficult to distinguish
even whether there is an effect, much less its magnitude.
Kellogg: Absolutely right. Also*.most of the books and articles on the
subject state what Dr. Strycker has just said. In fact, the Singaporians
have done a lot of work in this field. They had a guy from the Population
Council come and try to quantify the effects of each law. He gave up after
a few weeks and said it's Just impossible.
Stryker:
Even something as dignificant as a full-scale family planning
program. For instance, in Taiwan there was considerable argument for
a number of years as to whether fertility rates were declining because of
the family planning program or whether they were declining because of various
social and economicichanges taking place. Now, with very careful statistical.
work you can sometimes estimate independent effects of something as large as
a family planning program, but where you have changes of a few laws here and
there, it will be very difficult. If you had sudden redraft and implementation
of a legal system which occurred within a relatively short period of time,
you
might be able to separate statistically the effect of that change or reform.
Kellogg:

But that hasn't been done.

Stryker: I doubt if it has to. I talked to a few students once about
whether you had enough information yet in the Law and Population Programme.
For instance, data fo'" 50 or 60 different countries, to try methods which
would be relatively crude given this type of cross country comparison that
might enable us to pick out the independent influence of the legal systems.
But I think that it would be a fairly difficult thing to do, and it would
be hard to compare one legal system with another; some would be pro-natalist,
others would be anti-natalist, and it would be hard to sort those out and
to somehow add them up.
Lee: You actually raised one of the most crucial points here that we have
great difficulty in nail down. That is, to try to quantify the impact.
It's extremely difficult because in order to really know what the effects
are, you have to have 2 cities or 2 states of comparable pop'ilation size and
social and economic conditions and use one as a control and in the other
change
the law from time to time. It's impossible. We have, however, from time
to
time instituted several in-depth studies to see how law can affect behavior,
but in a very crude way, more by public opinion survey than the more scidntific
method. But this is the question I was going to ask you. In your reading
material there are 11 hypotheses, and I agree with the substance of them,
but I'm wondering if any test can be made to see if these hypotheses are
correct.
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Striker:
There has been statistical work, but as I said the most notable
statistical findings so far relate to three variables: the decline in or low
death rate; education, particularly secondary school education, which is more
important than primary school education; and, finally, women's participation
in the labor force. Now there have been family surveys in a few cases, such
as in Bangladesh where a family survey was conductei trying to reconstruct
retrospectively the fertility histories of families and to correlate these
with various variables. But relatively few studies have operated on this
level, that is, using family data as the unit of observation. And to a
large extent, many of the things which are very difficult to do if you're
using aggregate data for countries or districts are much easier if you can
get family data. I think that in many cases one could even include legal
effects as certain types of variables. This could be done, but it would take
independent sampling with the view in mind of testing specific hypotheses of
this nature.
Lee: We tried to start a model city project in the Philippines. Instead of
getting a control group, what we tried to do was to use time sequence.
Immediately before introduction of a new law or regulation what were the
fertility rates, etc., ar.n then what happened immediately after or shortly
after the introduction. The population lab at the University there has been
supported by the Ford Foundation to undertake this kind of experiment in
conjunction with the model city project.
Student: Is it Becker who said that households keep accounts in deciding
to have children?
Strykerl
Becker is the one who came out with the view of children as
consumer durables, which has been criticized by sociologists. I think that
Judith Blake has an article entitled "Are Babies Consumer Durablea?"in which
she makes a very important distinction betwedn consumer durables and babies.
When people make decisions about buying cars or houses, they have budgetary
constraints and if they want to spend beyond their incomes, they must go to
a credit department, but if they have children, that same sort of constraint
isn't being exercised. So basically the sociolog±tt's view is that there's
a great deal more of chance involved than rational calculation.
Student: Dr. Liebenstein at Harvard was talking on this point and the question
arose of how you know that an unsophisticated peasant prepares a meticulous
book-keeping statement to decide on the extra child and, if so, how would
you account for this migration to urban areas from the countryside.
Stryker:
You're opening up n box on which I can elaborate for a number of
hours, but I won't. First, people have for years, particularly in the
agricultural field, been saying that the peasant farmer doesn't know what
he's doing and we have to go there and show him how to do it properly. When
people looked more carefully at peasant family decisions, especially the
agricultural economists, they found that, in fact, they're very rational.
I think this is well-recognized by most agricultural economists today.

Peasant farmers work in an environment that's different from the environment
that we may picture for the modern commercial farm. Basically he's rational.
Why is he rational? Well, he's rational because over a period of years he has
learned that certain things pay and certain things do not. He doesn't have to
have an elaborate system of book-keeping, he learns from experience and trad
ition, which is handed down orally within the society, that certain ways of
growing crops, certain activities undertaken at certain times pay off in the
long run. So this becomes the oral tradition. I would argue that the same
thing happens with respect to children. It is not that every farmer does a
calculation on the costs and benefits of children, but that farmers have
found that over time it pays to have a certain number of children. Its a
rational thing for them to dos o this becomes incorporated into the society's
tradition.
I would also say that peasant societies are probably more rational
than modern industrial firms. Why would I say this? Because I think they
have better information. A modern industrial firm is faced with a constantly
changing environment, which is changing in many ways that it can't sort out,
e.g., it is not certain what government policy is going to be toimrrow or
what the OPEC countries are going to do. So it's operating in an area of
considerable uncertainty, an uncertainty which is worse than that of the
peasant farmer, because it has very little experience with which to compare
that uncertainty. It's uncertainty rather than risk, which can be formulated
in terms of probability distribution. Now the peasant farmer has years of
experience with conditions which haven't changed too drastically. There are
fluctuations in the weather, etc., but he can take these into account, and it
becomes risk rather than uncertainty. So I would argue that, because of
accumulated experience, there is built into the oral tradition and values of
society the benefit of that experience. Now once "development" begins to
take place, society changes and the old sets of rules may become completely
invalid, in which case the peasant is rather poorly equipped to adjust to
changing circumstances and to learn what information is necessary to make
the kinds of calculations that might permit him to adapt to that changing
environment. On one hand, therefore, as traditionally defined, the peasant
can be very rational; on the other hand, given the changes associated with
development, he may be quite out-of-date because his sets of rules, which
have been transt:itted down through the society, are out-of-date.
Student:

You still havenft answered my question.

Stryker:
Does he make the calculation? No. But his ancestors have made
that calculation for many years, intuitively and by experience.
Student: I'm interested in one of the variables you mentioned, and that is
the participation of wumen in the labor force and how it decreases fertility
rates. Could you elaborate more on this and give me some citations for areas
that are primarily agricultural, e.g., Tanzania and Ghana. Naturally, it's
the status of women that's changing in the labor force; How would it apply
to a country that's primarily agricultural?

Stryker:
In rural areas there is generally not that separation of home and
work which is characteristic of modern urban society. What do women
do?
They take their children to the market. There is no real opportunity
cost
to wcrking in the market versus taking care of the cnildren. So to
some
extent the full impact of women working isn't felt until you Begin to
develop
a nuclear family and urban environment. I can give you citations later.
Lee:

Thank you very much, Dirck.
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PREFACE
This study was undertaken for the AID Office of Population as
part of a project seeking to formulate, test, and integrate the com
ponents of a theory of fertility as part of a general view of the
family decisionmaking process.

Since most production in developing

countries is generated within families and only a modest share is
initially channeled through markets, nonmaiket production within
families is an important source of wealth and welfare about which we
know lit le.

Earlier Rand studies of the economic and demographic

determinants of fertility

argued that to account for variations in

fertility over time and space and to evaluate accurately policy measures:

that might reduce fertility, we shall require a comprehensive frame
work for interpreting family economic and demographic choices.
This report reviews our current-limited understanding of house
hold economicand demographic behavior.

To improve population policy

in low income countries, better information is urgently required to.

explore the interactions between family behavior and public policy
options.

In addition, this report indicates specific changes in how
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social scientists should formulate models
and conduct statistical: esti
mation and inference using these improved
data. The resulting guide-'
lines for data collection and social science
research in population
and development make the case for explicit
consideration of the inter
actions among different facets of family
behavior, some of which
constrain the effectiveness of public policies,
particularly those
affecting fertility and family planning.

SUMMARY
PublIc polici a to stimulate economic and demographic change in
less developed countries have frequently produced disappointing results.
The process of economic development, which these policies are intended
to speed, is intricately bound up with changing patterns of time alloca
tion and resource use in families.

Our ignorance of these patterns

stands in the way of identifying those particular factors in families'
environments that public policies must influence in order to change the
behavior of individuals in directions deemed socially desirable. This
report argues that policymakers' ignorance of these patterns is an im
portant cause of disappointments in economic and demographic development.
This study stresses two fundamental reasons for our ignorance:
(1) common conceptual models of family behavior and techniques of
statistical inference are too primitive to identify which of the links
among different forms of family behavior are quantitatively important
influences on the success of government programs, and (2) available
data are poorly suited to the analysis of this problem, even if the
proper tools are applied. Therefore, a conceptual approach to modeling
family behavior is proposed, appropriate statistical techniques are
discussed, and necessary data are defined to study this causal chain
linking many public policies to national objectives by-way of the

family.
The conceptual approach to modeling household economic and demo
graphic behavior that is proposed has yielded refutable hypotheses about
the effects on individuals' behavior of changes in their environment.
This approach treats households as units that both produce and consume
what they want. They react to changing external conditions by altering
the amounts of their members' time and other resources used in pro
ducing commodities such as good health, schooling, farm produce, and
children. Complex interdependencies exist among these activities,
causing a specific change in the family's environment to influence
indirectly a host of production activities, many of which are not
oriented to the market, and to influence what many members of the
household do with their time and resources.

-viThis approach suggests the importance of distinguishing between
:two types of variables involved in family behavior: those whose
values
result partly from the interdependent decisions and activities
of
family members, and those that influence those decisions but
are in
no way affected by them. Among the former are people's attitudes
and
conduct, as well as the resulting income, consumption, migration,
and
size of families; among the latter are cultural, geographic,
and public
policy factors. An illustrative model of family contraceptive
and
fertility behavior is used to show several ways in which improper
techniques of statistical estimation and inference ignore the
important
distinction between these two classes of variables and hence
produce
misleading policy prescriptions. A review of appropriate estimation
techniques suggests four guidelines for making statistical inferences
about family behavior.
1. If the particular behavior of interest is an integral part
of a larger behavioral system (such as a family), account as
well as
possible, in both model specification and statistical estimation
and
inference, for resulting interactions.
2.

For the end of a causal chain, seek variables that,are probably

closely'linked to public policy choices.'
3.

Let the relevance and measurement accuracy of the data guide
the choice of estimation procedure and the confidence attached
to I
specific estimates.
4.

Employ estimation procedures that best serve the goals of
the first three guidelines. Simple two-way tables and correlations
are rarely among these methods. Investigate the direction and
magni
tude of remaiping biases and use this information to assess the
accuracy
of the estimates.
Explicit consideration of families' possibilities for substitution
in the production and consumption of its coumodities has suggested
a
variety of hypotheses about the responses of individuals to changes
in
their environment. Eleven sets of hypotheses are stated here
along
with summaries of their derivation from the model's basic properties.

Each hypothesis predicts particular behavioral responses to sp ecific.
changes in families' surroundings.
Although the conceptual approach that yielded these hypotheses
is only in an early stage of development, it has clearly overreached
the power of existing data to confirm or deny its predictions. Further
progress in identifying the particular interactions among family acti
vities that influence the success of public policies therefore awaits
the collection of "ore appropriate data.

The essential characteristics

of these data are suggested by the model's properties.
1. Data should describe the characteristics of family members and
how they spend their time and other resources in market and nonmarket
activities.
2. They should describe changes in families' behavior over their
life cycle, particularly their past and present production of human
and physical capital.
3. They should quantify relevant factors in the family's environ
ment and link to program information obtained by the responsible

adminstrative unit in which the family lives.
Because in aggregation most census data lose much individual varia
tion required to investigate the hypotheses adequately, and because
information generated within the context of particular public programs
is usually obtained only for population samples that are biased in im
portant respects, the collection of household survey data independent
of program activities appears valuable.

Accordingly, the appendix

details the information required to improve our understanding of the
family's behavior and advance our competence to evaluate the success
of public policies that operate through their impacts on interrelated
aspects of family formation and subsequent behavior.
Progress along these closely related fronts should help to identify
the environmental variables that directly or indirectly constrain im
portant types of individual behavior. Research into the most efficient
combinations of public policies and programs to alter these variables
in directions deemed socially desirable may then proceed with; greater
effect.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Public policies and programs that aim to alter the behavior
of
individuals in less developed countries have frequently
produced dis
appointing results. For example, distribution of contraceptives
and'
family planning information has not always proved to be
quickly and
continuingly effective in reducing birth rates, and migration
to towns
and cities continues to increase in spite of public information
pro
grams to discourage it.
There are success stories in these areas, to be sure, but
the
frequent disappointments suggest the possibility that umknown
factors
and relationships may constrain the effectiveness of many
government
programs. Indeed, the path from national policies concerning
family
planning, saving, and migration to national outcomes such
as birth
rates, aggregate investment, and population distribution
is more com
plex than has often been assumed. The diagram below illustrates
the
steps from public policy to national objectives as viewed
by policy
makers:

the effects of policy on the environment families face,
the
family "behavioral system," the outcomes of family choice,
and, finally,
national objectives.

Public
Policy
-

Environment

-o

Family
Behavioral
System

-

Family
Outcomes

Natie

A thorough understanding of the relationships between what
govern
ments do and national outcomes would require construction
of this entire
chain. In this report I am concerned only with a part of
that task.
For although each of the links may complicate any policy
effort, con
siderable evidence indicates that interactions within the
behavioral
systems of families form a quantitatively important but
little under
stood set of linkages that may cause one public policy to
interact
with the operation of another. As one example, this evidence
suggests
that many public programs other than those directly related
to family
planning affect the rate of population growth by influencing
the choices

of individual couples for children and hence the demand for fmily
planning itself.
This report therefore examines the subsystem around which the
box is drawn, from where factors in the family's environment affect
its decisions to where these decisions result in family members' mar
riage, fertility, labor market, and migrPtion behavior, to name a few.
Within this focus on the family and its environment, my purpose is to
examine why the social sciences have often failed to identify the
quantitatively important causal links between environmental factors
that government programs may influence and family behavior outcomes
that aggregate to the national objectives sought by governments. I
argue that there are two fundamental reasons for this failure:

(1)

the conceptual models of family behavior and the techniques of statis
tical inference used cannot identify important interactions within the
family system, and (2) available data have been inappropriate for the
analysis of this problem, even if the proper tools were applied.
Accordingly, I suggest a conceptual approach to the study of
family behavior and policy evaluation, a set of guidelines for making
statistical inferences about this behavior, and a description of needed
data -- all of which should enable researchers to specify more pre
cisely this crucial part of the chain linking public policy measures
to desired national goals.

In Section II I s.mnnarize an approach to

.family behavior that is proving useful in investigating interdependen
cies among various family activities.
native uses of family members'

This model emphasizes the alter

time and the interactions among their

forms of behavior that may promote or impede the effectiveness of
public policies in less developed countries (LDCs).

These inter

actions may create incentives for family members to react to govern
ment programs in ways unanticipated by policymakers.

Consequently,

when social science research ignores these interactions -- whether in
modeling the effects of a public program, estimating the parameters
of such a-model, or making inferences about the best governmentnl
actions to achieve a desired result -- the resulting signals to policy
makers can be misleading.

In Section II I therefore describe aud
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demonstrate the pitfalls to which statistical estimation and inference
are subject when important interdependencies tn family decisionmaking
are ignored.
Alternatively, explicit consideration of these interactions sug
gests hypotheses concerning the effects of various environmental factors
on the behavior of family members.

These hypotheses, some of which are

enumerated in Section III, derive from the approach sunmarized earlier,
and several have received empirical support.
the information required to test them --

In most cases, however,

to determine which of the many

links among the activities of various family members are important aids
or impediments to the success of specific public programs -- has not
yet been collected in appropriate forms.

My final concern, therefore,

is to suggest the kinds of data needed to conduct such investigations.
To this end,

Section IV recommends an information strategy that

relies on independent household sample surveys that gather detailed
information on family members' work, school,
and on how they use their time.

and migration experience

These data will enable researchers to

progress toward empirical consideration of family decisionmaking as
the complex, simultaneously determined system it

actually is.

If these

new data are analyzed by appropriate methods of statisLical estimation
and inference, the quality of information available to planners and
policymakers in LDCs could be vastly improved.
A prototype sample survey instrument incorporating the guidelines
in Section IV is included as an appendix.

It indicates the general range

of data required to investigate the questions raised in Section III us
ing appropriate statistical methods discussed in Section II.

However,

this prototype instrument does not reflect considerations of question
phrasing, questionnaire design, and survey strategy that are crucial
in designing a survey instrument for actual use in a particular setting.
In emphasizing the importance to policymakers of research on
family behavior in LDCs, I do not mean to belittle the crucial task
of understanding the complex links between public policies that govern
ment officials can change and important factors in families' environ
ment -- the first step in our causal chain.

Both kinds of knowledge

are necessary before policymakers can anticipate the interactions

11 t
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among various public programs and accordingly choose combinations of
programs that move, with the least undesirable side effects, toward
social goals.

Policy oriented economic and demographic research must
deal explicitly with both of these links. When they are firmly identi
fied in terms of systematic responses of individuals to changes in
their environment and systematic changes in the environment due to
policy choice, the estimated effects of a set of public programs on.
individual behavior can be aggregated to illuminate the programs'
impacts on national goals. The alternative procedure is to seek
direct meaningful regularities between characteristics of public
policies and degrees of attainment of national objectives. This kind
of research, which relates specific public programs directly to capital
labor ratios, savings rates, crude birth rates, and so on, ignores
the
fact that economic development is the aggregate result of behavioral
responses of individuals, and that the individual variation that pro
duces systematic relationships important to policy may be lost in the
process of data aggregation.
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II. ALTERNATIVE PROCESSES OF INFERENCE ABOUT FAMILY BEHAVIOR
THE FAMILY IN ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT
The family and its legitimization through the institution of
marriage are prominent features of most known human societies.

1

Families everywhere perform many of the same functions for their

members and their communities. They help channel sexual activity
into narrow and stable relationships, and they determine placement
in existing class systems. They define an interpersonal network of
emotional and economic security so that a person unable to support
himself is provided for by relatives. They furnish a stable envi
ronment for bearing,

socializing, and training children.

Within the organizational framework of families, people contri
bute to the fulfillment of these functions by engaging in various
activities requiring their time as well as goods and serices pur
chased from outside the family. In conmmunities at a low level of
economic development, activities carried on within the household
satisfy most of families' material needs.: participation in the labor
market and purchases of goods and services from the market are small
compared with the time worked at home and the amount of goods pro
duced and consumed there.

In economically more developed communities,

on the other hand, families character:,stically participate more in
market activities, both by working for -wages and by spending some of
their wage income for goods they might be able to produce at home but
have instead decided to purchase.
1 George

P. Murdock (1949) defined the family as a conjugal social
group with three characteristics: (1) its members live together, (2)
reproduction and chi:.d-rearing occur within it, (3) its members cooperate
economically. Murdoc:k found that the family, so described, constituted
a umit apart from the rest of the community in 250 societies he surveyed.
Though there are societies without such conjugal families (see Spiro,
1954; Cough, 1959; Bettelheim, 1969), the characteristics Murdock de
fines exist everywhere in some social unit (Levy and Fallers, 1959).
For some purposes, the family can usefully be defined without reference
to a specific structural arrangement as a group having Murdock's charac
teristics, particularly the first two (Davis, 1949).

1elf

-6These differences among families in economies at different stagas
of economic development are particularly noticeable in the areas of
food, clothing, housing, schooling, and health care.

Families in

agrarian societies commonly produce these commodities themselves,
sometimes with little or no use of outside goods and aervices. As
societies develop, specialized public or private institutions arise
that are able to produce and sell these goods more cheaply than
families can.

With the simultaneous development of labor markets,
families are able to improve their material well-being by allucating
more of their members' time to market jobs and by meeting their needs
with the help of goods produced and sold by specialized institutions.
Family behavior relating to marriage, fertility, savings, and migra
tion is also directly or indirectly affected in this process.
Our understanding of the interactions that link these different
facets of behavior is limited. Yet these interactions affect people's
responses to changing conditions and thereby influence the complex
processes of behavioral change that constitute economic development.
Increasing wealth probably induces some of these behavioral changes
by enlarging the family's capacity to satisfy its wants. As it becomes
wealthier, the family demands relatively more of some goods and ser
vices and relatively less of others; its home and market behavior
patterns shift to satisfy these changing wants.
Another factor in
ducing family behavioral change is shifts in the relative prices at
which families sell their labor and home-produced conodities and buy
market goods,

as well as other changes in their surroundings affecting
the relative costs and rewards attached to various market and nonmarket
activities.

Some of these factors are more specifically related to
particular kinds of behavior and may be more amenable to public policy
influence than is per-family wealth.

Without understanding behavioral

interrelationships at the family level, however, it is difficult to
know which of these prices and other factors governments should try to
influence in order to induce specific types of economic and demographic
change.
To identify these important interrelationships requires more
powerful conceptual approaches to family behavior than the demographic,
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economic, and sociological models in comnmon use. A new approach should ,
be more powerful in three respects. First, it should take explicit
account of these behavioral interactions within families. Second,
some of the hypotheses it yields concerning family responses to environ
mental changes must not be intuitively obvious or derivable from simpler
models. Third, these hypotheses should be capable of empirical refuta
tion. That is, it must be possible to reject the conceptual approach
as a useful predictor of real phenomena by showing that its proposi
tions are inconsistent with reality; otherwise, the model is capable
of explaining every possible occurrence and is useless for predictive
purposes.
AN APPROACH TO MODELING HOUSEHOLD BEHAVIOR
Gary Becker and others have proposed a useful approach to modeling
household behavior that yields a variety of refutable propositions
about how individuals respond to specific changes in their environment.
Whereas conventional economic theory assumes that families supply their
labor to the market and buy goods and services that directly satisfy
their wants, Becker's theory emphasizes
that family membe:-. must use
some of their time in the consumption of these goods and services be
fore wants are actually satisfied. Hence, by combining the time and
abilities of their members with goods and services bought in the mar
ket, families produce commodities such as children, leisure, meals,
and good health, which give their members satisfaction. These house
hold production activities are the core of the model and can be analyzed
with the analytical tools associated with the economic theory of the
Additional insights stem from peculiarities of the household

firm.

as both a producing and a consuming unit, some of whose outputs cannot
easily be bought or sold if the household is short or in surplus. Four
broad properties of households appear in this model.
1. Possibilities for subatitution in the production and consump
tion of commodities create complex interdependencies among family
1See
( lQI,


Mincer (1963); Becker (1965); Becker (1967); and Lancaster
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activities.

A family can usually produce the same commodities in a

variety of ways depending on its resources and their value in alter
nati,'.e uses. Older children can often substitute either for the
mother's time in housework or child care or for the father's time in
earning income. Market sources of intermediate goods in home pro
duction activities can release some of nearly everyone's time to other

pursuits.
When a family responds to a change'in its environment by devoting
more of its time and resources to a particular activity, it has less to
spend on others. For example, time spent in school cannot be applied
to rearing children, participating in cottage industry, working for
wages, or leisure.

And income spent for books and transportation to

school leaves less to spend on children, food, leisure activities, and
everything else.
Families also respond to external change by substituting in con
sumption against commodities that have become more expensive to produce
at home or to buy in the market.

2

Both kinds of substitution effects

A public program that opens
jobs to women and raises their wages will induce some women to enter the
labor force and some others to work more hours in the market than they
The amount of the wives' time and ability availa
had previously worked.
Families will try to use
ble for family activi ties is thereby reduced.
and more of other
expensive,
more
now
is
which
time,
wife's
the
of
less
of which are
both
income,
with
bought
goods
and
family members' time
one can be
which
in
activities
family
all
relatively less expensive, in
help with
may
children
and
husband
substituted for the other. Hence, the
1An

extended example may be helpful.

meals, or the family may purchase foods requiring less preparation time

and ability. Young children may be cared for by older children or a
neighbor. And good health may be provided more with the aid of medicines
and medical services, which cost time and money, and less with the aid
of a constant watchful eye, which costs only the mother's time.
2When women's wages increase, commodities that are produced using
much of the wife's time relative to other inputs become more costly to
In trying to
produce than commodities that use little of her time.
satisfy its wants as well as possible with its resources of time and
income, the family begins to consume more of those commodities it can
now produce relatively more cheaply and fewer of the others. The couple
may forego a previously planned pregnancy since childbirth and caring
for an infant require much of a resource that is now dearer. They may,
in fact, spend some of their time and income in obtaining birth control
be
knowledge and materials to insure that more of the wife's time will
little
use
that
available to work foi' wages. Alternatively, activities
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result in reduced household production and consumption of commodities
whose relative cost has increased. Such cost changes also produce
an
"income effect" in that they leave the household with more or
less real
income depending on whether the affected cost falls or rises.
If it
rises, the family is not as well off because the same amount of
money
income can now purchase less. The balance of substitution and
income
effects in any situation determines the directions of net tradeoffs
in the production and consumption of any specific commodity.

2.

The use of each family member's time and abilities is important
in determining which family wants are satisfied and in what ways.
Each
person divides his time among labor market work, household production
of goods or services to be sold for income, or home production
activi
ties that directly satisfy current or future wants. Those factors
in
the family's environment that influence the relative productivities
of
its members' time in alternative uses can significantly affect
indi
vidual behavior.
3. Family activities may serve two distinct goals -- satisfaction
of current wants (consumption) and satisfaction of future wants
by
saving and investing. Saving and investment activities require
the
use of family members' time and resources that could otherwise
produce
commodities for current consumption. Instead, they produce assets
that
will yield streams of future income or satisfaction. Investment
acti
vities, then, are the means by which a family, with a given expected
amount rf productive resources in each year of its life, adjusts
its
expected income in each year so as to attain its desired time
pattern
1
of consumption.
As with consumption activities,, families may substitute in the
production of a specific asset by using more of one input
and less
of her time are now relatively cheaper, so the family will
consume more
of them. Other family members need work fewer hours for
wages in order
to earn the same family income, for example, and may therefore
spend
more time in other family activities including leisure.

'his

view of saving and investing is set out in Modigliani (1966).

of another as their relative prices change, and they may substitute
among investments in their portfolio as relative rates of return shift.
Schooling, for example, is an investment activity 1 that always requir.u
a relatively large input of the student's time. Families may substitute
public school facilities for mother's time in the production process,
however, if the former input becomes less expensive or the latter more
so.

In addition, reductions in school cost may make schooling more
attractive to some families than other investment activities and hence
induce them to substitute schooling of some family members for other
assets in their investment portfolios. Participation in other acti
vities, that may be viewed as investments, such as health care, nutri
tion, ndtgration,

and bank savings programs may likewise be influenced

by a variety of changes in families'

environment.

Child-rearing activities contribute to both current consumption
and asset formation since children are usually a source of both current
and future satisfaction to their parents. Furthermore, children may
be valued for their contribution to household chores. As such, their
role is the same as that of any other resource at the family's disposal,
since their value to teir
parents depends in part on the amout they
add to the family's total stock of productive resources.

This value

may be considerable in societies where children enter the fields or
factories at an early age and where a lack of social security and in
surance programs leaves children as the primary means of parental
2
support in illness and old age.
4.

Changes in the family's environment can have direct impact on
more than one person and activity and can indirectly influence other
persons and family activities through various interactions. In the
first place, a change such as reduced prices of farm implements may
induce families to substitute these implements for their own time in
1 Schooling

may of course be enjoyable in itself as well as producing
abilities that will yield both income and enjoyment in the future.
2Even where such programs ar. available, as in the
United States,
England, and Denmark, adult children nevertheless contribute both time
and money to sick and aged parents in a majority of families. See
Shanes (1969).

agricultural production.

All individuals who farm may thereby reallo

cats some of their time to other activities -- perhaps school, labor
market work, or leisure. The inputs and outputs of these activities
will then change, leading in turn to still other repercussions.
These four properties are used in Section III to suggest refutable
propositions about family members' behavior and in Section IV to define
some characteristics of the data required to test and refine these
propositions.

I use this conceptualization now, however, to distinguish

among several types of causal variables and to investigate the implica
tions of their differences for statistical estimation and inference.

ALTERNATIVE PROCESSES OF INFERENCE
To distinguish among various methods of forming inferences about
family behavior, I consider an illustrative model focusing on a parti
calar facet of family activities.

Assume that Figure 1 accurately

portrays the causal influences at work in the family planning and
fertility activities of families in a hypothetical community.

I would,

then lice to determine from data the magnitudes of the parameters
associated with the links between variables in this model. 1

Even if

the model is restricted to describing a sample of couples in which
wives are of the same age and year of marriage, it ignores many other
complexities.

However, the sole purpose of this simple structure is

to distinguish among alternative ways of making inferences from data
about the magnitudes of a model's parameters. The insights so gained
,are applicable to any kind of approach to modeling family behavior.
The middle panel of Figure 1 indicates that the values of! four
variables are determined in the current period.

The number of addi

tional children desired (ADDCHDES) influences the couple's use of
modern birth control methods (BRTHCNTRL) and independently affects
whether the wife becomes pregnant during the period (PREG).

PREG

also depends on BRTHCNTRL and on the number of hours the wife works
'By assuming a precise specification of the model, I ignore the
important and difficult questions of how to find the best specification
for a model and how to identify the costs of misspecification. The
latter is briefly discussed on pp. 15-16. See Theil (1957, 1971).
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outside the home (WKNGWIFE). Finally, WKNGWIFE depends on PREG. These
four are jointly endogenous variables: endogenous because their values
are determined within the system, jointly because their determinations
occur within the same time period and are influenced by each other.
Accordingly, such variables are also called simultaneously determined.
In addition, other explanatory variables in the figure influence
but are not influenced by these families' current fertility and family
planning behavior.

They are predetermined variables, that is, varia

bles whose values are determined "prior to" or outside the family
system's current operation.
previous year (CHLDRN_

1

The number of children at the end of the

) and the wife's level of schooling at the end

of the previous year (WIFESCHL

1),

which appear in the right panel

of Figure 1, are predetermined endogenous; the subscripts indicate
that their current values were determined by the operation of the
family system in previous periods and cannot be altered by current
action.

The family can, however,

affect future values of these two

factors by its current activities.

The remaining four variables at

the left of Figure 1 are exogenous:

their past, present, and future

1

values are unaffected by family members' behavior.

The contrasting characteristics of these types of variables can
be defined more precisely in reference to Equations (1) through (4)
which are an algebraic representation of Figure 1.
(1) PREG-ct 0 + al KNGWIFE + a2 BRTHCNTRL + a ADDCHDES + t;
a1 <0' a2 <0, a3 >0
(2)

WKNGWIFE = 80 +

PREG + 82 WIFEWAGE+ 83 CHLDRN

+ u;

81 <0, 82 >0, 83 <0

IThe wife's potential wage rate (WIFEWAGE) is probably influenced
by her level of schooling and current exogenous variables and should
therefore be considered endogenous. However, adding another jointly
endogenous variable to the model would unnecessarily comnlicate it at
this stage. The addition is made at a later point in the exposition.
The pecuniary value of children to parents (VALUECHLDRN) is the
amount of money that children of various age-sex-health-schooling groups
can earn, either in the market or producing crops and other home-made
products for sale.

(3)

BRTHCNTRL

Y0 + y 1 ADDCHDES + y FANPLAN + y 3 -.WIFESCHL

Yl <0,9y
(4)

ADDCHDES

1 4

v;

>0, Y3 >0

+.6-62 VALVECHLDR
+CH
DN
&0 + 1, HDR
AUHLR
1
6I <0,62>0, 63 0

+ 6'
63 RELIGION

+ w;

These equations indicate that the causal relationships in this family
system are linear and that there are random variations in individual
The random disturb
1
Note first
ance terms t, u, v, and w represent the latter factors.

behavior that cannot be systematically described.

that each of the jointly endogenous variables is the dependent variable
in a causal relationship containing a random disturbance term.

The

statistical distribution of each is therefore dependent upon the distri
bution of the disturbance term in one of the system's cquations:
variables are defined as Jointly endogenous.

such

On the other hand, current

disturbances are by definition distributed independently of all current
2
predetermined variables.
I now turn to the problem of determining from data the magnitudes
of the parameters in Equations (1) through (4).

Suppose that we are

1 These

variations may arise from random variations in people's
relative preferences for various commodities. Preferences may be thought
of as a person's subjective ordering of his wants. As such, they affect
a family's current behavior but are themselves more dependent on prior
activities and influences. Certainly less is known about their forma
tion than about the other elements of Figure 1 (perhaps excepting re
They are surely influenced somewhat by past activities
ligious heritage).
which makes some things seem less and others
education,
-- for example, by
more important, and by the past discovery of activities which are now con
sidered valuable. Exogenous factors such as geography, weather, and
cultural heritage may also leave their marks on a person's subjective
likes and dislikes. And public policy, by promoting education or small
families, may alter some of these subjective tradeoffs.

When all of these systematic factors are accounted for, much of the
variation in preferences among persons can be attributed only to indivi
dual differences in tastes -- quirks of heredity or environment that
contribute to individuality. Hence, I relegate them to the diLturbance
terms of the illustrative model.
2 Predetermined
endogenous variables may of course be distributed
dependently with the disturbances of previous periods. This causes no
difficulty under the assumptions of the illustrative model.

particularly interested in estimating the strength of various influences
on the current pregnancy behavior of the families modeled in these
equations and Figure 1. We may proceed in one of several directions
each of which exemplifies a way of making inferences about family
behavior.

Statistical Associations Between Two Variables
The easiest approach is to examine the direct statistical relation
ship between number of pregnancies in the current year and one of the
explanatory variables, say ADDCHDES. 1

Using this approach, we might

poll couples at the start of the year on how many more children they
desire and at the end of the year on whether they have experienced a
pregnancy.

We might then conclude that the effect of desiring more

children on actual pregnancies is accurately reflected in a measure
of association or correlation between the two variables.
But if the model of Figure 1 is correct, this conclusion is wrong.
To see this, note that both ADDCHDES and WKNGWIFE are hypothesized to
be correlated with the same variable, CHLDRN

1.

Since 8 3 and 61 are

negative, the estimate of c 3 got by simple correlation will include
some of the effect properly due to variations in WKNGWIFE and will be
biased toward zero.

In addition, ADDCHDES is negatively correlated

through Equation (3) with the other explanatory variable in Equation
(1), BRTHCNTRL. In this case, leaving BRTHCNTRL out of the estimating
relationship induces an upward bias in the estimate of c3 9 causing the
apparent association between ADDCHDES and PREG to be larger than it
actually is.

In sum, therefore, it is not possible to say whether our
estimate of the relationship between ADDCHDES and PREG is biased upward
or downward and by how much.

'Several statistical tools, including contingency tables and co
relation analysis, may be appropriate for this task. Elementary and
more technical descriptions of these techniques may be found, respec
tively, in Yamane (1964), and Brownlee (1964).

Specification bias of this type arises whenever an omitted ex
planatory variable is correlated with an included one.1 It is in
principle more serious if the e.planatory variables are current endo
genous rather than predetermined factors
using highly aggregated data.

and If the model is estimat.d

There is therefore a greater need for

completely specified models when using aggregate data and, conversely,
greater value in using micro daita when the model is thought to be
poorly specified or incomplete.

Theories in the social sciences are too imprecise to imply the
exact specification of behavioral relations, so the possibility of
specification bias is always present. Researchers should therefore
(1) avoid biases by choosing estimation techniques and data sources
that allow sample variation of all explanatory variables considered
important, and (2)investigate and report the probable direction of
remaining biases.
Both of these guidelines are violated by the common
research procedure in which one and then another explanatory variable
is tabled or correlated with a dependent variable, say a fertility
measure, and each separate test presented as representing the inde
pendent effect of one explanatory variable. Such estimates 'an contri
bute little or nothing to our understanding of most behavioral relation
5

ships.
1 More

technically, this bias results from the relegation to the dis
turbance term of an omitted explRnatory variable correlated with an in
cluded one. In the present example, the resulting statistical dependence
between t and ADDCHDES introduces an additional term, B, into the expec
tation of the estimate of a 3 : [expected value of the estimate of a 3 ) W
(x
3 + B. In the text example, one cannot even know the sign of B withot"
further information and therefore cannot know the direction in which the
estimate of a3 is "off." See the references cited in footnote 1 on p. 11.
2This is simply because current endogenous variables,
being dependent
upon each other as well as upon some of the same predetermined factors,
have more opportunities to be correlated.
3Aggregation

washes out random variations among individuals leaving
higher sample correlations among variables.
4An example in the economics literature of skilled
application of
these guidelines, especially the second, is Griliches (1958).
5 This
research procedure is nearly universal in behavioral demo
graphy. Many instancus can be found, for example,.in the six distinguished
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-17Estimation of Relationships Having More than One: Jointly Endogenous
Variable
A more promising approach to the estimation of behavioral rela
tionships can be illustrated by joint estimation of the a coef
ficients in Equation (1).

This could be accomplished by several

methods, 1 each of which allows the three explanatory variables to
vary simultaneously with PREG.

Since we assumed at the outset that

Figure 1 and its associated equation system reflects the actual causal
mechanisms, estimation of the correctly specified Equation (1) elimi
nates specification bias by definition.

However, this procedure intro

duces another potentially serious source of bias arising from the
presence in Equation (1) of four jointly endogenous variables, PREG,
WKNGWIFE, BRTHCNTRL, and ADDCHDES.

These variables are simultaneously

determined by concurrent fam. ly activities; hence the problem resulting

from directly estimating their coefficients in Equation (1) is appro
bias. 2
priately known as simultaneous-equation
books constituting the Princeton Fertility Study and the Growth of
American Families Study. Although these studies contributed much to
our descriptive knowledge of fertility trends and differentials, they
revealed little about relevant causal mechanisms. Instead, separate
correlations of number of children with religion, with urban background,
with desired number of children, with a marital adjustment variable,
with husband's occupation, with husband's earnings, with wife's feelings
of economic security, and with many other variables are tabled and discussed. As the authors sometimes indicate, many of these explanatory
variables are highly correlated. In the absence of causal models and
estimation techniques explicitly accounting for these dependencies,
and without investigation of the direction of resulting biases, these
tables and correlations reveal nothing about the causal relationships
which public policy must deal with if it is to affect the outcomes.
The Princeton Fertility Study books are Westoff, Potter, Jr., Sagi,
and Mishler (1961); Westoff, Potter, Jr., and Sagi (1963); Bumpass and
Westoff (1970). The Growth of American Families Studies are Freedman,
Whelpton, and Campbell (1959); Whelpton, Campbell, and Patterson (1966);
Ryder and Westoff (1971).
1
Partial correlation analysis, ordinary least squares, and path
analysis are alternatives. See Brownlee (1964); and Land (1969).
2

Christ (1966), pp. 455-464, contains an excellent exposition of
the causes and statistical results of simultaneous-equation bias. Also
see Bronfenbrenner (1953).

Figure 1 and Equation (2) indicate that WKNGWIFE depends upon the

value taken by PREG, just as PREG depends upon the value taken by WKNGWIFE
in Equation (1).

Conceptually, this reflects the fact that the decision

to become pregnant and the decision of the wife to work are made jointly
so that the outcome of each decision depends upon the outcome of the
1
other.
In such cases, separate estimation of one of the two relation
ships as if it were the only relationship results in estimated coef
ficients that attribute all of the correlation between the two simul
taneously determined variables to only one of the cause-effect relation
ships.

Regressing PREG on the three right-hand variables of Equation

(1) accordingly produces an overestimate of a.4

This biased estimate

reflects all of the association between the two variables, not just

that part associated with WKNGWIFE's effect on PREG.

Similarly, esti

mating the coefficients of Equation (2)by itself would yield an over
estimate of the causal influence of PREG on WKNGWIFE.

2

iThe length of time sufficient for family members to act, in light
of their resources and opportunities and other members' actions, in
fluences whether particular variables should be considered as concur
rently or predetermined endogenous. The length of this period, in which
all jointly determined activities are planned and executed, probably
varies from activity to activity. As q practical matter, the nature of
the research or the availability of data usually determines the length
of this period in a modeling effort. As the assumed period lengthens,
formerly predetermined endogenous variables become jointly endogenous
for purposes of estimation, since the time distinctions that separate
them have disappeared.
2 In
a recent study of the determinants of fertility, contraception,
and associated attitudes in Taiwan, Mueller (1971), especially Tables 17
and 19, regresses each of several fertility attitude and contraceptive use
variables on lists of factors reflecting couples' age, schooling, income,
and various attitudes about their well-being. The same sets of explana
tory variables include some predetermined factors outside the couples'
current control, such as age and school level, as well as many factors
that are plainly influenced by their current activities. Income per
adult, perceived utility of children, sensitivity to cost of raising
children, and perceived confidence in obtaining economic assistance from
sons, for example, are jointly endogenous since their current values are
likely to be influenced by a common set of predetermined factors as well
as by each other. In regressions that include all of these explanatory
variables- several of the attitude factors have the largest Beta coef
ficients and are therefore judged by the author to be the most powerful
determinants. But there is every reason to suspect, based on the present
discussion, that these estimates attribute excessive explaratory power to
jointly endogenous variables at the expense of predetermined factors.
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BRTHCNTRL is also simultaneously determined with FREG, WKNGIFE, and
ADDCHDES, according to Equations (3) and (4). The important statistical
implication of this joint determination is that the disturbance terms
t,
u, v, and w are not in general distributed independently. Instead, what
ever random factors or idiosyncratic tastes are at work, they can be ex
pected to have a systematic effect on all of the family's current activi
ties.
If something raises WKNGWIFE in one family well above the level
predicted by the systematic factors on the right side of Equation (2),
it
is reasonable to expect BRTHCNTRL, PREG, and ADDCHDES also to take abnormal
values.

The result is that t, u, v, and w are correlated. This causes
estimation problems because BRTHCNTRL, WKNGWIFE, and ADDCHDES, with their
associated random components, u, v, and w, are explanatory variables
in
Equation (1). Since u, v, and w are correlated with t, these explanatory
variables are correlated with the random disturbance term associated
with
PREG, and ordinary estimates of their coefficients are biased.
Hence, both specification bias of the type discussed above and
simultaneous-equation bias result from correlation between the distur
bance term and an explanatory variable in a causal relationship. The
sources of correlation differ in the two cases, however, and different
remedies are required. The bias resulting from an omitted explanatory
variable arises whenever it is correlated in the sample with an included
explanatory variable.

Awareness of the problem plus data on the omitted

variable permit direct correction of the bias. Otherwise, one can seek
independent information or intuition concerning the probable direction
of
bias. The bias resulting from treating a jointly endogenous variable
as
if it were a predetermined explanatory variable, on the other hand, arises
when the relationship of interest is only one part of a simultaneously
determined system. In this case, simultaneous-equation estimators are
often superior to methods that take no account of the presence of more
than one dependent variable in the relationship. 1 They are superior

I1n a review of recent developments in path analysis and factor

analysis, Goldberger (1971) compares these two techniques with standard

econometric methods in regard to their capabilities for structural equa
tion estimation. He finds that each method has advantages in dealing
with different problems: errors in variables, unobserved variables,
under and over identification, and joint determinacy.
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because the coefficient estimators they yield are consistent

--

a

quality not possessed by ordinary least squares, path analysis, or
other techniques in these situations.
The various simultaneous-equation estimators differ in two major
ways. First, each is equipped to use different amounts and types of
information about the system under study. What clearly distinguishes
these methods as a class is that they all make use of one kind of
information that cannot be Incorporated into other estimation proce
dures -- namely, that more than one variable in the relationship is
endogenous. But one often has other information as well: a theory
of how the ochnr endogenous variables are determined or information
on how the disturbautce terms in the system are related, for example.
Depending on the amount and quality of available information, some
simultaneous-equation techniques are superior to others. Second,
these methods differ in the properties of the coefficient estimators
they yield, though a description of these properties is beyond the
2
scope of the present report.
Simultaneous-equation techniques are especially preferable to
other estimation methods when the sample size is large and when the
specified relationships to be estimated are accurate descriptions of
the actual behavioral system under study.

In any specific research

situation, the choice of a simultaneous-equation estimator should be
guided by the extent to which these two criteria are met.
iIn general terms a consistent estimator is one whose sampling dis
tribution becomes closely concentrated near its population mean as the
sample size becomes very large (asymptotically). An unbiased estimator
is always consistent. But in a simultaneous equation framework there
are no unbiased estimators; the best one can do is choose one that tends
toward unbiasedness when the number of observations increases -- that is,
a consistent estimator. Consistency is, however, no guarantee of good
results when the sample size is less than "large."
2Yamane
(1964), Pr. 237-245, gives verbal definitions of the
various optimal properties of estimators -- unbiasedness, minimum
variance, efficiency, consistency, and 3ufficiency. Goldberger (1964),
pp. 125-129, provides concise algebraic definitions of these properties;
and Theil (1971), pp. 528-536, discusses the differences between simul
taneous-equation estimators in terms of these properties and the amount
of information the estimators require.
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My concern thus far has been with biases that may arise during the
estimation of a single relationship that is part of a simultaneously
determined system.

Even when these biases are corrected, however,
another critical problem may remain. Once again, consider Equation
(1), and assume that its coefficients have been estimated in a way
that assures their consistency.

We now know that, within certain

confidence limits, WKNGWIFE affects PREG to the degree indicated by
the estimate of ai
And similarly for BRTHCNTRL and ADDCHDES. At
this point, the important questions are:
knowledge?

What payoff is there to such

What do these estimates imply for public policy?

answer so far is:

The

Very little.

Social science research that is useful to policymakers incorporates
as explanatory variables exogenous factors that are as close as possible
to available policy levers. The causal influence of an exogenous fac
tor that is closely linked to policy choices should therefore be sought
as the end of a causal chain.
scriptive equations,

In the example of Figure 1 and its de

this means that provision should be made to esti

mate the effects on PREG of FAMPLAN and VALUECHLDRN.

These two variableE

are more closely related to public policy choices than are the jointly
endogenous variables, and each affects PREG in the model, though neither
appears directly in Equation (1).
Three procedures are available for investigating the combined
direct and indirect effects of exogenous and predetermined endogenous
factor- on current endogenous variables.
coefficients of structural Equations

The first is

to estimate the

(1) through (4) by a consistent

simultmeous-equation estimator and then to compute the coefficients
of this equation system's calculated reduced form equation.

These

reduced form coefficients are estimates of the total influence of exo
genous and predetermined endogenous variables. Removing all current
endogenous variables except PREG from Equations (1) through (4) and
substituting terms yields
iSuch equations are called structural because they each describe
a particular segment of the family system's structure.
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(5)

PREG

-

a + b CHLDRN_

+ c WIFEWAGE + d WIFESCHL

+ e RELIGION_

+ f VALUECHLDRN + g FANPLAN + h
where a-[a 0 + al10 + a2
b-

1

+ a2'l

1

+ a30 + a2Y 160 ]

+ a3 ]

11(

[1(1



. Y3)]

and so on.
Substituting the estimated values, of the coefficients ai, 8i, Y, and
6 into this expression produces an estimated relationship between PREG
and a set of factors beyond the influence of current family choices.1
Other current endogenous variables do not appear in the relationship.
Since no dependent variables appear as explanatory factors in
Equation (5), its coefficients can alternatively be estimated directly
and consistently by ordinary least squares. This second procedure
yields an estimated reduced form equation. Although reduced form
estimation is the simplest in terms of data requirements and estimation
procedure, two drawbacks make structural estimation and subsequent
reduced form calculation preferable in many situations. First, reduced
form estimation commonly does not take advantage of all the informa
tion about the system contained in the structural equations. Although
reduced form estimation can be restricted to incorporate this informa
tion, these restrictions usually destroy some of the optimal pro
perties of least squares that make it theoretically preferable to
simultaneous equation methods.
Second, even though an estimated reduced form equation is a good
tool for predicting the total effects of changes in current exogenous
factors on family members' behavior when the structure and organization
of the family and the community remain unchanged,

its predictions are

less valuable when these structures do change. This difficulty arises
because reduced form equations, lacking a specification of the structure
of the system being studied, cannot be altered to reflect known changes
1 The

'structural relationships and the data must meet certain condi

tions before one can transform reduced form coefficients back into their
structural counterparts. See Fisher (1966).
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in that system.

On the other hand, these changes can be incorporated

into a structural equation system by either altering the values of
some of its coefficients or changing the specification of some of its
equations.

The essence of these two drawbacks is that although reduced._,

from estimation is easier and requires less data, it yields less in
formation upon which to base policy decisions.

Nevertheless, it is

often useful in conjunction with structural estimation and in its own
right.
The third procedure that is useful in these circumstances takes
reduced form analysis a step further by eliminating from Equation (5)
even the predetermined endogenous variables. The resulting relation
1
ship is called a final form equation.
To illustrate this technique we add to our illustrative model

several equations to explain the values taken by the predetermined
2
endogenous variables CHLDRN_ , WIFESCHL , and WIFEWAGE..2
1

1

(6) CHLDRN - PREG + CqLDRNI - DEATHS

(7) DEATHS - 0 + C1 PUBHEALTH +

C2

WIFESCHL_1 + x

(8) WIFESCHL = 0 + C1 WIFESCHL-1 + 42 WIFEWAGE + 3 PREG
+ 4 CHLDRN-1 + 4;5 AVAILSCH + y
(9) WIF7WAGE

no + nI WIFESCHLI + n2 MANPWRPOL + z

where DEATHS - a measure of fetal and child mortality.
PUBHEALTH = a measure of public health inputs in the

AVAILSCH

conmmunity.
= a measure of the availability-of schooling
in the community.

MANPWRPOL - an indicator of public policy's effective
ness in maintaining attractive jobs for
women outside the home.
1 See

Theil and Boot (1962).
though considered exogenous in Figure 1, is probably
influenced by the wife's previous schooling. Introduction of Equation
(9)at this point therefore excludes all possibility of endogenous
influences.
2WIFEWAGE,

kv4

-24By substituting successively for the predetermined endogenous variables
CHLDRNI, WIFEWAGE, and WIFESCHLI in Equation (5), we obtain Equation
(10) in which the coefficients J, ki, li, and so on are complicated
functions of the coefficients of Equations (1) through (4) and (6)
through (9).

Each of the summations runs from the present year back

to the year of marriage or before.
(10)

PREG

j + E ki FAMPLAN.i + E I i VALUECHLDRNi + E ni PUBHEALTH 1i
+ E.o i AVAILSCH_i + Zpi

Equation (10),

HANPWRPOL-i +

q

which is the final form of our equation system,

indicates the total effects of current and past variations in exogenous
variables on current pregnancy behavior. No endogenous factors appear
among the explanatory variables although their intervening effects are
reflected in the coefficients.

Such an equation cannct usually be esti
mated directly because of serial correlation among successive values of
explanatory variables and because data for all past years are rarely
available.

Having estimated the structural equations or their associ

ated reduced form equation, however, one can sometimes compute the final
form coefficients and make useful inferences from them concerning the
lags with which changes in public policies affect family behavior.
Reduced form and final form equations are of value in policy
planning and analysis because they indicate the total magnitude of

the relationships between exogenous factors and a chosen aspect of
family behavior. These equations are more useful to policymakers the
more nearly the exogenous factors are policy controlled. Unfortunately,
these factors are rarely if ever amenable to policy in a completely
predictable way. For example, governments may have to contend with
many other exogenous influences when attempting to provide a certain
availability of schooling (AVAILSCH), of family planning services
(FAMPLAN), or of jobs for women (MANPWRPOL).
Nevertheless, they cer
tainly have more direct control over these variables than over the
wife's labor force participation and use of modern birth control
methods, or the couple's desire for additional children!
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GUIDELINES FOR MAKING STATISTICAL INFERENCES ABOUT FAMILY BEHAVIOR
Although the model of Figure 1 is not intended as an accurate
representation of influences on family activities in any particular
society, it has served to illustrate some serious problems that arise
out of making inferences about family behavior.

The following guide

lines address these problems:
1. If the particular behavior of interest is an integral part
of a larger behavioral system (such as a family), account as well as
possible for resulting interactions in both model specification and
statistical estimation and inference.
2. For the end of a causal chain, seek variables that are prob
ably closely linked to public policy choices.
3. Let the relevance and measurement accuracy of tbt data guide
the choice of estimation procedure and the confidence attached to
specific estimates.
4. Employ estimation procedures that best serve the goals of the
first three guidelines.

Simple two-way tables and correlations are

rarely among these methods. Investigate the direction and magnitude
of remaining biases and use this information to assess the accuracy of
the estimates.
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HYPOTHESES ABOUT THE EFFECTS OF EXOGENOUS CHANGES ON

FAMILY MEMBERS'

BEHAVIOR

THE HYPOTHESES
The approach to modeling fanily behavior outlined above (pages 7
to 11) suggests a set of propositions concerning both interactions among
family activities and the direct and indirect effects of exogenous
changes on the behavioral pattern that results from these interactions.

These hypotheses, some of which are stated in this section, are specific
predictions about behavioral responses. They can be tested and, if
1
Testing them with appropriate
they fail to predict well, rejected.
data and statistical methods should identify some of the complex inter
actions through which factors in the family's environment directly and
indirectly affect individuals' behavior. Some of these indirect effects
may be of major importance to the success of government economic and
population policies.
Hypothesis 1. Increasing the accessibility and reducing the cost
of modern family planning information and materials reduce family size
to an extent influenced by the demand of couples for family planning
services and by the way the services are supplied. Resulting reductions
in family size improve the relative economic position of poor families.
The success of family planning programs in reducing births depends
on several characteristics of couples' denand for modern family planning
services and on the strength of their umderlying desire to avoid unwanted
These characteristics may be systematically affected by indi
vidual traits and by certain exogenous varlables subject to policy in
births.

fluence.

Identifying these traits will guide family planning resources

to receptive populations, and identifying the relevant exogenous varia
bles may suggest important roles for other public programs.

If couples are relatively indifferent to an unwanted birth, reducing
the price and increasing the accessibility of modern contraceptives may
1A concise survey of empirical evidence for LDCs on many of these
hypotheses is

contained in Schultz (1971a).

A much less selective survey

of research findings can be found in Mason etal. (1971).
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not greatly affect their use of these materials or their fertility
behavior. Even where couples do attach great cost to an unwanted birth,
however, family planning programs may not affect their fertiiity. In
the first place, couples may find it in their interest to increase their
current and future welfare by having many children and may already have
access to family limitation methods that are quite effective and that
they view as costing little in terms of convenience or money. In this
situation, couples may see no reason to shift from their present family
limitation methods to modern ones. Making modern contraceptives more
accessible will fail to increase these couples' use of these materials
1
or decrease their fertility.
Alternatively, couples who want very much to avoid additional
births may be using such family limitation methods as abortion that
are effective but very costly in terms of health, convenience, or money.
Increasing the accessibility of modern contraceptives may induce many
of these couples to substitute modern methods for these other tech
niques that are more costly but nearly as effective. If so, acceptor
rates will be high as couples substitute among inputs in their pro
duction of contraceptive output -- avoidance of births. But the number
of births averted may not chainge much. Finally, some couples who also
attach great cost to an unwanted birth do not have access to an effec
tive family limitation method. They tend to adopt modern contraceptive
methods and reduce their fertility if these methods are made available
at low cost.
An importart problem for policy research in this area is to identify
the combinations of individual characteristics and exogenous variables
that lead some couples to desire many children, cause them to be rela
tively indifferent to unwanted births, and influence their use of alter
native family limitation methods. Many of the hypotheses in this section
suggest exogenous variables that influence couples' desires for children.
1 Sample

survey evidence from LDCs concerning married couples'
desires to limit their family size indicates that these desires are
sufficiently small in many areas to place severe limitations on the
effectiveness of the standard family planning package. See Ridker
(1969).

-29Higher wages or the availability of better jobs raise the value
of many women's time and induce them to begin or increase their parti
cipation in the labor market.

The time they now spend away from home

would have been used in agriculture, cottage industry, or some other
Pursuit more compatible with the demands of child rearing. In some
households the time of others -- older children, grandparents, neigh
bors -- can be substituted for mother's time in child care.
little such substitution in production is possible.

In others,

However in all

cases where the wife responds to the exogenous change by increasing
her hours of work outside the family, children and other commodities
that result from family activities using much of the wife's time become
relatively more expensive.

Couples therefore tend to substitute against

them in consumption, desiring less children than do those whose employ
ment opportunities have not changed.
Opposing these two substitution, effects -

both of which lead

one to expect smaller family sizes in communities with superior job
opportunities for women

is an income effect inducing couples with

increased incomes from the wife's work to want more children as well
as more of the other commodities they consume. Therefore, where the
wife responds to the exogenous change by increasing her hours of work
outside the household, both family income and the relative price of
children increase.

Whether the net effect is to have larger or smaller

families cannot be predicted from theoretical considerations alone.
The strong weight of available evidence, however, is that substitution
2
effects predominate and smaller families result.
1Some wcmen who spent all their time in home production activities
before the exogenous change may.still remain outside the labor force
if the value of their time at home exceeds even the higher wage they
could now earn.
2Many
studies of LDCs have found a negative association between
women's labor force participation and fertility; only a few of these,
however, have attempted to account statistically for the fact that these
two variables reflect jointly endogenous family activities, and that
nothing abcut direction of causation can therefore be inferred from a
simple statistical association between them. The latter studies are
Nerlove and Schultz (1970); Schultz (1970); Harman (1970); and DaVanzo
(1971). The middle two studies include in their fertility regressions
a female education variable as a proxy for the wife's potential wage
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Hypothesis 3. Reducing the incidence of child mortality induces
the following effects, after couples have adjusted their behavior to
the exogenous change:

the numbers of pregnancies and births decline,

average years of schooling of children increase, and average surviving
family size may decrease.

During the transitional period when couples

have not yet fully adjusted to the new regime of higher survival proba
bilities, family size increases, and either child rearing expenditures
decrease. 1
per child or saving of couples with young children
Where parents expect most children to live to adulthood, they
come to realize that fewer births are required to assure a completed
surviving family of desired size.

They are also willing to invest

more in each child, knowing that he and they are more likely to live
to enjoy the returns to those investments.

In regimes of high infant

and child mortality, on the other hand, parents may not only have more
births but also somewhat larger completed families than they would
,therwise desire.

For if they fear having too few surviving children,

they may hedge against the chance of too many deaths by having too many
births. 2

As the probability of child deaths decreases and as parents

adjust to this change, they will decrease their number of births 3 and
perhaps the size of their completed surviving families as well.

The

speed at which couples adjust depends on, among other things, the availa
bility of modern birth control methods and materials.
During the transiticnal period when couples have not yet adjusted
to the exogenous mortality change,

4

many parents find themselves with

in market work. DaVanzo estimates a positive effect of wife's wage
and a negative effect of husband's wage on age-specific female labor
force participation.
O'lara (1972) provides a perceptive discussion of interactions
between mortality rates and family decisions involving children.
2Schultz (1969) discusses the treatment of uncertainty in the
demand for children.
3This
effect has been found in Harman (1970); Nerlove and Schultz
(1970); and Schultz (1971b). Also see Fredericksen (1966).
4A

family's incidence of child mortality is of course influenced
by its endogenous health and nutrition activities as well as by exo
genous factors. Reducing the cost of market inputs into these activities
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more surviving children than desired or expected
and may hence reduce
their expenditures per child on education, nutrition,
clothing, and so
forth. In addition, since current expenditures
are likely to be above
what was anticipated, the proportion of income
saved tends to decline 1
and the labor force participation of secondary
workers to increase.
Hypothesis 4. Increasing the availability and
quality of schools
tends to raise children's level of schooling and
reduce their labor
force participation; it may concribute to reduced
average family size.
Children whose parents respond as predicted to
this exogenous change
are themselves more likely as adults to delay
marriage and to migrate
to regions of greater economic opportunity.
Their conduct of both
home and labor market activities will be affected
by their schooling
according to the pattern of resultant productivity
increas-s.
When governments make schools more accessible,
they in effect
reduce the price (in terms of parents' and children's
traveling time
to school) to parents of making their children
more productive in
future home and market activities. When governments
improve existing
schools, they raise the amount of future productivity
that can be ex
pected to result from a given investment of money
and children's time.
In both cases, the usual income and substitution
effects combine to
raise the amount of time children spend in school.
In the first place,
both exogenous changes leave the family better
off than it was -- either
because the: price of an investment has fallen
or because the returns to
that invcestment are expected to increase. Being
better off, families
incrernse both current consumption of conodities
and investment in
capital. Schooling of children, as one form of
investment, therefore
tends to increase a family's participation in
them, and thereby reduce
mortality. Preliminary evidence from Costa Rica,
Mexico, East Pakistan,
and Puerto Rico indicates that nutrition variables
and female literacy
are highly significant determinants of child mortality
rates in LDCs.
See Sloan (1971).
1Some
indirect evidence on this point is the high
negative associa
tions between fertility and physical savings ratios
reported in Eizenga
(1961). In a study of cross-section data from
developed and low income
countries, Leff (1969) finds that birth rates
influence savings rates by
affecting population age structure.
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In addition to this positive income effect, parents now
have an incentive to substitute formal school inputs for their own
increases.

time in the production of their children's education (substitution in

production) and to substitute child schooling for other assets that
are also expected to yield income and satisfaction in the future (sub

stitution in consumption).
Since time spent in school cannot be used in home or market pro
duction, labor force participation of children tends to fall as u
result of such an exogenous change. Some
1 youths will for the same
at the margin the relative
reason choose to delay their marriages:
attractiveness of additional schooling as a source of future income
and satisfaction induces them to engage in this activity rather than
in the home and market production activities required to form and
maintain a family.
An increasingly evident empirical relationship is that between
years of children's schooling in a community and family size. When
some other factors thought to be relevant are controlled in multiple
regression analysis, child schooling has been found to be strongly
associated with low fertility. Economic theory does not unambiguously
predict the sign of this relationship. 2 On one hand, an exogenous
increase in the quantity or quality of schools, as we have seen, in
duces parents to substitute schooling of their children for all other
assets as a group. Childbearing produces one of these other assets.
There is an inducement for parents to engage in less of it; that is,
to have fewer children so that they can invest more of their time and
money in the schooling of each of them. On the other hand, this school
ing must be embodied in actual children, and the more children a couple
has, the more "raw material" is availaet,- for schooling. There is
hence an incentive for parents to have more children so that they can
'Harman (1970),

pp. 42-46, found this relationship in Philippine

data.
2 De

Tray (1972) analyzes the effects of various exogenous factors
on parents' decisions regarding fertility and schooling of their
children.
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invest more heavily in child schooling.

Available empirical evidence

suggests that the cross substitution effect of the price of schooling
on the number of children wanted is overwhelmingly dominant,' but until
household data exist that can distinguish this effect from others re
sulting from parental education differences and variations in child
labor opportunities, the true causes will remain obscure.
Schooling is an investment activity that generally increases a
person's ability to produce future income; therefore, persons with
much schooling have strong incentives to locate their human capital
where the rate of return to investment in human capital is higher;
that is, to live in areas where the income and satisfactions generated
by schooling are increased.

In addition, since education, especially

literacy, enables a person to gather and evaluate information more
efficiently, more highly educated people are more aware of their options
in other regions.

For both of these reasons, an exogenous increase in

the availability or quality of schools is expected to induce larger
migration flows. 2

The direction of these flows will depend on other

factors exogenous to family activities:

on the availability of new,

profitable agricultural inputs such as hybrid seed, fertiilzer, or
irrigation, which make schooling a profitable input into farming acti
vities; on the location and attractiveness of jobs that require and
reward the skills produced by schooling; on the location of cultural,
recreational, and educational facilities enjoyed by persons with the
knowledge and skills necessary to use them; and on the quantity and
accuracy of information provided about these factors.
Hypothesis 5.

Increasing migration to regions of greater economic

opportunity tends to delay marriage among the migrants, increase women's
labor force participation and the schooling of their children, delay the
onset of childbearing, and reduce completed family size.

It also affects

'Kirk (1971), and Schultz (1971a) report statistical evidence in
support of this negative relationship.
2Harman
(1970), pp. 63-66, shows that level of schooling is a
significant determinant of rural-urban migration flows in the
Philippines.
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the conduct of other home and labor market activities according to
differences in exogenous factors between the regions of origin and
des tination.
Because migration changes a family's environment, it affects a
wide range of family behavior.

Since differences between a migrant's

regions of origin and destination influence how his behavior will
change, generally applicable hypotheses about the effects of migration
1
are difficult to draw.
It may be that increased job availability for women (Hypothesis
2), nearer and better schools (Hypothesis 4), fewer opportunities for
child work (Hypothesis 8),

and increased availability of family planning

knowledge and materials (HypothesiG 1) are common attributes of more
developed regions into which migrants frequently move.

If so, these

changed features of the family's environment can be expected to have
the commonly observed effects listed in Hypothesis 5.

Programs that

promote migration might also weaken family ties, thereby reducing the
pecuniary value of children for old-age support and inducing couples
to substitute other investments for children.

Such an effect would

reduce family size among migrants and their parents and increase their
saving in other forms of capital.
Hypothesis 4 suggests that persons who possess more human capital
are more likely to migrate.

Migration may also be selective with

respect to other individual characteristics.

Consequently, it is very

difficult to make inferences about the causes or effects of migration
by comparing the characteristics and behavior of migrants with those
of the general population in the region of origin or destination.
Migrants may systematically differ from these other populations in
ways that bias the inferences.
Hypothesis 6.

Improving public health and elementary schooling

and otherwise increasing the earning power of human capital relative
1 Ester

Boserup (1970) providep fascinating insights into the changing
patterns of women's work at home and in the market as well as effects on
their schooling when women in a variety of cultures migrate from villages
to towns.
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to that of land and physical capital promote a more equal personal
distribution of income.
The time of family members is an important productive resource
that is quite evenly distributed throughout any society.

.ogenous

changes that increase tie value of people's time relative to that of
otber productive inputs less equally distributed therefore contribute
to a more equal personal distribution of income.

Better public health,

increased availability and quality of elementary schools, better job
opportunities for women, and opportunities for adult training all in
crease the stock or value of hunan capital of those persons who bene
fit from the changes. Less equally distributed resources such as land
and nonhuman capital will subsequently claim a smaller share of national
income.
Hypothesis 7.

Increasing the rate of return and reducing the risk

of long-term investment opportunities tend to reduce family size by
decreasing the relative attractiveness of children as a source of future
income, services, and security.

The proportion of current family income

invested in assets other than children tends to rise.
By working in the market or at home in farming and cottage industry
when they are young, or by providing daily or emergency help when they
are adults, children may be a source of substantial physical and finan
cial assistance to their parents.

When alternative means of saving for

the futuie and insuring against disability and calamity are lacking,
parents have children partly as a means of obtaining this assistance
As cheaper and less risky sources of insurance and
future income streams become available, however, couples tend increas
ingly to purchase them. Couples subject to such changes therefore

and insurance.

reduce their completed family size.

In addition, parents tend to re

spond to a reduction in the price of future income streams by increasing
the proportion of current income invested in other (nonchild) assets.
Hypothesis 8. Reducing the home and market productivity of young
children may decrease desired and actual family size and increase average
years of schooling.

-36Exogenous changes that decrease the productivity of children
reduce their relative attractiveness to parents as a source of income
and home production.

Constrained by these exogenous changes, parents

come to find that children are a relatively less valuable asset in
which to invest their time and money and hence substitute against them
in their portfolio of productive and financial assets:

They have smaller

families. 1

They also come to find that alternative uses of their exist
ing children's time are now relatively more attractive. Where public
schooling is an available alternative, years of schooling of children
will tend to increase in the presence of exogenous reductions in the
home and market productivity of child labor. Child labor laws, com
pulsory elementary schooling, and government programs that reduce the
relative attractiveness of cottage production may decrease young child
ren's productivity.
Hypothesis 9. Adult training may have different effects on family
behavior, depending on the specific home or market activities that
directly or indirectly benefit from the acquired skills.
Other hypotheses in this section suggest that the outputs of home

production activities such as farming, hygiene, and child rearing may,
through various income and substitution effects, be indirectly and
unexpectedly influenced by particular kinds of adult training. Some
training, such as instruction in the use of birth control materials
or farm implements, is quite specific to a particular family activity
and can be expected to increase the productivity of a particular family
member in that activity.

At the other extreme is elementary schooling

in reading and writing, which probably increases a person's producti
vity in many home and market activities and thereby affects the pro

ductivity of other family members who also engage in those activities.
1lndirect

evidence of this relationship is given in several studies
by Schultz that find a positive partial association between two jointly
endogenous variables, percent of active population who are unpaid family
workers and fertility. See Schultz (1971b) and (1970). Harman (1970)
is able to use number of children in the labor force as a jointly
endogenous explanatory variable and finds that it is a significant
determinant of the fertility of Philippine women over 34 years of age.
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The effects of any particular public educational program therefore
depend on the family members who receive instruction and the home or
market activities in which these members participate or may enter as
a result of t':,eir training.
Holding constant the systematic determinants of
completed fertility, couples with larger families can devote less income
and adult time to each child. These parents therefore tend to spend
less per child on health, and their offspring tend to experience more
Hypothesis 10.

malnutrition and child disease with subsequent effects upon their adult
1
mental and physical capabilities.
For reasons of unexplained personal preference or accident, some
couples have more children than is predicted by a model that accounts
for systematic variation in parents' demand for children, on the basis
of income, prices, and other exogenous cultural and economic variables.
Because these couples have less income and time resources than others
in the sample with the same number of children, these couples should
have fewer of these resources per child than the model predicts. Their
expenditures of time and money on health activities may2 hence be lower;
less healthy children.
if so, these families will have
A general mortality decline at all ages tends to
decrease in the short run and increase in the long run the proportion
of income saved by persons in their most productive working years.
Hypothesis 11.

During the transition period when couples have not fully adjusted
their fertility to the lower mortality levels, the proportion of income
saved by couples with children may decrease (see Hypothesis 3).

When

1In

a theoretical and empirical study of the economic effects of
malnourishment of children, Selowsky and Taylor (1971) estimate the
links between nutrition and early ability, between early ability and
attained schooling, directly and indirectly (through schooling) between
early ability and later ability, and separately between schooling and
later ability on one hand, and schooling and earnings on the other.
In a sample of low income residents of Santiago, Chile, the authors
estimate a very large rate of return to potential public investments
in child nutrition.
2Wray

(1971) finds larger families positively correlated with child
disease and mortality in a cross-country sample.
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these adjustments near completion, however, a different effect pre
dominates.

Since a general decline in the regime of mortality at all

ages implies that the probability of survival to older ages increases

1

more than that to younger ages,

both expected working years and expected

retirement years increase -- but the latter relatively more.

Hence,

although the present value of earnings increases with the additional
working years,

the number of years that lifetime income must support

increases even more.

Therefore, as persons become accustomed to the

exogenous mortality changes, they anticipate their own longer retire
ment period by saving a larger proportion of income in their most pro
ductive years.

In effect, they adapt their lifetime income pattern to

the altered pattern of desired consumption that has resulted from the
additional years of life.

BEYOND THE HYPOTHESES
These hypotheses relate individuals' behavioral responses to
changes in their environment.

Nothing is implied about the existence

or efficiency of government policy levers that can influence these
exogenous variables.

Indeed, the model discussed here is unable to

suggest hypotheses about these critical relationships.
Monetary and fiscal policy, import substitution policy, manpower,
health, family planning,

and education programs --

all may be capable

of altering various wages, prices, and other constraints on individuals'
behavior.

Most of these public policies, however, are hampered by

inflexible social and economic institutions and circumscribed by rela

tive scarcities in national and international markets. Factor and
product prices in competitive markets or the distribution of land,
for example, may limit the effectiveness of many public programs.
Furthermore, just as a change in a particular variable exogenous to
the household may directly and indirectly affect several types of
IThe probability of survival to a given age equals the product of

the survival probabilities to all earlier ages. Hence there is a cumu
lative effect at the later ages during a general mortality decline.
O'Hara (1972) discusses the implications of this phenomenon for fer
tility behavior.
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family behavior, so a policy change such as restricting the scope of
child labor may affect many wages and prices, thereby creating unin
tended indirect effects in many regions and sectors of the economy.
The research proposed in this report is logically prior to investi
gations into the power of particular policy instruments to achieve
intended effects on variables in the household's environment.

The

first task is to identify those variables exogenous to family activi
ties that are empirically important in constraining a specific aspect
of individual behavior.

Subsequently. research must seek mixes of

public programs that will change these variables in directions deemed
socially desirable and with the least deleterious side effects.
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IV.

INFORMATION STRATEGIES FOR IMPROVING POPULATION POLICY

INTRODUCTION
The approach to family behavior sunarized in Section II

(pp. 7-11),

although in an early stage of development, has far overreached the power
of existing data to confirm or deny its predictions. While existing
information generated by censuses and public programs relating to family
planning,

health,

and schools can help to identify the environmental

factors that affect specific aspects of family behavior, some important

1

kinds of information are not provided by these sources.

For example,

data that describe the characteristics of family members and how they
currently use their time and other resources in market and nonmarket
activities are needed to investigate how characteristics of individuals

and combinations of exogenous influences affect the way different
families satisfy their wants. These data should illuminate the be
havioral responses of families to current changes in their environment.
Data are also needed to describe changes in families' behavior
over their life cycle - to identify systematic differences in their
activities at different stages and to relate these differences to changes
in particular exogenous variables. Since past production of human and
physical capital yields future streams of income or satisfaction and
thereby influences a family's current behavior, household survey data
should include information on families' past and current investment
activities, particularly those, like schooling, that produce human
capital.
In addition, we need information about exogenous variables that
influence family choices and may be influenced by public policies.

Some

of these data are not specific to individual families and should there
fore be generated by public programs or community observation.
In the remainder of this section, I describe in more detail the
neuded survey information on .he cheracteristics and operation of families

'Brown (1971) offers valuable perspectives on survey data needs
for social science policy research in low income countries.
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and their life-cycle behavior, turning then to data on exogenous varia
bles subject to policy influence.

Finally, I indicate ways in which

existing data from censuses and public prograns can supplement the
information gained in independent surveys.
ECONOMIC-DEMOGRAPHIC SAMPLE SURVEY DATA
The prototype survey instrument in the appendix details the infor
mation needed to distinguish which of the hypothesized links among
family activities empirically influence thi. effectiveness of public
programs.

Eight categories of information are distinguished.

1. Family roster indicating the basic characteristics of all
persons residing in the household.

This information establishes the

age, sex, marital status, and fertility of all residents and reveals
which of them should be interviewed separately.
2. Complete marriage and pregnancy histories of all ever-married
women and other women with births.
3. Knowledge and practice of family planning.

These data are

useful in investigating the characteristics of family members and the
combinations of policy and other exogenous factors associated with
knowledge and use of different family planning methods.
4.

Each household member's employment and income history.

Infor

mation on the occupation, earnings, and hours of work of employed per
sons is recorded for the present, for three years ago, and for the year
before last marriage.

The survey also contains data on detailed sources

of family income for the same three periods.

Finally, each member's

time periods in the labor force since his f'rst job are indicated.
5. Current and past investments in human capital.

These include

data on the nutrition, health, schooling, and migration activities of
household members at time of interview, three years ago, and, where
applicable, in the year before current marriage.
6. Current end past investments in nonhuman capital.

These data

indicate the stock of producer and consumer d.arables used in specific
three time periods.
name
household production activities in the
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7. Current expenditures on nondurable consumption items. A
record is needed of food, clothing, recreation goods, and other items
consumed by the household, and, if purchased in the market, their
prices. When combined with the record of family members' time alloca
tion and estimates of the services yielded by produce and consumer
durables, these data may reveal much about the interactions among
family consumption and investment activities.
8. The uses of each family member's time. The survey records
the amount of time each person recently spent in farming, cottage in
dustry, school, cooking, child care, cleaning house, improving house
or land, eating, leisure, sleeping, or working in the labor market.
It also indicates the amount of time outsiders contributed to the
household.
INFORMATION ON EXOGENOUS FACTORS, INCLUDING POLICY VARIABLES
Although the survey data described above are critically needed,
they alone cannot identify the variables in families' environment that
are important to policymakers. Background information on many of these
exogenous variables is also needed. Knowledge about these factors i
crucial for estimation of reduced form equations and calculation of
final form relationships, both of which indicate the total effects of
predetermined factors on endogenous family behavior. As in the case of
survey information on endogenous family activities, the culture and
public and private institutions of the society surveyed will influence
what data are appropriate and how they should be obtained. In the
interest of completeness, however, I have compiled the following list
to suggest information that may be useful in investigating the hypo
tht~ses of Section III.
1. Family Planning. In order to assess the relative productivity
of various fa'nm:ily planning inputs, we must know the number of personnel
of each type in the local centers and how much time each type typically
spends in various program-related activities. To assess the effective
ness of alternative organizational forms, we should know the number of
supervisors, the kinds and amounts of incentives offered to different
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types of staff, and the incentives offered
to program participants.
Finally, information on the kinds of
family planning services and
materials supplied and on the program's
advertising methods and ex
penditures should be recorded.
2. Public health. Prices of specific
types of medical personnel
and services, as well as the traveling
and waiting time required of
their users, should be recorded. The
existence of public water and
sanitation services and of medical or
health training programs should
also be noted.
3.

Education.

Number of school places, number of teachers
per
100 children of school age, and population
density may be good indi
cators of school availability. Average
teacher salary, average level
of schooling of teachers, or public
expenditures per student may sug
gest the quality of local schools. Attendance
regulations and their
enforcement should also be studied.
Differences in the school courses
offered to boys and girls may create
differences in their productivity
in various home and market production
activities as adults; such course
differences should be noted. The presence
of any public adult train
ing efforts, such as agricultural extension
programs, should be noted.
4. Investment and insurance. What are
the relevant parameters
of available social security programs
and insurance on life, health,
and property? What is the nominal rate
of return on widely available
financial assets, such as government
savings bonds? What is the rate
of inflation?
5. Manpower.

Any legal restrictions on hiring or promoting
women or children should be noted. Alternative
measures of unemploy
ment should be recorded as should the
existence of any employment in
formation programs or public subsidies
to encourage migration. Average
wages by education groups and for well-defined
occupations should be
collected by the sample survey.
6. Prices.

It is important to note the provisions
of agricul
tural price policies and import-substitution
policies. Both of these
may affect the relative prices of goods
produced and sold at home by
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families.

If so, changes in these policies might induce changes in

individuals' home and market behavior.
7. Other exogenous factors.

Length of growing season, average

rainfall, and type of soil should be recorded.
Although some of these exogenous factors vary from community to
community, others, such as import-substitution policies and social
security programs, may be the same throughout the country surveyed.
Information on all of them should of course be gathered in ways that
do not jeopardize the continuing support of public officials for the
survey effort.
MAKING BETTER USE OF EXISTING DATA
Much of the information described above is not generally collected
in LDCs. Some of it, however, could be obtained by appropriate addi
tions to standard survey instruments. Other parts might be culled from
existing survey data or generated in family planning, health, and
education programs.

Data collected in national censuses, for example,

may be particularly useful for mea3uring community exogenous variables
such as unemployment rates, school availability, and public health and
sanitation. In addition, governments should be strongly encouraged to
consolidate a 1 percent or 0.1 percent sample of household data from
their national censuses, as the Philippine government did with its 1960
census.

These household observations may by themselves be valuable

research inputs; at the least, they could provide prior observations
on some of the variables included in subsequent special surveys, there
by facilitating study of families' life cycle behavior.
Information generated in family planning programs and other
public services should be linked to data obtained from independent
surveys of randomly selected households, but program .nformction is
no substitute for these independent data. The problen with program
information is not necessarily that it is too aggregated or not suf
ficiently extensive -- it may consist of many questions asked in ref
erence to individual families -- but rather that the sample excludes
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important segments of the population.

In family planning programs,

for example, the sample of participants excludes couples who either
have no knowledge of the service or for whatever reason feel they do
not need it. Such a sample is likely to be biased with respect to
some important explanatory variables. Alternatively, independent
survey data include control observations, which facilitate estimation
of behavioral relationships in the absence of program inputs. Without
knowledge of these independent effects, excessive explanatory power
may, as indicated in Section II, be attributed to the family planning
program.
Considerable research on economic and demographic development has
relied on data aggregated to the regional or national level.

Aggregate

capital-labor ratios, saving rates, crude birth rates, dependency ratios,
and others have served a generation of national planners. I have argued
here that economic development is the aggregate result of behavioral
responses of individuals, and that we know but little of the intra
family interactions that condition these responses. Rather than seeking
meaningful regularities among national aggregates, it therefore makes
sense to identify systematic responses of individuals to changes in
their environment and then to calculate aggregate responses on the
basis of these micro-estimates. Much of the individual variation that
produces systematic relationships important to policy may be lout in
2
the process of data aggregation.
Of course, the appropriate survey data described above and in the
appendix may be difficult to collect. Seasonality is a particularly
important problem since much of the needed information concerns allo
cation of time or expenditure of money during a recent period. In
families that adjust their activities to planting and harvest cycles
Koehler (1970) illustrates the need for nonprogram data in the
Philippines by comparing knowledge and use of contraceptive methods in
a national sample.
2 Orcutt
(1962) has forcefully made this last point as part of a
comprehensive brief for the formulation and testing of micro-models of
economies. The classic and still essential analysis of estimation and
inference problems associated with data aggregation is Theil (1965).

P.
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or the school year, there =y not be a typical or average week
about
which to ask questions. 1 A solution here may be to administer
the
seasonally sensitive parts of the survey to the same panel of
families
at two or three times during the year. Alternatively, families
might
be asked retrospective questions referring to their actIvities
during
particular important periods.
The accurate reporting of systematic
seasonal variations in behavior will be influenced in particular
cases
by the sources of these variations, available survey funds,
and various
social and institutional constraints.
Accounting for seasonality may complicate what is already a
dif
ficult survey task. Collecting accurate information on family
members'
time allocation and expenditures, for example, may require intensive
interviewing and observing. Fortunately, the resources required
for
intensive surveying might be more than offset by the smaller
sample
size that is required when both the sample and the questions
are care
fully selected to conform to the requirements of a specific
empirical
model.
Finally, household survey data should always be placed in the
pub
lic domain as quickly as possible. The same body of data can
often
serve many research purposes, and there is little justification
for
restricting cooperation and competition among them. Prompt
release of
survey data will enable policymakers to benefit from the insights
of
researchers asking a variety of questions relevant to public
policy
and using different conceptual approaches.
'sing Egyptian household survey data on daily hours worked
by
rural people in agriculture and the labor market, Hansen (1969)
demon
strates great seasonality in hours worked in the market. The
average
range of hours worked in the market during eight days ranges
from 58
(June) to 40 (January) for men, 25 (September) to 16 (February)
for
women, and 35 (June) to 16 (December-January) for children.
2A recent study of East Pakistan
suggests that retrospective preg
nancy data may be more accurate than commonly assumed.
See Schultz and
DaVanzo (1970).
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Public policies to stimulate economic and demographic change in
less developed countries have frequently produced disappointing results.
The process of economic development, which these policies are intended
to speed, is intricately bound up with changing patterns of time allo
cation and resource use in families. Our ignorance of these patterns
stands in the way of identifying those particular factors in families'
environments that public policies must influence in order to change the
behavior of individuals in directions deemed socially desirable. This
report has argued that policymakers'

ignorance of these patterns is an

important cause of disappointments in economic and demographic development.
This study has stressed two fundamental reasons for our ignorance:
(1) common conceptual models of family behavior and techniques of sta
tistical inference are too primitive to identify which of the links
among different forms of family behavior are quantitatively important
influences on the success of government programs, and (2) available data
are poorly suited to the analysis of this problem, even if the proper
tools are applied.

I have therefore suggested a conceptual model of

family behavior, appropriate statistical techniques, and necessary data
required to study this causal chain linking many public policies through
the family to national objectives.
I first summarize a conceptual approach to modeling household
economic and demographic behavior that has yielded refutable hypotheses
about the effects on individuals' behavior of changes in their environ
ment.

This approach treats households as units that both produce and

consume what they want.

They react to changing external conditions by

altering the amounts of their members' time and other resources used
in producing commodities such as good health, schooling, farm produce,
and children. Complex interdependencies exist among these activities,
causing a specific change in the family's environment to have indirect
influences on a host of production activities, many of which are not
oriented to the market, and to influence what many members of the house
hold do with their time and resources.
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This approach suggests the importance of distinguishing among
three types of variables: Jointly determined endogenous, predetermined
endogenous, and exogenous. Using an illustrative model of family con
traceptive and fertility behavior, I demonstrated several ways in which
improper techniques of statistical estimation and inference ignore the
important distinctions among these three classes of variables and hence
produce misleading policy prescriptions. A review of appropriate esti
mation techniques suggested four guidelines for making statistical in
ferences about family behavior.
1. If the particular behavior of interest is an integral part of
a larger behavioral system (such as a family), account as well as pos
sible, in both model specification and statistical estimation and
inference, for resulting interactions.
2. For the end of a causal chain, seek variables that are prob
ably closely linked to public policy choices.
Let the relevance and measurement accuracy of the data guide
the choice of estimation procedure and the confidence attached to
specific estimates.
3.

4. Employ estimation procedures that best serve the goals of the
are
first three guidelines. Simple two-way tables and correlations
rarely among these methods. Investigate the direction and magnitude
of remaining biases and use this information to assess the accuracy
of the estimates.
Explicit consideration of families' possibilities for substitution
a
in the production and consumption of its commodities has suggested
changes in
variety of hypotheses about the responses of individuals to
here
their immediate environment. Eleven sets of hypotheses are stated
pro
basic
model's
derivation from the
along with sumnnaries of their
to
perties. Each hypothesis predicts particular behavioral responses
specific changes in families' surroundings.
Although the conceptual approach that has yielded these hypotheses
is only iIan early stage of development, it has clearly overreached
Further
the power of existing data to confirm or deny its predictions.
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progress in identifying the particular interactions among family acti
vities that influence the success of public policies therefore awaits
the collection of appropriate data. The essential characteristics of
these data are suggested by the model's properties.
1. Data should describe the characteristics of family members and
how they spend their time and other resources in market and nonmarket
activities.
2.

They should describe changes in families' behavior over their

life cycle, particularly their past and present production of human
and physical capital.
3. The should quantify relevant factors in the family's environ
ment and link to program information obtained by the responsible admin
istrative unit in which the family lives.

Because in aggregation most census data lose much individual varia
tion required to investigate the hypotheses adequately, and because
information generated within the context of particular public programs
is usually obtained only for population samples that are biased in
important respects, the collection of new household survey data inde
pendent of program activities appears valuable. Accordingly, the
appendix details the information required to improve our understanding
of the family's behavior and advance our competence to evaluate the

success of public policies that operate through their impacts on inter
related aspects of family formation and subsequent behavior.
With improved data and proper estimation techniques, researchers
can more efficiently pick the particular exogenous variables in fami
lies' surroundings that affect important facets of individual behavior.
Subsequent research must seek the mix of public programs that will change
these variables in directions deemed socially desirable and with the
least deleterious side effects.

SEMINAR ON LAW AND POPULATION:
LECTURE BY MRS. PILPEL

I'll do pretty much what I did last year, namely, trace the history
of the applicable law in this country quickly--birth control first, abortion
second, voluntary sterilization third, and then pay a little attention to
current pressing problems, which are primarily in the abortion area and in
the area of medical treatment of young people.
IVie travelled a fair amount recently, in part thanks to Dr. Lee, alld
I have found this question of the rights of young people to get sex-related
care somewhat special to the United States. For example, when I was in Hong
Kong I asked the head of the family planning association there about it. She
said there is no problem there because well brought-up girls wouldn't dream
of having sex relations before they got married. Well, in the United States
they not only dream about it, they do it. And that posed a number of rather
significant legal problems which we are very much in the middle of now,
But going back to the beginning and starting with contraception, I was
always interested in the subject of birth control. I found it unthinkable
that any woman should be in a position where, although she wasn't ready to
have a baby, she had no access to contraceptive measures. As long as I
remember, I wanted to work in this field primarily in terms of freedom of
choice. I came to work with the American Civil Liberties Union (I'm now
a Vice-Chairman of that organization). The Union has been extremely active
in trying to establish the right of every woman to freedom of choice as to
pregnancy which is a necessary prerequisite to any other freedom of choice
that any woman can have. I'm not sure that I have to labor that point for
you here, you probably all agree with it.
In any event, after I went to law school and became interested, on
the one hand, in marriage, divorce and sex-related questions and, on the
other hand, with copyright and literary and entertainment matters, I quite
naturally gravitated toward the firm of which I'm presently a senior partner,
because one of the then senior partners specialized in those two fields. I'm
referring to Morris Ernst who gave me a Job when I graduated from law school
and I've been there ever since. I have found that these two specialties fit
together very well; many of the clients whom I represent on marriage, divorce,
sex problems and so forth sooner or later write books and many of the clients
I represent in connection with books, movies, television programs, etc.,
often have problems in connection with marriage, divorce and sex.
On my first day at the office I was called by Mr. Ernst:.and he gave me
a choice as to what my first assignment would be, saying that it didn't matter
from the office's point of view what I chose. "You will be worthless to us
for a few months while you learn, so you might as well enjoy yourself." One
of the subjects on the list he gave me to chose from turned out to be a bitth
control case. Put very simply, it had to do with a federal statute, which

was passed in 1873 and which is known as the Comstock Act. Anthony Comstock
was a puritan crusader, who really thought that the United States was being
engulfed vy vice and who thought of everything in terms of obscenity. For
example, the statute which he succeeded in getting through Congress was con
cerned primarily with obscenity. He went around showing Congressmen dirty
postcards and the Comst ck Act .s passed,. It prohibited in
interstate and foreign commerce, and the mails, every obscene, filthy
disgusting, lewd and lascivious object and any article for prevention of
conception. There is, of course, another area of federal jurisdiction and
that is the Constitution of the United States, under which the Comstock laws
were eventually declared unconstitutional--but not for 100 years. The juris
diction of the United States is over primarily what goes on in the state. A
number of states passed little Comstock Acts..of their own of which the most
notorious was the law of the state of Connecticut which made it a crime to
use a contraceptive. That law and all the other little Comstock laws were
pretty much dead letters until about 1940 when suddenly on a cold winter
Sunday in 1939 the priests in the Catholic churches in Connecticut preached
sermons about the immorality of contraception. At that time, Planned Parent
hood had nine clinics operating in the state of Connecticut. The next morning
there were raids on the Planned Parenthood clinics in Waterbury, Connecticut.
The others closed their doors and for 25 years there was no publicly supported
family planning service in the state of Connecticut. Massachusetts followed
suit. it didn't prohibit the use of contraceptives but it did prohibit Just
about everything else they could think of, such as the sale, distribution,
advertising, even lending of contraceptives. These two states were totally
blacked out, as far as public contraceptives were concerned. In other states
the "little Comstock" laws began to be seen as a threat, even though they had
been overlooked until that time.
I think that I should take a minute to say that in the United States, as
I assume in other countries, law is made in a variety of ways. When I meet,
particularly with physicians, they ask what is the law on such and such a
subject. They expect a definite answer such as they can give when asked, for
example, is this a case of measles. Usually they can answer yes or no. There
are few comparably definite answers that lawyers can give about the law. .Tha':
United States is a common law country and our law has developed in a variety
of ways. Because the status of all family planning activities is influenced
by a variety of different kinds of laws I want to mention them.
One kind, as I already mentioned, is federal law; another is state law;
and overarching both of them is the Constitution of the United States. So,
first we have legislation, Federal legislation passed by Congress, and state
legislation passed by the state legislatures. But there is always a need for
interpretation of legislation and there are always situations arising which
no statute appears to cover. Therefore, in this country and other common
law countries, juridical decisions are also laws. Judges can take legislation
and interpet it to fit the conditions of the times which may be very different
from what they were when the legislation was passed.
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Administrative officials, including attorney generals, at the various
states are also sources of laws. For example, the New York Attorney General
just stated in his brief on a case in which my office was involved as amicus

curiae that it was clear that persons under the age of 16 could be rendered
contraceptive services by physicians in New York State and he didn't say that
parental consent was necessary.

law.

His position can be regarded as a source of

Similarly, the heads of health and welfare departments in the states

are making laws in the United States, and to a considerable extent so are
practitioners of professions. By that I mean that one of the criteria as
to whether a doctor is guilty of malpractice is whether he has done what
an honest reputable medical practitioner in that community would do in the
case at issue. So, to a limited extent, medical practice is also a source
of law.
Now, going back to 1940, all the clinics being closed in Connecticut
it was decided by Planned Parenthood that something had to be done. The
first case involving two doctors and a nurse who were prosecuted for being
accessories to the crime of using a contracpptive never got to the United
States Supreme Court, for technical procedural reasons. In 1942 another
case involving the same statute prohibiting the use of contraceptives,
however, did get to the Supreme Court which dismissed it on technical
grounds and did not pass upon the constitutionality of the statute.
Meanwhile, a third attempt was again foiled on technical grounds in
1961. Other cases on contraception were being considered by courts in other
states, state and feder:al courts and by the Post Office and Justice Departments
of the Federal Government. The first one which I started to tell you about
before was as follows and this was the way Mr. Ernest put it to me; he said
there is a statute which prohibits "the importation of any article whatever
for the prevention of concepton' .A doctor, Hanna Stone, is importing
vaginal diaphragms from Japan; these can be used only for the prevention of
conception; your job is to show why this statute doesn't apply to Doctor
Stone. I remember going home and telling my husband that I had made a
terrible mistake being a lawyer and that I thought perhaps I should be
something else and now was the time. He persuaded me to look for precedents
for saying that the exact words in a statute don't always have to be read
literally. And I know now that there are many such cases, but at that time
I remember finding only two. One was a decision of a court in Bologna, Italy,
I think, in the 16th century. That case concerned an ordinance which pro
hibited the letting of blood on the street and it had been held that it did
not apply to someone who applied a leach, an approved form of medical treat
ment in those days. The second case I found was a decision of the United
States Supreme Court reviewing a federal statute which prohibited the import
ation of contract labor from abroad. It was a statute clearly aimed against
farm laborers, particularly from Mexico. Mexican migrant workers often entered
the United States illegally to pick berrires or other fruit. When the season
was over, there they were with no means of subsistence. In connection with
the statute prohibiting the importation of contract labor, I found a case
where an Anglican clergyman was under contract to come to the United States
to preach in Trinity Church in New York. Someone took the position that his
labor came under the statute. The Supreme Court said obviously the statute
didn't mean him and you have to interpret the statute in accordance with its
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intent. So we won a decision establishing that the statute which in words
seemed clearly applicable to Doctor Stone didn't apply to Dr. Stone or to
any other doctor who wished to import contraceptives for the purpose of
treating or preventing disease.
With this very good start we were then able to carve out a series of
additional exceptions, for paramedical personnel, like health workers, for
clergymen, for lawyers, for social workers, etc., etc.
Finally in 1963 a contraceptive called Emko, particularly well known
in the Boston area a couple of years ago when a package of it was handed
out to an unmarried woman at Boston University, an act which later became
the basis of an important United States Supreme Court decision. The manufacturer
of Emko had been advertising it in 19 national magazines, having a circulation
of 13 million readers. Emko is a contraceptive foam and Mr. Johseph Sonnen
who headed the company which manufactured it refused tobe intimidated by
the old Federal Comstock laws which, despite the Stone case, were still on
the statute books and which in words banned the sending of contraceptives
or advertising about them through the mails. On each ad there was a little
coupon which said, my name is so and so. I am married and I want to use
Emko to help me plan my family. The Postmaster at St. Louis, where the
Emko Company was and is presently, noticed that lots of little packages were
being mailed by the Emko Company to places all over the country. He opened
one and was, it seems, amazed that it contained Emko.
He checked the statute, must have assumed that it meant what it said
and declared all the samples unmailable. Our office was retained as attorneys
to get the Emko samples through. This happened, as I said, in 1963, about a
month before President Kennedy was assassinated. President Kennedy was our
first Catholic President and he was also the first President to recognize
that family planning was something to which Americans are entitled. His
brother, Robert Kennedy, was Attorney General. I would guess that the last
thing either of them wanted was a legal battle over the question of shipping
contraceptives through the mails. I went down to Washington and met with
representatives of the Justice Department and the Post Office Department
and they were sympathetic but puzzled. They acknowledged that they and
the courts had carved out from the statutes doctors, nurses, ministers, etc.,
but they said if we also regard shipments of contraceptives, we alsr carve up
the ultimate consumer by their manufacturer as not covered by :the otatute,
nothing would be left for the law to apply to and we really can't go that far.
On the basis of our discussions in the office, I had an answer for that, namely,
that the statute applies only when the government can prove beyond a reasonable
doubt that the contraceptives are mailed with the intent that they be used for
illegal purposes. I was asked how that could be shown. I replied when, for
example a prostitute writes in and says please mail me a contraceptive that
I can use in the practice of my profession-- If her profession was illegal
in that state. They appeared relieved and a few days later handed down a ruling
that the coupons ordering them stated that the person was married and wanted
to use the Emko samples for family planning purposes.
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With respect to the bans on contraceptives and contraceptive advertising,
the law was finally repealed 99 years after it was passed, namely in 1971.
There is no longer a general Federal ban on the mailing of contraceptives or
contraceptive information or advertising, except for unsolicited contraceptives
or any unsolicited contraceptive advertising or information. (Xf the recipient
has ordered a magazine or other publication in which a contraceptive ad appears
that is t ot considered unsolicited). Just a few weeks ago, the United States
Supreme Court heard argument involving an advertisement of an abortion facility.
(The law on abortion has developed in this country quite differently from the
law on contraception, but as far as advertising is concerned, the issue is the
same--freedom of the press. So, therefore, what the court says about
banning abortion advertising will no doubt also apply to contraceptive adver
tising. [Author's note: The court subsequently held that the ban on abortion
advertising was unconstitutional.]
During all the years from 1940 until 1965, because of the states' bans
on contraception, there were no public health contraceptive services in the
state of Connecticut or Massachusetts. There was an underground railroad
established. Planned Parenthood people in Connecticut, for example, "trans
ported" Connecticut women to Rhode Island and New York, where they could
get contraceptive services. We had to go to the United States Supreme
Court three times before that court finally held the Connecticut ban on the
use of contraceptives to be unconstitutional.
In the next to the last case, the Civil Liberties Union brief urged
for the first time ever that the Connecticut use ban violated a basic con
stitutional right of privacy. Constitutional right of privacy had been
previously recognized by the United States Supreme Court in very different
contexts -- primarily in relation to the extent the press could intrude
upon peoples' private lives. In the Connecticut case the argument was that
a basic right of privacy was violated by the Connecticut new statute. I
argued part of that case in the Supreme Court in 1962.
The argument was a very interesting one. It took place during the
spring school vacation week during which school children of all ages are
taken on a visit to Washington and it seemed clear that the children had been
told, as they stood in a line in the huge marble hall outside the court room,
that they would not understand what was being said in court, but should
remember that it is a very famous court and they should pay attention. So
they came in with rather bored expressions. They would sit down and they would
hear a discussion that would go something like this: Justice Frankfurter
asked the attorney for Connecticut, can't you buy condoms in any drugstore
in Bridgeport? The attorney pondered that he didn't think so. The
Connecticut attorney added that he would not do such a thing. So the Judge
made it clear that he was asking -hether a person could go into a drugstore
in Bridgeport and buy a condom, the lawyers said he had never heard of anybody
who had done so. By this time the children were entraced, Justice Frahkfurter
continued his efforts to show that in fact the anti-use law had no real
impact. The children became more and more fascinated and some of them were
hurriedly removed by their teachers, only to be replaced with another group
of kids, who would hear similar arguments. At the end of the argument, one
of the uniformed attendants came up to me and said, I don't know how you did
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with those fellows on the bench, but you are with me and the kids. Well.,
that was all we won; the case was dismissed on the ground that the law was
a "harmless empty shadow. We did get two dissenting opinions though, the
theory of which was accepted by the majority of the course in the next case.
It is true that the statute was not enforced against drugstores or private
physicians, but it was enforced, of course, against the people who depended
on ptbiic health facilities for contraceptive care. They were the ones who
had to be taken to Rhode Island and New York for contraceptive services. The
two dissents were written by two judges who had agreed with each other rarely
about anything, Justice Douglas and Justice Harland. Both said that in their
opinion the Connecticut use statute violated a constitutional right of privacy.
When we came back to the Court in 1965, with the case that was argued by Prof
essor Tom Emerson of the Yale Law School, seven judges and not just two
held that a statute which prohibited the use of contraceptives was indeed an
invasion of a constitutional right of privacy.
This decision in 1965 is the basis for almost all the cases involving
abortion and contraception which have subsequently expanded this constitutional
right of privacy. Soon afterwards other federal and state courts began to
refer to the right of privacy not only in terms of the use of contraceptives
by married couples, the context in which it was first announced, but in refer
ence to all matters relating to marriage, the family and sex.
A few years later, in Boston, the authorities arrested a man named Bill
Baird when, in connection with a lecture on contraception he was giving at
Boston University, he handed a girl an Emko. His case went all the way to
the highest court of Massachusetts, which held that the statute in Massachusetts
limiting contraceptive sales to sales on prescription to married people was
constitutional. Even non-prescription items could, under the Massachusetts
law, be dispensed only on prescription. Although the Massachusetts Supreme
Court Justice sustained Mr. Baird's conviction. He was released on a habeas
corpus by the Federal District Court in Boston, which held that the statute
is an unconstitutional violation of the basic right of privacy, even though
the girl at B.U. who received the Emko was unmarried. That case went to the
United States Supreme Court which held that unmarried persons had the same
right of privacy as married persons.
Since then we have hot had any great difficulty with the law as far as
contraception is concerned, except with reference to advertising and display.
or
New York, for example, still has a statute which prohibits the advertising
display of contraceptives, either within or without the premises of a drug
store and which further provides that '.hey can be sold only in drugstores
and only to persons 16 and over. [Author's note: The New York statute has
Court
since been declared unconstitutional by a three judge Federal District
in New York.]
The history of the legal aspects of abortion in this country was very
of
different from the history of the laws on birth control. (Ultimately,
course, the birth control decisions paved the way for the abortion decisions.)

(
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Actually, when the United States was colonized neither in England nor in the
United States was abortion before viability considered a crime. It was an
offense against the church law from time to time. St. Thomas Acquinas' view
was that abortion wasn't an offense even under the law of the Catholic Church
until "ensoulment"--the entry of the soul into the body, and according to him
this took place 40 days after conception for males and 80 days after conception
for females. (I never could figure out how you would know in those days which
sex it was before it was born.) In the colonies and in England until 1803
abortion prior to viability was legal. And there is considerable authority
to support the proposition that even after quickening or viability, abortion
was not a serious offence in the early days of this country. In 1803. England
to which we still looked for many of our laws, prohibited abortion except
to save the life of the woman. A few states later followed suit. However, it
was not until well into the mid-19th century that abortion was considered
a major public health problem, not for the religious or metaphysical reasons but
because it was very widely used by women who did not have the benefit of any
of present day techniques of anesthetics, antispetics, or antibiotics. It
may well have made sense then for states to pass laws prohibiting abortion
except to save the life of the woman; virtually every state in the United States
passed such a law.
When I first started to practice anybody who proposed that you should
relax the ban at all in New York was finished politically. We knew a couple
of assemblymen who introduced bills to liberalize the law just a little bit
and they were defeated for re-election. However, in 1957 the American Law
Institute, a learned society composed Of judges, lawyers and law professors,
to which I am proud to belong, proposed a tentative draft of a model penal code.
It suggested an abortion section which provided that abortion could be pefformed
not only to save the life of the woman, but also to preserve her physical and
mental health, in cases of rape and incest and to a.oid the birth of defective
offspring. This suggestion became known as the American Law Institute ("ALI")
law. The first state to adopt it was Colorado in 1967. In the years from
1967 until 1973, when the United States Supreme Court on January 2 invalidated
all abortion laws, 13 other states passed ALI laws. During the same period
four states in effect repealed their abortion laws and made abortion available
on the request of the woman up to a specified number of weeks of pregnancy.
New York permitted abortion on request up to 24 weeks of pregnancy and had
no residence requirement. So New York from 1970 when the law was passed
until 1973 when all the anti-abortion laws became unconstitutional under the
United States Supreme Court decisions, became the abortion capital of the
nation. Planned Parenthood and other groups were doing what they could to
ensure decent facilities and a number of commercial interests began opening
clinics as well.
By and large, the New York statistics reveal a number of very -Laterelting
things about that period: a vast decline in maternal mortality and morbidity,
a declining birth rate, a decline in prematurity and in infant mortality and
a decline in illegitimacy. The figures have been published by New York City
officially, from the Health Services Administration and are available from
Planned Parenthood. Three other states, Alaska, Hawaii and the state of
Washington (by popular referendum),had "repeal laws" similar to New York's
but with much less liberal time periods and with residence requirements.
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Thus, when the Supreme Court held the Georgia and Texas abortion laws to be
qnconstitutional in 1973 18 states had already modified their strict prohibi
tions. What the Court wae finally called upon to decide was whether the
Texas and Georgia abortion laws were constitutional. The Texas law prohibited
all abortion except to save the life of the woman. The Georgia abortion law
was an ALl law which permitted abortion to save life, health, and where the
pregnancy resulted from rape or incest or defective offspring were likely.
The Georgia law also had a number of procedural provisions which the Court
found offensive and discriminatory. The cases were argued in the Court by
three women and one man. I don't mean to sound feminist, but the two women,
Margie Halmes from Georgia and Sarah Weddington from Texas who argued against
the validity of those statutes were superb, and I have to admit that the
lady attorney general from the state of Georgia was also excellent arguing
for the constitutionality of the Georgia statute. The only man involved in
the final argument (the case was argued twice) was a gentleman from Texas
and he was given a pretty rough time by the Court. For example, Justice
Marshall asked him whether he had understood him to say that in Texas a fetus
was a person entitled to constitutional rights from the moment of conception.
The lawyer said yes. Juatice Marshall went on to say, "But you nonetheless
take the position that to save the life of the woman, the fetus can be killed.
Does that mean," Justice Marshall asked, "that if the husband posed a threat
to the life of the woman, he, too, could be killed."
The Court's decisions invalidating both laws were written by Justice
Blackmun. Justice Blackmun, who was one of thle Nixon appointees, has been
the attorney for the Mayo Clinic for many years. He's been very interested
in medical jurisprudence and in the course of the argument of the case. He
asked several times, "What about the Hippocratic oath?" The Hippocratic Oath
is an oath that all physicians used to take in this country. (It has been
abandoned in many medical schools.) Doctors used routinely to swear to it
when they graduated from medical school. Needless to say, some of the things
contained in the Oath are not relevant today. For example, I believe that
the Oath forbids the removal of kidney stones. It also prohibits abortion.
None of the lawyers could answer Justice Blackmun adequately. However,
Justice Blackmun in his decision answered himself and he said that the
Hippocratic Oath reflected the thinking of a small band of Pythagoreans
and that most Greeks at the time approved of abortion. In any event, the
Court held that both the Texas and the Georgia statutes violated the woman's
right of privacy.
In his opinion, Justice Blackmun divided pregnancy into three periods.
He said that during the first trimester pregnancy the state may not regulate
the practice of abortion at all; that abortion is a matter for decision by
the woman and her physician and that the only requirement the state can
impose is that a licensed physician do the abortion. From the end of the
first trimester until viability, the state cannot legislate in the interest
of fetal life, because a fetus is not a person for constitutional protection,
but it can act to protect the health of the woman. After viability, the state
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may legislate to protect .the fetus, but an exception must be made for the
life and the health of the woman. The decision was 7 to 2; the dissenting
Judges were Justices White and Reinquist.
After the Supreme Court's abortion decisions, many thought it was the
end of the abortion controversy. Of course, it wasn't. There are determined
people in this country who generally talk in terms of the "Right to life."
They are well organized, highly articulate, and much more visible than those
who support the Supreme Court decisions. On January 22 of the past two years
since the Supreme Court decisions the Right to Life people have been on the
steps of the Capitol wearing red roses and talking against the decisions.
They ardently support "Right to Life" amendments to the United States Con
stitution--none of which so far seem to have much chance of adoption.
Constitutional amendment is a long process in the United States. An
amendment has to be proposed first by two-thirds of Congress or by constitu
tional conventions in two-thirds of the states, and it must be ratified by
three-quarters of the states. The Equal Rights Amendment has been around
for a long time and has not been ratified by the necessary 75%.
There are also legislative attacks on the Supreme Court abortion
decisions. One of the most extreme can be seen in a Missouri law which
provides, among other things, that no abortion can be performed on a married
woman without her husband's consent or on a minor without parental consent.
Amniocentesis is prohibited altogether as a method of performing abortion.
All kinds of records are required. The request for abortion must be in
writing, accompanied by a statement by the woman who made the request that
if a live child is born she relinquishes all rights to that child. The law
was held constitutional by a 3 judge federal court in St. Louis. A young
attorney who has been working on the Edelin case here in Boston went directly
to the United States Supreme Court to get an order prohibiting Missouri from
enforcing the law until after the Supreme Court had heard the caseand the
Supreme Court did issue a restraining order suspending the operation of the
law.
In the 1973 abortion decisions the Court left open the question of
whether husband's or parents' consent could be required to an abortion.
Since then a number of statutes involving that question have come before
other courts and with one or two minor exceptions it is always been held
that requiring parents' consent for an abortion of a minor, or husband's
consent for abortion of his wife is unconstitutional.
Now I want to spend a few minutes on sterilization. Sterilization as
a method of family planning in this country has a very different legal
background from either contraception or abortion. Sterilization was really
not much in people's thoughts until the 1920s or thereabouts, when a lot
of attention began to be paid to the whole science of eugenics. It was
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thought by some that diseases, criminal tendencies, mental retardation, etc.,
were inheritable characteristics which could be prevented by sterilizing the
people who had them. It got completely out of hand. In one midwestern leg
islature a bill was introduced into one house which provided that chicken
stealing was a hereditary crime and that anybody guilty of chicken stealing
should be sterilized. The bill did not go through but that gives you an idea
of what kind of thinking there was. Even now some 20 odd states have compul
sory sterilization statutes, affecting people in mental institutions primarily.
In Oregon the law provided that anyone likely to become a public charge could
be forcibly sterilized if certain required approvals were obtained. I believe
all these statutes are unconstitutional, and I hope that there will be an
occasion for the United States Supreme Court to so hold. The Supreme Court
has passed on sterilization statutes twice. The first time the Court upheld
the validity of a Virginia compulsory sterilization statute. In the second
case the Court held unconstitutional an Oklahoma statute not on right of
privacy grounds but on the ground it denied equal protection of the law. A
few states including some of the states which have compulsory sterilization
laws would not allow people to choose voluntary sterilization. There were
some years ago five states where voluntary sterilization was legal only for
persons of medical necessity. However, this is no longer true, you can now
choose voluntary sterilization in all the 50 states of the United States.
A few southern states have requirements that have to do with such procedural
formalities as waiting periods, consent of the husband and the like.
The whole subject of sterilization has come to the fore because of the
Alabama cases, which were brought two summers ago. Two teen-age sisters had
come to a family planning clinic not under Planned Parenthood. Their mother
made an "x" signifying her consent to the procedure (she was illiterate). Some
testimony indicated that the two girls had also consented. It appeared that
they thought it was just a temporary thing. In any event the two girls were
sterilized. This came to the attention of some of the civil rights groups and
it became a front page story. As a result, the Federal Department of Health,
Education and Welfare issued new guidelines, designed to prevent this kind of
case. A federal court in the District of Columbia did not think that the
guidelines were strict enough and held them unconstitutional. Under the
temporary guidelines (in effect now) minors and incompetents cannot be steril
ized at all with federal funds. Competent adults can, but they must be told
they doni't have to, that no federal benefit depends on their being sterilized,
etc.
A couple of years ago, I attended an international conference on
voluntary sterilization (the second such international conference) in Geneva,
which is the base of the World Health Organization. And I would say there
were representatives of most of the countries of the world. (There was
supposed to be a representative from Mainland China, but he did not come,
and a Japanese who had travelled extensively in China covered China.) A French
woman lawyer who had been very active in the abortion and birth control move
ments in France and I were the co-chairmen of the legal workshop. The work
shop developed a voluntary sterilization model statute, Subsequently,

I was invited to be on a task force on this subject by the Department of
Health, Education and Welfare, whose final guidelines the Geneva draft may
influence. In a way, we are faced with a very ridiculous situation in the
United States as to sterilization. On the one hand, the poor and under
privileged have had great difficulty getting sterilization voluntarily and
at the same time sterilization has been forced on others which doesn't make
a pleasant chapter in American history. The rule used to be at various
hospitals in which the poor depended for their medical care that the age of
a woman times the number of children she had had to equal 120 in order for
her to be able to obtain a voluntary sterilization. In other words if she was
40 years old and had 3 children she would be entitled to sterilization, but
if she was 40 years old and only had 2 children, she could not. If she was
30 years old and had 4 children, then again she was entitled to be sterilized
Also, some doctors were scared to do terilizationsbecause they learned in
medical school something that isn't so and which was never taught in law
school, namely, that performing a sterilization on someone who is competent
and who asks for it might be considered an instance of the ancient common
law crime, which exists in the laws of most countries under one name or
another--"maiming" in English common law, or mayhem. It was defined origin
ally to apply when a person deliberately injured himself or another person
"in a manner which would interfere with that person's service to the King."
It is difficult to see how voluntary sterilization in the US could be con
sidered mayhem and it never has been.
Nonetheless, doctors I would meet in groups or who would be on panels
with me would frequently express concern about mayhem, despite the fact that
the lawyers have had no such concern.
The last thing that I want to talk about is the question of medical
and health services for persons under the age of majority. And I'm a
little reluctant about doing it, because those of you who are not primarily
interested in the United States may not have these problems. I remember
that in Hong Kong I was told that the problem did not exist. I didn't
gather that it existed in Japan either. It does exist in some of the Western
European countries. Also in the Caribbean it is a problem. In this context,
we come up against a whole different collection of legal principles which I
think are common to many countries. Here, we are not primarily talking about
laws which deal with birth control or abortion or sterilization; we are
talking about laws which define what rights people under the age of majority
have, if any. It is very important in this country for there are today many
young people who are, in fact, making most of the decisions affecting their
lives, even though legally they may not do so until they reach the age of
majority, which in most states is now 18. Yet, the fact is that certainly
in the sex field, in the drug field, in the field of mental illness, many
minors are coping by themselves. Many of them are not getting medical
attention~because they won't ask for parental consent.
The tradition in England and America about minors is that they have
even fewer rights than women used to have. Women had very few rights 100
years ago. I remember reading in law school that they had a right not to
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be beaten by their husbands with a stick thicker than their husband's thumb,
which never struck me as a very substantial right,but maybe it helped. How
ever, children had virtually no rights at all. They were considered the property
of their parents. Indeed, in the early days of Anglo-American law, parents were
not responsible even if they hurt their children, because the children were
their property. Eventuallythe governments began to take an interest in what
happened to children so that parents ceased to have total poweriand in effect
the rights of children were determined by the parents, and the state. It is
hard to believe that until about ten years ago it had never (as far as I
know and as far as other people who studied the subject know) been held that
young people had any constitutional rights at all. It was true that if parents
grossly misued a child, such an abuse might be a violation of the criminal
law of the state, but as far as children having any rights themselves, it
was thought that their rights could be exercised by their parents. However,
the American Civil Liberties Union brought a case to the United States Supreme
Court having to do with the rights of chldren accused of crime. In our system
if an adult is accused of crime, he has the right to bring charges, to remain
silent, etc., etc. Children were never given these rights. In the now famous
Gault case, the Supreme Court held that at least some of these rights must
belong to juveniles in court as these applied to adults in court. Since
then there have been a number of other cases involving the rights of juveniles.
A very interesting situation arose during the Vietnam War, when three
teen-agers went to school wearing black armbands that signified their dis
approval of the war. It was not alleged by anybody that they had created any
public disturbance or interfered with the functioning of the school. The
children, backed by their parents, refused to remove the armbands and were
suspended from school. A case Was brought by the American Civil Liberties
Union, which went all the way to the United States Supreme Court. That Court
held for the first time that children are not second-class citizens, that they
have constitutional rights. The court considered that their constitutional
rights of free expression had been abridged in this case. The Court did say,
had there been evidence of disruption of the-school, there might have been
a different decision. However, since they were Exercising their simple con
stitutionally guaranteed rights of freedom of speech and expression, they
could wear their armbands and they couldn't be thrown out of school. Most
recently, the Court has held that children cannot be suspended from school
without notice and a hearing in advance to tell them what the charges are
against them and giving them an opportunity to defend themselves.
On the health front, which is the front we are primarily interested in
here, when I tell you that 52,000 youngsters in New York State under the age
of 19 were pregnant in 1973, that's a rither alarming figure, and that's only
New York State..
Student:

Married or unmarried?

Mrs. Pilpel: Both, but mostly unmarried. The Common Law was that medical
services could not be rendered to persons under-the age of majority without
the consent of the parnets or the guardian. But of that rule you can say
that it isn't what it used to be and, in fact, it never was. It never was
because there were always established exceptions. One exception was emergency.
There was another exception for emancipated minors, which was generally
defined in terms of marriage. In some states a minor who had been pregnant
and a minor who was a parent would be considered emancipated. In some states,
a minor who lived separate or apart from his or her parents and made major
decisions affecting his or her own life might be considered emancipated.
More recently, and this is an example of judge-made law which is very inter
esting, the courts began to talk about an exception from parental consent
requirements for the "mature minor." The mature minor was defined as a minor
who understands his health needs and the nature of the services requested and
that such services must be for his benefit.
Some states have now adopted this rule in legislatiun. While this
general development about health services was taking place, a very interesting
trend developed with regard to venereal'disease. When I first investigated
this question about eight years ago, venereal disease was beginning to be
recognized as a major health problem. At that time, something like ten
states had laws which provided that venereal disease diagnosis and treatment
could be rendered by physicians to minors without parental consent. That a
very "radical" organization, the American Medical Association, was in effect
urging civil disobedience in other states, urging theltreatment of minors
without the consent of parents; that there is an epidemic of venereal disease
going on in this country and that a physician's duty is to treat it whenever
he finds it, even though reasonably certain of being arrested or prosecuted
if he does it. I guess the American Medical Association did not feel comfort
able in this situation of at least apparent civil disobedience. The result is
that today all states have state statutes which provide that a minor can be
treated for venereal disease by a physician without parental consent.
A few states further provide that the physician may or must report to
the parents subsequently. I would surmise that in those states minors are
less apt to consult physicians even if they fear they have a venereal disease.
In most states there is nothing said about parental consent at all in the
venereal disease statute.
Venereal disease is indeed an epidemic but in many places teen-age
pregnancies are even more of an epidemic. In New York, for example, the
incidence of teen-age pregnancy is eight times that of teen-age venereal
disease.
Apparently, many people feel strongly about abortion without parental
consent. On the other hand, the state health department of New York State
at one time was taking the position that they would do abortions on persons
under 18 without parental consent, because they presented an emergency.
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At the same time the Department did not authorize family planning services
to anybody under 18 without such consent because they had not yet become
an emergency. The first time I heard this said I thought it was a joke, but
it was not. Two of my colleagues and I just authored an article published
in New York Law Journal, with reference to contraceptive services to minors
in New York, which takes the position that minors in New York State are entitled
to abortion and family planning services without parental consent. Since its
appearance, the New York State Department of Health has announced that it will
make family planning services available to minors without parental consent.
I believe it will not be long now before all 50 states accept minors
rights to family planning services and abortion without parental cons nt.
Ideally, safe and effective contraceptives will be so generally available
that abortion will no longer be necessary.
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SZKINAR ON LW AND POPULATION:
LECTURE BY DR. MALCOLM POTTS

I suspect that there are two types of lawyers just as there are two sorts
of doctors. There are those people, like Moses, who want to inscribe laws on
tables of stones and ascribe them to God, on the principle that they are never
going to be changed. And there are those like the people who wrote the
American Constitution, who were to spell out a cicative set of philosophies
which could respond and adapt to change.
Among physicians there are those, particularly in the field of curative
medicine, who are very hierarchical. Although they may adopt new treatment
they never expect the face of medicine to change. By contrast, there are
those in the public health and preventive medicine field who see the statistical
as well as the individual. problems that face the world and who are eager for
innovation.
In the field of population and family planning, doctors have Pn uneven
record; sometimes they have been very courageous while at other times they
have blocked progress. In my opinion, at the present moment doctors are
probably more of a retarding mechanism in family planning than they are creative
ones. Interestingly, the legal profession has done some remarkably exciting
things in the field of family planning over the past few years. No singie step
in medicine has been as important as the Supreme Court judgment in January 1973
striking down the Texas and Georgia statutes on abortion as unconstitutional.
It was a remarkable achievement for a group of men with a mean age group of
mid-60s and profoundly different from anything that the medical profestion has
achieved, or is likely to achieve.
This is not a comprehensive survey, but highlights some areas where the
law can be creative and where opportunities exist for forwarding the basic
human right that all adults should have access to means to control their
fertility. Unfortunately, physicians sometimes find themselves navigating the
ship of legislation in medical matters. The medical profession tends to say
it is expert in this and therefore dictates the course to be followed. There
fore, I want to touch on a few of the technical aspects of family planning
where professional opinions are not unanimous.
A. Age of Marriage:
Statute law relating to family planning is defective in a number of ways.
The legal profession has an opportunity both by changing laws at the high level
and by undertaking the review of certain points of detail to create a better,
healthier and happier world. Existing government family planning programs,
especially in developing countries, have omitted to deal with some of the key
biological variables in human fertility, and interesting opportunities for
legislation exist.
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The first relates to the age ok marriage.

The age of marriage is an

important variable, both in relation to a nation's birth rate and in relation
to sort of status and dignity that individual women may achieve in their liles.
Relatively few countries have made a consistent effort to raise the age of
marriage. Only the Chinese appear to have been successful. They have even
put the social ideal beyond the legally defined minimum. The latter is now
in the low 20s for both men and women, and the former was the mid-20s. Age
of marriage has been a very important variable in fertility, particularly
in the pre-industrial Europe. Marriage patterns can be recovered from the
parish records of churches in England and France. In 16th and 17th centuries
the moan age of marriage for women was sometimes the late 20s and, on a few
occasions, after a bad harvest or other economic calamity, the mean age of
marriage of women sometimes rose to 30, when they were often marrying men who
were a few years younger. By contrast, the mean age of marriage in some Asian
countries is probably at the 15 or 16 year old level.
Lawyers always like cases rather than statlitics. I would like to retell
a conversation I had not long ago in the Philippines with a girl who had been
married at the age of 14. She had a Catholic mother and a Moslem father. I
went back patiently through all the things that had happened to her. She men
struated at the age of 12. She was bathing in the river when blood came and
she was frightened. Her mother was already dead so she had nobody to ask.
She stood up for the rest of the day and thought some disease had struck her.
She was a bright girl and went to the village school. On one or two occasions
in a highly innocont way she held hands and kissed her boy friend behind a
banana tree in the Lack of the school. Her boy friend was 14 and just as
innocent as she was. They didn't really know the facts of life. But he
wrote her an affectionate letter which her father discovered among her school
books. It was a Tuesday. Her father said, "You will be married on Sunday."
The girl recalls it being "like a film." She was asked to play a role and
she did not understand it. She told her father that she didn't want to get
married but her father wouldn'nt listen. A wedding dress appeared and on
Sunday some older relatives came. She was taken in a closed carriage to a
mosque, went in there and saw her husband for the first time in her life.
He was 16. I asked what her feelings were and she said, "Well, the first
thing that I noticed was that he was shorter than me." She was totally
bewildered. At home there was a small party for the adults but she didn't
know what was going to happen. In fact, nothing did happen.- Her husband
got slightly drunk on coconut wine, so she retired to her room and did her
homework. And next Monday she went to school and said, "I got married
yesterday." Her friends laughed at her. No effort was made to consumate
the marriage for some weeks after this. Eventually, thn boy tried but she
was petrified and screamed and her father could hear the quarrel. The father
said, "Unless you please your husband, I will put you out of the house." This
is the most threatening thing you can say to a girl in a traditional society.
After a while she learnt some of the mechanics of sex, but even when she got
pregnant she did not recognize what had happened. It was her father who
told her.
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It is very difficult to recover from marriage at such a young age. Many
of the girls that I have spoken to from the developing countries describe their
wedding nights as rape. It is hard to establish a dignified human relationship
later. To raise the age of marriage is a social as well as a legal problem.
There is no point in raising laws above what society will tolerate. In a
country like India there is no way of enforcing legislation, so the age of
marriage is one of the numerous cases where the law must go parallel or slightly
ahead of social change.
B. Role of Contraception:
I want to make a point about human reproduction which I find is not
much appreciated by many people in the field of family planning. Consider
a woman who begins regular intexcourse at a moment in time and does nothing
to control her fertility. On an average, it takes three to six cycles to
become pregnant. Pregnancy lasts nine months in the case of a live birth and
breast feeding can last one to two years, especially in a poor country. In
the western world, very few women breast feed and among those who do,their
periods return after six to twelve months. In a country like Bangladesh,
a woman may not begin to ovulate for much longer. Once ovulation returns,
the woman is at risk of pregnancy. Breast feeding is the prime natural
variable in spacing human pregnancies. Rosa, in UNYPA, has calculated that
at the present moment all of the family planning programs in the world may
avert about 24 million births, whereas breast feeding averts about 36 million.
Artificial feeding has several disadvantages. For example, in the
Philippines they spend $13 million a year on artifici&l food for babies.
Wherever I go in the developing world I see aggressive advertisement in the
hospitals and in the streets promoting artificial feeding, which is given an
image of being western, up-to-date and convenient. It is none of these things.
The milk that is imported is a drain on foreign exchange reserves; the people
buying it cannot afford it so they dilute it more than they should. It is
mixed with dirty water so children get sick and some die, so there is an
increase in infant mortality and the birth interval is shortened, as has
occurred in the urban areas of West Africa.
Artificial milk:'ia!7an area where, in my opinion, there should be some
active legislation banning certain types of advertisement and activity.
Medically, there are a few exceptional situations when women need to artificially
feed babies, but it would be reasonable in developing countries to ban all forms
of advertisement for artificial milk and supply it on prescription or make it
available in an exceptionally confined situation.
C. Abortion and Contraception:
The age of marriage and breast feeding are examples of areas which are
normally left out of thinking of most family planning programs yet are important.
There are other variables in fertility control which family planning programs
have omitted often but where the law may be more realistic than medical prac
tice.
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Consider a woman who begins regular sexual intercourse at a moment
in time but, instead of having a live birth, she has an abortion. It takes
the same amount of time to get pregnant, but she is pregnant for a shorter
period of time and there may be only one month before she is at risk of
pregnancy again. Thus, it is possible to fit more abortions into a unit of
time than live births. There may be two or three, or even four abortions
in the same length of time as it takes for the birth of a baby followed by
an interval of breast feeding.
Society of the individual can achieve any goal it wants to with abortion,
but without contraception it is an expensive method of fertility control in
terms of health and professional services.
Abortion is an essential element in human fertility control. Abortion
is essential because even the best contraceptives are not taps which turn
human fertility on and off. All contraceptives have a failure rate. A
contraceptive is really a mechanism for extending the length of time it takes
to become pregnant. We normally think of contraceptive failure rates as the
number of women getting pregnant each year among 100 users. But, put another
way to interpret failure rates, is to say that if a couple do not use a contra
ceptive it will take three to six months for the woman to become pregnant;
if they use an IUD it may take ten years to become pregnant, but in the end
there is a statistical probability of pregnancy. So it is useful to regard
contraceptives as a means to extend the length of time which it takes to get
pregnant.
Two other things follow One: even a poor rathod of contraception can
change the length of time taken to conceive from thre to six months to a
couple of years. In this latter situation, whether the woman has an abortion
or a term delivery, the length of time which it takes to achieve these things
is now similar. It no longer takes several abortions to avert one delivery.
The combination of abortion contraception is the combination which all human
communities have always used to control their fertility. There are relatively
few people who go through life relying entirely on contraceptives, whether
abortions are legal or illegal.
C. Sterilization:
The final option is for a couple to have the children they want and then
for one partner to accept sterilization. If people get married at the age of
20, they may have 25 years of fertile life when they must control their fertility.
If they set the goal of two or three children, as in the western industrialized
world, then they usually achieve this family size by their late 20s. There is
no available method of contraception which allows a community as a whole to
control its fertility for those remaining fifteen to twenty years of fertile
life, with the predictability that people now expect to achieve. It is a
disservice and a fiction to imagine contraception alone controls human fertility.
It never has before and it will not in the foreseeable future. All human
fertility is controlled, at a community level, by a combination of contraception
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and abortion or with the help of sterilization.
D. Non-Clinical Methods:
Many doctors working in family planning emphasize relatively effective
methods of contraception, such as the pill and IUD. I think it is a grave
mistake that we do not look at simpler methods, such as condoms, more care
fully. In the UK, the pill has only just overtaken the condom as the single
most widely used method. In Japan, 70% of all contraceptive use involves
condoms.
There are a number of ways in which the manufacturing and distribution
of contraceptives relates to the law. There can be straight legal situations,
such as in Ireland, where you may not sell or distribute contraceptives. There
are certain situations where they fall under the law of obscenity and other
situations where the kind of places selling condoms are controlled. For example
in New York State* the sale of condoms is restricted to pharmacies, which is
an unnecessary limitation. One of the first principles of family planning is
that you want to make contraceptives as readily available as possible, because
the people who are most vulnerable in the society to pregnancies are usually
the people who need to get things most easily. It is a totally unnecessary
and destructive piece of legislation to require that condoms be sold only in
pharmacies, especially as anyone can go to 42nd Street and buy condoms as
fancy goodsl Yet if you sell the same object as a contraceptive, it is
illegal.
I think it is true to say that the barbers in the United Kingdom (who
are important outlets for condoms) probably prevent more pregnancies than
all those specialist gynecologists put together. They are an excellent and
convenient source of contraceptives. They are an example of how a society,
given the freedom of action, can evolve very appropriate retail outlets for
contraceptives. A man visits the barber at about the right frequency that
he needs to get condoms. A barber shop has the right sexual connotations
with Playboy and Mayfair magazines lying about. It is for men only. When
the British barber finishes cutting your hair, he says, "Do you need anything
else, Sir?" Thus, his way of saying, "Do you want condoms?" and the customer
then has to say "Yes, please" or "No, thank you." This is an excellent way
to dispense contraceptives because you help the customer over any embarass-
ment. If a man has to go into a shop to buy contraceptives and finds a girl
behind the counter, he may come out with a tube of toothpaste-and that night
his girl friend gets pregnant.

* A recent case involving Population Planning (PS1) and York York State has
concluded this restriction is unconstitutional.
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The law is important. For example, Sweden has a tradition of being
sexually liberal, yet the law relating to vending machines and condoms s&ys
that they must not be put in places where they can be easily seen, which is
a negation of anything to do with promotion. India has a tax on imported
contraceptives and yet it is spending millions of dollars on national family
planning. There are often by-laws which control vending machines and condoms.
There are also specialized areas of legislation which affect the cost
of contraceptives. Condoms and oral contraceptives are products of a very
capital intensive industry. Condoms are m.."e on very long machines with
formers that dip into the latex. It is a highly automated industry and one
machine makes millions of condoms. In Thailand, a relatively small primitive
condom machine was able to make in a few weeks all the condoms sold. each year.
The company would have failed financially if they had not discovered another
outlet for their rubber goods.
A lot of countries have legislation which encourages local industry and
this is part of economic development. But it is counterproductive in the case
of contraceptives because once you split up the industry you tend to put up
prices. For example, in Brazil the cost of oral contraceptives is 2 or 3 times
the price at which they can bp purchased on the international market, because 6f
their local product. You could make all the world's contraceptives in a
couple of buildi-ags as big as a jumbo jet Ranger.
The pill is one of the greatest inventions of the twentieth century.
In developing countries the key factor in relation to pill availability is
whether it is prescribed by a doctor or is sold like a condom. As long as
it is on medical prescription, it cannot be distributed in any realistic way
in developing countries.
I want to outline some of the decisions that have to be made in relation
to oral contr.aceptives concerning patents and supervision, because this is an
area where there is a good deal of legislation. There is legislation which
regulates who and what a doctor is and what he does. Sometimes there is a
system of delegated legislation, as in BritAin with the General Medical Council.
At several steps in the process the law and the method by which oral contra
ceptives should be distributed are related to one another. They are also
related to one another in the developed world in relation to the law of tort
and contract, because if a sufficient number of cases are carried against manu
facturers in relation to adverse side effects of oral contraceptives, then it
is possible that they might stop making them.
One-has to look again at the logical steps that control decisions made
about any drug. Unfortunately, it is logically impossible to prove that a drug
is safe, until a lot of human beings have used it for a long time. This is a
statement of scientific fact but one which it may be difficult for lawyers to
dea. with. The law deals in black and white, yes or no, guilty or not guilty.
Drugs are never guilty or not guilty. The only question that can be answered
at the end of a prolonged period of drug trials in animals and a small group
of human volunteersis, "On the evidence available is it responsible to make
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this drug available?" By definition, preliminary trials cannot discover
whether a drug has any rare side effects. And the story of thromboembolism
related to the pill is a classic example of this problem. This is a condition
which is fatal in 1 in 100,000 people. It is not predictable in advance. The
hard fact is that you must give the pill to at least a million people before
you can even suspect the disease and perhaps to 10 million before you can
measure the mortality rate. There was no way out of this situation. But
when such a side effect is discovered, two questions can be asked: "Is the
side effect which I have now proved to exist of grave concern and should I
stop using the drug, or do the advantages of the drug outweigh the negative
side effect?" Secondly, physicians must ask, "Is there any way of screening
out those people in the population ,ifo may be at risk for the side effect?"
Now in relation to the pill the consensus is that advantages outweigh' the
disadvantages and the medical fact is that you cannot screen out those people
who may be at risk for serious side effects. It is very important, both med
ically and legally, not to ask unanswerable questions. We need to develop
machinery which protests the consumer to the maximum within the logical con
straints of7.research and development. As a personal opinion, I think that if
somebody has a serious effect from a drug, society has some responsibility to
that person, either to compensate them through an insurance system, national
health services, or through understandable and acceptable methods of recompense
under the law or tort. At the same time, we must take care not to develop a
system which prevents the reasonable development of new drugs. This situation
is now ari3ing in the US. The investment required to get new drugs through
FDA is of such a magnitude that manufacturers are reluctant to follow up
promising discoveries. It is said that if we had had the statutory relations
in the 1950s that now exist in the 1970s the pill would never have been intro
duced. Even penicillin might ut now pass present FDA requirements.
In case of the pill there are important advantages to the individual
woman, not related to the control of fertility which probably, of themselves,
outweigh the disadvantages. From the point of view of risk of life, the most
dramatic one is that ifyou use the pill you have less chance of being admitted
to hospital with a lump in the breast. Breast cancer kills 1 in 18 women in
the US. It is a disease which is directly correlated to the age when you have
your first pregnancy. There are biological reasons for thinking, as well as
the factual evidence which we now have, for believing that the pill may prevent
breast cancer.
To return to pill distribution. In a country like Kenya there are 800
hospitals, health centers and dispensaries. At the present moment contraceptives
are made available in those places, but we know that most people who attend
any sort of health facility live close by. This is just a fact of life. So,
in practice, these health faciliites are accessible to a fraction of the popu
lation. In Kenya there are more than 20,000 retail stores which people can
go to. Everybody in every country of the world has access to a village store,
but very few people have access to family planning clinics. Today dontraceptives
are not available to the bulk of the world's population. Yet a great deal of
of nonsense is written about motivation and about people not wanting contra
ceptives. The real problem is that contraceptives are not available in ways
that are economically and geographically acceptable.
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When contraceptives are taken out of the hands of clinics and put into
the hands of society, dramatic things happen. In Iran the pill was given to
a group of women and after six months only, 12% continued to use it. Then a
psychologist came along and gave the pill to the husbands and told the husbands,
"You're a strong man, you make decisions, you are clever, your wives are
stupid. Make sure they take the pill every day." By playing on their chauvinism,
the psychologist found that at the end of six months, when the pill was given
to husbands, 93% of the wives continued to take it.
The need for what I have called community-based methods of contraceptive
distribution cannot be emphasized too strongly. There are 5,000 Thai d6ctors,
2,000 of these doctors are practicing in the US, 2,000 in the city of Bangkok,
1,000 look after the rest of the country, and of these 154 actually live in
the villages where 30 million people reside. There are more doctors from India
practicing in England than there are practicing in all the rural health centers
in India. As long as lawyers blindly uphold medical trade unionism, we cannot
extend meaningful health care, let alone family planning, to the poor of the
developing world. We must have the freedom to delegate things. In Bangladesh
a totally illiterate woman has been trained to do caporotomies and sterilize
women. The doctor in the area has done about 70 operations and she has done
about 70 operations and each group had one person who was ill enough to stay
over night in hospital. You can train people to do a number of remarkable
things.
I think it is an act of immorality that doctors are still involved in'
routine methods of contraception. They should be there to supervise people
who have problems. The problem is a universal one: in India everybody is so
poor that they cannot afford health care; in the USA health care is so expensive
no one can afford it.
One of the greatest restraints on doctors delegating pill distribution
in the USA stems from possible medico-legal consequences. Doctors and lawyers
together are rapidly building a practice of medicine which is counter to the
interest of the society. Important changes have got to be introduced which
will secure the rights of the consumer, which I do believe is immensely
important, without getting into the situation which we now have where many
people who'receive medical treatment in the US are overtreated due to medical
legal requirements. The need to delegate family planning procedures was vivdly
brought home to me last year. I was in Phnom Phen. It was besieged and you
could lie awake at night in a hotel and hear the guns; two or three rockets
a day arriving in the city. In this situation I was tremendously impressed
and moved to find doctors who were dedicated to providing family planning.
I also found that, with exception, nobody wanted to have a baby until the war
was over. Yet the old French law was operative and contraception illegal.
I found myself taken to the two big hospitals in Phnom Phen, one built by
the Russians and one by the Americans. In the first there were wounded people
arriving about every half-hour. Every corner of the hospital was filled with
the wounded along with their families. They had run out of X-ray plates and
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they had run out of stainless steel pins for repairing fractures. I went into
the operating theater and there was a woman on the table who had just had a
hysterectomy because she had had a badly done criminal abortion. She was still
in the operating theater because they did not know where to put her. Next day
I found a doctor supported by two or three midwives running a family planning
clinic and writing out pill prescriptions. There-were a million ways they
could have used their skills more fruitfully if they had delegated the simple
task of pill distribution to any available person. It would be unfair to
criticize the Cambodians, whose courage I deeply appreciate, but it is dis
appointing that western medicine has so impressed the dangers of the pill upon
people that doctors should let wounded people die because they're writing pill
prescriptions. The US and UK have been the prime creators of medical nonsense
around the world.
The fundamental problem facing the doctors is one that lawyers need to
appreciate: it is that by our training we are diagnosticians. Most of the
doctor's training is involved with how to discover what disease a person has
and then moving on to treatment. Family planning presents doctors with a problem:
it does not concern pat±&nts, and people are not "ill;"instead someone makes
her own diagnosis by saying, "I'm fertile and I don't want to be pregnant."
The whole of a doctor's status and the raison d'etre for his training is taken
away from him. The magician's power is removed. A person comes along and
says, "I want an abortion, sterilization, or I want to use the condom or the
pill." The physician becomes a technician, like the person at the gas station
that fills up the tanks. This is the real challenge of family planning to
doctors. Many doctors do not like to live in this kind of world. Personally,
I'm not ashamed to regard myself as a complicated plumber. I think in nearly
everything in family planning from sterilization to abortion the consumer knows
best. There are relativalyj1few situations where technical legal competence
may override the choice of the woman or man.
In the case of abortion, weighty additional problems are involved and
doctors and lawyers have a complicated task of writing intelligent laws.
Personally, I cannot go to the women's liberation extreme of accepting it
as purely a woman's right to decide on terminating pregnancy, although I admit
she is better placed than anyone else to weigh the foetus involved.
In a way, the current abortion debate is something like wars of religion
in the sixteenth century when two groups of Christians felt that each knew
the only way to salvation. For 100 years they fought and mutilated each other,
until they eventually decided that tolerance is a virtue. At the present
moment we have two groups of discussants in relation to abortion: one group
says that the woman has total right over her body and another group supports
the inviolate sanctity of human life. I believe we will discover that toler
ance is a virtue in this situation as well. The US Supreme Court decision
defines the limits of that tolerance and is a remarkable and creative judg
ment.
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In the world of population and family planning, the key changes in the
past years have often come from lawyers. In particular, the changes in abortion
laws, which have been accomplished in Europe and in North America and have been
one of the major factors that has contributed to the current approach to zero
population growth in both the US and the UK. In allowing individual couples
to achieve their fertility goals with the maximum accuracy and dignity, we need
the maximum symbiosis of medical and legal skills.
Lee.: Thank you. Before opening the floor to discussion I want to call on
Dr. Morgan, who has spent a few years in Nigeria working in a hospital there
and was concerned with the African method of family planning using the trad
itional methods. I think you made a number of statements in Accra to the
effect that the indigenous methods of family planning could be more fully
explored rather than the western method. Could you elaborate on that?
DrMg
: Yes, we found that several methods of traditional contraception
were being used in Nigeria. They were very hard to study, some of them were
dispensed by the native doctors who didn't want to give away their secrets.
But one of the things that they were giving away was this kind of horrible
looking black grease that in effect was sparmicide, which we could never find out
out whether it was in fact too effective or not. The other thing that seemed
to work was these kinds of charms. There was a ring, which a doctor in Lagos
would gladly show you and to prevent pregnancy he would bring out that little
ring which goes up the girl's finger and along with payment by her boy friend
of 5 guineas and appropriate ritual they are assured that this is effective.
Now I don't know if th, e is a psychic element to fertility or complete faith
in the doctor and one thinks that one has got something that prevents fertility
like the ring was supposed to.
The other method is, of course, the traditional absence while baby is
being breast fed. I don't know how much everybody is aware of this. I don't
know how prevalent it is outside of West Africa, but in West Africa while a
child is being breast fed it is illegal to get pregnant bedause this poisons
the breast milk and the existing child may die. This is one of the existing
reasons for the very high level of traditional worships that are carried out
in West Africa, because every woman wants to have as many children as she
can, and yet there are a lot of abortions and so this may be a reason. Now
what is happening is that our friends, Nestle and Company, with powdered milk
have come along and, in addition to other risks of powdered milk that you may
have heard about--the bottles aren't sterilized, the mothers discover that they
can get pregnant without waiting the usual three years because they aren't
giving the child the milk of their own breast, it is somebody else who is
taking care of the milk. A Nigerian did research on this and found a sig
nificantly higher fertility in Nigerian towns and he attributed this to
Nestle and other milk manufacturers.

kee: Back to your story earlier about the Philippines and on ignorance about
marriage. In 1972, the Mayor of Cagayan de Oro and I were trying to start up
a model city project. Among the programs we planned was a municipal ordinance
requiring all couples planning to get married to obtain during the ten days
waiting period family planning counselling and a certificate to this effect.
Only with this kind of certificate could they receive a marriage license.
I got a letter yesterday from the Secretary of Social Welfare of the Philippines
telling me that as of September of last year 229 municipal governments in the
Philippines already had enacted this type of ordinance. A draft instruction
is being prepared for the President to sign so that it can become a nation
wide law in that country.
Potts: I think that's magnificent. I was telling the story of this girl in
the Philippines. She was 16 when she had intercourse and she became pregnant.
So I asked what did she do once her father told her she was pregnant. She
said, "I tried to get an abortion." So I said, "Look, you just said you
didn't know what menstruation was, you didn't know you were pregnant, how
did you know about abortions?" She said that village midwives delivered
babies and they would do massage, which is a way of doing a bi-manual
examination and squeezing the uterus very hard. Most developing countries
have access to people who use traditional methods of abortion, often without
payment, as a part of their service to the village. The girl knew about
this, but her father decided she was going to have the baby. She was
scared stiff of the pregnancy and wanted to get rid of it. She also knew,
and again gave perfectly valid explanations for how she knew, that there
was a local doctor about twenty miles away who would do abortions for 80
pesos. Again, she could not obtain an abortion because of the social
pressures from an older generation. Her father set people to watch her.
Following her pregnancy at 16, she then resisted intercourse and only had
coitus three times in the next eighteen months and got pregnant again. She
again tried for an abortion and failed. I believe that people in'the devel
oping world want to control their fertility..
There is in the middle of Manila the most prestigious Roman Catholic
Church called the Quiapo. Every Sunday morning during the inging of Mass
the Cathedral is full. Outside around the Cathedral are about forty stalls
in front of which hang pictures of Christ and the Virgin Mary and there are
a lot of candles. And in between there are various vegetables and some
beer bottles full of a black liquid which is the local abortifacient. The
saleslady sells about twenty bottles to people going to Mass. This is a
sort of nonsense world we live in. Here is something that is supposed to
be against religion, against the statute of the country, which either does
not work or is dangerous, and which is literally nailed on to the major
church in Manila. The important thing is that all over the world we have
traditional healers, herb doctors, people who have all the access to society
and would getoontraceptives around if we allowed them. One step we need to
take is to replace these ineffective or moderately dangerous things with modern
pills or condoms there and yet keep the same trusted and demonstrably success
ful outlets.
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Ie;. There is a conflict of interest involved and I wonder how you would
resolve this. Let us say that a midwife has been making a living by delivering
babies. Now there is a project in the Philippines which is to get the trad
itional midwives to go into family planning. Now the more family planning
becomes successful, the less income the midwives will get. How would you
deal with that?
Pott
Well, most of the traditional midwives are close to their community
and they have seen and experienced what a lot of children means, or they
wouldn't, for example, offer the traditional abortion system. I think they
need a reward and I would say that in nearly all the communities with any
kind of cash economy people can sell contraceptives and can get immediate
reward. In Thailand, we have a scheme in about sixty villages and in eleven
months we got about 2,000 people taking the pill. It is not sdld for the
usual $2 or $3 price, but at 25 cents. The last person in the line keeps a
20% profit. Contraceptives are put into the distribution line free of charge.
The community helps devise its own mark ups and choose prices which are mean
ingful to the community.
Student: I appreciate what you're saying, but I've alro been in a hospital
and have great fear of the drug culture. It seems, like you said, that you
have to experiment with drugs for many years and then give them to people,
but yet how do you compensate them if something goes wrong?
P.tt: Either I stop all new therapeutic advances and say that we have no
further advances, or I take a risk. It is a risk we must all appreciate.

There is no alternative. There is no way of proving a drug safe until it
has been used by millions of people for generations.
15tudent: You pointed out in the article that the risk of dying from getting
murdered is greater than the risk of dying from taking the pill in the USA.
Pott: Yes, very considerably. But we are still left with a genuine problem
and society must evolve a machinery for dealing with it. First of all, some
people do die of the pill, which is a tragedy. But when an individual dies,
all we can say is that they were more likely to die because they took the pill.
We cannot prove a causal relationship.
Secondly, we are dealing with statistics and we can never do anything
about the people who did not die. I mean I can never line up 100 women and
say these are the women who didn't die because they took the pill.
I think that the law can ensure that the people are informed of risks.
Should it prevent them from taking reasonable risks? I would totally ban
smoking; it has risks of such outrageous extent that they are very difficult
to verbalize. More men will have died in Britain this century from smoking
than in both world wars. Probably more than 100,000 people die every year
because of the heart disease and lung cancer that follows smoking. For every
woman that may have died of the pill, there are 1,000 people who die because
they smoke. I think on grounds of civil liberty people need to be able to
make choices involving risks. The beliuve :the right to chose the pill is an
essential one: I doubt if it is reasonable to permit smoking.
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Slaudn.:

I was wondering if the people who were more likely to have medical

problems from the pill were the people with blood pressure. Isn't that more
often in developed countries that people would have high blooc pressure?
E
In some developing countries the black population has a lot of
hypertension. But some hypertensive people take the pill and have a fall in
blood pressure. There was a report by the Royal College of General Practitioners
in Britain which studied 23,000 people taking the pill and 23,000
not taking it. It is the biggest study of its sort in the world and took eight
years to compile. It states that there is no way of screening out those people
who get high blood pressure.
There are certain people such ac diabetics who are not good at taking
the pill and are not good at having batles. So again, they are in the same
mathematical trap because they have got a higher risk of maternal mortality
and therefore it is more in their interest to use a really effective method
of birth control.
The pill is a modification of nautrally occurring hormones. Biologically,
women were designed by nature to be pregnant or breast feeding most of their
lives. If you take a row of women in Bangladesh or in West Africa and line
them up, the largest single group is breast feeding, the next largest group
is pregnant and the smallest group is .aving menstrual cycles. Such women
may have 60 or 70 menstrual cycles in a lifetime. In the present western
world a woman may have 250 or more menstrual cycles, which is highly abnormal.
There the modern woman is already doing something which is abnormal. We know
that breast disease kills one in eighteen American women, yet it is a very
rare disease in developing countries. Already women take enormous risks with
their lives. Breast cancer is comparatively much less common in Japan than
in the US, but the Japanese women who come to Hawaii or California have the
American incidLnce of breast disease after two generations. Therefore,
breast cancer is an environmental disease, like lung cancer. I think you can
make a very strong case that it may be a more natural situation taking the
pill than not taking it, as the hormone balance in women using the pi.ll is
more like pregnancy or breast feeding than repeated menstruation. We should
certainly disabuse ourselves of the idea that there is anything natural left
in this world. Not doing things is also unnatural. I believe the pill is
less unnatural than many years of fertile life without pregnancy and lactation.

Sludgnt:

Is it fair to suggest selling the pill over the counter in developing
countries, but not in western countries?

otts: Last year a group of English doctors published a letter in the British
Medical Journal saying that they felt it was responsible for nurses and midwives
to be the prime distributors of all contraceptives. It was signed by the
President of Royal College of Obstetricians and Gynecologists and by the
Noble prize winners. Now the Government has set up a gynecologist post to look

at the recommendations.

We now have responsible people in important positions
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within the medical establishment makinv a categorical statement that we do not
need doctors to distribute oral contraceptives.
I know a nurse practitioner in Pittsburg who does excellent very early
abortions. She does a better early abortion than I do, because she does ten
to fifteen every week, which I don't do.
Student: I want to say something -n that same theme. Now in terms of this
country alone before distribution a physician examination is given. Now, do
you think that will be necessary in cther countries?
Potts: No. I think it is not necessary even in this country. The value of
medical examination of pill users is largely fantasy. It does a certain
amount of preventive medicine. If we are going to do something we should call
it by the proper name. There is no necessary relationship between giving out
contraceptives and doing preventive medicine. I do not believe there is
much to be gained by doing routife breast examination, because this is a very
disappointing disease to cure. There has been no increase in expectation of
life for breast cancers over past decades. There has been an increase in the
time between diagnosis and death, because diagnosis gets done earlier.
We now have a methodology that everything is curable, and it is somehow
or other the doctor's fault if somebody dies of disease. American women,
in particular, seem to have a remarkable ability to believe fantasy when that
doctor is all powerful. The reality is that his skills are limited.
L=g."

In a lot of countries the paramedicals would use a check-list, asking

the users of the pill of their medical state. Do you think that can also be
extended?
Potts: I think it's a brilliant way of keeping doctors happy. Anything
will keep the doctor happy and will stop them messing things up is to be
and the person who invented that check list is quite honest about this.
doesn't get applied when you get down to village level, but it is a very

that
welcomed
It
good

political gambit.
Student: I was under the impression that doctors were going away from general
practice into specialization because they like to treat exotic individual
cases rather than the routine ones. So I would think that dispensing birth
control would be considered routine, and isn't there enough demand for doctors
that they could earn enough money without doing it?
Potts:
I entirely agree with this statement. I can never see what motivates
most doctors to want to structure family planning. I never see why they devalue
their own skills that they want to go on doing them. I really believe that
life is much more exciting if you concentrate on problems. I have been to
many family planning clinics and find many bored doctors. I think a bored
doctor is a terrible thing. I think if a doctor is bored he is doing the
wrong job.
LM:. Let me ask you for a piece of advice. I agree completely with you that
one reason why family planning programs never get anywhere in India is partly
because Indian Medical Association is so narrow minded and that they require
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doctors to prescribe pills or insert IUDs. Now the lawyers would like to do
something about this. However, the lawyers in India defer to the judgment of
the doctors and the doctors control the Indian Medical Association. Here you
have a vicious circle. How do you break out of it7
Potts
There are some countries which have been the light and there are some
precedents thatone can look at and probably at the earliest possible stage,
at least in India,the lawyers can help a lot by saying exactly what we have
got to change. I often find this very difficult to discover, because you are
not dealing with grand abortion laws, you are dealing with lots and lots of
regulations and statutes, etc., and even in my own country I'm not quite sure
who or what thing or animal has to make the decision about giving out pills.
Here we are not quite sure whirh button to press. So I think if the lawyers
in all dountries can be given the information on which they can make a judgment
that this is a genuine problem, then they can look at their own country situ
ation and say this is the button you have to push.
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Family planning is now recognised
as a basic human right.
It is an ideal well buttressed by
the older, universal
notions of the right to privacy
and the inviobility of the
domicile.
In the contemporary world, demographic
factors, while
philosphically secondary to broad
concepts of human rights,
have assumed immediate, practical
significance. It is
gratifying then, that attention
to the legal restraints on
the distribution of contraceptives
is also an important
factor in improving family planning
services. Family
planning has an uphill task in many
countries, resources.
are often in short supply and the
elimination of legal
barriers to the distribution of
contraceptives can often
prove a sigpificant variable, where
a small investment in
human effort can yield a high return.
Laws and regulations controlling
the manufacture and
distribution of contraceptives are
various and difficult to
catalogue. Nevertheless, the total
ran,'e of controlling
factors needs to he understood.
In the following paper
examples are given, but no attempt
is made to provide a
comprehensive review. The important
problem of contra
ceptive use by minors is discussed
elsewhere in this symposium.
T

BIOLCGY OF Ttz U

RSIrLE mE'rnODS OF CONTRACEPTION

The word contraception, for a series
of reasons, is sometimes
misused. Here it will describe the
reversible methods of
contraception which act before implantation
of the fertilised
egg. This definition allows the
inclusion of coitally
related methods (eg. hormones which
act within 24 to 48
hours of sexual, intercourse), but
excludes menstrually
related methods ( eg. the use of
prostoglandins or the
surgical techniques of 'menstrual
regulation"). The definition
also includes intranterino devices
uhich may act before or
after fertilisation, or before and
after fertilisation.
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Whenever contraceptive methods are reviewed, it is important to understand
the biological function of a contraceptive.
tion ot

Semantically, and in the percep

of the lay public, a contraceptive is often regarded as a tap

turning fertility off and on.

Unfortunately, all methods have a measurable

failure rate, and none are adequate for the community as a whole to control
fertility over a fertile lifetime to within the goals set in modern
industrial societies, or sought for in many developing countries.

Abortion

and sterilization are a necessary part of fertility regulation.

In biological terms, a contraceptive is an agent which extends the length
of time it takes to become pregnant.

A woman who has regular intercourse,

but does not use a contraceptive, requires approximately three to six menstyual
cycles to conceive.
this time.

Even a simple method of contraception greatly extends

A very effective method will so reduce the probability of

conception that there may be less than one pregnancy in a decade of
exposure.
METHODS
a. Coitus interruptus (withdrawal). This remains the majority technique
for much of continental Europe, it is significant in Latin America, the
Philippines and most Moslem countries, but seems genuinely less common in
Hindu and Oriental societies.
with its use.

Many couples achieve low pregnancy rates

In historical terms it has been a significant variable in

demographic change.
b. Prolonged Lactation.

Calculations in one developing country show that more

people are protected against pregnancy by lactation than by the very extensive
family planning program.
While lactation does have a contraceptive effect and is often prolonged for
this reason, it is difficult to predict when the first ovulation will occur
and the woman is vulnerable if she uses no other method towards the expected
end of lactation.
c. Whe Rhythm method (periodic abstinence). Like oral contraceptives

and-intrauterine devices, there are several

varieties of the rnitrh;i mecthOn. "±hoe which attempt to
ido'Itify "v31 O'wlution has occurre-l nmd rostrict ciW,;i1

to the days following-proven ovulation can

achieve a high

degree of effectiveness. However, a significant number of
women have menstrual cycles of such irregularity that many
versions of the method are unsatisfactory. It is also
difficult to use during lactation and near puberty and the
menopause.
d. Condoms. Consistently used, condoms are an effective
method of contraception and have the advantage of not
requiring medical supervision. Their use is rising
rapidly, especially in the developing world, and outstripping"'
production.
e. Spermicides. A variety of spermicides are available,
including tablets, jellies, creams, foams and water soluble
plastic films. Some are used alone, others in combinatio
with a mechanical barrier (the diaphrnpm or cervical can),
which acts as a vehicle to hold the spermicide in relatio.i
to the cervix.
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f. Intrauterine devices. There are two main types: inert
plastic devices and those which have an active chemical or
metallic addition to them. They all require a trained person
to insert thenr and therefore, in addition to any regulation
of distribution, are associated with problems of medico
legal responsibility.

C)
Q

g. Steroidnl contracentives. A variety of hormone agents
wil.l control fertility. They are mostly given by mouth,
but some are available as injections and experiments are
taking place with subcutaneous implants.
The orally effective agents mostly consist of combinations,
of oestrogens and progestins, but some progestin only

0preparations ('mini-pills') have been developed. The combined
tpills
properly taken, have the lowest failure rate of any
reversible contraceptive. Both oestroren and progestins, in
404
isolation, can prevent embryonic development and implanation
when given post-coitally.

When relatively little w
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tjeir use wns alwnys supervised by medical
practitioners.
Today it is thought 45 million women
use this method
of contraception, experience extends
over a (lecade and a half
and good side effects ( eg. on breast
disease ) , as well
as bad effects ( cg. on thromboembolic
disease ) have been
Ciscovered. It is difficult to predict
those women who may
suffer side effects and the role of
medical prescription of
oral contraceptives is under review.
It has been withdrawn
or modified in some countries ( eg
Pakistan, Philippines
and Thailand). Manufacturers and the
dispenser have obligations
in tort,as well as statute law,in
relation to oral contraceptive
The introduction of new phnrmacologically
active compounds
is regulated by drug registration committees
in many countries.
h. Manufacture. Spermicides can be
made in' small quantities
with relative ease. Most IUDs are moulded
in plastic and,
given adequate quality control, relatively
small scale
local production is possible.
Oral contraceptives and condoms are
manufactured by capital
intensive processes, requiring a minimum
of labour, much of
which is highly skilled. Great economies
of scale are possible.
Conversely, low volume production tends
to. be associated with
moderate to poor quality, especially
in the case of condoms.
A single condom machine can often
more than meet the market
potential of a country of tens of millions
of inhabitants.
Packaging costs are a large proportion
of pill and condom
manufacturing, costs ( often over S0
per cent,in the case
of condoms). Packaging is amenable
to local, relatively small
scale production, which may also have
the advantage of meting
local marketing needs.
CURRENT LEGAL RESTRICTIONS
a. Manufacture. The manufacture of
contracoptives is only
rarely prohibited. Spain (Pena! Code
ecc. 416) and the Gabon
do forbid manufacture, but several
countries which are
equally, or more conservative, such
as Eire, Portugal and
Argentina, permit local production.
The manufacture of oral contraceptives
is usually controlled

the authorities with do legated! pourers ( Pharmacy
Law Sec. 12)
do not permit the manufacture of steroidal products
for
contraceptive purposes. Until recently, certain
European
countries ( eg. Austria) had specific legislation
forbidding
IUD manufacture.
Sometimes

contraceptive manufacture falls under blanket
legislation controlling industrial developmentas
in Iran
and Mexico , where there must be a 51 per cent/ownersh.-p
of
any industry.
In addition, there are less obvious, but possibly
more
important places where the processes of the
law influence
contraceptive manufacture, especially in relation
to steroid
al contraceptives. It requires a large investment
of money
and many years to produce a new, pharmacologically
active
contraceptive. It can take ten year- to conclude
all the
toxicological tests required before a new product
is released
for use. Once in widespread use, rare adverse
side effects
may arise and tort liability can prove costly
to the
manufacturer.One fact aid two questions may
help illuminate
this important and still evolving area of medico-legal
thinking: 
i. It is impossible to discover all possible
side effects
of a new therapy, until it has been widely
used for many
years and until at least one generation of children
has
been born to users
ii. a. t'hat, if any, responsibility does a manufacturer
have for an adverse side effect ( such as thrombosis)
which could not have been predicted when the
drug was
first used?
ii.b. What, if any, liability does a manufacturer
have
for known side effects when the user has been
warned and
and made an informed decision to select the
method in
question ( eG. the pill rather than the diaphragm)?
The law has an important task to perform in
sharpening the
distinction between neglirence and mishan and
in nrotectin
the rights of the consumer, without pressing
extreme cases
which would slow contraceptive development
leaving the
community using the second best, because the
investment for
necessary improvement had become unrealisticnlv
hih
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b. Tariffs and taxes. Price is an important aspect of
accesibility of the toamnity to contraceptives, whether
sold to the individual in a rich country, or in bulk to
a government or international agency.
Even countries with overt family planning policies, such as
India, Thailand, Iran and the Philippines, maintain
tariffs against the import of contraceptives and/or raw
materials. Most developing countries treat contraceptives
like any other commodity, although the logistics of
manufacture and the relatively modest turnovers relative
to the social significance of the end product suggest a
special case might be made out. Indonesia took a forward
looking step when it abolished the tax on contraceptives
in 1971 ( Decree Minister of Finance, June 1st).
c. Distributiom, prescription and display.This is an area
where attention to detail is essential, for relatively minor
restrictions can have a major effect on the consumer:the man
who buys a tube of toothpaste, because he is too shy to ask
the girl in the pharmacy for a condom is a reality. Regulations,
such as those until recently enforced by the Pharmaceutical

I-

Society in Britain which literally made the condom an under
the counter item, must have caused many unwanted pregnancies.
Those most hurt by relatively trivial barriers are often
those most in need of help.
A few countries forbid '%esale of contraceptivps. In
Indonesia it is largely that no one has yet repealed an

0

anachronistic, colonial law ( Chapter XIV of the Penal Code:

Crimes against morals) which forbids the dissemination
"

u

.4
tthe
tand
1under
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and display of contraceptives: the government employs
approximately 5000 fiedworkers each one
of whom is eligible
for nine months imprisonment under Article 283 of
Penal
Code. In Ireland the law relating to contraception the
remains
subject of intense political concern. Contraceptives
contracertive information cnhc4 1,, %vl-d )r promoted
the 1935 Criminal Law ;mencment Act and the 1929 and
1945 Censorship Acts. In 1973 the Iriah Supreme Court
upheld the individuals right to use contraceptives (Mary
case), but did not strike down the laws relatin

to

sale. In February 1974 the Irish Family PlaninT Association,

Attorney ueneral, roliowing requests sent to tne two
organisations by young school children whose parents were
acting as agents provocateurs. An acquittal was achieved
because true selling had not occurred. A private members
bill to partially reform the anticontraceptive laws fell
in March 1974. Currently, the coalition government intro
duced &' very limited reform which would permit the supply
of contraceptives to married couples, over 18 from a limited
numbfr, of licenced places.
In 1974 Argentina, by executive decree, forbade the
promotion of any contraceptive measure and limited the
use of steroidal preparations to strictly medical indications.
Often the display of contraceptives is forbidden, even when
sale is legal. This is the case in Belgium ( Penal Code
Sec 383 )? In France and several other countries and in
the State of New York, condom sales are limited to pharmacies.
Tr !'r±tain, Germnn Federal Republic, Sweden and some other
countries national, or local statutes regulate the siting
of condom vending machines. In Sweden (Royal Order No 326
June 5th 1959 ) "the presence of contraceptives in the
vending machine must not be indicated in such a way that
special attention is drawn to the fact" - hardly a regulation
devised to please a salesman.
Oral contraceptives can fall under the same restrictions as
condoms and spermicides, but the major barrier to their
wider use is often the prescription requirement. Often, even
in developing countries such as Indonesia, this bottleneck

is made tighter by a limitation of sales to pharmacies.
( In Botswana, which has 300,000 people, there are two
pharmacies). In practice oral contraceptives will not be
available to the bulk of the world's population who l,,re
in villages until the prescription requirements are reviewed.*
The People's Republic of China, Bangladesh, Philippines,
Pakistan, Thailand and Fiji are countries which have removed
or modified the requirement.
The pharmacist and/or prescribing physician have liabilities
in tort. In the USA in Troppi v. Scarf (3i Mich." App.240;
STho consequences-of prescription regulations and
current medical
opinion were well summarized in an IPPF statement 1973
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Coitus interruptus, prolonged
lactation and the rhythm
method do not require any
material aid ( other than
a
clinical thermometer for
one version of the last
procedure),
therefore they have never
been, and never will be,
regulated
by any aspect of the law.
They are all widely used
and can
be tolerably effective.
Therefore,their prnctice
immediately
discredits and invalidates
any legal effort to restrict
public access to the other
means of fertility reullation.
Laws attempting to restrict
the alternative methods
mi-ht
be considered analogons
to a penal system which
punishes
murder if it is committed
with a pistol or a knife,
hut not
if it involves strangling
or drowning.
If

it is assumed that family
plannin. is a basic humai
rig-ht
and if it is accepted that
fertility regulation has
beneficial
'+Social and medical consequences,
then it is apprcpriate to
consider alterin; restrictive
legislation in the area
of
contraceptive manufacture,
distribution and promotion.
But
how much effort should
be put into this field?
Oral contraceptive pills
can be obtained in. Eire,
providing
they are not labelled as
such on the packet; the
Swedish
regulations on vending
machines are not enforced;
Indonesian

fieldworkers for famil;

,.

"-''ein

imprisoned.
Nevertheless, change would
be welcome. Family plannin,
practices
appear to diffuse down social
networks from the socially
priviledged to the most
dlisadvanta-ed. In Europe
this
process has taken a century
and is still incomplete.
The
developing world cannot,
and must not wait so .lo:i,
either
to meet the demands of
social justice or to tackle
demonraphic
problems. Legal chan-os
are a prerequisite for
what has been
called the -"democratization
of birth control". The amount
of effort to be expended
in c.aoling anticontraceptive
legislation should not be
judged on the basis that
many
individuals can circumvent
alriost "ly 1 -arrier to obtain
contraceptives, but by the
fact thrt, tile socially
lnst
disa(lvantaged
are usually luost hurt by restrictions,

however
trivial, that increase the
social, economic, cultural
and
geographical distance between
them and the service they
need...
-in

In many countries, that have adopted family
planning ( and
population ) policies, the spread of family
plannin
has been slow and relatively costly. It
is re'etable that
many of these governments , often.individually
spending
m:'4lions of dollars on family planning,
have still not
tied the ledger of contraceptive legislation.
It is
pradoxical that in developed areas, such
as New York
Staterestrictions make it almost more
difficult to obtain
a condom than an abortion,,hile in Dublin
a man may go
to prison or be fined for selling a contraceptive,althou-gh
it is perfectly legal to perform a vasectomy
regardless of
age or marital status.
Changes in legislation have proved potent
instruments
for improvin- family planning services.
Further changes will
be welcome: the ability of manufactures
to mount advertising
campaigns i.iay prove more useful than traininanother group
of field workers - and would cost the state
nothin-.. The
removal of prescription requirements for
oral contraceptives
could well achieve more for family planning
in a developing
country than negotiating a loan from an
international
agency to build several thousand more family
plannin- clinics.

WAYS AND ME.4S OF

E*

In a field like contraception, which is
still subject to
change and development economy of legislative action seems
wise. The USA has seen a rash of legislationovcr
the past
few years, designed to ease the distribution
of contraceptives.
In some cases, for example fouwn State (
SB 107G) the words,
to prevention of pregnancy" were simply deleted
from a statute
regulatin,; obscene literature. 1!oicvcr,
in other cases, for
example California (6B 557) and ?assnchusetts
(1113 3250),
restrictive clauses were replaced by explicitlyi
liberal
wordings,
"Prescriptive devices sivll Ito d.spcnsed
by prescription
through physicians arid ph.ar'mrcics to 9],
regardless of
age, mraritil stat. s, rc-.ijpo.: jti i::iwtho t spotse
or
parental consent.
"Non-prescriptive contraceptive devices
such as condoms,
foams,creams, jellies, suppositories may
be distributed
in all retail outlets anil by a'.] social
a-encies, iiublic

health nursce, phys..cia s, etc, to anyone,
re !,.rdless
of age or marital status, religion and w~lithout spouse
or parental consent." (I3250)
In situations where opinions on birth control
are sharply
polarised, such legislation may give encouragement
to
ardent family planners and act as a deterrent
to those
who would further their own beliefs by prosecuting
others.
However, in a philosphical sense, straihtforard
repeal
of restrictive legislation would seem simpler.
The Californian legislation to "amend.. and
repeal
sections 43^O and 4323 of the Buisness and
Professional Code,
relating to 1)'nproylactics", while constructive
verges on the
meddlesome and redundant in specifying that
condoms nmust
be "hermetically sealed in a manor approved
by the (State)
Board(of Pharmacy)." An irn.
,.'hich would be out of
place, for example, if plastic instead of rubber
condoms
were to be marketed. In short, in the case
of r(strictions
on contraceptive distribution, repeal is almost
always
preferable to reform. Adequate control of many
aspects
will always remain under various trade description,
obsenity laws and other statutes and regulations
applying
to condoms as well as other comodities.
RECOM;,lTND.VTI ONS
1. Laws regulating the manufacture, sale, display
odvertising and importation of contraceptives
should be
repealed, permitting these items to ie treated
like any
other common, high volume, low price commodity.
It is
to be noted that coltrncontives t1rould remain
subject to
a reasonable application of ohsnity laws,
trade description
acts as well as the normal reiponsibilities
of manufacturer
and distributor- under statute law, tort and
contract for
adequate standards of production, accurate
labellinxr and
honest advertising.
2. Tariffs and tnYes shotild talce into:account
the lon.istics
of contrcceptive nanufacturi brad the ueeds
of the community
for cheap, high qiality pred'ct.
In many countries a
special case can be made out for excluding, contraceptives
from normal tariff
and ta-. pol icies .
7
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The basic human right to the means of
controlling fertility

MALCOLM POTTS

The human reproductive system appears to have been programmed by evolution
to produce an average of approximately ten live-born deliveries in a lifetime.
However, some restraint on fertility is achieved in nearly all human societies.
The regulation of fertility is not a novel practice of industrialized nations, but
an almost universal element in civilized living.
Sociological factors, such as the delay of marriage, or the practice of pro
longed lactation, help to reduce the average total number of conceptions in a
fertile lifetime. Once a potentially fL rtile union has been established a number
of clements are involved in deliberate family limitation. The revcrsible methods
of contraception have an essential role to play, but they all have a measurable
failure rate, both as a result of mechanical or physiological failures and as a
*result of incorrect use or lack of use. On the one hand, even the poorest
method can extend the average time taken to conceive from a few months to a
year, but on the other hand, even the best method is inadequate to control
fertility over a fertile lifetime within the goals set in most developed and many
developing nations (Table 1). It is misleading to consider a contraceptive as
some sort of tap controlling the transport of sperm, or like z set of traffic
fights commanding the release of the ovum. Contraceptives are best understood
as procedures which reduce the statistical probability of a pregnancy occurring
or,. put another way, extend the time taken to ccnceive. It is essential to
recognize that induced abortion is the basic element in the regulation of human
fertility and has been used by every community that has attempted to regulate
its fertility, although it remains against the statute law in many countries. Male
or female sterilization, if available, is widely acceptable in a variety of cultures
and can be made a constructive part of fertility regulation. In this chapter the
means of controlling fertility are taken to include abortion and sterilization as
well as the reversible methods of contraception.
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TABLE I
Births averted by insertion of iatraLterine devices
Are ofacceptance

Additoaal
pregnancies

In absence of
contraception

Additional
pregnancies

Births
averted

ifIUD inserted
(and reinserted in

same pregnancy
interval)

22.5

32.5

7.14

3.10

6.48

2.24

0.66

0.86

(Data from Potter 1971.6)

The United Nations, under Article 55 of the Charter, is required to assist
nations to achieve a higher standard of living, to help solve economic, social
and health problems, and to create universal respect for human rights and
fundamental freedoms. Resolution 18 of the International Conference on
Human Rights held in Teheran in 1968 stated that 'couples have a basic human
right to decide freely and responsibly on the number and spacing of th'ir
children and a right to adequate education and iriormation in this res.pect'.
The Secretary-General of the United Nations was even more straightforward
when he spoke in 1967 of the 'right of every family to information and to the
availability of services' in the field of family plannfiag.

THE PIRSENT SITUATION

Organized programmes of family planning have been relatively disappointing
in th,.ir results. No doubt the novelty of the enterprise and its previous con
troversial history have contributed towards the relative lack of achievement.
At most only five national programmes have had any measurable impact on
fertility 3 and even these results have been disputed. In the large populous
countries of the world such as Indonesia, Brazil, India and Nigeria the number
of couples accepting family planning through organized programmes does not
#.qual or exceed the additional number of women who are at risk for pregnancy
each year, as a result of the young age-structure of the population.
In the late 1960s India was spending 0. 1% of its Gross National Product on
family plannin3, or US $48 million or $0.09 per head per year. 2 In the develop
ing countries of the world, but excluding the People's Republic of China, donor
comimunities and the governments themselves are now spending perhaps

COMMOL OF FERTLUITY
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US $400 million a year on family planning. At the research level, the World
Health Organization spent US $6million in 1973; the National Institutes of
Health, in America, about $10 million.
Family planning, more than agricultural development or industriali72stion,
is subject to controvery. involves a great many social variables, and is sus
ceptible to greater uncertainties of political commitment. Aims can become
confused And esseutial elements among the means to control fertility are
overlooked for religious and politicallreasons. The aim of reducing birth rates
and the aim of fulfilling the basic human right of a family to control its size
are not necessarily congruent. In practice, at present and for the forseeable
decades, achieved family size is greater, than desired family size in nearly all
countries which have high rates of population growth. Therefore, in practice,
at present both aims can be met together. Many current family planning services
are under-utilized, so there ismuch debate within the organizations attempting
to provide family planning services about the allocation of resources to the
expansion of current services, the provision of new forms of service, educational
and motivational efforts, and economic incentives. It is a major thesis of this
paper that fertility control is more than contraception, and that the available
services are more limited, unattractive, ineffective and inconvenient than is
commonly realized.

THE TWOFOLD PATH

The evolution of family panning programmes and services has 1t.n coloured
by the controversial past history of the subject.7 Currently it is acceptable to
administrators and politicians to visualize the control of human fertility
mainly in the framework of family planning clinics, which are conceived of in
medical terms, capitalizing on the unwritten principle that doctors are the one
group within the community having the right of access to the human sexual
organs without taking part in coital activity. Medically based methods of
family planning are offered in such clinics with the minimum of publicity. For
technical reasons the major methods happen to be oriented towards the woman.
The use of condoms is largely overlooked and the role of coitus interruptus
treated with a giggle or a blank stare. The exceptionally important methods of
steriiization and abortion are largely omitted. Sterilization is still treated in
basically medical terms-the woman must have medical indications or a
minimum age or parity to 'qualify' for sterilization. A great many groups and
individuals in the family planning movement go to considerable lengths to
disassociate their activities from anything that might be connected with abortion.
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Often activities are hopefully presented
as reducing abortion rates. When
abortion is considered, its possible physical
and psychological ill-effects are
given considerable emphasis.
Services of this type have not attracted
more than a small minority of
married fertile women in any country,
and in most of the world they have
reached only I or 2 %of the population
or less. The response to disappointing
results has often been to put increasing
sums of money and human resources
into so-called 'motivation', rather than
to change the service.
The second path that could be followed,
and which is just beginning to
emerge on a small scale in a number of
areas, has a different philosophy and a
different profile of methods used. An
attempt is made to break out of the
medicinal philosophy and he thinking
and vocabulary of marketing is often
found attractive. Instead of a 'patient'
you may have a potential 'consumer'.
(Semantically, the ,vord 'patient' when
used in family planning implies that
sexual activity is pathological.) Instead
of a clinical method to be prescribed
when there are no contraindications, you
have a product which can be packaged.
It may be a coloured condom with a
fancy shape that is advertised in new and
amusing ways; or it may be a technique
of vasectomy made available on the
railway statiorti ofBombay and 'packaged'in
a form that is cultLrally acceptable
to the community. The doctor ceases
to be a judge making decisions and
dispensing services on medical indications,
but becomes a servant of the
community. In some ways the doctor's
role in. family planning is simplified to
that of a technician whose work in the
community is like that of a carpenter
(perhaps we should remember at least
one carpenter who became highly and
widely regarded by a large part of the
world's population). The consumer's
choice becomes of paramount importance.
Methods are available electively.
Practices, regulations and laws are drafted
in the interest of the community, not
in the interest of medical trade unionism.
There is reality about the need for
sterilization and compassion about
the role of abortion in the control
of
fertility. A vigorous effort is made to
integrate these methods into the services
and to make it as easy as possible for
the couple to change from one method
to
another, to decide on sterilization, and
to integrate abortion with the reversible
methods of family planning.
An unfortunate argument has arisen
about ti~e relationship between family
planning and health services. Nortman
4 has written: 'thus far [family
planning]
programmes have been structured so
that family planning is a by-product
of
health services, and not health improvements
a by-product of family planning'.
The problem can be answered in two
sentences: (1) family planning is a neces-.
sary and valid part of health care; (2) health
services never have been and are un
likely to become the exclusive, or perhaps
even major outlet for family planning.

CONTROL OF FERTILITY

In several countries the time is now ripe for an expansion of the already
important role played by the typical commercial and other non-clinical dis
tribution of contraceptives,1 Sometimes sales could be enlarged by merely
improving the promotion of products and altering the profit margins. In
other situations the cost of contraceptives needs to be subsidized at some point
between their manufacture and their retailing, in order to bring their price
within range of the bulk of the community.
The subsidized marketing of contraceptives is one example of simple, but
potentially cost-effective, methods of expanding the use and acceptance of
family planning. The principle being followed is to build on simple, local,
indigenous channels of distribution which are outside government health
services, do not require special clinics or bodies of specially trained personnel,
but can be created within the resources of the urban or village community. A
number of possibilities conforming to this philosophy are available, and need
to be investigated and exploited. Such simple means of distribution might
involve pharmacies, local stores of any type, the use of barbers for the dis
tribution of male methods of contraception, the use of traditional health
personnel for both condoms and (where legal) oral contraceptives, the use of
traditional midwives (the dukun, bedan, dayar, helot), the use of the newly
literate local leader who can be made into a depot-holder for contraceptives.
It is also recognized that private medical practitioners already supply much of
the family planning advice in many countries and are respected by the com
munity, and that their input could be expanded. In many of the examples given,
the possibility of financial gain to the distributor is likely to improve distribution.
ihe advantages of this approach are those of simplicity, the minimum number
of administrative steps between the donation of international support and its
usefulness at the field level, a lack of competition with already overstrained
health services, the avoidance of long latent periods while institutions and
establishments are created and, possibly most important of all, cultural
acceptability, as family planning will be made available from within the familiar
domestic resources of the community. The disadvantages are that family
planning methods may be misunderstood and that it is not known whether
continuation rates will be the same as, or less or greater than, with methods
made available through more highly structured services.

THE HEALTH COSTS
Mortality and morbidity in pregnancy, for both mother and child, are high
at the extremes of fertile life and rise with parity. They are also sensitive to
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changes in socioeconomic status. Declining maternal and infant mortality in
Western countries is partly the result of increasing use of techniques for the

regulation of fertility, which have greatly reduced pregnancy rates in older,
parous women, and partly the result of improved obstetric services. Therefore,
family planning services are an appropriate and (most people would claim) an
essential part of maternity and child health services.
Today, as every day, 70% of the deliveries taking place in the world will be
without the assistance of a trained person. The task of extending maternity
services is considerable and if in-any way family planning services can precede
improvements in maternity services, without competing with those services for
significant funds, then the health of the community will benefit.
Simple methods of distribution, not involving clinics and doctors, would
allow contraceptives to reach most parts of the world. However, there is an
almost unshakable belief that doctors do something useful when superviJing
the distribution of contraceptive pills and an impression that it is unethical to
suggest alternative systems. The reverse way of posing the question, namely
that it is unethical to use a doctor's skills unless it can be rigorously justified,
rarely seems to be asked. The International Planned Parenthood Federation
made an important statement on this point in Apil 1973. It faced the reality
that 'in many countries the regulations that are supposed to limit oral con
traceptives to doctors' prescriptions are generally ignored. Those who can
afford to purchase them from commercial outlets do so without medical super
vi.5ion; however, national and international agencies abide by regulations,
only distributing free or subsidised Pills through doctors. As a result there is
discrimination against many of those most urgently in need of protection
against unplanned pregnancy'. While recognizing that there are small but
measurable risks with the use of oral contraceptives the IPPF believes that
'whoever normally meets the health needs of the community, whether doc!"
nurse, traditional midwife, pharmacist or store keeper, can be an appropria,;
person to distribute oral contraceptives and we call upon our Member Associa
tions to pioneer innovating schemes for the distribution of oral contraceptives'.
The need to justify prescriptions for contraceptives is a more correc ,nd
constructive starting point than the need to justify the removal of oral con
traceptives (or any other drug) from prescription. A link be..veen medical
&trvicesand contra.ptive provision would be obligatory if the non-supervised
use of a method presented risks which were as great as or "ater than the risks
of not using the method. There are no circumstances where this is known to
occur (Table 2). If we accept access to the means to control fertility as a basic
human right, then we must be reluctant to accept any pattern of medical or
para-medical supervision which cannot be justified.
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TABLE 2
Pktenancies and deaths associated with contraception, pregnancy and induced abortion in
One year (data from Tietzc 1969')
.Method

None
No contraception: all pregnancies end in illegal abortion
No contraception: all pregnancies end in legal abortion
Steroidal contraceptives

Mechanical methods: no induced abortion
Mechanical methods: all pregnancies legally aborted

Rate per 100 000 women of repro
ditive age in fertile unions

Pregnancies

Deaths

40000-60000
100 000

8-12
100

100000
100

30
34

11 800-13 000
14 300

2.5
0.46

*The mortaliy rates used by Tietze' in his 1969 calculations can probably be revised down.
wards for both oral contraceptives and early legal abortion.

THE ECONOMIC COSTS

Many countries, both rich and poor,might be criticized for not spending more
on health, and the money that is spent is often poorly divided between curative
and preventive medicine. But wishful thinking will not release resources and,
however imperative the cause, finance is likely to be limited.. Many developing
countrics spend less than one US dollar per person, per year, on all aspects of
health care.
Of the two paths outlined the simuplest is also the cheapest. Current, highly
structured family planning programmes consume a great deal in overheads and
in purchasing professional skills. The IPPF, which places a greater emphasis on
services than most other internaticnal organizations, spent approximately
US $3.2 million on commodities in 1972 (70% on contraceptives and the
remainder on vehicles, audiovisua! aidi and clinic and office equipment). The
total budget for that year was approxim.tJy $25 million. The cost of averting
a birth through the Indian family planning programme fell from $100 in
1956/57 to $30 in the late 1960s, but the latter figure still represents four
months income for the average Indian. At the present moment (mid-1973)
government budgets for family planning are being cut in India and in these
circumstances most observers would guess that it Will be the effectiveness of the
programme that will be decreased, rather than the efficiency increased.
Even if money were available for the highly structured programme, any
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effort depending on the large-scale deployment of doctors would fail. The
adverse ratios of people to physicians in developing countries, especially in
rural areas, do not need emphasizing. For example, there are more Indian
doctors working overseas than there are engaged in rural medical practice in
India.
Among large developing countries cnly the People's Republic of China
appears to have made useful progress in extending a meaningful family planning
service to its people. Total review of a programme in a land so large is not
yet possible but the testimony of those who have seen some part of the pro
gramme is unanimous in its enthusiasm and sense of excitement. No doubt,
the profound changes which have taken place in the community contribute to
a greater or lesser extent to the success of the programme and some people
might even argue that they were a prerequisite for success. The programme
has the characteristics of the simple pathway outlined: the indigenous resources
of the community are used in training a great corps of barefoot doctors, and
highly structured, culturally inappropriate health and family planning seyvices
have not been attempted. The rational distribution of simple reversible methods
of contraception, including the distribution of oral contraceptives by barefoot
doctors, combined with free access to sterilization and abortion, isa unique
and welcome feature of the programme.
The Chinese progamme could bc, and perhaps should be, a model for the
rest of the world. Guesses are that the Chinese population growth rate is now
at or below the world average. William Draper, whose vigour and plrsistence
has established the major part of the budget for the IPPF and the United Nations
Fund for Population Activities, has suggested that a world plan of action
might be based on the Chinese experience. In 1964 Chou En-Lai proposed that
China reduce its then estimated population growth from 21 %to 2%by 1970
and to I % by the year 2000. Draper has been the first person bold enough to
tentatively spell out the cost of such a programme. Concentrating on the
developing world-but assuming that China continues its own indigenous
effort-Draper estimates that at the present moment US $200 million is
contributed annually to family planning by bilateral and multilateral agencies
(more than half this sum coming from the United States) and that an equivalent
sum is contributed from the budgets of developing countries themselves. If it
is assumed that population growth in the developing world falls to I% by the
end of the century, the target population would rise from the present 2000
million to 3400 million. This might require a rise in contraceptive use from
the present estimated 10% of couples to 50% of couples by 1990. On inter
national markets oral contraceptives cost 13e to 17e a cycle and condoms from
les than $2 to $2.50 a gross. The direct cost in contraceptives of supplying
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125 million couples at approximately $2a couple per year in 1980 would be

$250 million, and in 1985 to supply 240 million couples at $1.50 each per
Year (a rail of cost is assumed with rising volume), $360 minion. In other
Words, the total projected contraceptive costs for more than a decade ahead
are less than the current world expenditure on family planning. Draper allows
two to three times the cost of contraceptives to run the distribution system-and
this may be realistic. He also computes costs for population censuses, research
and educational motivational costs. His total bill for 1980 is computed at
$1200 million and for 1985 at $2000 million.
Important unknowns in the Draper programme include variations in the
estimate of couples currently using contraceptives, and different guesses about
the monies which could be raised by local subsidized marketing, as opposed to
totally free distribL:ion. A role for sterilization and abortion would also
greatly alter the achievements of the programme.
There can be little doubt that the programme cani be and should be attainable
and it is to be hoped that sums of money of the order of an annual cost of
$1000 million to $2000 million in the latter part of this century will be aimed
for. Sweden and Norway now allocate 10% of their total development aid
to population activities and if this proportion was accepted by the countries
with really large Gross National Products, such as Japan, the USA or the
Common Market countries, these figures could be generously exceeded. The
Gross National Product of the USA, Canada, Germany, France, the UK,
Sweden and Australia exceeded a million million dollars in 1969: one-tenth of
1 of that G NP would suffice, and such a calculation assumes no contribution
from the wealth of the USSR, the smaller countries of Europe or the nations
of Eastern Europe.
Unfortunately. aid targets are not always met: national governments will
often (as in India at the present moment) economize on long-term family
planning programmes in order to release short-term resources for what appear
to be more immediate aims; crises in balance of payments and sudden changes
in political attitudes can all affect the available sum of money. Contraceptive
costs are presumably those that can least afford to be cut back. The professional
supervision of distribution, and the investment in so-called 'motivation', are
the areas that must come under closest scrutiny if money runs short.
The 'simple path' not only accepts the role of induced abortion and steriliza
tion in the rcgulation of fertility but attempts to optimize the relationship
between the-e surgical procedures and the use of reversible methods of con
traception. It ,, indicative of the restraints within which current programmes
operate thlat no direct comparison of costs, in health or economic terms,
between contraception alone and a contraception-plus-abortion programme
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has been attempted. However, there are indirect observations suggesting that
the latter would be cheaper when measured by either parameter.

THE POLITICAL COSTS

The high ethics that underlie the concept of human rights and the bzse
pragmatism that motivates political action are intertwined, even though the
practitioners of the first might deny it and of the second might sneer at the
suggestion. Family planning legislation and the discussion of political action
often turn upon the issue of the human right to control fertility. For a long
time 'protecting institutional doctrine was given a higher political priority than
5
protecting the free choice of the individuals'. In the United States, and in
other countries that have contributed towards the financing of the international
family planning movement, the philosophy which was p(litically necessary
was also that with the greatest ethical content: 'this [that i% .amily planning] is
entirely a matter of freedom of information and freedom of choice, without
compulsion, with complete respect for the views of the individual, his religious
inhibitions, and it is merely a matter of making knowledge available, it is
mainly an exercise in freedom of speech, freedom of thought and freedom of
information', said Senator Gruening at the US Congressional Hearings in
which he initiated the current generous aid from the US to international family
planning. As Piotrow points out, 'the question birth control advocates and
policy makers usually had to face was "how can you justify using taxpayers'
money for a cause that many taxpayers consider immoral?"... the Gruening

Hearing seized the initiative and asked instead "how can youjustify withholding
such important and useful information as birth control from the poor and
disadvantaged who want to have it?".'
The Congressional Hearings in 1965 were opposed by the National Catholic
Welfare Conference who argued that if the government supported birth
control it violated a citizen's 'right to privacy'. Eight years later, the United
States Supreme Court was to defend the woman's right to an abortion because
to deny it would be an iavasion of her privacy. Here the same ethical right is
being quoted on the one hand to support opposition to making family planning
advice available to those who desire it and, on the other, to support the prop
osition that abortion should be available on request. Rarely can ethical
principles have found themselves with such different bedfellows.
Bad judgement on the possible acceptability, or unacceptability, of particular
patterns of contraceptive distribution is common. Basically, simple methods
of distributing contraceptives, probably present fewer challenges than highly
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structured programmes. However, the challenges that do occur are in the
minds of social flites. When condoms were distributed in Kenya through local
stores in a way which appears to meet the community's needs, social leaders
complained they were being 'distributed like lollipops'. There was a fear that
condoms might gc: into the hands of the young unmarried, although the
.possibility that sexual activity might be entirely in the hands and minds of the
young unmarried was overlooked.
Simple availability of family planning services extends the choice of individ
uals. It enables dcmographic ends to be achieved through democratic means.
In the last analysis. a wide, well-advertised availability ofcontraceptives backed
up by elective sterilization and abortion may be a more secure defence of
human frecdom than a partial availability of methods for regulating fertility
backed by strong educational and motivational campaigns. Most people
would prefer the participation of the community in the regulation of fertility
to the manipulation of individuals' choices.

WHICH PATH WILL SUCCEED?

There issome evidence that the simple path can work. The low birth rates
of the economic depression in the Western world in the 1920s and 1930s were
achieved by a simple distribution of the reversible methods of contraception,
by a widescale use of coitus interruptus (and possibly by some use of alternative
patterns of sexual congress), and by illegal abortion. The medical profession
made only a minimal public contribution to the control of fertility at this time,
although in private they used these same means to limit their own family sizes.
Today, some of the lowest birth rates in the world are found in the countries
of Eastern Europe. Family planning programmes are poorly developed and
governments encourage people to have children, through tax policies, child
allowances, advantages in housing, and the availability of nursery schools.
Coitus interruptus, rather poor quality condoms and legal abortion combine
to produce low or very low birth rates.
There is little or no evidence that the complex channel works and some
evidence that it has failed to achieve set goals. Even the apparent success of
well-devcloped clinic-based programmes, such as that in Hong Kong, has been
questioned by demographers. The example of the Indian government in
politica! commitment and courage in the field of family planning has been
rightly praised. liowever, the detail of implementation has been poor and
mainly limited to medical methods of contraception (until the late but useful
addition of condom marketing). A new abortion law was implemented in
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April 1971 but has been choked with bureaucratic regulations.* When family
planning programmes began in India the annual addition to the population
was five million a year aili now after 20 years of government initiative in this
field the rate of population growth is 13 million a year.
Some people recognize the limitations of the complex path, but hopefully
plan to escape from it by some quantum leap in contraceptive technology.
There is little evidence that this is going to happen and if it involved a medication
the necessary programme of animal and human testing could well make for a
decade's delay between the demonstration of the possibility of the method in
men or women and its widespread implementation.
Others emphasize 'motivation'. The role of motivation in family planning
programmes isvariously assessed. Some observers see 'backward unenlightened
communities' that must be browbeaten into having smaller families. Others
believe education, and in particular sex education, alone can stem the tide of
human reproduction. Others would plaster the world with posters exhorting
women to consider their health and men to shoulder their economic respon
sibilities in order to escape from the slums in which they live-invariably
illustrated with pot-bellied children, empty rice bowls, brok - furniture and
leaking roofs. Few pause to ask whether fertility regulation services are really
available.
In my personal experience I have yet to visit a country where the services are
not behind the willingness of indivi,' als to plan their families. Conversely, I
have never seen services, tailored to meet the needs of the consumer, that are
under-used. I have seen empty clinics, bi, then I am not sure the community
wants many clinics. Recent market research in Thailand suggested that women
found going to clinics for oral contraceptives inconvenient and the physical
examinations undesirable:
'Igo to hospital when I am sick. When I don't have anything wrong
with me, I don't think about going to hospital'.
'I feel shy to have somebody examining my body. When I am sick it's all
right'.
'Why shou!d the doctor have to examine me thoroughly in order to
prescribe me pills?'
In Brazil, clinics see an average of 0.2 to 2.4 women an hour, although the
average doctor in a Brazilian hospital may have the responsibility of making
life and death decisions about hundreds of out-patients each day.
The claim that se-vices lag behind motivation is suffici,-ntly radical to need
some justification. To start with England: the father of ten children requested
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who delivered
vasectomy. The London National Health Service consultant
no medical inhis wife refused sterilization (on the grounds that there were
The man had
dications) and refused to give the Pill or an IUD to the wife.
couple had
The
tried using condoms and withdrawal but both methods failed.
to get a
no emotional objects to contraception and had been attempting
vasectomy for four years, but could not afford the £25-460 asked.
you can buy
The human right to family planning is denied in Sweden, where
but must fly to
condoms, have a legal abortion, get sex education in school,
where you can get
London if you want a vasectomy. It is denied in Japan,
Pill and IUD are
an abortion, buy the best condoms in the.world, but the
family planning
illegal. It is denied in Indonesia, whefe there is a massive
and the Pill is
used
not
are
prog~amme, but abortion and male sterilization
sterilization
and
officially on prescription. It isdenied in India, wherc ,, ,rtion
contraceptives has
are widely practised but no genuine effort to distribute oral
ever been made.
to human sexuality,
In any sphere of human endeavour other than one related
one, on economic
the simple path would be chosen in preference to the complex
well-con
considered
be
would
terms if no other. It is likely that this choice
in
control
fertility
firmed by the observational data of the past 100 years of
ones.
develolyd nations and the past 10 to 20 years in developing
of controlling
means
I believe it would be possible to extend the ways and
10 to 15 years
huma fert'lity to almost the whole of mankind within the next
If the alternative
at a very modest cost, if the first set if principles is chosen.
tht se minimum
time,
course is adopted, it may be that, -ven in 50 years'
investment.
human needs will not have been fulfilled, despite a very considerable
challenging
apparently
although
I also believe that the simple rapid approach,
of human
invasion
some important aspects of ethics, may involve less potential
the giant family
freedom than the explicit int, ,,.d consequences of some of
planning bureaucracies that have been created.

Discussion
programmes,
Wenche B. Eide: I would like your comments on postpartum
reasons,
logistic
for
which are seen as one way of reducing costs. This ispartly
i. the sense that the womaft is already present after her delivery.
has been put
Potts: A world plan of action for postpartum programmes
At a modest
forward by Taylor & BerelsonO of the Population Council.
to improve world
expense (between 40e and $1.60 a head) it would be possible
programme. I do
maternity services and add an integrated family planning
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not think this is a way of reducing family planning costs; it is a way of reducing
what the ilites perceive as the political costs.
Nothing would be more pleasing than to think that the world will extend
its maternity services, but it is a fact that 70% of the women having babies
today are not attended by a trained person. Clearly, it isimportant to extend
maternity services, but it will be a slow and painful process and is unlikely to
be given high political priority. Therefore if family planning servic .s are tied
to maternity services, we deny family planning to the bulk of the popuiaion
in the rural areas. The argument made isthat we should add family planning to
health services rather than to say that family planning by itself has an impact on
health. In fact, maternal mortality in England has declined partly as a result
of better obstetric services, and partly because, few women now have ten children,
and older women are not producing children as frequently as before. Therefore,
women at greatest risk in pregnancy and delivery are being protected because of
fertility regulation. If family planning services were extended ahead of struc
tured health services into a developing community, that would itself have an
impact on health. The maternity-related family planning service, which is very
much a goal of WHO, could be irrelevant to the major problems. This is not
to say, of course, that if one can have a maternity service, family planning
should not be an integral part of it.
I recently saw a report on a large developing country by an international
adviser on family planning. Basically his advice was to build a maternity
service. But that is not immediately feasible in the country concerned. Essential
problems were being avoided for political reasons. The adviser lacked the
courage to say that what would have impact would be (1)changing the national
abortion law arid (2) taking the Pill off prescription. It is wrong for political
reason? to hide behind maternity services, which exist only on paper. There
will not be adequate maternity services in that particular country before the
population has doubled, and even that is an optimistic guess.
Wenche B. Eide: I react somewhat to the postpartum programmes, because
many of them appear to have been designed by men who seem to imply as a
fact of life that the first thought of any woman after having given birth to a
child must be: 'Never again!' I have seen this seriously stated in family planning
literature. If contraceptive advice is to be related to the postpartum period, it
should at least be done in a more positive way, by stressing the importance
for the newborn child that a long time period should elapse before the next is
born, so ensuring good health for the mother and thus good nutrition and health
for the child through satisfactory lactation, and adequate care in general. But
all this I believe must be easier to carry out through the mother and child health
services wherever they exist.
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Polts: One should not bring undue pressures to bear on people over family
planning. I am worried by the pressure put on women to accept sterilization
when they are aborted in England. They are sometimes told that they cannot
be aborted unless they are also sterilized. Another limitation of maternity
related family planning services is that they make only female contraceptive
methods available. Most family planning is done by men, because med are the
decision-makers of the family for the bulk of the world's popi'lation. So
contraceptive methods must be packaged and marketed for mea.
Victoria Garcia: I would like to describe the other side of the coin and to
present family planning as a preventive health measure to be used by health
personnel when they make plans to improve the health and well-being of*the
community in their charge. We think that women have the right to have the
children they want and can taKe. care of, and they also have the right, when
they decide to have a child, to have it with the best medical care available. In
Latin America the groups exposed to maternal and child health risks make up
63% of the population. Maternal mortality is to a large extent avoidable, and
occurs mainly as a result of toxaemia in pregnancy and related accidents, in
fection, and especially clandestine abortions. A number of people have
reported that high parity-particularly 'grand multiparity', which is variously
defined as births following five, six or even more pregnancies or deliveries
carries increased risks of maternal mortality and obstetric complications.
Some health problems, for example nwalnutrition, are probably directly
related to the increased strain on family resources with each additional child;
in the case of common infections, larger family size may lead to more freqv.ent
exposure of members of the family to infection. Malnutrition is one of the
most widespread and important health problems, for the quality of a family's
nutiition can determine the quality of each member's health, affecting the
children's growth and development, dental health, and resistance to infection.
The aims of the family planning programmes in Latin America are: first, to
make it possible to plan family size; that is, to enable each couple to have
the number of childrch- that is best in terms of their health, socioeconomic
position and life roles. second, to make it possible to plan birth intervals to
safeguard maternal health and infant well-being and development. Third, to
make it possible for women to have children at the age at which pregnancy
carries the least risk for the mother and the greatest chance of a successful
outcome. Also to make it possible for couples to obtain diagnosis and treat
ment of sterility and to avoid unwanted pregnancies; and, finally, to prevent
abortion, especially illegal abortion.
It is easy to understand that with these conditions the educational component
of each programme has to be very carefully planned.
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Potts: This is a very political presentation, which I am sure is likely to be
successful in Latin America, but it must be understood that it is an artificial
approach. The reality is that human beings have a basic human right to decide
how many children they are going to have and so family planning needs no
other justification, although it can also be justified on grounds of health and on
demographic grounds. There is no conflict between these arguments, and
programmes must often be packaged for political reasons. One cannot go into
Latin America and say, 'make contraceptives available'. However, if we
believe the mythology we put forward for political reasons, that is when we
make serious mistakes. In piy opinion, the major decision that has to be made
in Latin America is for a non-physician distribution of all contraceptives.
Without this decision, an enormous and very serious bottleneck will continue
there. Perhaps approaching family planning entirely as a health matter is the
Latin American way of escaping the mediaevalism of the Catholic Church,just
as we in Britain, with our uncertainties about sexuality, involve doctors too
much in family planning, not because of their skills, but because, as I said, they
are the one group that society allows to look at the genital organs without
taking part in coitus.
Victoria Garcia:In many countries in Latin America one finds all kinds of
contraceptives available in drug stores even without a medical prescription.
But people still have great confidence in doctors and medical services are well
accepted, even in rural areas. In Chile the programme has been officially part
of the National Health Service since 1964 and the birth rate has decreased
from 3.5% to 2.8%. Our programme is not aimed at controlling the population
but at controlling illegal abortion. In Latin America, women carried the
burden of limiting their families; only recently have men become interested
in family planning, and begun to demand information and counselling.
Potts:The use of clinics and hospitals does not account for any significant
part of this decline in the birth rate. In no country of Latin America has the
recruitment to the family planning programmes equalled or exceeded the
annual addition of women at risk of pregnancy, because the age-structure of the
population is already biased towards the young. Latin America, like the rest
of the world, controls its fertility primarily with illegal abortion, a few sales of
condoms and over-the-counter pills, and much reliance on coitus interruptus.
My vision would be to take the existing technology that we know the com
munity uses, to improve it mildly, and really to get across to 80% or 90% of
the people, rather than do something which makes us feel very comfortable
but merely helps I % or 2% of the population.
Victoria Garcia:The programme in Chile now covers 12 %of the women of
fertile ate. The aim is to extend-he overave to 25 0/.
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Potts: In any other programme, such as vaccination for example, we would
not be happy with this aim. I think we have the opportunity to reach 75 %.
Victoria Garcia:We are happy with this aim, if it is possible to do it at
reasonable cost and at the same time to give guidance and comfort families,
and to establish a better relationship with the health services.
Pirie: You did not mention prostaglandins, Dr Potts. What is being done

there? And secondly, who stops condoms from being sold in supermarkets in
Britain, along with soap and toothpaste? Or do some supermarkets stock them?
Potts: There is a changing pattern in the sale of condoms in the UK. Until
a few years '.go the Pharmaceutical Association would not allow shops to
stock condoms as -an above-the-counter article. The manufacturers were not
regulated by statute, but they did not want to offend certain groups, so they
would not risk selling in supermarkets. They are now beginning to experiment
in new retail outlets and condoms are frequently piut on the counter in pharma
cies. We are getting a better advertising system as well.
Pirie:But who says no?
Potts:We do: this is what the 61ites do! I wanted to run advertisements on
certain London underground stations for a birth control clinic. The Greater
London Council refused to allow the advertisement. The advertising of contra
ception is prohibited in the London Transport regulations.
Prostaglandins are, I think, a good alternative for a late abortion, but so
far have not been made a practical proposition for early abortion. Until 12
weeks the hand-operated vacuum aspiration pump is effective, and more
predictable than prostaglandins.
Tewari: The package idea is certainly fascinating, but it has its limitations.
We used this idea in India in the early 1950s for malaria, before the malaria
programme came into existence. Quinine was sold by every village teacher and
every post-office. The same is being done now as part of the family planning
programme, with about 100 million condoms being produced annually. There
is a good distribution system through commercial channels. Unfortunately,
there are no takers, and that is where the question of' motivation comes in,
and of whether, having developed a system of distribution for a packaged
system, one can leave it at that. The other thing to note in a country like
India is the opportunity that this programme is providing for building up an
infrastructure for maternal and child care which would probably not otherwise
have come into existence for some time. One of thc advantages of the invest
ment in the family planning programme is the way it is helping in the provision
of a basic health service at the periphery. The situation, with about 70% of
deliveries not having any trained attendants, is a very real problem and to the
extent that the family planning programme, whatever the methods or tech
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niquos adopted, helps in the infrastructure being brought up to a certain level,
it should be welcomed and promoted.
Potts: I would prefer to justify maternal and child health services on their
own grounds. I am unhappy when people mix them up and want to divert
money intended for family planning to maternal and child health services.
Either one can say that there is too much family planning money, which is a
valid argument; or one can say that one wants more money for maternal and
child health services; but other courses involve a political blurring which is
misleading.
The condom programme in India has gone better than the other programmes;
there are takers. And again, when one looks into the details, the problems
arise in getting things out of the bureaucracy and out of the health structure.
D. R. Gupta, a marketing executive for the condom programme, told me that
the two chief bottlenecks were that the government would not allow him to
employ outside advertising agencies, or to run market-research programmes.
Until the programme is professionalized with a proper marketing technique
and until condoms can be sold in the way baby foods are being sold in East
Africa, there will be little progress. At the pr,.sent moment, we have some
good ideas, but they are all on paper and are inhibitel because people will not
take the last step. In England, we do not permit advertising of abortion.
Abortions can be done, but nobody must know how to get them quickly. In
India, you have the perfect example of a sensible abortion law-a very humane
step forward fox the largest democracy in the world-and yet the bureaucratic
regulations controlling abortion are designed so that every possible mistake is
made, andl in the whole of India in 1972 there were only 20 000 registered legal
abortions. Official estimates of illegal abortions run to 2-3 million annually.
It will not prove possible to pick up any more of the potentially illegal abortions
and bring those women into the family planning service, making abortion a
turning point in their contraceptive practice, without a big advertising campaign.
It would not offend the slum dweller, who wants to know what to do.
Evang: I think you are over-simplifying the problem, Dr Potts. You cannot
base yourself on the idea that the customer isalways right in a situation where
very complex attitudes are involved. We have seen what has happened with
breast-feeding when advertising has been allowed to take over, and that is :a
relatively simple thing. We have plenty of evidence to the effect that without
the availability of contraceptives in a country being changed in any way, the
birth rate has been fluctuating violently. How do you explain that, since the
motivation is the same? How have the Chinese succeeded? Not by selling
contraception. They went about it in exactly the opposite way to what you
recomhmend. They produced the motivation and then came to the customer.
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Another point: I think you confuse commercialized medkal services in
rich countries, and the way in which doctors monopolize these (in this I agree
with you), with the fact that in all poor countries health services are free public
services. This is the only way of serving the people. And these countries are
in the painful proc..ss of developing health services which might provide not
only service, but aiso attitudes: to breast-feeding, to muscular exeicise, to
nutrition. These are partsof life; so isfamily planning. And the fragmentation
of this into an anti-tobacco service and a breast-feeding service and a family
planning service is a hopeless way and is tremendously costly. It would be
tragic if your view represents the trend in the International Planned Parenthood
Federation, because it goes completely against the present development
towards producing an all-embracing health service. Motivation is still the
important thing. You cannot get rid of the health service, because as yet there
is only one contraceptive method that can be sold directly to customers, namely
the condom; the birth pill has not yet reached the stage where it can be let
loose on the population. There are risks. The other methods all require health
services--not necessarily a doctor, but the new type of widened health service
using auxiliary health workers.
Potts: The views I presented are my own; I have polarized things in my paper
as a shorthand approach to a complicated subject. However, the IPPF now
recommends all its member associations to look carefully at new methods of
distributing contraceptive pills, and does not think that the doctor isan essen
tial element in this. Many people would now hold that you should sell pills like
condoms, and that to withhold them isdamaging to the population. Imade the
calculation that in India, if pills were available in shops like condoms and the
uptake was only about 3 or 5% of fertile couples, roughly 2000 maternal
deaths would be saved each year. I think we kill those people through our
attitudes. I am not saying that family planning should not be a part of the
health service; but health services are very limited and do not reach rurl
areas. It would benefit those people to offer them family planning services not
based on health services as soon as possible, if it is technically feasible to do
that-and I think it is feasible. My second point is that within the limited
budgets available f&r health services, too much is being absorbed by this
very expensive process of family planning, in the way we now do it.
D. B. Jelliffe: To some extent this isa false polarization, and I want to make a
bridge between the two approaches. Why should health services and the
family )lanning and other types of health activity not be marketed? Take
soap: it i. the best preventive of skin disease, but we do not give soap out
through heilth centres. I am in favour of anything which can be marketed or
where modem advertising techniques can be used. The health profession has
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to get out of its rigid stance in this regard. But from the other point of view,
there are misconceptions about the types of health services that we should be
talking about. These are not health services that will be dominated by doctors.
In my field, child health and nutrition, the trend now is towards simpler
services which really reach the rural areas, and are based on medical auxiliaries.
My feeling is that the marketing approach to family planning is needed-pro
vided there is a market; provided there is the motivation; and provided there is
a money economy, which there may not be in many parts of the world. But
equally, there is need for a low-cost, rural mother and child health service of
which family planning and the distribution of contraceptives would be a part.
The proportions of each approach would vary with.the circumstances. The
commercial techniques successful in Japan would not be very successful in
rural Uganda. Dr Evang mentioned China. One of the ingredients of their
success in family planning has been the distribution of contraceptives through
the barefoot doctors. The barefoot doctor is an example of the type of rural
health activity I am describing. My plea would be to avoid polarization and
to have an amalgam of the two approaches, the percentage of each depending
upon the local type of economy and type of ecology.
Potts:I agree very much with that. I would only add that one should avoid
prejudging the situation. There have been too many experts saying that Indian
women will not use pills; in Kenya there is now a condom-maarketing scheme
in an area of half a million people in which half the outlets of the village shops
are taking up and selling condoms in dispensers. This is a subsidized scheme,
but it appears to be acceptable to the community and a useful addition. People
for years said that Latin American men would not be vasectomized. Services
have been made available in Colombia and quite a lot of men have been
vasectomized.
Bradley: I see a similarity between this discussion and those concerned with
water supplies, in that when the medical professionals are involved, they
become more concerned about making one person more silck because it is on
their consciences as professionals, than about the ninety-n:ne whom they are
not treating because they do not see them. The argument fur dissociating the
contraceptive pill from the doctor is surely very similar to that of dissociating
small water supplies from the engineer. If you can show statistically that the
community is much better off with one thing than another, you must separate
the doctors from the 'patients'. or they will have too much on their consciences
when one person dies after taking the pill or after a slightly substandard water
scheme has been built. I suspect that part of this discussion is really about in
stitutions and professions.
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SEMINAR ON LAW AND POPULATION:
LECTURE BY DR. MICHAEL S. TEITELBAUMThis discussion will describe population problems and some

of the
issues they raise for policy-making. We shall touch upon five major
areas.
First, what are the key population policy issues confronting the world?
Second, how are these issues perceived around the world? Third, how were

they dealt with at the World Population Conference in Bucharest? Fourth,
what can we learn from the European demographic transition regarding
these
policy issues facing the world today? And fifth, what are realistic
ob
jectives in the population field for governments of developing countries
and for international agencies such as the United Nations?

Policy Issues and Perceptions
The key policy questions on population which face the world as a whole
are actually quite simple. First, what ultimate population size can
the
world support, and within that limit, what human values ought to be max
imized? Second, by what processes will population growth rates ultimately
decline? Mathematically, we know they must decline. But is there a
need
for efforts directed specifically toward fertility reduction, or will
gen
eral social and economic development bring this about "naturally"?
This
question will justify a look into the European experience and its possible
applicability for the modern world. The first question -- the ultimate
sus
tainable population size -- appears to be unanswerable. Some people
ar
gue that the biological carrying capacity of the earth has already been
ex
ceeded by the world's population of about four billion. Others have
cal
culated that with present technology, sufficient food can be produced
for
forty to fifty billion people. (Regarding this latter contention, one
must
remember that many of these estimates of forty billion to fifty billion
de
pend on assumptions which exclude the questions of capital, politics,
and
organizational capacities, for example.) A range of estimates from
less
than four billion to up to fifty billion is hardly a satisfying scientific
situation. Therefore the first question is an open one.
A determination of desirable population size on grounds of human
values is also difficult in scientific terms. It is difficult to come
to
agreement on this issue becuse we find ourselves arguing about our values.
Ultimately the political process or policy process will have to decide
those
questions. There is, however, an objectively answerable question in
all of
this. That is, we can define a desirable rate of population increase.
We
cannot put an upper limit to population size, and we cannot say what values
we ought to maximize, but we can say something about the rates that are
desirable. The present rates of increase in some developing countries
threaten to overwhelm their capacities of accommodation. Whether their
populations now are too large for what they ultimately could support
is an
open question, except in a case like Bangladesh where it appears that
the
margin is being approached. But it is clear that rates of increase
are
too rapid in many countries for them to have time to accommodate them
selves to that change. It is difficult to find any convincing argument
for rates of increase exceeding 1.5 percent, which is about the maximum
that was ever reached during the European transition. Perhaps some will
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disagree, but it is difficult to find any reason to prefer a 1.5 percent rate
of increase to a 1.0 percent or 0.5 rate of increase. Indeed most of the
discussion of how many people Nigeria or Chad can support does not consid
er the question of how rapidly should it reach that number; at what rate of
increase? There is substantial evidence that extraordinary rates of in
crease tend to retard the development process. On scientific grounds it
is clearly appropriate to seek a reduction in very high rates of increase
to more moderate levels.
Here we confront the key scientific and political matters of the ques
tion: What processes will cause population growth rates to decline, and is
there need for policy efforts directed specifically toward that decline?
Some of the opinions on these questions are summarized in my paper which
appeared in Foreign Affairs. I have sought to describe fully 16 analytically
separable positions on the need, or lack thereof, of direct policy interven
tions in the population area. These positions range from the pro-natalist
to the accommodationist, to the doomsaying. Brief compass, there appears
to be no real agreement on this key issue.
Some of the responses to these policy problems are related to the
Bucharest Conference. Here we come to our second and third general topics
of discussion, world-wide perceptions of population Issues and the way
they were confronted at Bucharest. In policy terms. there appeared to be
roughly three categories of countries at Bucharest. First was the majority
of countries. At the heart of their interpretation of the situation was
what might be called the holistic development position consisting of anti
colonial sentiments, and a sense that shortages in the world are due to
over-consumption in the rich countries. There was, however, a good deal of
disagreement among this first group, of which countries as distinct as
Italy and China were members. In some cases, countries added a pro-natal
istic sentiment to their basic position. They said that population growth
was good; it furthered development rather than retarded it. In that
category fell most of the African countries with some exceptions, led by
Algeria and Argentina. Interestingly enough, they were joined by China,
which some may have found puzzling. But this group also included strong anti
natalist views expressed by India, Mexico, Egypt, Yugoslavia and some Latin
American countries. The presence of both China and India in this group
may have been due primarily to political considerations; the Indians must
have felt some concern about being out-flanked by the Chinese.
A second prominent position was the "population programs plus develop
ment" position. Development is very important, they agreed, and it ought
to be pursued with all due and deliberate speed. But population policies
and programs are also important. In this second group we find most of the
rest of Asia (with the exception of China and India), most of Western Europe,
the United States and Canada -- broadly, the non-socialist developed and
developing countries.
Finally it was surprising to find the traditional Marxist view being put
forward by the Soviet Union and Eastern European countries. They said
that there is not such a thing as population problem in the abstract.
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Capitalism, socialism, and feudalism each have concomitant population
problems and unique population laws. The problems that the capitalists are
pointing to in the developing countries are really the problems of
capitalism, not problems of population. The blame rests on colonialism,
neo-colonialism, and imperialism. Their conclusion, supported without much
reservation by many developing countries, was that there was no need for pop
ulation policy per se because demographic factors are derivttive from social
and economic factors. In a properly organized world and/or society, demo
graphic trends will be in consonance with social and economic levels of
development.
There were some interesting anomalies in the positons taken by various
countries. The Chinese delegation, for example, was the first notable dele
gation to publicly attack the draft Plan of AcLion as overly concentrated on
demographic variables and lacking emphasis on the need for a new international
economic order. They said that the new international economic order would
eliminate the effects of "imperialism, colonialism, neo-colonialism and
hegemonism." Further, China said that the population growth of the Third
World was "a very good thing" because it had allowed these countries to
be the main force opposing the domination of the superpowers. The idea of
a population explosion was "an absurd theory, concocted by the superpowers"
in order t.- maintain their hegemony; and the real need was "to smash
the old economic order" and to establish the new. They were asked on
several occasions about their own policy of birth planning, which is apparent
ly one of the most vigorous anti-natalist policies in the world. Their
answer was an interesting one. Yes, they said, we do have a policy of
birth planning and it is very important, but it could only be implemented
after the necessary social and economic changes had taken place. They
emphasized that the goals of their program were not necessarily to lower
fertility but to bring fertility and mortality into balance. They pointed
out that in some sectors of China there were efforts to raise fertility
as well as efforts to lower fertility in other sectors. It would have
been interesting to hear them give the identity and relative sizes of these
sectors. In fact it appears to be true that in some areas of China such as
Inner Mongolia and some of the minority populations the birth program is
intended to raise fertility, because these populations represent very small
minorities of the Chinese population.
One of the key issues at Bucharest underlying much of the debate
was whether one really can expect a "natural" or automatic decline in fer
tility in developing countries or whether one needs to make policy interven
tions towards that end. The theory of demographic transition was a very im
It is hard to argue that an academic
portant component of this debate.
theory per se can be central at an overwhelmingly political United Nations
conference. But demographic transition theory, based upon the European ex
perience, does underlie many of the interpretations of the realities that
were presented by various delegations. This development justifies an assess
ment of what is known about what actually happened in Europe, and the ex
tent to which these processes can be expected to occur again in developing
countries, given their similarities and dissimilarities to the nineteenth
century European situation.

Demographic Transition Theory
The theory of demographic transition is not a formal theory, but rather
a set of empirical generalizations, many of which are increasingly being
shown by recent research to be problematic. The theory seeks to character
ize three stages of fertility and mortality, viewed as derivative from
fundamental economic and social changes of development of "aodernizatin".
(In this respect, it fits in with the interpretation of the first group
of countries discussed above, who said that development will "take care
of" population. It is also related to the views of the third group of
countries: the traditional Marxian view that demographic processes are
de
rivative from social and economic transformations.)
The first stage of the transtition theory is characteristic of human
species throughout most of history. Equilibrium of population size is
a
chieved over the very long term (thousands of years) via high birth and
high
death rates. Infant mortality is very high and fertility is also very
high,
although both are perhaps never at the biological maximum. A high rate
of
mortality is considered to be inevitable by the theory due to the ab
sence of modern forms of sanitation, agriculture, transport and medicine.
Given this high rate of mortality, a very high birth rate was required,
by
definition, of any population which still exists. The theory implicity
as
sumes that people do not have many children "automatically," but that
so
cieties must develop pro-natalist pressures to maintain high enough fertility
for self-maintenance. It is, of course, a basic survival issue for the
society that its population at least reproduce itself over the long term.
The
result has been a pro-natalism that is deeply entrenched and highly insti
tutionalized in human society.
Another aspect of transition theory focuses on the death rate. The
death rate is viewed as beyond the control oB the society. They do not
have the technology or the organizational skill to reduce mortality by
any substantial amount. However, it is assumed that most people would
like
to live for a long time, and that when new marginal improvements in methods
of reducing mortality are discovered, they are therefore readily adopted
by
the population. This creates an unstable equilibrium because high fertility
is strongly institutionalized and supported by social sanctions, while,
reductions in mortality are also viewed in a positive light.
This instability leads to stage two of the demographic transition, in
which declining mortality coupled with high fertility levels maintained
by
traditional social institutions creates the so-called population explo
sion. This is simply an acceleration of difference between the death
rate
and birth rate.
Finally, in stage three, according to the theory, individuals begins
consciously to control their fertility. This leads to a decline in aggre
gate fertility, which lags behind the mortality decline and the duration
of
which is due to the traditional social institutions which are slow to
change.
The theorists of the transition explain the adoption of new smaller families
by reference to the industrial transformation and urban transformations
of
nineteenth century Europe. The family and its role and structures has
been
changed in several ways: in production, in consumption, in education,
in
recreation. This type of change weakens the social presaures built into
the social system which favor high fertility, most of which were funnelled
through the agrarian family of the past. The economic value of children
and
the cost of raising them higher. The theory predicts in these general
terms
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the forces of social and economic transformation of industrialization and
urbanization will inevitably lead to a reduction of fertility. There is no
time scale put on this process and the causal flow is ambiguous. One must
therefore view the theory as a set of high level generalities regarding the
effects of development upon fertility. The theory does not describe the
posited process in any detail, nor does it state how long it takes for this
causal structure to operate.
The first statement of transition theory was developed in the 1920's.
Hence it is an old theory which has been elaborated over the past half
century. What is its current state of acceptabilLty among demographers and
social scientists? One can say that transition theory provides some general
hypotheses which in fact have been confirmed by subsequent events. There
were predictions based on transition theoty in the early 1950's that the
sub-continent. of Asia would experience quite rapid population growth, be
cause mortality could be expected to decline more rapidly than fertility.
In fact that is what happened. However, the theory underestimated the rate
of decline in mortality. Some of these predictions in the early fifties
claimed that South Asia might i-xpect a growth rate as high as 1.2% to 1.5%
by 1965. Of course growth has been more rapid than that, since the reductio
of mortality has been much more successful than that expected. But the
general tenor of their prediction has been borne out by experience. When
one gets into the explanatory level of why fertility declines, however, the
transition theory is open to more serious scientific questions. Surprising
ly, studies on this point are rather scarce. The theory has been accepted
as "true"; indeed, most demography textbooks contain a chapter somewhat at
the beginning describing the demographic transition, in which this theory
is put forward as if it were facts.
The Princeton European Fertility Study
One empirical study of the theory, probably the most intensive study to
date, has been going on in Princeton since 1969. Basically this study
is an attempt to take the theory seriously, to operationalize the theore
tical and causal structure of the theory, and to view Europe as a demographic
laboratory. The study concerns developments which have happened already
and which are not questions of prediction. This study attempts to view pop
ulation at a sufficiently low level of aggregation so that we are not
talking about national phenomena, e.g. what happened in Germany versus
Austria. Rather it covers smaller levels of organization, specifically the
province or county level. This is a huge task, because there are over
seven hundred provinces in Europe, but some of the results have now appearec
in print. A book on Germany, by John Knodel, just came out. A book on
Portugal and a forth-coming bobk on Italy, both by Massimo Liui-Bacci, have
also been published.
One important finding of this study, now that we have some overall
view of the data, is that general fertility levels in pre-transition
Europe were far from uniform. The general assumptions of transition theory
was that all societies before the transition had high fertility and then
experienced a decline in mortality followed by a decline in fertility, but
this does not hold empirical "water". First, the decline in fertility
levels in Europe were highly variable from province to province and from
country to country. They were also relatively low by modern standards.
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Fertility in this case is fertility within marriage, because there is also a
pattern in Europe of late marriage and a high proportion never marrying,
which is quite distinctly different from the marriage pattern in many de
veloping countries. This also tended to depress the overall level of fer
tility. But when the effects of marriage age and marriage frequency are re
moved, and we isolate what happens only within marriage using certain analy
tical techniques, we find a high variability in (marital) fertility. This
phenomenon is not predicted by the theory.
What might explain this variability? First, fecundity, which is defined
as the biological capacity to reproduce, could have varied from province to
province and from country to country because of nutritional factors. At Har
vard, Rose Frisch has been doing some research on the effects of nutritional
levels nn fecundity, and has found that if the fat level in the woman's body
drops below a certain percentage of her body weight she will stop ovulating.
Further, if it drops below another level, she will stop menstruating. There
fore a population such as that of rural Bangladesh might conceivably consist
in part of women who are not at full fecundity levels. If they are at the
margin of subsistence and do not have much fat in their bodies they may not
be ovulating every month. This nutritional factor is one possible explanation
for variations in fertility in Eur6pe, Bangladesh, and other countries. Another
possibility is that the prevalence and intensity of lactation can have an im
pact on fecundity. The social view, as opposed to this biological determin
istic view, is that many pre-transitional populations were in fact practicing
birth control before the transition. If that is true, transition theory
assumes that birth control was not practiced until the urban and industrial
revolutions chdnged people's life views.
When the socio-economic factors which the transition theory relates to a
decline of fertility (such as the level of industrialization, urbanization,
education of women, infant mortality levels) are tested as hypotheses to ex
plore the actual delines in fertility that took place from province to pro
vince in Europe, the results are not conclusive. In some countries for ex
ample, you find the expected relationships between some of these factors and
fertility, whereas the country next door contradicts the hypothesis. In
virtually every coUntry (with the possible exception of England) one finds
sub-national clusters of provinces in which fertility is substantially higher
or lower than it should be as predicted by the theory and where fertility de
clines earlier or later for no apparent reason. One interesting anecdote,
for example, is the case of Spain. The analysis for Spain was done by William
Leisure. He calculated provincial marital fertility levels, and collected
data on socioeconomic variables such as percentage industrial, percentage
urban, educational levels, income levels, and many other variables which
would fit into transition theory and which are available in the data. The
result of his findings, however, still showed peculiar clusters of proviLnces
which had very high fertility next to other clusters which had very low fer
tility, clusters which he found very difficult to explain. He then took an
unlabeled map of these clusters to a specialist on Spain, whose reactior, was
tiat his map represented the standard linguistic map of Spain. Most of ;:he
variation in Spanish marital fertility took place between, rather than Twith
in, these regions.
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Ansley Coale sought to summarize the findings to date of the European
Fertility Study in a 1973 paper. He tried to describe the generalizations
which remain in terms of three broad preconditions for a substantial decline
in fertility within marriage. First, fertility must be "within the calculus
of conscious choice." Potential parents must consider fertility control as
an acceptable mode of thought and form of behavior, balancing out the ad
vantages and disadvantages before deciding to have another child (unlike, for
example, most present day Hutterites and Amish, who would consider such cal
culations immoral and do not control marital fertility). The second general
ization that Coale put forward was that reduced fertility must be seen to be
advantageous. Perceived social and economic circumstances must make reduced
fertility appear as an advantage to individual couples. Third, effective
techniques of fertility reduction must be available. Procedures that would
prevent births must be known and there must be sufficient communication be
tween spouses and sufficient sustained will on the part of couples to employ
them successfully.
European data stow that the high level of development that was reached
in Europe was ultimately sufficient to establish pre-conditions for a decline
in marital fertility. But there is no evidence whatever that this high level
of development was necessary for these pre-conditions to be established. We
have many cases in Europe in which low levels of development are also asso
ciated with a sharp reduction in marital fertility. The best examples of this
are rural France and Hungary.
Transition Theory and the Developing Countries
Is what remains of the transiton theory relevant to developing countries?
This is an important scientific question because clearly transition theory is
subject to serious weaknesses and ambiguities in explaining what happened in
Europe. However, some of the theoretical shortcomings in the European analy
sis may be due to problems of inadequate data. Developing countries provide
an opportunity to test the theory in a situation in which one can collect the
kind of data which is needed. Research of this kind is very important for po
licy and for law. If it can be shown that within a reasonable period of
time, development will lead to a "natural" decline in fertility, then the
underlying assumptions of population issues which are held by many heads of
the governments of the world today will be validated. If so, we could stop
having world population conferences and stop spending scarce money on popu
lation programs because population control will occur automatically as devel
opment proceeds. If, on the other hand, it appears that the transition theory
is not appropriate for the conditions of the developing countries, then re
vised assumptions are in order about what may be expected in developing coun
tries, and what relevant policy positions might be taken. Let us compare some
of the ways in which developing countries today differ from the the nineteenth
century European countries. What factors might inhibit fertility declines
and what might be expected to cause a more rapid decline in fertility, than
occured in Europe?
Several factors may contribute to inhibiting declines in population
growth in developing countries. The first is the pace and the source of
mortality decline. The declines in mortality in every European country were
gradual and generally related to the social and economic forces of develop
ment and industrialization. The same is not true for many of the developing
countries, where mortality declines have been far more dramatic than in
Europe and have often resulted from imported technologies rather than in
digenous development processes. The result is that mortality levels in de
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veloping countries are much lower than those of early industrial Europe
(i.e.,,Europe of a comparable stage of development), and the factors which
brought this about may be less ihdigenous than those in Europe.
Sezond, it is not often realized that fertility in most developing
countries today is much higher than in pre-transition Eurdpe. For example,
in Britain the crude birth rate in the early nineteenth century was general
ly less than 35 per thousand. In many of the developing countries to
day it is over 45 per thousand, i.e. thirty percent more. In some countries
it is over fifty percent more. This phenomenon is primarily due to the prac
tice of early and nearly universal marriage in the developing countries.
The opportunities for migration also account for differences between
Europe and the developing countries. Rapid population growth can be miti
gated by migration. This occurred in Europe, which exported literally tens
of millions of their citizens to the New World, to Oceania and to their over
seas colonies. But this is not a rea!i3tic prospect for most of the develop
ing countrie today. There are no more open continents (that we know of),
and politically not many countries are willing to accept large numbers of
migrants. The largest number of immigrants into any country of the world
comes to the United States each year in the amount of about 400,000 per
year. 400,000 per year, however, is not going to offset the population
growth rate of Southeast Asia. Further, I believe that immigration limits
in many countries are likely to be reduced in coming years.
Fourthly, the rate of population growth is much more rapid in develop
ing countries than it ever was in Europe.-- indeed it is quite unprecendented
in the history of the species. Algeria, Colombia, or the Dominican Republic,
for example, wh.ch by the best of estimates are growing at 3.4 percent per
annum, will do Aje their populations in twenty years. At that rate of increase
they will increase by thirty-two-fold in a century. European nations never
experienced anything like that rate of increase. The maximum average doubling
time in Europe was about ninety years and the maximum doubling tiim for any
country over a sustained period of time was fifty years. Europe never had
to confront the rates of growth in demand for basic necessities of life and
for social investment that developing countries now deal with every day.
Further, these demands often compete with investment in physical productive
resources such as industrialization and agriculture. That kind of competi
tion can impede social and economic development. If you have to direct large
fractions of your available resources to meeting social needs, then you are
less likely to industrialize as rapidly, given limited capital. Saudi Arabia
or Kuwait are different because capital is currently not a real constraint.
They do not have to make those trade-offs. But in a typical developing coun
try where capital is limited the trade-off can impede development. Perversely,
if the process of rapid development does lower fertility, then the effect of
the trade-off would be viciously circular.
The fifth factor is the momentum for further growth, a phenomenon that
is not well-known on the part of most government leaders. It is mathematical
certainty for example, that many developing countries will nearly double
their populations even if they reach replacement fertility (roughlyy the two
child family) next year. The only way that will not be true is if mortality
goes up sharply (in which case there would no longer be replacement) or if
the fertility rate declines to below the two child family, which seems unlikely.
I remember a meeting that I had with the finance minister of Algeria, which
typifies the desbelief in population growth monmentum.
Kellogg: The Algttianalasssed- t*olaWs in 1,9. tb make)family plani.rg'even
more difficult.

Teitelbaum:

This minister was.,a-very educated and astute man, a.Ph.D. in

economics. He knew what was happening in his country. He had two children
himself and when I asked him why, he said that is all he could afford and
so on. I asked him what sort of population he would like to have in his
country, and had he ever thought about that? "Oh yes." he said, "we econo
mists think about that all the time. We are good planners and we have de
cided that based on a comparison of our resources with those of similar
countries of similar size, such as Yugoslavia, we can happily support 30
million peoplt in Algeria. We have only 14 million now. So why are you
people telling us that we ought to reduce our rate of fertility promptly?
We'll take care of that when we have reached our 30 million." I said, "You
can't do that". He said,'"What do you mean we can't do that, we can do
anything we want to do." I pointed out to him that he could not allow the
population to grow to 30 million before fertility declined without overshoot
ing his target. He said he did not believe me, and I promised to do
the necessary calculations and send them to him..It turns out that, given
the momentum for growth as built into the Algerian age structure, if they
want to have 30 million people (not 40 or 50 million) they have to reach
replacement fertility by 1980. If they do what he said they were going to
do, which was to wait until 1980 or 1985 when fertility would start coming
down as a "natural" consequence of their development program, my calculations
indicated that they would end up with roughly 80 million. (He never responded
to my letter.) This point about population momentum is not a debatable ques
tion; it is simple mathematics.
The sixth factor concerns the opportunities for occupational and rural
to-urban mobility. During the European transition the opportunity for mo
bility away from agriculture and from the rural areas to the urban areas pro
vided alternative opportunities for the rural population. This is more diffi
cult in many developing countries today. First, their rural populations are
growing much more rapidly than in the European case. Second, urbanization rates
in developing countries have been even more rapid than in Europe, and many
developing countries have developed government policy to reduce the rate of
rural-to-urban migration because of the serious strains it causes in the ur
ban sector. They just cannot icrease the potable water supply fast enough,
or the decent housing fast enou6n, and it is preferable in terms of welfare
to adopt policies which encourage people to remain in rural areas where they
are actually better off in many respects. Certainly the government is better
off as a result, because it does not have to frantically produce urban services.
But by reducing the rate'of rural to urban migration, the hypothesized impact
on fertility is diminished.
Another factor involves the opportunities for female labor force par
ticipation. Some people contend that increased entry of women into the non
agriculture force in Europe was a factor in fertility decline. Obviously,
anyone who has read anything about Victorian England dan picture women
working in the mills. In most developing countries there is growth in demand
for female labor than in Europe, in part because of the greater increase in
male labor supply. For if the males are the traditional industrial workers
a more rapid growth in the male labor force tends, all other things being
equal, to limit the growth of demand for female labor.

Finally, educational opportunities differ. If school age cohorts are
doubling every two or three decades,'as they are in many developing countries,
then it is not surprieing that great difficulty is experienced in seeking
to expand educational opportunities from, say, ten percent up to ninety per
cent going to secondary school. Given that each successive cohort is sub
stantially larger than its predecessor, the diffculties in expanding the
coverage of the educational system are enormous. In Nigeria, for example,
the government has recently become very concerned about the rate of population
increase. Based on oil revenues the government laid down a political
decision that bhere would be universal education by 1976. They actually
attempted to calculate how many places they would need by that year. However,
in addition to the number of places needed, which implies x thousands more
teachers, schools and classrooms, the number of potential students will be
increasing for the foreseeable future. Not only will Nigeria have to build
up to this enormous investment by 1976, but in addition they must keep it
growing to provide places for the burgeoning child population. So the
operational hypothesis that one may make is that the more services that a
government feels obliged to provide to its population, the more compelling
is its need to do something about the rate of increase. If most of the people
lived out in the bush and the government never saw them, or if they were
subsistence farmers and did not enter into the economy in any real way, it
does not really matter up to some point how many millions of people there are
or how rapidly they are increasing. But if the government has to do some
thing for those people, then population size and growth rate become rele
vant factors.
Let us move to the other side of this discussion. There are also
differences between the situations of European transition and modern develop
ing countries which tend to favor more rapid fertility declines in developing
countries. First is the accelerated pace of social and economic development
in these countries. Development has been more rapid in modern developing
countries than it was in Europe. If development does "cause" fertility re
ductions, then one would expect that fertiltiy reductions would happen more
promptly and more rapidly in those countries than in Europe.
Second, better methods of fertility control are available today. The
European fertility declines were based primarily upon increased and more ef
fectives&use of traditional methods and abortion. By modern standards the
effectiveness of these traditional methods is not high, and the danger
of abortion in the nineteenth century was horrifid. Clearly we now have
improved contraceptive technologies, and safe abortion techniques. Safe
and voluntary sterilization was also unknown in 19th century Europe. The
only method of sterilization that was known was castration, and that was
not acceptable to most people. Now we have vasectomy and several varieties
of safe female sterilization procdures. Whatever the level of motivation
to restrain fertility may be in a given population or a given individual,
improved methods make it more likely that desired family size will not be
exceeded.
Third, greater latitude for deferment of marriage and increased non
marriage exists in developing countries. In Europe the demographic transi
tion began in the context of quite late marriage and high proportions never
marrying. In Ireland, an extreme example, thirty percent of women never
married; the European average was about ten percent. In most developing coun
tries, marriage is nearly universal. Also, there is latitude for increasing

the age at marriage. Indeed this is exactly
what the Chinese government
is trying to do. There are different reports
of this, but one reports a
recommendation by Chairman Mao that the sum
of the two newlyweds ages at
marriage should equal fifty. Other Chinese
materials recommend that the wo
men ought to be in her late twenties at the
time of marriage, because this
will allow her to develop her capacity and contribute
to the community.
The Chinese put the recommendations ir.terms
of national ideology, but
they are directed towards an increase in the
age of marriage.
A fourth factor is that the small family norm
is more legitimate in
developing countries today than it was in pre-transitional
Europe. This
is due in part to the "demonstration effect"
of Europe, which has been en
hanced by improved international communications,
expanded trade, and intel
lectual diffusion. Many of the elites in most
developing countries think
that a timall family is legitimate and attractive
even though most of their
countrlaen may not agree.
Fifth, there is greater interest in and capability
for planning by
governments in the modern period than in the
19th century. Most nine
teenth century European countries did not have
any government planning;
laissez-faire capitalism prevailed. Today most
modern leaders are aware of
the importance of planning, and have economists
and planners who are able to
do the kinds of calculations that any demographer
would do to show the impli
cations of current rates of growth. Few, if
any, were doing this in the
nineteenth century in Europe, due to lack of
governmental interest.
Finally, international assistance is an additional
difference in the
modern world. Organizations such as the United
Nations and bilateral agen
cies are available upon request to assist in
development processes. If their
services are used properly, delays that would
result from indigenously "re
discovering the wheel" can be reduced.
It is interesting that empirical findings show
veloping countries have not had fertility declines, that although most de
in those countries which
have had fertility declines, such as Taiwan,
this decline seems to be more
rapid than those experienced in Europe in the
nineteenth century.
In conclusion, several pcints are noteworthy.
We believe from European
experience that a high level of development
will be sufficient to bring down
levels of fertility in developing countries
althoughi we don
know how long
this process takes. At the same time, however,
we know that a high level of
development was not necessary to bring down
fertility in Europe. There is
no reason to think that a high level of development
or any more necessary for the reduction of fertilitywill be any less sufficient
in developing countries.
than it was in Europe. But one must realize
that those high levels of 'a
velopment that have been experienced by Europe
and in parts of Latin America
are not a realistic prospect for most of the
developing countries, at
least for the next two decades (with the exception
of some oil-producing
countries). It is unlikely that within such
a short time they will achieve
the levels of development that have been achieved
oVer the last two centuries
by European countries and Japan. When transition
theory is applied to these
kinds of circumstances, it fails to provide
adequate answers to two basic
questions. First, will the moderate levels
of development to which these
countries can realistically aspire over the
coming two decades be sufficient
to reduce population gro
We know that high levels of development are
sufficient, but we do not know if moderate levels
are sufficient to establish
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these pre-conditions for fertility decline in a "natural" way. Second,
if such declines do occur, will they occur soon enough and at a pace ra
pid enough to compensate for the sharply increased pace of mortality de
cline these countries have achieved, and the high initial fertility levels
that characterized them, as compared with pre-transitional Europe?
I do not think we have answers to these crucial questions. We will
have to see what develops. But it is clear that transtion theory is
overly-simplistic, that it does not clearly predict what will occur in de
veloping countries, and that it is therefore of questionable merit as an
instrument for policy formulation.

DISCUSSION

Lee:

What are the implications for law then?

Teitelbaxm: Well, one of them is that you better not bet on the demographic
transition taking place "naturally." It-may happen. It's preferable if it
happens. But if it doesn't happen (and the theory doesn't tell you one way
or other), then it may be too late to do anything else. If we do a 25 year
experiment in Algeria, in which we say we are not going to allow any family
planning programs, and postulate that the natural processes of social and
economic development will bring about fertility decline, by the time we have
completed this experiment (25 years from now) the population will have become
35 million. There would also be a built-in dynamic for substantial further
growth to 50 or even 60 million. If it turns out that the level of develop
ment achieved by Algeria by that time is not sufficient to reduce fertility
to the replacement level, then it's too late to achieve a target rf 30 million;
you've already passed it, and you're probably going to overshoot it very sub
stantially. This extra growth will have to be accommodated v.!th food, jobs,
housing and clothing. Hence one must be fully aware of tl- policy implications
of taking a position based on a naive interpretation of what happened in Europe.
Kellogg: Are you familiar with the fact that demographic transition started
early in France, before the Industrial Revolution had taken place?
Teitelbaum: France is one of the many exceptions to transition theory.and
a powerful reason not to accept a simplistic deterministic view. As far as
we cai tell, marital fertility in France began declining before the turn of
the 19th century, somewhere in the middle, of the 18th century. The reasons
are very unclear, because France was not an industrial, urban country. It
was not even an industrializing, urbanizing country at that time, and nothing
in transition theory would have predicted that decline in fertility. So, we
must agree either that the theory fails in general, or that there are important
exceptions to it.
Lee:

How about the land tenure system?

Did that have any effect?

Teitelbaum: That's one speculation; I don't know if it can be supported by
evidence. Etienne van de Walle at University of Pennsylvania is studying
this now. The fertility decline could also have had something to do with
anti-clericalism, but whatever it was, it doesn't fit into transition theory
very well.
Student: What about the effect of social mobility? There were lots of op
portunities to move from one social level to another, because you could buy
yourself a noble title. So there were more social opportunities.
Teitelbaum: Well, not too many peasants could do that. The decline in.
fertility in France, as I remember, took place in quite rural and poor
areas where people were no closer to becoming bishops than they were to

taking off in a jet plane.

They seem to have been reducing their fertility

earlier than in most industrializing countries, and we don't know the reason
for it. I think we are going to end up saying that "There are some general
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izations one can make about fertility declines, and here they are: 1,2,3.
But there are lots of exceptions to these."
Cultural factors are important, e.g. cultural barriers in the diffusion
process. One thing I was playing with in the English data was to look at
the counties that had ports, the major in international trade, because they
seemed to have the earliest decline in fertility in England. I thought may
be there was a sort of "infection", coming across the Channel from France
and then moving across che landscape like a plague. You can see how cultural
factors can diffuse and we know that from other kinds of studies. If there
is a linguistic break or mountain range that sets off one group from the
other, then cultural diffusion is inhibited. This could be a major factor,
but it doesn't have any place in traditional transition theory.
Student: You mentioned that in China they are practicing birth control.
Also in China women are involved in all sectors 6f the economy. Have
there been any statistics on the population of China that show whether
it's decreasing or remaining the same?
Teitelbaum: The population is doing neither. Rather it is increasing.
There's no question about that. However, you may have meant to ask whether
the fertility rate is decreasing. There have been some "data" (or rather,
numerical assertions) on this, but I don't accept them as factual because
we don't even know how many people there are in China; and if that's the
case, we don't have a denominator on which to base our rates. I would
guess that fertility must be coming down in China, based on subjective re
ports. The Chinese clearly are using contraceptives. In fact, the Chinese
are now producing more contraceptive pills than any other country in the
world. So, I think that fertility in China is coming down, but how fast
it's coming down and where it is now, is anybody's guess.
Student: If resources are held in common by all, and any one person takes
more than his share, his gain is the whole amount whereas his loss is only
a tiny percent of that amount. So, no one takes an overall view of their
country's resources.
Teitelbaum: Well, some may take such a view of the resources in their
country. Take Argentina, for example, where the government has said that
it wishes to have 50 million people, and by God it's going to have 50
million people. You ask why, and the government will say: "Well, north
of us we've got Brazil, and if we don't fill our empty space, Brazilians
will fill it." When you ask some Brazilians why they are pro-natalist,
they will say that there is an open Amazon region and that if Brazilians
don't fill it up, Peruvians and Bolivians will. Some Brazilians also say
that population growth stimulates economic growth. So, pro-natalistic
sentiments derive from concerns about power, resources, defense, and so
on. Garrett Hardin's paper "The Tragedy of the Commons" is interesting in
regard to resource issues. I think it uses a misleading analogy, but it
certainly is well-written and engaging.
Student:

In your paper you used the phrase "mutual coercion, mutually
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agreed upon".
Teitelbaum:

Is that from the "Tragedy of the Commons"?

Yes.

Student: I was wondering whether you think that's an important motivator
of the policy-maker, and if it is, why his (Hardin's) conclusion should be
that coercion will probably be necessary?
Teitelbaum: Well, that is, or was, his view. I have a little hypothesis
of my own, which is that population hawks all grew up in California. I
think we social scientists lost our chance; we could have predicted that.
All we had to do was to look at the population growth rates in California,
which were extraordinarily high (due to heavy in-migration) for many years.
We could have predicted there would be a reaction to that, with somebody
saying "Stop populatioiL growth, and use coercion if you have to." Erlich
and Harden both come from California, and I don't think that's an accident.
Student: You said that less-developed countries today are experiencing much
more rapid development than 19th century European countries experienced.
So, in terms of the demographic transition it would be expected that fer
tility decline would come faster too. Is it true that distribution of wealth
in less-developed countries is also affected negatively by these rapid social
and economic developments? Would distribution be an important factor in fer
tility decline? I'm thinking of Taiwan and South Korea, where documents say
that a trend towards more equal [distribution of income was importantl in
causing the concurrent decline in fertility.
Teitelbaum: Well, there are not very good data on that, as you might expect,
because getting hold of informatton on wealth distribution of Nigeria or
India, for example, is quite impossible, but such data as they are indicate
that there may be some truth in what you suggest. If you are interested in
the subject, there's a book published by the World Bank called Population
Policy and Economic Development. It's a blue paperback and there's an ap
pendix on this exact subject. It sounds plausible, but I don't think we
know if it's true.
Student: What about internal disorder as a depressant to population increase.
Do you see that as a possible factor in developing countries?
Teitelbaum: Well, it raises mortality, and that reduces population increase.
With regard to fertility, however, if you believe as many villagers do that
God determines how many children you are going to nave and you therefore
make no attempt to control your family size, internal disorder will have no
effect on your fertility -- at least not through any voluntary action on your
part. On the other hand, if you view fertility to be within the calculus of
conscious choice, then you might well reduce your fertility during times of
disorder.
Student: During the British imperial administration of the Sudan, the
question of security, law, and order caused imperial administrators, the
district commissioner, and the governor to overestimate the population,

as well as to distribute them all over the place -- to scatter them in small
numbers,
Here is my question to you. In Africa, in places like the Sudan and
sub-Saharan Africa especially that which is savanna, what do you think was
the population growth rate in the first 40.years of this century? Between
2.2 and 3.4 percent?
Teitelbaum: I would guess that it was quite low, certainly less then 1 per-.
cent, maybe less than 0.5 percent, but I don't know. There is a book called
the Demography of Tropical Africa by William Brass and others. It's about
the best book on the demography of Africa. They try to give the history of
each country's population change, but this is very difficult, because, as
you say, the imperial or colonial administrators' data were inaccurate in
one way or another, and there weren't any indigenous sources of data against
which to check the administrators' data.
Student: Yes, but inaccuracy involves overestimation as well as under
estimation, and if they overestimated they probably went as high as 10 per
cent.
Teitelbaum: Most people think that the 1963 census was a gross overestima
tion of the population of Nigeria. But on what basis do you know this? Only
the government can do a census. Nobody from a university can go out and esti
mate the population of Nigeria. It has to be the government, and even if
the government does a good census, it may not want to reveal the true data,
or any data. That's the situation in China, where we have to make do with
errors of up to 200 million in our estimates, which is almost the population
of the Soviet Union. That's a large number of people. For that reason alone,
we are surely quite inaccurate in our estimate of what the world population
is.
Student: If I may ask you again, what do you think could have been the rate
of natural population increase in Africa in the past?
Teitelbaum: Although I'm embarrassed to say that I've never been anywhere
south of Tunis, I would guess that it must have been quite a low rate of
increase in most countries of sub-Saharan Africa, simply because of the
mortality problems. In fact, in many African countries today the best
estimates of fertility are relatively low for a population that isn't prac
ticing contraception. Some people say that's because of venereal disease
which, in the Cameroons for example, is the cause for quite low fertility
in certain population groups; this is reasonably well documented. Another
factor might be nutrition. If women in these countries are suffering from
nutritional deficiencies, then I would expect their fertility to be relative
ly low by comparison to that of Algeria or to other countries that are not
developed countries but which nevertheless have much better nutritional
situations. As far as the Sudan goes, I really don't know how reliable it
is. There are sources to which one could go about historical demography in

sub-Saharan Africa, but I Just don't think they are good sources.
Student: In Kuwait we have a 10 percent annual rate of population growth,
partly through a high rate of immigration. Is it possible to develop Kuwait?

You mentioned that money is not an obstacle. I think it is. For uring
my life, education used to be free for everybody, but now they are limiting
it to Kuwaiti and then foreigners. So could we develop Kuwait, despite
such a high rate of population growth?
Teitelbaum: If countries like India and Bangladesh had the per capita
resources that Kuwait has and used them as Altelligently as Kuwait appears
to be using them, then they would have very good prospects of developing
more rapidly. Of course, such development would be more difficult in a
country like Bangladesh, because where the margin of subsistence is so close,
the country would have to import such large volumes of food that just the
sheer bulk of the ships to import the kind of food needed for the growing
Bangali population would tie up the ports and cause dislocation. Kuwait,
I don't think, would face that kind of problem. Firstly, it could develop
its own agriculture much more substantially than it has. The problem is
water, but if you have almost limitless energy through flare gas and so.
on then you could desalinate water and irrigate. I think this is what is
going to happen in the Middle East. Many of the oil-p:oducing countries
are going to push forward rapidly on generating agricultural resources
sufficient to sustain their own population, because I think they are concerned
about the threat of food cutoffs from the exporting nations if there were to
be another oil embargo.
Student: In Kuwait we have a program to raise cattle in the Sudan.
Teitelbaum: But if you raise cattle in the Sudan, then you are still
dependent upon the government of the Sudan. If the government of the
Sudan can decide in 20 years that it doesn't like Kuwait and can expro
priate all the cattle that Kuwaitis have invested in the Sudan, then this
is not a very stable source of food. It is a good stop-gap and is a good
thing to do, but it would not be a basic supply of food that Kuwait can
control, and that's what I assume Kuwait wants to do.
Now the second question: Can Kuwait develop while population growth
stays as high as 10 percent? Yes, Kuwait can develop because of its resources
and because it is starting from a very small base population. A 10 percent
increase for a population of 900,000 is only 90,000.
Student:

The problem is that there are more non-Kuwaitis than Kuwaitis.

Teitelbaum:
10 years.

I imagine that immigration controls will appear in the next

Student:, Something interesting about Kuwait is that one-half of the popula

tion is less than 15 years old.
Teitelbaum: That's a mathematical outcome of the high fertility rate. If
the birth rate is high, then you have a very young age structure. That's
where the population growth momentum comes from. If birth rates go down in
Kuwait in the next 20 years, then gradually the average age will change to
an older age over the next century. If that happens, you'll find Kuwait's
age structure will eventually (i.e. in a hundred years) exactly like the age

structure of Sweden today, which is about the oldest. The age structure is
strictly a mathematical outcome of the fertility and mortality rates, except
in a place like Kuwait where there-is rapid immigration. In these countries
you can say that age structure is determines both by the birth rate and by
the age composition of the migrants. I don't know what these migrants look
like, but I would guess that they tend to be youngish, probably in their
teens and twenties, and probably heavily male, because they're looking for
work. So Kuwait probably has a very peculiar age structure as well as sex
structure. There are likely to be too many males floating aroud for the
number of females. If the high rate of irmigration continues, this peculiar
ity will continue. If the government reduces the rate of immigration, the
peculiarity will disappear over time.
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POPULATION AND DEVELOPMENT:
IS A CONSENSUS POSSIBLE?
By Michael S. Teiltelbaum

C

ONCERN about population growth is only one of many
issues on the world's agenda, and it is fair to say that as
compared with immediate problems such as energy, food
supplies and monetary reform it ranks low among priorities of
statesmen. However, as Canute learned in his confrontation with
the tide, some processes have an inexorable force and will neither
disappear on their own nor cease on request. Population growth
is one such process. Over the past few years discussion of what
actions are appropriate to confront the flow of human reproduc
tion has entered the arena of international affairs, and 1974 will
mark the first worldwide intergovernmental conference on the
subject, to be held in Bucharest in August.
While in the past there has been extensive debate concerning
the virtues and disadvantages of population growth, there is to
day hardly any responsible spokesman who would argue that it
can logically continue forever. All agree that in the long term
the necessity for "zero population growth" will be seen as a
truism rather than a slogan, for the alternative of unending pop
ulation growth in a finite world is patently absurd.
There are ramifying debates, however, as to (i ) the process by
which such growth will decline and eventually cease, (2) the
time perspective which is appropriate for this to take place, and
(3) the need for efforts directed specifically toward reducing
population growth as contrasted with general economic and social
development. Advocates of exaggerated positions have joined the
fray with gusto and have often taken center-stage, leading to a
political and ideological polarization of major proportion. On
the one hand, the so-called "population bomb" is blamed for most
of the ills of the world, incuding hunger, poverty, pollution,
crime, and even mental illness. From this perspective such prob
lems could be resolved via voluntary or coercive population proSome parts of this paper draw heavily upon previous work of the author and a variety
of others as prepared by Bernard Berelson in World Population: Status Rrport 1974.
New York: The Population Council, January 1974. The very helpful comments of Bernard
Berelson, Ansley Coale, Adrienne Germain, Oscar Harkavy, Michael Henry, Lyle
Saunders, Vivien Stewart and William Sweeney are also gratefully acknowledged.
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grams if only the political will and financial resources were avail
ablc. On the other hand. advocates of the contrary polar view re

peatedly rise to deny the salience of current population growth
as a pr,,blen, and to decry what they view as its increasing over
emphasis among the purveyors of development assistance.
Even within the ranks of those most concerned over world
population growth, there is a growing current of doubt about the
cifectiveness of deliberate governmental population policies. By
"population policies" here we mean only those deliberate
govern
mental actions intended to affect fertility behavior (though pol
icies affecting mortality and migration may also properly be con
sidered population policies). Such population policies include
programs and laws affecting information and education, family
planning services, and incentives directed toward fertility be
havior, as well as efforts to alter the frequency and age of marital
unions. M any commentators are now vigorously proclaiming the
ineffectiveness of such special policies, asserting that only
through improvements in health, nutrition, income, social justice,
status of women, or other such general factors will the issue of
population growth ever be resolved.
The debate is increasingly one of international politics, cross
cut by the currents of academic theories, ethical principles, and
religious and ideological doctrines. Mere data cannot be expected
to resolve such debates, which derive more from perception than
from fact. But if the debate were a rational one, what could the
data tell us? To what extent can the strongly held positions on
"the population problem" be supported by fact, and to what ex
tent is agnosticism in the absence of factual data an appropriate
posture?
II

There can be no doubt as to the factually extraordinary nature
of the current population situation of the world. From the ap
pearance of mankind to early modern times the human popu
lation grew at a rate averaging very close to zero. For short.
periods local populations might have grown relatively rapidly,
but then disease or famine would set in and the population would
stop growing or would decline. The overall human growth rate
cannot have averaged more than two-thousandths of a percent
(0.002

percent or

20

per million) annually up to early modern

times. The average birthrate was high but so was the death rate,
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and the result was near-equilibrium. Merely to survive as a spe
cies, humankind had to maximize its reproductivity to compen
sate for its devastating mortality, and strongly pro-natalist social
institutions were therefore by definition characteristic of all hu
man societies which survived through this epoch into the mod
ern world.
With the appearance of scientific, political, social and eco
nomic institutions capable of reducing human mortality, man
kind's equilibrium began to change, first gradually and then
dramatically. As the then-developing countries of eighteenth
and nineteenth-century Europe pursued their processes of mod
ernization, industrialization, and urbanization, their death rates
began to decline, while birthrates remained, at the high levels
supported by millenia-old social practices favoring high fertility.
The result was a major acceleration in population growth, with
sustained growth rates many hundreds of times greater than pre
viously. Annual population growth rates of o. 5 to i. 5 percent
(5,ooo to i5,ooo per million) became common, and sustained
growth rates for Europe as a whole averaged about 0.7 percent.
While such figures may not sound high when compared to cur
rent rates of economic growth and inflation, they resulted in a
doubling of the European population during the nineteenth cen
tury. In the context of these increases and of the periodic eco
nomic and agricultural setbacks of nineteenth-century Europe,
waves of European migrants flowed to colonies on other conti
nents. Only after many decades did these rates of population
growth begin to moderate, not through a return to previous
high mortality rates, but through a decline in fertility.
This process of change from high-mortality/high-fertility to
low-mortality/high-fertility, and finally to low-mortality/low
fertility came to be called the Demographic Transition. It was
an historical process easier to describe than to explain. The
causes of the mortality decline are variously held to reside in
improved sanitation and health measures, in new and more pro
ductive agricultural crops (such as the potato) introduced into
Europe from the New World, in improved communication and
transport of foodstuffs to reduce localized famine, and in an
inexplicable decline in the virulence of epidemic diseases such
as bubonic plague and smallpox. The causes of the fertility de
cline are even more in dispute. Concepts such as urbanization,
industrialization, modernization, compulsory education, recog
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rtion of the decline in infant mortality rates,
and even a growth

in "rationality" and "hope" are variously employed to explain
the course of fertility decline. Yet as one examines all available

data a satisfying expianation b,.-comes more
and more evanescent.
For example, England, the pioneer of the
Industrial Revolution,

with her rapid urbanization and modernization,
did not experi
cnce a decline in fertility until the late i8oos,
while
her tepid pace of development, her Catholicism, France, with
and her large
peasant population, was the pioneer of the
fertility decline.
If one cannot be confident as to the causes of
fertility decline,
there can be no doubt as to its reality and persistence.
The long
term trend of fertility in developed countries
has been downward
throughout the twentieth century, with the
post-World War II
"baby boom" (which in fact characterized only
a few developed
countries) representing merely a temporary
aberration from this
trend. By the 1970s fertility rates in nearly
all developed
tries had dropped to levels very close to "replacement" coun
(that
number of children required simply to replace
the present po;u
lation of reproductive age), and the prospect
arose of a new
equilibrium being established.
The population history of the developing
countries of the
twentieth century is markedly different. The
decline in mortality
began only four or five decades ago and has
been far more pre
cipitous than the earlier decline in Europe.
In large part these
later declines have been unrelated to economic
development
due instead to the importation and rapid
implementation of
modern and relatively inexpensive public health
medical technologies which had been developed measures and
only gradually
during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries.
At the same
time birthrates in the developing countries
at the onset of the
mortality decline were substantially higher
than those of pre-in
dustrial Europe, due primarily to the prevalence
of earlier and
more nearly universal marriage in the developing
countries.'
While birthrates have subsequently declined
in ;ome developing
countries, typically they have remained higher
than tho:e of pre
industrial Europe, while mortality declines
have been dramatic.
The result has been population growth rates
in the developing
countries which dwarf the previously unprecedented
rates of

I The pattern of late marriage and non-marriage
which characterized industrializing
IVestern Europe Is so unusual that it is
known as "the European marriage pattern."
See John Hajnai, "European marriage patterns
in perspective," in Population in Hi
.ory,
edited by David V. Glass and D. E. C. Eversley,
'Chicago: Aldine, z965.
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Some developing countries
Europe.
(35,
nineteenth-century
rates apt)roaching 3.5 percent
growth
experienced
experiencing
rently
as great as the highest
o00 per million), fully twicegrowth. The average of all develop
unmistak
during Europe's most rapid
those which have experienced
including
of
countries,
difference
ing
about 2.5 percent. A
still
is
declines,
dealing
able fertility
implications when one is
such magnitude has enormous
of birthrates and
disequilibrium
The
with population processes. countries over the past four decades
death rates in the developing
unprecedented in the his
extraordinary-quite
has been literally
including that of nineteenth-century
tory of the human species,
Europe.
growth
populationcountries
decline anddeveloping
mortality
both
of
pace
If the
twentieth-century
has quickened among the the previous centuries, so there are
of
case
as compared with those
of fertility decline. In the
pace
quickened
a
of
unambiguous
modest signs
fertility did not show an to fall. In
example,
for
England,
of
years after mortality began developing
decline until fully ioo
I below, at least a dozen document
Table
in
see
we
as
contrast,
size can unambiguously after the
countries of small to moderate
birthrates only a few decades
a substantial decline in
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in mortality.
onset of substantial declines
TABLE I

BIRTHRATE (LIVE
DECLINES IN CRUDE

POPULATION)
BIRTHS PER 1,O0
Certain decline

Area

iu i96os

Hong Kong ('5 or more)

*Asia

Singapore (i5 or more)
Taiwan (10-14)
South Korea (io-14)
Sri Lanka (5-9)
W. Malaysia (5-9)
Barbados (10-04)
Chile (1o-14)
Costa Rica (1o-14)
Trinidad & lobago (10-14)

Latin

Lai,

Possible decline

China (5-9)
Turkey (5-9)

Jamaica (5-9)

Puerto Rico (5-9)
Maurithis (10-14)
Fgypt (5-9)
Tnisia (5-9)

Africa

of points decline.
. ,roxintate mtunhLr
1974.
,palifion: Stalti Reorl

source:

eretlso,

....
World

• ' el~lll0 Itt~lr?
OtllCe:

Brazil (5-9)
Colombia (5-9)
Cuba (5-9)

Cuba (s-9)

El Salvador (5-9)

Guatemala (5-9)
Venezuela (5-9)
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countries
In addition, as the table indicates, another group of
available
of
may have cxperienced such declines, but limitations
data preclude any firm conclusions. In some cases changes in age
in declin
structure and marital patterns were important factors
that
ing birthrates, but in many there is unmistakable evidence
fertility within marriage is undergoing dowvnward revision
an
As in the case of the European Demographic Transition,
explanation of the above declines in birthrates in developing
countries is a matter of almost continuous academic disputation.
fer
Some argue that most of the countries with clear declines in
indus
tility have experienced rapid economic development,
these
of
trialization, and urbanization, and it is the impact
socioeconomic forces which explains the declining birthrates.
Others point to the intensive population and family planning
programs in most of these countries and argue that declining
birthrates may be explained at least partially in terms of the high
---effectiveness and acceptability of these programs.
prethe
positions,
Whatever the truth of various explanatory
de
sent world distribution of birthrates is so closely related to
an
velopment status that the birthrate itself can be used as
coun
developed
efficient way of distinguishing developing from
tries. There are few exceptions to the rule of thumb that develop
de
ing countries have birthrates above 30 per thousand while
veloped countries have birthrates well below 30 per thousand.
Indeed the few notable exceptions to this rule are themselves
instructive, for they are developing countries, such as South
both
Korea and Taiwan, which are well along the roads of
development and their own demographic transitions.

(

Perhaps the least widely understood aspect of population
growth is its tendency to continue even after fertility has de
clined. Rapid population growth can be said to have the prop
erty of momentum, much like the tendency of a fast-moving
vehicle to continue its motion long after its brakes are applied.
There are two components of this population momentum, one
obvious and the other more subtle. The obvious factor is that the
Reports on Popula
2john A. Ross, et at., "Findings from family planning research,"
and W. Parker
Lapham
J.
Robert
2;
Table
1972,
October
lionlFamily Planning, r2,
in Fans.
Studies
evaluation,"
and
review
Mauldin, "National family planning programs:
1972.
March
(3),
3
ilY Planning,
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social and economic forces encouraging high fertility have been
established over the millennia of mankind's existence on earth,
and simply cannot be eliminated overnight. We know from the
European experience that such changes can take many decades,
and even if the process is greatly accelerated in today's develop
ing countries it can still take many years. The more subtle basis
for the momentum of population growth resides in the age struc
ture of a rapidly growing population. Such a population is dis
tinguishable from a slow-growing population by the former's
very "young" age structure, i.e., by its large proportion of chil
dren and adolescents. In such a country there are many more
young people than adults, and as the young enter the reproduc
tive ages there inevitably will be more potential parents. The
implications for future growth of this population momentum are
often overlooked. Government officials, even some well versed in
economics, often view population growth rates as amenable to
the same type of short-term manipulation as other societal rates
such as investment rates, interest rates, and unemployment rates.
Such perceptions are factually incorrect; the momentum of
population growth is determined not by government policies
but by the inexorable logic of mathematics.
Let us assume, for example, that development and population
efforts will be exceedingly successful over the next decade, and
that by the period i98o-85 fertility in developing countries will
decline to the "replacement" level now characteristic of devel
oped countries. Under such an exceptionally optimistic assump
tion the population of the developing world would nonetheless
continue to grow for many decades, and would eventually reach
a size fully 88 percent greater than its 1970 level. All large de
veloping countries would experience very substantial population
increases due to their built-in momentum for further growth,
although there would be differences in the magnitude of these
increases.
If we now relax our extreme assumption of a fertility decline
to "replacement" level by i98o-85 and assume that this level
will be reached 20 years later in 2000-2005 (which would still
represent a rapid fertility decline when compared to the ex
perience of Europe), another set of figures emerges. The dif
ference in eventual growth indicated by the two sets of figures
illustrates how important to eventual population size is the date
by which fertility declines to low levels. In the present example
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a difference of "only" 20 years implies
an eventual population
increase in developing countries of nearly
four billion instead of
the 2.2 billion resulting from the early
fertility reduction. The
point is shown dramatically in the following
table:
TABLE 11

Country

China
India
Brazil

Bangladesh
Nigeria
Pakistan

Mexico

Philippines
Egypt

Developing
World

World

Population
circa i97o
(in millions)

734
534

94

69
6S

57
51
38

EW1tual population

xize

X,002
192

1,366

'55
135

240

from 97o level
Replacement Replacement
by t98o-5
by aoo.

+ 73%

266
198

6o

112

111

168

79
64

2,530

4,763

19
92
6,525

3,65,

6,245

8,135

34

Percent increase

(in millions)
Rep/actment Replaceent
by 198 5
by 2o0o-05
x,z~ o
,6zi

.

+ 88
+104

+i56

+115
+zo8
+ 96

+248

+iz8
+io8
+ 88
+ 88

+183
-1205

+

+229

+213
+171

+z58

+ 71

+123
Source: Tomas Frejka, Reference Tables
to "The Future of Population Growth,"
New
York: The Population Council. 1973.

These illustrations demonstrate not only
the power of popu
lation momentum but also the degree to
countries are already virtually assured which most developing
of major population in
creases, whatever happens to fertility levels.
In most cases the
focus of present policy decisions directed
toward fertility be
havior need not be on the next 7S to 125
percent
increase; such
growth is coming, welcome or not. The
issue at hand is the de
sirability of subsequent increases of even
greater magnitude. The
momentum of population growth thus
requires that policy
makers think beyond the next development
decade, beyond the
next election, and even beyond the next
5o years-into the next
century. In an age when officials must
upon the coming harvest or the rates of necessarily concentrate
price increases of raw
or manufactured goods, such a perspective
requires statesman
ship of an impressive dimension.
IV

Faced with such a problem and imbued
and vision, what should a policy-maker with farsightedness
actually do? If it is
true that our understanding of fertility
decline in both nine
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teenth-century Europe and twentieth-century developing coun
tries is at best merely tentative and at worst almost nil, one may
well ask how anyone could be justified in asserting that any par
ticular policy is the "correct" one. Unfortunately, such scientific
ambiguities have not been reflected in humility on the part of dis
cussants of these issues. A policy-maker seeking to find a sensible
way to deal with population issues will find himself assaulted
on all sides by strongly held and aggressively asserted positions
as to why he ought (or ought not) adopt specific policy
approaches. As the issue of population has become more and
more one of policy rather than science, political considerations
have naturally become more determinant in the elaboration of
these positions. Furthermore, the near identity between high
fertility and low development status (for which there may be
causal connections in both directions) has meant that internaFtional discussions of population have increasingly taken on the
flavor of a debate between the developing and developed worlds,
in the same category as such debates regarding raw materials,
colonialism, and the terms of international trade.
" The result of all this can only be confusion, particularly on the
part of the intelligent and concerned policy-maker who is
seeking the best possible advice on what if anything should be
his government's policy regarding population growth. In the
interest of clarification it is possible to dissect analytically the
various positions one from another, but with two important
caveats. First, limitation of space makes it inevitable that de
scriptions of these positions will be oversimplified distillations
of what are often subtle and eloquent arguments. Second, it must
be noted that these positions are distinct from one another only
in analytical terms; in the real world a Ferson or country will
usually adopt several of the positions which are mutually sup
portive of a particular perspective on population issues. A list of
extant analytical positions ought to include at least the following:
Positions Against the Need for Special Population Programs
and Policies:
i. The Pro-natalist position
-Rapid population growth in a particular country or region is a positive
force on grounds of (a) economic dev lopment, in that a larger popula.

tion provides necessary economies of scale and a sufficient labor supply;
(b) protection of :urrently underpopulated areas from covetous neigh
bors; (c) differentials in fertility among ethnic, racial, religious, or
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political populitiotn segments; (d) military and political power and
the vit;lity of a younger age structure.
z. The Revolutionist position
-,Population programs are mere, palliatives to fundamental
social and
political contradictions which will inevitably lead to a just revolution
and may therefore be viewed as inherently' counterrevolutionary.
3. 'The Anti-colonial and Genocide positions
.- The motives of rich countries which are pushing poor developing
countries to adopt aggressive population pcograms are open
to sits
picion. Tnese rich countries went through a period of rapid population
growth as a component of their own development processes,
and
current efforts to restrain population growth in the developing their
coun
tries are an attempt to maintain the status quo by retarding
the
development of these countries.
-One can also see the undue emphasis on population as an attempt
on
the part of the rich developed countries to "buy development
-Finally, a person who is very suspicious of the motives of the cheaply."
developed
countries could see in their population efforts an attempt to
limit or
reduce the relative or absolute size of poor and largely nonwhite
popu
lations. Such a practice could be seen as a subtle form of
genocide
deriving from racist or colonialist motives.
4. The Over-consumption position
-so-called "population problems" are actually problems of
resource
scarcity and environmental deterioration which derive primarily
from
activities of the rich developed countries, and not from high
fertility
in the developing countries.
-Even if fertility is too high in the developing countries, this
is a con
sequence of their poverty, which in turn results from over-consumption
of the world's scarce resources by rich countries.
5. The Accommodationist position
-As in the past, growing numbers can be readily accommodated
by
improvements in agricultural and industrial technologies.
-The world has already shown that Malthus' predictions were
incorrect;
the same is true of the neo-Malthusian predictions and solutions.
-That which is termed "overpopulation" in a given situation
is really
a matter of underemployment. A humane and properly structured
economy can provide employment and the means of subsistence
for all
people, no matter what the size of the population.
6. The Problem-is-Population-Distribution position
-It is not numbers per se which are causing population problems,
but
their distribution in space. Many areas of the world (or country)
underpopulated; others have too many people in too small an area. are
-Instead of efforts to moderate the rate of numbers growth,
govern
ments should undertake efforts to reduce rural-urban flows and
bring
about a more even distribution of population on the available
land.
7. The Mortality and Social Security position
-High fertility isa response to high mortality and morbidity;
bring these
levels dewn and fertility will decline naturally.
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which poor people can
-Living children are the primary means by
infant and child mor
achieve security in old age. Hence a reduction in
social security would
tality levels or provision of alternative forms of
lead to a reduction in fertility.
8. The Status and Roles of Women position
and practices Which de
-High fertility levels are perpetuated by norms
fine women primarily as procreative agents.
depend largely or solely
-As long as women's economic and social status
is little possibility that
there
upon the number of children they bear,
societal fertility will decline substantially.
Religious Doctrinal position
The
9.
is not a serious prob
-In one form this position holds that population
lem. Be fruitful and multiply, God will provide.
current rates of popula
-In another form this position holds that while
instruments to deal
tion growth are a serious problem, the primary contraception and
with them are morally unacceptable, e.g., modern
is "murder."
surgical sterilization are "unnatural," abortion
io. The Medical Risk position
the medical risks of the
-The goal of fertility reduction is not worth Oral contraceptives and
primary instruments of population programs.
short-term risks, and
intrauterine devices have measurable, if small,
and abortion are
some people fear their long-term effects. Sterilization
of risk, particularly
operative procedures, all of which have an element
hospital.
when performed outside the
ii. The Holistic Development position
social and economic de
-Fertility decline is a natural concomitant of
Transition.
velopment, as proven by the European Demographicwith family plan
countries
-Most of the fertility decline in developing
of social and economic
impact
the
derives-from
therefore
ning programs
themselves.
development rather than from the programfis
is too heavily concentrated.
-International assistance for development
general development
upon population programs, and is short-changing
programs.
iz. The Social Justice position.
development as presently
-Neither population programs nor economic
declines.
fertility
pursued will bring about necessary
of high fertility- pov
causes
basic
the
-Fertility will not decline until
through social policies
erty, ignorance, fatalism, etc.-are eliminated
wealth among the rich
which result in a redistribution of power and
and poor, both within and among nations.

PopulationPrograins
PositionsSupporting the Need for Special

and Policies:
i. The Population 'Hawk position
cause of poverty, mal
-Unrestrained population growth is the principal social problems. Indeed
nutrition, environmental disruption, and other food and environmental
on
we are faced with impending catastrophe
fronts.
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-Such a, desperate situation necessita't.s draconian action
population growth, cvtn if courciin is required.,i"Mutualto.restrain
coercion,

mutually agreed upon."
-Population programs are fine as far as they go, but
they are wholly
insufficient in scope and strength to meet the desperate
situation.
:. The Provision of Services position
-Surveys and common sense show that there is a great
unmet demand
for fertility control in all countries; hence the main
problem is to
provide modern fertility control to already motivated people.
-Some proponents also hold that the failure of some service
due to inadequate fertility control technologies, and that programs is
the need for
technological improvements is urgent.
3. The Human Rights position
-As recognized in the U.N. Tehran Convention (1968),
it isa
mental human right for each person to be able to determine funda
the size
of his or her own family.
-Furthermore, some argue that each woman has the fundamental
right
to the control of her own bodily processes. (This position
usually leads
to support for abortion as well as contraception.)
-Health is also a basic human right, which population
programs help to
achieve thiough a variety of direct and indirect pathways,
including
the direct medical benefits of increased child spacing on
maternal and
child health, and the indirect effects of reducing the incidence
of dan
gerous illegal abortions.
4. The Population-Programs-Plus-Developmen t position
-Social and economic development are necessary but
not sufficient to
bring about a new equilibrium of population at low mortality
tility levels. Special population programs are also required. and fer
-Too rapid population growth is a serious intensifier of
other social and
economic problems, and is one, though only one, of a
number of fac
tors behind lagging social and economic progress in many
countries.
-Some countries might benefit from larger populations,
but would be
better served by moderate rates of growth over a longer
period than
by very rapid rates of growth over a shorter period.
-An effective population program therefore is an essential
component
of any sensible development program.

As has been noted, these analytically separable positions
are by

no means mutually exclusive in the real world. Typically
proponent will adopt an array of these positions which area given
found
to be mutually reinforcing of the conclusion being put
forward.
For example, a common argument heard from representatives
of Third World countries might include elements of
the Pro
natalist, the Anti-colonial and Genocide, the Over-consumption,
the Accommodationist, the Medical Risk, and the Holistic
De
velopment positions. Two countries might agree in their
overall
posture toward population programs, but might at the same time
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disagree strongly on the specific positions supporting the com
mon posture. It is little wonder that international debates on pop
ulation programs often fail even to define the issues, much less
resolve disagreements. Such difficulties are compounded by the
incendiary nature of some of the rhetorical positions; terms such
as "counterrevolutionary," "genocide," "population bomb," and
"population crisis" are hardly conducive to sober reflection on
empirical realities.
V

Despite such centrifugal tendencies, which often seem to send
international meetings careening off onto tangential paths, it is
encouraging that one can now perceive a fragile but growing con
.ensus coalescing about a small number of arguments whiqh are
firmly rooted in the best available evidence. The central core of
this consensus is the Population-Programs-Plus-Development
position described earlier, but amended importantly by incor
poration of major elements of disparate other positions. Partial
elements of this view may be discerned in the writings and
speeches of a number of statesmen, economists, demographers,
educators, and family planners.
The consensus position begins with a frank recognition that
population growth is not the only, or even the primary, source of
the poverty, disease, illiteracy, and gross inequality which now
characterize the world. The ultimate solution to such problems
depends on the true social and economic development of the poor
countries and regions of the world. Such development cannot be
"bought cheaply" through concentration on population as the
major problem. Second, the consensus position recognizes that
whatever the population problem may be it is not uniform
throughout the world, nor can a single characterization be cor
rectly applied to all countries or even to all developing countries.
In some areas it is evident that the population is already too large
for indigenous resources, while in others resources are available
in abundance, and development might be served by substantial
increases in population size. Third, it is recognized that many
of the problems arising from population concentrations derive
from patterns of distribution and rural-urban migration as well
as from overall rates of population increase. Fourth, the con
sensus position explicitly recognizes that, barring catastrophe, the
population of the world and particularly of the developing coun
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trits will increase dramatically no matter what population pol
icics are adopted; hence the world's technological and economic
resources must be mobilized to assure that these sharply increased
numbers can hc accommodated and provided with opportunities
for lives of dignity. Fifth, the consensus notes the happy conver
gence of most voluntary population programs with the goal of
maxsimizing the basic human right of each individual to deter
mine his or her own fertility.
The advocates of the consensus then go on to recognize the re
flexive importance of rapid population growth upon the pros
pects for true social and economic development. While reduc
tions in population growth rates are by no means sufficient to
bring about such development, the very rapid growth rates of
some countries stand as serious impediments to such progress.
This is true both in areas in which population size is already tax
ing available resources and in those which could benefit by very
substantial population increases. In the first case both the abso
lute size of the population and its rate of increase are important,
while in the latter case attention is drawn to the benefits of mod
erate as opposed to rapid rates of increase. Hence population pro
grams are seen as necessary but not sufficient components of all
development programs. In no case is the goal in the short term a
cessation of population growth, for the momentum of growing
populations for further growth is well recognized in the consen
sus position. Indeed it is the force and duration of this momentum
which provides a powerful argument for early attention to pop
ulation policy, even in those fortunate countries for which sub
stantial further growth may be a positive development.
The mechanism by which fertility is to be moderated combines
strenuous efforts at accelerating social and economic dev:opment
with vigorous programs directed specifically to population con
cerns. The consensus position recognizes that the overall level of
social and economic development has effects on fertility levels
which are largely independent of and distinct from the effects of
population programs. But the converse proposition is also recog-""
nized as true: that population programs providing modern meth
ods of fertility control have effects upon fertility levels which are
independent and distinct from the effects of the overall level of
economic and social development.
After more than a decade of experience with population
programs in a variety of developmental settings, we now have con
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vincing empirical evidence of the validity of both of these prop
ositions. If all countries for which data are available are categor
ized simultaneously in terms both of the strength of their family
planning programs and of their relative levels of social and
economic development, the data show that both factors are im
portant in explaining declines in birthrates and differences in
contraceptive use. In a study done at the Population Council,'
26 developing countries were categorized simultan~eously in
terms of their development status' and the strength of their
family planning programs.! Each country was then characterized
by two indicators of fertility control: the proportion of married
women of reproductive age who are family planning users, and
the change in the crude birthrate over the decade of the i96os.
The study documents the importance of both development status
and program strength. For example, in countries with high de
velopment status, those with strong programs (such as South
Korea, Taiwan, Singapore and Hong Kong) show much higher
contraceptive use and much sharper birthrate declines than do
those with moderate and weak programs (such as Chile, Jamaica
and the Philippines). By the same token, of those countries with
moderate program strength, those with high development status
(such as Chile and Jamaica) show much higher contraceptive
use and much sharper birthrate declines than do those with mid
dle and low development status (such as Colombia, Pakistan and
India). Hence more than a decade of experience is available to
document the proposition that programs directed to economic
development and to population growth are mutually supportive;
there is no empirical warrant for the "either/or" type of argu
ment.
In view of such considerations, the consensus holds that pol
icies and programs are required both for general development
and for specific population concerns, and that these complemen
3 Bernard Berelon, "A,, evaluation of the effects of population control programs," in
H. B. Parry (ed.), Population and Its Problems, Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1974
and Studies in Family Planning, 5 (1), January 1974.
4l)evelnpment status isclassified as high, middle, or low on the basis of three major
socioeconomic indicators which are generally considered to hr related to motivation for
a small family: per capita gross domestic product as an indicator of general standard
of living; inant mortality as an indicator of .health and general mortality conditions;
and female enrollment in formal schooling as an indicator of the level of both popular
education and the.statu, of women.
sFamily planning programs are classificd as strong, moderate, or weak based upon
their coverage of the country's population, the continuity and duratinrt of effort, the vigor
with which the program is actually pursued, etc.
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iiy efforts ought to be components of all international
develop
nwn1t assistance. Thus population programs
are
seen
to justify the
investment of a proportion of the resources
available for develop
ment, though their requirements tend to be
small relative to other
development needs. While some critics
argue that population
programs today are claiming a disproportionate
share of such
resources, the available data indicate otherwise.
lion available for official development assistanceOf the $6.15 bil
from 12 devel
oped countries in 1971, only two percent was
expended on pop
ulation activities. Similarly, the 1972-1976
plan of the World
Bank calls for about one percent of its available
funds to be ex
pended on population programs. Hence the
present allocation of
development funds to population activities
is very
and even a substantial increase in such allocations small indeed,
would not alter
the status of population activities as minor
claimants upon inter
national development resources.
VI
The consensus opinion outlined here represents
an unlikely
amalgam of major elements of at least the
following analytically
separable positions: Population-Programs-Plus-Development;
Accommodationist; Pro-natalist; Holistic
Development; Social
Justice; Provision of Services; and Human
Rights.
It i,.
particularly notable that the consensus position
explicitly
accep.3 many of the major propositions
of those who argue
strongly against separate population programs,
but concludes on
the basis of the best available evidence that
vigorous
population
programs are nonetheless a necessary component
of enlightened
development efforts. Thus the consensus
seeks to integrate the
critical evaluations of current population
programs with the
principal arguments favoring population programs
as part of de
velopment efforts. If the consensus position
thereby advances the ,
discussion about population issues in both
scientific and political
terms, it may represent a happy example of
a true Hegelian syn
thesis.
The consensus position asserts that there
policy appropriate for all countries or evenis no one population
for all developing
countries. In such a setting it is of central
importance that each
government examine its own country's situation
in an objective
manner and adopt population policies which
are consistent with
that analysis. This is equally true for developed
countries as
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In this regard it is notable that in recent
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irm. It becomes a problem to th; extent that it is ill conflict with
humanivalues. Such conflicts arise if population growth is too
rapid to be effectiely provided for, or to the extent that groath/
in a particular situation represents additional population for
which resourcesfor a decent andproductive life are not available.

In some countries it is evident that additional population will be
very difficult to accommodate (though such increases are inevi
table due to the momentum of population growth). In other
countries resources are adequate to provide for substantial fur
ther growth, but very rapid growth rates pose serious problems of
short- and medium-term accommodation. Such countries would
be better served by more moderate growth rates over a longer
period.
Greatcaution must be exercised in accepting (explicitly '0rim
plicitly) the European experience as a model for policies on
either economic development or ferti'lity reduction in developing

countries. Both economic growth and population growth have
been far more rapid in the developing countries than in Europe.
In the case of economic development there is increasing concern
that the capital-intensive European model may be inappropriate
for population-rich but capital-poor countries. Similarly, the
long lags between economic development and fertility reduction
which characterized much of the European experience may be
unacceptably long for currently developing countries, especially
given their much higher rates of population increase. This is par
ticularly true in view of the sharply reduced opportunities for
international migration as a "release valve" for excessive popula
tion growth. Hence total reliance upon so-called "natural" fer
tility declines following economic and social development may
bi as unwise for developing countries as would be a total reliance
upon "laissez-faire" economic growth patterns. In both areas
there is a central role for governments in guiding the process to
ward ends they view as desirable.
The effects of population policies are characterizedby excep

tionally long lag-times. This is particularly true in the case of

the momentum for further growth of countries which have ex
perienced very rapid growth in recent years. No matter what
happens to fertility trends in such countries, all will grow very
substantially over the coming decades. The momentum for a pop

ulation increase on the order of 75 to 125. percent from 1970
levels is already built into the age structure of most developing
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countries. Even if fertility in these countries were to decline in a
few years to the "replacement" levels of the rich countries (ob
viously a near impossibility), growth of such magnitudes would
still occur before equilibrium was reestablished. This means that
whatever population policy or program is adopted, all develop
ing countries must plan to accommodate very substantial popula
tion increases with adequate food, employment, education, and
housing. It also indicates that what may appear to be short-term
delays in the onset of fertility decline today will have important
multiplier effects in the decades ahead. Finally it demonstr'ates
that, barring catastrophe, countries which could benefit from sub
stantial further growth are virtually assured of it, even if they
begin strenuous population programs at once.

Population programs are a necessary but not sufficient component of an enlightened strategy for economic and social devel

opment. The accumulated evidence of over two decades of such
programs clearly demonstrates that they can have significant ef
fects on fertility if they are effectively implemented. In the first
place it is self-evident that no fertility declines can take place in
the absence of the means of fertility control; the provision of the
most effective fertility control methods through a population
program should result in greater realization of motivations to re
duce fertility which arise from sources outside the program itself.
In addition, the presence of an effective and visible program can
itself serve to increase the motivation to reduce fertility. This is
not to say that fertility will not decline in the absence of an effec
tive program. Folk methods of contraception which have moder
ate effectiveness (such as withdrawal) and illegal abortion are
available to highly motivated people of all strata, and modern
methods are available through private sources to most of the
elite. Nonetheless, it is abundantly clear that enlightened popula
tion programs can serve both to encourage such motivations and
to maximize their realization, while being fully consistent with
basic human rights recognized by all international bodies.
A phenomenon such as continuing rapid population growth,
with its long-term momentum and widespread ramifications, re
quires farsighted statesmanship of uncommon proportion. The
need to reject the simplistic "either/or" in favor of vigorous ef
forts oil both the development and population fronts is strongly
supported by the best available evidence. Policy-makers may ig
nore such empirical realities only at their nations' peril.

SEMINAR ON LAW AND POPULATION:
LECTURE BY PROF. BERGMAN

The purpose of the seminar is to explore the impact of population
change on various sorts of political systems reciprocally to examine how
these systems react to population change with public policy responses.
In most political systems, public policies are expressed in laws of one
form or another. All systems have their distinctive means of creating laws
and these means are the political processes which political scientists some
times characterize as the "black box." From your courses in political science,
you are familiar with this thing called the "black box," as a converter that
translates the demands and needs of a society into public policy outputs
which are usually pieces of legislation, decrees, pronouncements, or other
official actions that are designed to have some impact and are enforceable
by the public authority.
Our principal focus today is on this conversion process as it operates
in the field of population policy. We have been hearing much about the prob
lems created by rapid population growth and the remedies that might ameliorate
both causL and effect. In some of your countries, rapid population growth is
more of a problem than in others. But even in countries where rapid population
growth does not create problems of physical survival, it does create less drac
onian problems with which governments have to deal. Right here, for example,
a large movement of population into the suburbs which is partially due to a
growing population creates problems of land use, transportation from suburbs
to city, recreation space, housing, and other requirements that governments
are responsible for providing. The mechanism by which some of these require
ments, or demands created by rapid population growth are translated into law
or other forms of public policy is a political process. Our purpose is to
examine the process as a political phenomena and to seek some useful tools
and concepts for so doing.
As you think of your own countries or your own states and cities and
reflect on the government institutions and the political dynamics that transpire
within them, consider for a moment how you would best look for explanations to
the relationships we are examining. As you consider the likely objects for
this sort of inquiry, and the methods for conducting it, you may well conclude
that the techniques for doing political analysis are examining other sorts of
social scientific and hard scientific phenomena. This is because politics is
more an art form than a science.
The understanding of policy making as a political process and certainly
the attempt to influence it, requires the identification of relevant political
ingredients, or we can call them political variables and their examination in
relationship to one another. The accompanying paper on political analysis of
population policy choices attempts to provide this perspective by stating the
problem of policy analysis in the population area by proposing a methodology
that would focus on its political essence.
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In the field of population policy we have been exposed to many policy
options, a number of which are nothing less than ideal solutions. To illustrate
the political dimension, let us consider a policy option involving energetic
birth control programs with substantial government support, representing direct
government intervention, which are useful and indeed critical to the development
process of many countries. Demographers can show us the numbers, and can project
the numbers that result from failing to intervene. Economists can specify the
costs of failing to intervene, including the opportunity costs and what societies
will be forced to forego by the failure of government to intervene. All of
this analysis is very reasonable and rational. But it is the political leaders
in these countries who ultimately decide whether to intervene, how and at what
point in time. Amd in making these decisions the leaders have to consider
essentially political factors, a major one of which is their own political
viability.
Figure I in the article identifies some of the political ingredients
involved in population policy choices. They are organized in three categories:
the actors in the process; the procedures the actors use in making their choices;
and the resources the actors seek to maximize in making policy choices about
population issues.
Cycling around these categories are other sorts of influences that are
also important: for example, a list of factors that might be subsumed under
the concept of political culture. This concept refers to the cultural variables
in a society, including tradition, religion and norms that have been passed down
through the ages. These factors impact on the choices, on the persons doing
the choosing, and on the sort of the choices they can make. Illustrative of
how cultural influences play a role is the attitudes in some Catholic Latin
American countries on issues of rapid population growth. Even if*the economic
planners and demographers, say in Brazil, communicate to political leaders the
consequences of failing to take energetic actions in suppresssing rapid popula
tion growth, the political leadership of Brazil might not be able to respond
to this rationally, because of the overriding cultural factor, which in this
case is orthodox religious doctrine.
You can think of similar examples in some of your own countries. The
political leader is not always capable of responding rationally in making his
choice. It is these "irrationalities" that we seek to identify in the political

analysis of policy choices.
What is the value of this type of analysis? There is a theoretical
value because this type of analysis enlarges our understanding of policy
making in various political systems by teaching iis that policy-making is not
a derivative purely of what the computer spews out in the way of optimal policy
choices. It is a process that is influenced largely by non-rational factors.
Secondly, a political analysis has an applied --lue, which probably is of
principal interest to many of you, because I assume you are all training here
to be applied political scientists, or professional policy-makers. On the
basis of political analysis we can communicate better with key decision
makers in terms they understand, which are political terms. For exawple,
if we can calculate a political cost-benefit sheet in a policy area, such as
the population policy area, we might be able to convince a political leader
who otherwise might be resisting a desirable policy choice because of a

misreading of political realities. We might show him that after all it is
not going to cost him so dearly politically to make the desirable choice, and
as a result we open up a channel of communication which might be more effective
than some of the rational or scientific channels that our colleagues in demo
graphy, public health, and economics, have employed.
In
about some
that might
Perhaps if
deterrents
deterrents

contemplating population issues in your own countries you can think
of the obvious choices that should be made, among which are some
be long overdue. Why aren't they made? Why haven't they been made?
you search for the reasons, you might find that the principal
to these choices have been political deterrents, including political
that leaders have perceived incorrectly.

I have been talking in some abstraction here, but I wanted to create
a framework in which we might utilize raw material from your own countries.
For example, let us contemplate some of the ramifications of the recent Edelin
decision here in Boston, in terms of what the executive authorities in some of
the American states are going to be prepared to do in providing abortion
services to needy females. Now this decision may have a chilling effect on
their inclination to do so. As you know, in the US there has been an active
debate on how states can extend the abortion benefits that affluent people
enjoy to people who are not affluent, and how this can be done through the
social security system. These decisions involve political calculations, among
others, by state legislators. As an example, in this state Representative
John Ames, who has been active in population matters in the Massachusetts
state legislature, teamed up with another legislator in introducing a bill
that will require couples registering for marriage licenses to receive a
packet of contraceptive counselling information. This could be a politically
dangerous initiative for Representative Ames and his colleague to do, given
the Edelin decision and the emotions it has created, and given the prevailing
attitudes in Massachusetts surrounding this matter. But Representative Ames
was quoted as saying that, by providing people with knowledge that the tech
nology exists to avert birth and thus to prevent unwanted pregnancies, the
demand for abortion would decrease and the problem would be mitigated.
I recall Representative Ames discussing some of the problems that
Massachusetts legislators have in dealing with population issues because
of widespread public hostility toward fertility control and family planning
programs. He suggested that the less emotion-charged issue of land use was
a vehicle for exporting the population policy discourse in Massachusetts.
The discussion would proceed as follows: Communities are getting too crowded;
conservation lands are being overrun by subdivision; and transportation'is
getting bad. Thus, by focusing attention on unwanted population in certain
places, we might encourage thinking about unwanted offspring among couples.
He said in this way we can back into the discussion of family planning.
Perhaps this approach has succeeded as a result of which political
leaders in Massachusetts feel somewhat more secure, as evidenced by the
Ames-Delahunt proposal for family planning information legislation. The
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introduction of this measure represents the calculation of political costs
and benefits. It is not that Ames is afraid to state a position on the issue,
but rather that Ames as a responsible political leader must be think:tng about
how effective he can be within the established political process.
Will this rather benign piece of legislation be completely pushed out
of the political process; will it get lost someplace in the legislature?
Or does it have a viable chance of becoming law? The fact that Ames introduced
it indicates his judgment that it has a chance.
Now, I would like to conclude by making an observation on three cases
that I used in the accompanying article, the cases of Costa Rica, Mexico and
the United States. The common element in all three, as I reported, was that
the population policy choices were made on the basis of political calculations
that were not related to population issues at all, but were related to strictly
other political factors. In the case of Costa Rica the major influence in that
policy choice had nothing to do with creating family planning programs; it had
more to do with maximizing the advantage of adversary political parties. In
the case of Mexico, the stage was set for making the population policy choice
not by sudden recognition that rapid population growth was a major deterrent
to Mexican development, but rather because the regime felt politically secure
after being in office for two years. And in the case of the US on the national
level, the erosion of federal government support to the national family planning
program had nothing to do with the merits of this program, but rather to a
concept of new federalism, which was a favorite political concept of the incum
bent administration. By assigning priority to shifting major responsibility
for social services to the American states, the issue of family planning and
how best to do it in the US was completely submerged.
These examples illustrate another value that we can derive from doing
this sort of political analysis. We can find the choices affecting the policy
area are influenced predominantly by factors that have nothing to do with the
substance of the policy choices.
Now I would like to turn to another problem in population policy
making as a means of stimulating your thinking about the role of political
influences. The problem is again U'-based and essentially is this: What
should the US Government response be to global population growth? In the
accompanying paper you read about a US response to domestic problems.
American population policy also deals with the domestic problems of other countries
as a result of our interdependencies with other countries. Thus, we also are
concerned about how we should allocate American financial resources to
intervention in global population growth. Here we have a live policy problem
to which the application of political analysis is highly relevant.
Though formed in a US perspective, you can consider the problem from
each of your national perspectives. Excessive rates of population growth
in underdeveloped countries aggravate conditions that frustrate the achieve
ment of American foreign policy objectives.
Accordingly, rapid population
growth represents the terminal of another axis in the complicated web of
linkages that involve US interests with conditions prevailing in the most
populous and less developed countries in the world. These are the countries
that both are unable adequately to feed, house, clothe, educate, and employ
the majority of their populations, and to accommodate their increasing con
centration in urban centers. At the same time these countries suffer fragile
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governmental structures, which lack the capacity to provide adequate manage
ment for their internal and external affairs.
Excessive population growth in these societies intersects US foreign
policy goals in three interrelated areas:
A. Political:
Chronic conditions of human deprivation among the major.ity of a
population, accentuated by rapid population growth, contribute to the vulner
ability of incumbent regimes with respect to their internal stability and
their external commitments. Regimes unable to accommodate the needs &id
demands of the majority of their people are subject to collapse, and replace
ment by regimes whose behavior may not conform to-ga pattern of international
relationships consistent with American foreign policy objectives. In addition,
reliability of incumbent regimes pressured by rapid population growth is question
able for the maintenance of bilateral political and economic commitments with
the United States, and multilateral undertakings with international structures.
B. Economic:
Now the second area is economic and here again we are looking from
a US vantage point. But again, any of you can turn it around and look at it
from the vantage point of your own countries.
Conditions of deprivations in underdeveloped countries coupled with
the inability of the incumbent regimes to ameliorate them create a continuing
requirement for external economic assistance, which at periodic intervals is
escalated by natural catastrophes such as flood and famine. This chronic
international welfare burden is subject to response by any countries so
inclined, on the most favorable terms and conditions they may obtain.
Since the end of World War II the United States has responded to the
welfare burden with major programs of foreign economic assistance on terms
designed to further American foreign policy objectives. In this enterprise
we increasingly have been confronted with competition by the Soviet Union,
which usually sets conditions for its foreign economic assistance inconsistent
with American foreign policy objectives. Two increasingly significant compet
itors in manipulating the international welfare burden, whose role cannot yet
be adequately assessed, are the Chinese People's Republic and the major OPEC
oil producing nations.
Occasionally the competition has created demands on American economic
resources that have increased and distorted reasonable levels of American
assistance. And whether under conditions of competition or not, allocations
of American resources for foreign economic assistance compete with domestic
needs. Thus, whatever the conditions, competitive or not, or the particular
spread of competition, foreign economic assistance comprises a significant
demand on the American national budget.
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C. Humanitarian:
Whatever the political or economic considerations involved, conditions
of human deprivation elsewhere in the world evoke a compassionate response
among uectors of the American publir who are aware of the conditions. It could
be said that concern about the welfare of others is a fixture in the American
political ethos. Though always capable of being evoked in the abstract, the
expression of this compassion can be deterred by conditions such as the recog
nition of competing needs at home, anxieties about involvements abroad, and
hostilities engendered by the behavior of needy countries.
Nevertheless, the humanitarian instinct provides a direct link to
conditions of deprivation in other countries. This linkage has been effectively
exploited by the sectors of American society most informed and concerned about
events outside the United States. These are characteristically the higher statuE
groups who enjoy greater access to the foreign policymaking apparatus of the
American Government.
These political, economic, and humanitarian areas thus provide the
environment in which rapid population growth in underdeveloped countries is
linked to American foreign policy objectives.
Let us speculate in more concrete terms about the possible linkage of
population growth to US interests. Consider Mexico, with a very high growth
race similar to that of other Latin American countries. Rapid growth rates
in Mexico, coupled with adverse conditions of income distribution, a continuing
fai'lure of the system to distribute the economic growth, could create conditions
in which the incumbent regime would be toppled. This would create a major
problem for the US, right on our border. In this connection, we might recall
the American reaction to developments in Cuba, which is an adjoining country.
In this context, you can appreciate the anxieties that would affect American
policy-makers in this particular issue. Changes adverse to American interests
would be reflected in the deteriorating political, social and economic conditionE
that are aggravated by persistent pressure of continuing high growth rates, and
the quality of American vulnerability would be determined by the particular
form of deterioration.
This scenario in which developments by rapid population growth plays
a role car increase American vulnerability close to home. There are possib
ilities further away. Consider, from the American vantage point, the economic
collapse of a country like Bangladesh. If the consequence of this collapse
was the transformation of Bangladesh into a Soviet client state, American
interests would suffer in the short run. For ona thing, the availability of
East Bengali ports would increase Soviet capacity for maintaining a larger
strategic force in the Indian Ocean at a lower cost, and the American 7'esponse
to this condition would be costly in both strategic and financial terms.
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The impact of rapid population growth seldom is discussed in these
geo-political-strategic terms. But I think that it is necessary to recognize

this reality and thereby recognize the vulnerability of the US or other
countries to conditions that are aggravated directly by rapid population
growth.
Let us move on to consider how these concerns--these ingredients for
policy-making which involve American interdependence with conditions
in other
countries, evoke particular interests and interest groups in American
political
system. It is reasonable to say that, like foreign aid, the vehicle
employed
to deal with it, the issue of rapid population growth in underdeveloped
coun
tries has not achieved an effective constituency in American politics.
The
limited constituency supporting American activities in this field
has evolved
around several motivations.
Those of you who have studied American politics know that interest
groups are the engines ofAmerican politics, the engines that make
the other
parts of the system function. The first motivation that creates an
interest
group here is humanitarian and it expresses a conviction that it is
a moral
obligation to employ American resources for the relief of human distress
elsewhere in the world. The United States should share its wealth
and skills
to improve the welfare of other peoples. Beyond the moral obligation,
improving the lot of deprived peoples and nations will create a climate
more
conducive to international prosperity and tranquility, conditions
that are in
the interest of the United States, as well as the world at large.
(The humanitarian approach is expressed by individuals and groups
with an international orientation and an active interest in the condition
of
American foreign policy, usually in conjunction with one of the other
ration
ales.) In this connection I think of something called "the Eastern
foreign
policy establishment," but it is fair to say that American compassion
can
be evoked beyond the Eastern seaboard.
The second motivation that has created interests and interest
in the population field as an economic one. Rapid population growth groupings
increases
the international welfare burden and erodes the value of resources
allocated
to cope with it. Over the past generation, American foreign aid has
had minimal
or no effect in underdeveloped countries experiencing rapid population
growth.
Transfers of resources to those countries, designed for economic ard
social
investments, are dissipated in immediate consumption requirements
created by
rapid population growth. A turnaround in population growth will contribute
to the elimination of such distortions in the use of foreign aid.
Ultimately,
if population growth is turned around, the international welfare burden
will
decrease to the point where American foreign aid can be phased out.
And to
the extent foreign aid continues, its value will markedly increase
in the
long term development programs of underdeveloped countries.
This rationale is frequently employed by officials in the executive
and legislative branches, and their public supporters, as the principal
justification for aid authorizations and appropriations for population
activities. If you read testimony before the House and Senate Committees
to
justify population foreign aid, this argument emerges clearly.

(q
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Thirdly, there is a professional and scientific;interest which has
created another interest group in this mix. This interest might be charac
terized as follows: the complexities of rapid population growth and the
development and deployment of remedial formulas and instruments require
extensive research, study and training. Teaching and research institutions
have a major contribution to make in exploring the area and devising means for
solving the problems it has created. Without a systematic, scientific approach
to the problems of rapid population growth, effective solutions cannot be
devised. Principal responsibility for this systematic effort resides in the
scientific and intellectual community of America.
This position is expressed by members of the American intellectual
and scientific community, who have developed interests, scientific skills,
and understanding in problems associated with population change. These
specialists and scientists are located in relevant university departments
and research centers, in the federal government, principally the National
Institutes of Health, and in the foundations such as Ford, Rockefeller, and
the Pcpulation Council.
There is a fourth interest group position, which we do not hear too
often, but we suspect that it exists and certainly it is a position that should
be identified in the policy-making process. It says something like this:
Rapid population growth occurs in non-white societies, and its continuation
represents a threat to values inherent in western civilization as we know it
today. Non-white populations are less desirable because they are less capable
and less productive, and thus chronically contribute to the welfare burden,
both nationally and internationally.
This view, for obvious reasons, is never publicly expressed, and
thus is difficult to capture empirically. However, the position has acquired
enough informal attribution to warrant its mention. The anxieties underlying
the position are expressed among the American public with reference to specific
domestic issues such as education, welfare, and personal and community security.
Thus, their projection to nondomestic issues is not a surprising phenomenon.
Though not attributed to any organized group, this rationale is said to motivate
some key members of the Congress responsible for foreign aid authorizations
and appropriations, and some of the private citizens who have been associated
with activities to curb rapid population growth.
We have identified four major categories of interests that have created
the interest groups that play a role in the framing of American population
policy. You will recognize from the earlier discussion that in these interests
and groups we are dealing with political factors and are concerned with how
they translate their interests effectively into public policy.by using the
prevailing political process.
We have suggested an interest group coalition in the US concerned with
the problem, made up of universities, foundations, private associations and
elements in the government. I call it the American Population Coalition.
Perhaps it does not deserve a formal characterization, but it is an identifiable
structure whose components engage in policy-making.

Let us quickly summarize the substance of what we are talking about
the dimensions of the population problem insofar as the US can influence them.
What should the US Government response be to global population growth?
In framing US policy and proposing the related allocations of resources
and activities, the critical opening question is: What do we know about the
means for reducing rapid population growth in underdeveloped countries? And,
if the objective is attainable without major outside intervention, what can.
the United States do about facilitating its achievement?
The major ingredients of the existing knowledge base--what we know and
do not know--for making the related policy choices can be summarized as follows:
1. Rapid population growth in underdeveloped countrics is caused by
high rates of natural increase, e.g., high fertility rates. Existing fertility
rates are traditional, and in the past, were offset by high death rates, a
linkage which maintained stationary populations. The success of death control
measures has upset this population equilibrium, and thus rendered traditional
fertility rates excessive. In the societies where this equation prevails,
population growth rates will be reduced only as a result of significant declines
in fertility rates. Because of a deceleration function involved in the impact
of fertility reduction on population growth rates, a population will continue
to grow, though at decreasing rates for some 40-70 years following the point at
which fertility rates have declined to the replacement level.
2. Fertility reduction is achieved by the will of the individuals
concerned to plan and control their fertility, coupled with the availability
of the means that enable them to do so. Though traditional means of fertility
control have functioned in the past, and still do in some societies, they are
no longer adequate, either for the maintenance of a stationary population, or the
reduction of excessive population growth. Accordingly, modern contraceptive
technology is a necessary, though not sufficient means for fertility control.
The employment of modern contraceptive technology, and its impact on fertility,
are determined by the motivations that cause people to use it. Thus, the
availability of contraceptive technology does not necessarily guarantee its
use. In this case, supply does not automatically create demand.
3. The human fertility function is not completely understood. Con
trasted with other areas of human understanding, our knowledge about human
fertility can be characterized as underdeveloped. The state of the art in
existing contraceptive technology is reflected in a 30% average failure rate
among willing users in the United States.
Lee:

Does this include the rhythm method?

Berman: Yes, it goes through the range, that's the rhythm method which was
the least reliable to the pill which was the most reliable.
.
Kellogg:

But that is not fair.
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Bergman: It is fair, because what Norman Ryder found was there was about
30% failure rate on the rhythm whereas about 1% on the pill, so it averages
out over a long term.
Because of significantly greater deficiencies in local health,
distribution and follow-up systems, inadequate technologies create even
hig.r failure rates among users in underdeveloped countries. Moreover, the
same local deficiencies limit the availability and use, and thus the potential
impact, of existing technologies among populations in underdeveloped countries.
4. Significant declines in fe tility rates are associated with the
improved distribution of income among poorer sectors of a population, e.g.,
the lower 40% of the income scale. This -elationship has been observed in
countries whose fertility rates and population growth rates have declined
noticeably over the past decade, inclIding Costa Rica, Hong Kong, South
Korea, Singapore, and Taiwan. Sustained high rates of economic growth and
rising per capita incomes in the absence of an improved distribution of the
increments are not associated with declines in fertility and population growth
rates. This phenomenon is illustrated by the cases of Mexico, Brazil and the
Philippines.
Lee:

I wasn't clear about this 40%?

Bergman: Where the distribution of income has improved among the lower 40%,
there is an association between family planning programs and declining rates
of fertility. In places where this phenomenon has -ot happened there is not
an association.
0uestion; How much of improvement is due to income distribution, because
all of the countries you mentioned are also practicing family planning?
Bergman: There are other countries which have energetic family planning
programs, but have not enjoyed an improved distribution of income, and
where there has not been a decline in fertility. The Philippines, for
example, is a case in point.

QueDat±:
Bergman:

How about the success of the program?
The success of the program is usually measured in fertility decline.

Srtud.: Well, Berelson has an article and he uses some criteria.,.and it's
rather than the outcome of the program, more like the input into the program.
belman: What you are putting your finger on is a methodological problem,
which is how we evaluate the impact of family planning programs. The people
who have been doing this tell us they have not yet found a satisfactory method
ology for evaluation. So all we can suggest is that there are certain linkages,
certain relationships. I know these points are argued. Berelson, in the
article you mentioned, argues them and says this linkage between income
distribution and fertility isn't necessarily the answer. Others have made
the argument more forcefully. I grant it is an arguable point, but in the
absence of a methodology where we can get a satisfactory answer, I throw
this one out, as others have, for purpose of discussion and argumentation.
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But I think whatever the quality of the program, generally we observe declines
of fertility whether there has been better distribution of income. Maybe that
can account for whether there have been better programs. So this is one of
our major problems; to try to sort these things out.
I just said the independent impact on fertility of organized programs
in developing countries has not been established, principally because of
methodological problems and segregating the relevant variables. There have
been conflicting claims and explanations such as we have been discussing.
One position holds that organized programs are the most significant cause of
fertility decline. Another maintains that they have no independent impact on
fertility. Now that's the substance we have to deal with in making these
policy rhoices. I think this disagreement we just had indicates that there is
even no agreement on the scientific base, which makes the problem all the more
complicated.
Let us conclude by describing the policy instruments we have to deal
with these matters. In creating policy, the policy instruments available to
the US are principally its foreign aid programs. Another policy instrument
which has emerged more prominently in the recent past has been the UN system.
As a result of American initiative, the United Nations system has been called
upon to assume an increasing role in the deployment and management of resources
for the limitation of population growth. The American initiative is based on
the untested premise that activities developed and managed through the U.N.
system are more tolerable than those created on a bilateral basis. It is
important that this presumption about the quality of multilateral acceptability
never has been systematically evaluated, because it appears to have evolved into
a form of conventional wisdom that has influenced the allocation of increasing
levels of American foreign aid to the U.N. system. To provide a more rational
basis for making judgments about the most effective utilization of American
foreign aid resources, in the population field as well as others, the
asaumption about the U.N. system, in terms of its capacity and acceptability,
should be thoroughly evaluated.
I.
I was most interested in what yvu just said that there is an untested
assumption that the United Nations aid programs in population matters are
more effective or efficient than bilateral programs. This in itself, 1 think,
shows that you have considerable misgivings about the UN system as a channel
for aid in population matters. Could you further elaborate on this and what
are some of your misgivings?
Bergman: Number one, I raise it in this context as a policy instrument that
we should consider in solving this policy problem which is the distvibution
of American aid to ameliorate rapid population growth. The UN system is
available; it's there, it's been exercised. The question is to what extent
should we be reliant on it? Now I suppose the principal cause of my misgiving
is that indeed I haven't seen a systematic comparative evaluation of the
potential effectiveness and the potential acceptability of aid for family
planning channeled through the UN system, as contrasted to the American
bilateral system. I have never seen anything on that and yet in the current
year the US foreign aid program is allocating about $20 million to UN Fund
for Population Activities. The question is how do we maximize the value of
our investment, either through the UN system, or allocating it through our
bilateral system. If I were a policy-maker I wouldn't know how to answer the
question because we never have had a systematic evaluation. That is the reason
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for my misgiving.

It is not a value judgment on the UN capabilities.

Kellog: I was in the State Department back in the 1940s when the Point Four
Program was just starting. The question raised then, as now, was the extent
to which the U.S. should channel its assistance through the UN agencies. The
best answer seems to be that it depends on the recipient country and on the
sensitivity of the assistance. On one hand, if the country is suspicious
of the US and if the assistance is a sensitive subject, like population or
inflation of the currency, then UN channels work better. On the other hand,
if the country has no suspicions or problems with the US, and the subject
is straight-forward, like agricultural'aid, then it may be more efficient to
handle it bilaterally.
Bergman: Well, I think you stated it very well, what the rationale is for
this inclination to allocate to the UN. But I'm questioning that: I'm
saying that perhaps in certain cases we perceive a resistance to bilateral
aid that isn't there. For example, I wonder whether any regime that accepts
population aid through the UN is not aware that a good share of this aid is
US originated.
This presumption that you were working on at the beginning of foreign
aid program and I, too, was involved in foreign aid, really never has been
tested, and that's what troubles me, especially in a situation where foreign
aid budget is declining, not in population alone, but in all fields. Under
these conditions we have o be more concerned about cost efficiency at the
minimum.
Student: What is very popular about the UN is
so much in timing, rather than action itself.
this fund for one year no matter at what stage
one month to finish it, they cut it off, right

that they limit themselves
If they say w4're giving you
you're in, even if you have
in the middle, which is not

the case with Ford or AID programs.
Berman:
S

You're saying that's why they are not so popular.

."tudgm
Yes, they are not popular for research funding.

Stud=: I can see the importance of your politichl cost-benefit analysis,
but it seems to me that for some countries you have to focus maybe one stage
earlier at national problem perception level. I was thinking of those countries
which don't think they have a population problem; they think they don't have
enough people.
Bergman: I think your point is well taken. There was a time when many
influential leaders were not aware of the interrelationship. Leaders being
ignorant or not knowing what to do is no longer a characteristic of the
population field.
In Mexico, at least, it was an organized health system that reached
the limited amount of the population, but there was no family planning com
ponent. On the other hand, the Mexican regime was very much aware of the
impact of rapid population growth on their economic growth. There were
economists in the Bank of Mexico, the Planning Commission and so forth, who
were working with demographic data all the time and making them available to
the government. The leadership was aware of these linkages. They did not
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bite the bullet until they felt politically secure and able to do so. Now
I think that's- a,case where they suppressed the decision for political reasons
until they felt secure in making it. There may be other cases where leaders
or regimes are just out of it like our leaders appear to be on the American
economy.
Student: I find your analysis very interesting, because I just read an
article by a woman on the status of women in Ghana. She just made the point
by looking at the Nkrumah regime, where Nkrumah was trying to impose a new
deal, changing the marriage-divorce-inheritance law, and was faced with
political opposition from a group of women, and so during this particul
time he was unable to change that particular law, whereas later on in 1971
this law was changed. But because the timing was wrong and the political
pressure was on him, he was politically insecure at that time and so legal
reform was postponed.
Bergman: That's interesting. You can find cases like that if you look for
them in this policy area as well as in other areas, where the regime rationally
recognizes something and has the will to do something, but for political reasons
feels it is too costly to move.
Student: In all these discussions we come back to what are we doing about
female education, female emancipation. I can never press the point strongly
enough that all these laws would be changed automatically if these countries
would give sufficient attention to female education, opportunities for employ
ment. I would like to see that the men in this group would be in a minority.
I criticize Dr. Bergman that although he produced a man from'Sudan, he should
have produced a woman from Sudan.
Bergman: We would have been delighted to.
first preference.

We would have given her

Student: More and more women should be given an opportunity, because of
what you're sayinF, Dr. Lee, the woman goes there and bangs on the table.
*Now imagine if th, -e were 20, 50 or 100 of them, then the law would have teeth.
And the public policy would become law and the law would become public policy.
This is a question I would like to ask Dr. Bergman, and ask for his personal
opinion if there is a difference in his opinion between law and public policy.
Eersman: Well, I don't think that anybody is going to argue with you about
the need to improve the status of women, and not just to talk about it, but
to do it effectively. It's very interesting to me just in observing the group
of women that are here today. I think that about 20 years ago, maybe 15 or 10
years ago, you wouldn't have seen as high a female representation at the Fletcher
School as we see right here. And moreover, seeing females from Moslem countries,
for example, from Turkey and Iran, is quite revolutionary. So, although things
aren't what they should be respecting the position of women, we have to be
conscious of the progress that has been made.

In answer to your question the distinction between public policy and
lawl tried to do that earlier. Public policy, I think, is a more general
concept. Public policy is what governments do and what sticks. Public policies
are enforceable instruments. Law is one of the vehicles for expressing public
policy. Law is passed by legislatures; decreed by rulers; in some societies
still the word of the ruler without being written down has the same impact that
law has. It's authoritative; it can be enforced. The broader area of policy
subsumes law, decree, statements of a ruler and any other enforcement instruments
that can make individuals do something they want to do, or don't want to do.
Lee.: I would go one step further: In order fof policy to be implemented into
action, you have to go through the medium of law, including budgetary law.
Every time you adopt a budget to determine the various priorities among competing
claims, that's law already.
Bergman: But in some societies like primitive societies, written law as we
know it is totally irrelevant. Law is something an authoritative figure might
express by word of mouth.
Lee.:

But that's law.

Law should also be defined to include customary law.

Student: I find the question of rational decision very interesting to try
to relate it to Kuwait, where we have a very finique situation. We are under
populated, 75% of labor force is non-Kuwaiti, and they are trying to have more
population. The planning board suggested that we should bring back all the
Arab brain drain. But this policy is rejected, because of the political risk
implications. The Kuwaitis are scared and they want more Bedouin population.
Bergman: That's an interesting phenomena. In other words, if the brains
that have been drained overseas were brought back they wouldn't be Kuwaiti.
Stud=: They would be Kuwaiti. They want to nationalize the Arabs. But
like in Saudi Arabia, they want to keep the balance between urban and Bedouin
population.
Bergman:

Is there a Bedouin population in Kuwait?

Lee: I see our time is up. I want to thank you very much for a most
enlightening lecture. The fact that Dr. Bergman is very objective can be
seen from the fact that he's one of the very few political scientists who
claim that there is no such thing as political science. Coming from Harvard,
you can understand this, because at Harvard there is no Department of Political
Science, only a Department of Government. Thank you very much.
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It is axiomatic that political calculation3 play the dominant role
in ttle vablic policy choices of political leaders.

ihe process of choosing

among public policy options, whatever the quality of the political system in
.which it happens, is a political phenomenon because it involves decisions on
the allocation of benefits within the particular society.

Such decisions, on

how advantages are distributed, are political decisions.
In arriving at these decisions, the first political calculation to be
reckoned is whether there is any meaningful political calculation involved in
making the choice.

Under certain circumstances, for example, a decision on

the installation of a traffic light, the-issuance of a new set of postage stamps,
or the establishment of an extra public holiday do not involve a distr'bution
of advantages or deprivations.

There may be some benefit in each issue for

those who care, and no deprivation for those who are not concerned.

There

are the rare instances where there are only winners; no losers.!In iheaL&1tuitions
the political calculation involved in the particular decision is minimal, if not
irrelevant.

And accordingly, the political leader can enjoy the infrequent

luxury of choosing in accordance with some ethical standard, a standard of
esthetics, a personal preference, or just plain whimsy.

But most!of tho time

he does not enjoy this freedom of chotce.
There is a political calculation to be reckoned in mcst public policy
choices because most of them involve a distribution of-rewards and deprivations,
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and thus affect the political status, or health, of those doing the choosing.
Consider, "or example, the types of choices which create both winne rs and
losers, such as taxation policy, the utilization

of public lands, the extent

of health coverage, price controls, social security, the cancellation of a
public holiday, and a host of others. Choices in any of these areas create
and those who are aware they have won or lost
winners and losers) "
A
are prepared to -llocate credit or blame,
depending on how they ieel they made out, to the decisionmakers they view
as responsible for making the particular choice.

And so as ths decision

maker allocates benefits and costs in the choices he makes, he in turn is
allocated the same qualities in a sort of feedback process by those affected
by his choice, or at least who think¢ they are.

This feedback process

-

some-would call it public accountability in systems where public accountability
is relevant -- is a sobering reality for political leaders who wish to maintain
their leadership role, as most do.

For the capital they build up as a result

of the process determines in large measure whether they are reelected, where
elections are relevant, or reselected where other techniques for conferring
leadership are employed, or however leadership is determined, whether they
r'emain in power.

Thus in making choices, political leaders are likely to be

most preoccupied -about what the*choice does to

.:..

-%-I the condition of

their political leadership.
Under the circumstances, it is surprising that public policy literature
ventured into the
has not. /
.
systematic exploration of this linkage. There is an abundance
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of suggestion and prescription of the most reasonable choices to be made
under given sets of conditions in the full range of substantive policy areas,
e.g. monetary/fiscal affairs; foreign affairs; population; health; education;
little
defense; etc. But .A of this literature speculates, even in epilogue version,
on the likely impact of these choices on the political fortunes of the leaders
likely involved in making the choices under varying sets of circumstances.
These specifications of policy alternatives frequently stop short of identifying
the key political actors involved in choosing among the alternatives, and they'
fail to speculate on the political benefits and costs to the actors that are
associated with the alternative choiceo.

Perhaps t)1is gap explains why political

leaders are. less interested in, and thus fall to profit from, this literature
than they otherwise might be.
Another area of the public policy literature; principally the output
has yielded an increasingly sophisticated variety of
of political science,
A.
; analyses of the structural characteristics
of policymaking processes within regime types, in discrete policy areas, at
various levels of thepolitical system, and often involving comparisons of
several experiences within each.
policymaking processes

--

Thiswork deals with the ingredients of

resources; political institutions and behavior;

decisionmaking systems; and the like

-how

they are associated with one

another; what they yield or are likely to yield in the way of policy outputs and
why; and the impact, or likely impact, of *.heyield on the parent political
system.

But similar to the substantive, or prescriptive, literature, this
at its present stage of develbpment,
structural literatureA dealing as it does with partial or total systems, tells
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the individual political leader little about what the result of the big dynamic
does to him. And so he likewise is inclined to show little interest in this
body of knowledge about public policymaking.
That the existing bodies and styles of public policy literature are of
marginal interest to the key actor in public pc',.cymaking -- the political

leader -- suggests the value of adding a dimension which would expand the
utility of public policy analysis, both fcr better explanations of political
processes and as guides to political behavior.

This addition would involve

the construction of a political balance sheet whose bottom line might reveal,
ox at least suggest, the political consequences of particular policy choices to
those making them.

Such a balance sheet, among other things, would identify

the ei sting and prospective policy alternatives in a given area, the actors
dealing and likely to deal with the alternatives, and the political benefits and
costs associated with each.

Thus there could be some systematic basis on

which to specify the political :onsequences of alternate courses of action to
the actors involved in making the choices.
As for its possible influence on policy choices, this type of yield may
very well have none because political leaders nornrlly do not consult studies
of their decisionmaking behavior produced by politic-1 scientists.

But perhaps

they might discover the utility of studies addressed to their principal concern,
which is political survival, and to the extent they do, such studies could
strike a responsive chord on their attentin,, span. In some cases, a
balance sheet of this sort would confirm the resistance to an otherwise
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/desirable policy choice which is based on a political gut reaction by the
decision-maker.

On the other hand, the bottom line could surDrise, a key

political actor by effectively challenging the conventional political wisdom
underlying his gut reaction, and thus facilitate a wiser and more responsive
policy choice.

But in either case, there would be some grounds for assessing

what is politically realistic, grounds that are important to the political
leader, and whose existence might make him more receptive to what policy
analysts and advocates have to say.
-

In the sensitive and relatively uncharted area of population policy,

the political analysis of population policy choices would be particularly
useful.

Beyond its' scholarly value, and any utility it might have forp political

leaders, this'analytical dimension would be valuable for external donors of
resources who aspire to influence internal population policies.

By identifying

more systematically what is politically realistic, the results of this brand of
analysis would enable the donors to allocate their scarce resources more
rialistically and effectively.
The critical role of political calculations in influencing population
policy choices is illustrated by experiences in several countries.
Costa Rica
In early 1967 the recently e.lected President Trejos established a
Central Population Office in the government to function as a focal Doint for
the development and deployment of publicly sponsored family planning services.
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/This action symbolized a government commitment to the reduction of popula
tion growth rates and fertility rates that were among the highest in Latin
America.

the establishment of this government unit was subject to concur

rence by the Costa Rican Congress, in accordance with a procedure that is
comparable to executive branch reorganization proposals in the United States
government.

Thus the President proposes a reorganization plan which is

subject to veto by the Congress within a specified time period.

If the Congress

does not veto the reorganization plan, it comes into effect.
--

The 1966 elections in Costa Rica produced a division of government

functions between the two major political parties in which the -candidate of
UNIFICACION won'the Presidency, while the LIBERACION Party gained
control of the Congress by a thin margin of one vote.

Thus the grounds were

produced for continuing sharp political competition between the two parties
through the ongoing conduct of public affairs.

As in all such situations,

this competition would inevitably surface in its most articulate form when
the action of one branch of government was subject to the concurrence of
the other.
The popUlation issue provided afirst and a classic case-where this
partisan competition could come into play.

Whatever the substantive merits

of the issue, there were political points to be scored by each of the parties
in taking a partisan approach.

Considering the traditional Latin American

attitudes on government intervention in the population area, it was ironic
in the Costa Rican case that the presidency, representing the more conserva
tive political coalition took the initiative in laying the groundwork for direct

elf

,,overnment intervention in meeting the problem of population growth.

The

party that controlled the legislature, "LIBERACION, reflecting a
less traditional outlook, was the more likely political group to

r...."

assume the initiative, and at the least, to be supportive of actions that might
effectively address Ccsta Rica's high growth and fertilit-,'problem.

But

the scoring of political points took precedence over national welfare objectives,
and LIBERACION latched on to the population issue as one of the means of
recouping some of the political support that had been eroded in the 1966
elections.

Accordingly, the LIBER.ACION majority in Congress determined

to manipulate the President's reorganization plan, an action which if successful,
would have caused a major setback to a promising fertility control strategy in
a country that was ready for it, and where, as subsequent events have proved, it
was likely to achieve significant results.

But in the LIBERACION political

calculation, the expectation of immediate political gain outweighed a
national welfare objective, which traditionally had been a keystone of the
LIBERACION program.
This topsy-turvy political situation, cycling around a population issue.'
produced a bizarre political alliance, in which a progressive political force
and a traditional church hierarchy were joined, at least temporarily, in a
common cause.

In a choice of timing that hardly can be regarded as coinci

dental, the church hierarchy launched an energetic public campaign, designed
to discredit the Costa Rican Demographic Association, an effective local
affiliate of Planned Parenthood and through it, the concept of family planning
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and the related Presidential initiative.

Though there was no evidence to

indicate a systematic coordination of activities between LIBERACION and
the hierarchy, it is reasonable to assume that there was some collusion
between the two groups.
Ultimately the conflict was resolved, and Trejos'

plans for a national

program were secured as a result of a comic opera scenario in which the
two leaders of LIBERACIONS former president Figueres and Congress
majority leader Volio were coopted into participating in an International
Planned Parenthood Meeting in Santiago in the late spring of 1967.

The

details of this cooptation are interesting in themselves, but that'will have
to be the subject of a long footnote. 2 In any event, the proposal to create
lb

a population office in the Costa Rican government survived., A coordinated
national family planning program was deployed, and the fertility rate in,
Costa Rica over the last several years reflects the success of this venture.

Mexico
Anti-North American rhetoric remains a traditional ingredient of
Mexican politics.

Although the rhetoric is acquiring an increasingly symbolic

value, the symbolism nevertheless must be played ontas an adjunct to any
major Mexican political event, including the peculiarly Mexican version of a
national presidential election campaign.

Accordingly, it was incumbent on

the chosen successor to the presidency in 1969 to select a suitable format
which he could employ most effectively in responding to the traditional

rhetorical requirements, and thus Luis Echeverria elevated fertility control
to a major position in the panorama of issues for. his presidential campaign.
Fertility coiitrol was chosen as the North American target for the year.
Echeverri'a and his associates might have elected other options for

their chosen North American target.

One such issue might have been North

American investment irn Mexico, and the resulting influence of United States
multinational corporations on the allocation of resources for Mexican economic
and social development.

These economic relationships increasingiy had been

the subject of continuing dialogue in Mexican commercial, governmental, and
intellectual circles, a discussion routinely reflected in the Mexican media.
But,

discussion of-United States investment in the rhetorical terms necessary

to achieve the traditional political impact would have entailed a serious risk
for the ruling Mexican party, a risk not justified by the. likely political returns.
A critical discussion of the consequences of United States investment in
the context of a Mvexican presidential election campaign could have scared
off American investors and resulted in a curtailment of United States invest
ment, a condition which had the potential for dislocations andslow downs in

the syndrome of Mexican economic growth.
Therefore, political prudence suggested a less threatening vehicle,

in terms of North American reaction and its possible consequences in Mexico,
for purposes of complying with the established. scenario for the presidential
campaign.

For this purp se, the issues of fertility control and family planning

comprised the best possible choice for Echeverria.

Even more than

/investment from the North, fertility limitation programs were perceived
by knowledgable Mexicans as distinctively North American products.

Thus,

by using family planning a3 his target, Echeverria would be striking out at
something clearly and visibly labelled "Made in the USA".

And as a result

J

of lingering traditional skepticism on the subject of family planning the
target would be better illuminated and thus more effective with Mexican
audiences.

The issue clearly as any symbolized an anti-U.S. position,

yet it was the least likely of all available issues to incur significant political
or economic costs.

It was reasonable to assume that U.S. investors were

not particularly interested in what Echeve rrfa had to say about population and
family planning.

The topic thus was a perfect one for a Mekican presidential

candidate and certainly Echeverr(a displayed political skill in selecting it.
Accordingly, Echeverria cleverly-exploited the population issue during
his campaign and in the first year or so in his incumbency in office.
Apparently, the issue worked better than he had expected in achieving Political
results which is the probable explanation of why he did not drop it after
having been elected to office.

The rhetoric, however, had its effect in

temporarily discouraging both action and research programs
dealing with fertility limitation in Mexico.

The Mexican population community

took cover during the first year of the Echeverr . administration.
Against this background, it came as a surprise to some when in the.
spring of 1972 the President announced a nationwide family planning program,
which would systematically be deplbyed through the organized Mexicah

/ealth services, which among-them cover. about 40 per cent of the Mexican*
population.

The decision appeared to be sudden, and to represent a major

flip-flop in Echeverr'a's position on fertility and population limitation.

But

the more likely explanation of these seemingly dramatic decisions is that
they evolved systematically from a deliberate process of political decision.
making within the Mexican regime.
It is unlikely that President Echeverrfa, both as candidate and incumbent,
was unaware of the consequence for Mexican society of continuing
rapid
population growth; and that he was ideologically opposed to doing something
about it.

He enjoyed the reputation of being, a pragmatic political leader,

free from traditional or ideological hangups, and susceptible to counsel from
technocrats who actually were providing him counsel on a full range of
national issues, including Mexico's population problem.

It is likely that he

-had been convinced of the need to deal with the population growth problem and
was determined to initiate effective government action at an opportune time.
But in the unique arena of Mexican national politics, with its distinctive
procedures for accession to political power and survival in power, the choice
of timing is critical for a newly elected President.

During the first year

of his incumbency, the Mexican President must secure his position by
neutralizing the residual opposition to his candidacy that remains within the
dominant political party (PRI).

Before embarking on'his program, whatever,

it might be, he must secure his political flanks.

This is accomplished

simply by removing opposition figures from positions of power and placing''

his own men in them.

Depending on the quality of star tisue6 left over from

the competition for the presidential nomination, this process can take as long
as a year ortwo.

During this time span, the new president avoids policy

Initiatives, particularly thosethat might either symbolcally or really be
controversial, inorder to deny the opposilion opportunities to delay or frustrate
his process of consolidating power.

The population issue was initially such

an obstacle, and thus best left alone until the new regime was secure.
Echeverr'als task of internal consolidation most likely took longer than com-'
parable efforts of his immediate predecessors because he had displayedo
inclinations for energetic social and economic policy initiafives that represented
significant departares from traditions of the past.
By early 1972, Echeverr(a had consolidated his political position to
the extent where he felt secure in embarking on some of the new policy
initiatives that comprised his national program.

Thus, the decision to create

a national family planning program emerged systematically as a stepping
stone in a well planned sequence of events whose timing was politically
determined.
United States
Two actions in early 1970 suggested a significant commitment at the
federal level to the development and implementation of public policies designed
to deal with the causes and consequences of population change in the United
States.

These actions were: (1) the appointment by the President of a

Commission on Population Growth and the American Future, to explore the

short and long term ramifications of population change in American society;
and (2) the enactment by the Congress of the Fariily Planning Services and

Population Research Act of 1970, which as its major objective was designed
to provide access to family planning services to a population of approximately
5 million American females'who did not erijoy this access, principally for'
economic reasons.
Three years later, by the, spring of 1973, the federal commitment in
the population policy field had substantially eroded, largely for reasons

unrelated to the substantive merits of the objectives that had been established'
three years earlier.

The Population Commission, embracig a fairly broad:

representation of American citizenry and chaired by John D. Rockefeller III,
conducted an exhaustive inquiry into the implications. of population change in

American society, and what could be done to influence and accomodate these
changes in the best interests of a better American society.

In an ambitious

and serious program spanning two years, the Commission sought out a wide
range of expert analysis of social and economic issues, convened a nation-wide
series of public hearings, and conducted deliberations in which all this
material was considered.

The result was a report issued in early 1972, which

addressed itself in broad prospective to the impact of population change in
American society, and made some rather specific recommendations on how
these changes should be dealt with.

Appended to the Commission's recommenda

tions were six volumes of research reports prepared by assorted specialists
and experts.

The expectation was that the Commission's product would provide
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both a forum and a motivation for ongoing discourse at the federal level aimed at
developing public policies responsive to the special conditions created by
population change izi American society.
Contrar'- to the expectations both of the Commission and those interested
in its potential contribution, the report wa's greeted with a hostile Presidential
broadside, and then for all practical purposes, assigned to an obscure filing
cabinet in a remote corner of the Executive Offices.

This unexpected

disposition of the report, in all likelihood, was due to a political calculation
made on behalf of the principal to whom it was addressed, a result of which,
it was determined that the report was not as useful for the launching of a discourse
on improving American society as it was for a pad from which to launch
b exorcise

in partisan politics.

The preliminaries of a national election

campaign were well underway, and as a result both of positions he was taking,
a nd positions taken by some of his partisans,i the figure who was rapidly
emerging as the Democratic front-runner provided an increasingly tempting
target.

Thus, a flexible positon on'abortion was increasingly and successfully

employed by his antagonists to symbolize the cluster of issues on which
McGovern had allegedly assumed a position out.of step with some traditional
American sentiments.
In this context the Commission Report arrived on the President's desk
at an opportune time.

Among its other recormendations, it contained some

cautious references to volatile Issues, including expanding opportunities for.
access to abortion, the availability of contraceptives for teenagers, and the

/provision of sex education in schools.

In responding to the Report, the President

publicly focused on two of these issues: abortionand contraceptives for
He condemned the Commission's recommendations in these areas,

teenagers.

and thus in effect repudiated the Commission Report.

Obviously designed to

create a political impact, the President's :response to the .Commission was
skillfully marketed to the medIia and indeed enjoyed prominent news coverage
th.oughout the nation.

At the same time, in a related move, the President wrote

to Archbishop Cook of New York supporting his position on the abortion issue.,
In tandem, these were effective political ploys designed to buttress pres iden
tial support among segments of the electorate who had not traaitionally supported
the Republican candidate.

In this effort, the Commission report provided

a convenient vehicle, and unfortunately at the federal level'the Report was
destined to serve no iurther purpose, constructive or otherwise.

Carol Foreman's

summary of the work of the, Citizens Commission on Population Growth and
the American Future describes in strained anl discrete terms theburial of
the Report.

4

The Population Services Act authorized levels of-funding for population
services and research over a period of three years (FY's 1971-73).

Although

the announced purpose of the legislation was to meet nationwide requirements
for publicly subsidized family plannirng services, neither the authorized levels
of funding nor those actually appropriated during the ensuing three years
were adequate to meet the need, the level of which was estimated by Jaffe, and
Associates, and the financial requirements for which were established by
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She Department of HEW.'
The most convincing evidence for the failure of the Family Planning Act
to obtain its objective is reflected in a resurvey of the demand for subsidized
services by Jdffe and Associates published by Family Planning Perspectives
last summer.

6

This survey reveals that there has been no reduction of the

population-in-need over the past three years.

Indeed, the latest survey

discloses a substantially increased population-in-need, by adding lower middle
clasp and teenage population groups to the poverty group which, comprised the
basis for the initial study.

Accordingly, the population-in-need offam.ily

planning services increased from 5 to 10 million women.
The Family Planning Services Act expired last year, and efforts to secure
its renewal were mounted by a handful of interested legislators supported by
a somewhat less powerful coalition of publicinterest Iroups than had existed
when the legislation first was enacted in 1970.

1 have speculated elsewherie

about the reasons for this diminution of interest and support for a national
family planning commitment. 7,I suggested that incentives including higher birth
rates and a yearning for constructive causes that were associated with the
high crest of public interest in population matters in the late sixties were no
longer present in the early seventies.

And, as for the congressional partners

in the coalition that produced the family planning legislation, some of thie more
energetic sponsors such as TydIngs, Scheuer, and Bush no longer were in
the Congress, and the other legislators involved in health matters were involved
in a continuing and enervating battle with the Administration to prevent the
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irnpoundment of funds appropriated for health programs that were less
marginal in their scheme of things.

It is not surprising that family planning

is a marginal item in the congressional perspective on health matters because
whereas congressmen regularly and visibly die from cancer and coronary
afflictions, no congressman has been known to perish as a result of contracep
tive failure, or if not perish, admit to the affliction.

It is these physical man

ifestations of health needs intimately perceived by congressmen that tend
to influence their sense of priorities.

Accordingly, unlike the conditions that

prevailed in 1970, when the Family Planning Services Act was passed, the
absence of conviction in the Executive Branch for a categorical a'pproach to
family planning was no longer compensated for by a strong commitment in the
Congress, buttressed by articulate public support.
The Executive Branch position on family planning services was determined
not only by a desire to conform to rigid budgetary ceilings on health priorities.
An equally important motivation for the deliberate erosion of discrete family
planning activities originated in the ideology of the incumbent Administration
about the distribution of government functions between the federal and state
levels.

"

To the extent that it achieved any articulation, the concept of New'

Federalism envisioned a maximum redistribution of public functions to the
states.

The area of public welfare was one where this concept could be

introduced through a diminution of the federal role and expansion of the state
role in establishing stand ards for the provision of welfare services.

According

ly, as one of the building blocks in this fuinctional redistribution, the Executive
7

Branch sought to abandon the categorical approach to family planning, and
as a substitute sought to discharge the residual federal obligation in the family
planning field through the welfare system.

The vehicle for accomplishing

this objective was the Social Security Act, some of whose amendments enabled
the states to offer family planning services to welfare recipients, under
conditions of eligibility, that the individual states established, and within the
eligibility limitation, on the basis of matching funds the states were prepared
to put up to obtain federal funds for provision of the services.

Thus the ball

on.family planning services was tossed to the states, most of whom lacked
a commitment, tie necessary infrastructure and the required. resources to
respond to the need for the services.

Accordingly, for political reasons

unrelated to the demand for publicly subsidized family planning services,
the Administration had adopted a new version of the legitimate federal role
in this area ofpopulation policy.
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All of these cases - Costa Rica, Mexico, and the United States - have

in common the employmeht of the population policymakitig

process to

achieve objectives that have little to do with the substance of population policy.
In each case the policy choices were made without regard to the substantive
merits of the available population policy alternatives.

The choices were not

made to obtain a distribution of the related econonic or social advantages,
but rather to secure a distribution of political advantages.

Thus the choices

that were made aimed at securing advantages in party competition, the
consolidation of power within a regime, and the application of particular
ideological preferences in the administration of pub.lic services.
tion .olicynaking.

The popula

process in each country, and the particular issues involved,

provided a conveniernt vehicle through which to pursue discrete political
advantages.

If the population policy area was not available for this pursuit,

another policy area doubtlessly would have been employed in its stead.

For

it is apparent in each of the cases that a resolution of the political engagement
was more important to the actors involved in making the choice than the
creation of policy substance.

This type of behavior is characteristic of the,

policymakin g. process in all areas and in all systems, where policymaknig'r
serves as a playing field for competitive political events,. the goal of which
is the maximization of political advantage.

Accordingly, for the understanding

of how policy is made, and to influence it s creation, if this be the objcctive,
it is critical to identify the political stakes, and insofar as possible, sort out
the likely political dynamics in any poicymrking

process.
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The challenge with which we might usefully grapple is how most
the
effectively to map out the political dynamics that are associated withApoli~y
making process in the area of population change.

As I suggested in earlier

sections of this paper, the efforts of political scientists in performing this
job of cartography have been inadequate.

Their work in public policy analysis

has provided us with increasingly elegant methodologies, and an array of
c tegories in which comparisons among policy outputs canbe made.

But

the residue of these impressive analytical feats has not contributed signifIcantly to an understanding of the political essence of the policymaking

process.

Accordingly, I will presume to propose'a conceptual framework
combining approaches to public policy analysis that have'been developed by
sonrs participants in this meeting.

The application of this conceptual frame

work would enable us systematically to seek, identify, and sort out the moro
significant political ingredients in policymaking

processes including those

relevant to population change.

The yield of this type of analysis would enable

us to project with greater ski

and accuracy the conditions under which

specific population. policy

ihoices are likely to be made, and the influences that are likely to propel or
deter the selection of available policy alternatives.
Warren lchman vividly and realistically depicts politics as a transac
tional process involving an ongoing trading relationship among actors whose
!"

central objective. is the maximization of their respective political goals.

9

Tbese relationships unfold in a marketplace, or perhaps more realistically
a variety of marketplaces, in which the actors trade resouarces, and in so
doing attempt to maximize their gains and minimiz

their losses.

Like the real world of lower Manhattan, whe re there are special markets
for various types of securities, commodities, and precious metals, trading
in the world of politics proceeds at a number of~markets, each of which
specializes in a distinctive' product, and in which the trading is conducted
according to a style peculiar to the individual market.

.Lo 'ri
demonstrates

how this concept might operate in the world of politics by suggesting that
distinctive categories of public policy objectives are associated with distinctive
styles of political behavior, each involving different collections of institutions
and actors.

Ken Godwin applies the Lowi schemata to population policymaking,

to demonstrate that distinctive population policy objectives are pursued in
different sorts of arenas involving interactions of distinciive political resources
and suggesting thereby that some policy objectives are more attainable

and institutions, depending on the particular stakes involvcd,,Athanoth'e
-..
Tlie
nolitical
,
arenas that Lowi identifies and Godwin employs represent the marketplaces
in which Ichman's political economic behavior'would unfold.

-
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Bachrach and Baratz developed a concept of policymaking
values and goals are included or excluded from the policymaking

in which
process as

a result of the distribution of power among those interested in the particular
policy substance.
policymaking

12

Later, Bachrach and I applied this concept to populati on

in the IUnited States. 13 Our major interest was in the quality

of access to the marketplace in which population policy, was transacted, and,
the consequences to the policy outputs resulting from limitations on access.
Woven together, these three complimentary approaches to policyanalysis
provide a perspective in which we might map out some of the more important
ingredients in population policymaking..

The analytical matrix would focus

on a bargaining process proceeding in several maiketplaces, each dealing
with a distinctive type of population policy objective, in which sets of actors
compete to maximize their respective political gains.

By identifying the traders,

political resources, and trading procedures employed in each of the markets,
we would establish the political stakes for the competing, traders.
It remains to suggest a procedure by which this analytical framework
would b~e applied to real policy situations.

Such a procedure necessarily

would focus on the political bargaining that transpires among the principal
participants in the sequence of events that together comprise a policymaking
process.

It was suggested earlier that the maximization of their political

resources is the major determinant
this sequence.

. of the choices made by participants in

Accordingly, in addition to identifyingthe principal actors,

'it is necessary to identify the political stakes that are likely to be involved in

-
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the calculations of their political self-interest, and that thereby set the
conditions for the bargaining in which they engage.

Visualized in this

context, political stakes are those qualities that maintain and increase, but
certainly do not reduce, participants' capacities to influence subsequent
choice naking with equal or greater impact, and with opportunities for
increasing their participation in making choices over a wider range of policies.
Depending on the political environment in which these choices occur, these
political stkkes are established by ingredients such as responses to the demands
of constituencies, whether voters or other selection mechanisms, adherence to
the requirements of political party affiliation, tradeoffs with political associates,
conformance to ideological orthodoxies, and the variety of other factors
that set the conditions for gains and losses of political capital by individual
participants in the political dynamics of the -relevant political entity.
Needless to say, the identification and valuation cf these political

stakes, with respect to the actors to whom they are relevant, is a formidable
analytical enterprise, particblarly in political systems whose dynamics are
less exposed to public view than in the open system in which we live.

The'

enterprise involves a microcosmic approach, and the data it yields likely
will suffer from imprecision.

Responses of political leaders in matters

affecting their political well-being, and this would be precisely the Larget oZ
our inquiry, frequently does not reflect the clarity of less perso alized data,
such as budgetary and expenditure information, that often is employed in a
macrocosmic analysis of policy choices.*. Hovrever

raw though it,
May be

-
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and however difficult to obtain, this quality of data has
at least the potential
of the macrocosmickdata inienlarging our understanding
of policymaking
dynamics.
The articulation of political stakes would involve the identification
of a base from which those who make the'choices are
likely to calculate their
political costs and beniefits.

The information with which to construct this base

would be derived first from a familiarity with the political
system in which
the choice is
Abeing made, whether it is a city, state, federal government,
or
other relevant unit.

Where, possible this information.derived from
the

published sources that usually create a degree of familiarity

.th the system,

would be supplemented by interviews with the choicemakers'
themselves, plus
'knowledgeables such as staff members, associates, politicalallies, adversaries,
polifical researchers, and journalists.

Clearly, this second stage, or

significant parts of it, is-difficult to accomplish in systems
where access to
the relevant individuals is limited. Some of these
obstacles could be surmounted
by collaborative participation of indigenous rese archers.

In any event the

degree of access to data sources, principally individuals
involved in the choice
making stream and those knowledgeable aboat them and
associated with them,
in itself would reveal something about the political stakes
that ar e likely to
influence choicemaking because of what they disclose about
the nature of the
political system in which the choices are made.
The ultimate choice among alternative policy options is
preceded by
a number of steps in the policymaking

process of the particular political

system in which it occurs.

And the analytical approach suggested here could

be applied at each step in the sequence., The fiist step could be a decision
about whether to place the issue on the policymaking agenda.
until 1972

For example,

the creation of a nationwide fertility control program in Mexico

was deliberately excluded lirom the national policy agenda.

The decision to

exclude and finally to include this issue on the agenda of Mexican politics
was influenced by systematic calculations of political costs and benefits, the
the Mexican
values of which were determined by the particular dynamics of
Similarly in the United States, a presidential statement on the

System.

expansion of the family planning opportunity, and a legislative initiative to
provide the neces~sary authorization, were deferred until those who made the
-related decisions calculated that the political system would tolerate the
inclusion of these policy initiatives on the national agenda,
Following the choices to include an issue on the policy' agenda, there
is a series of decisions and choices on the format in which the issue will be
considered.

In Mexico the particular tolerances of the system determined

that family planning should be packaged as "responsible parenthood."

In

socialist countries, ideological imperatives determine that fertility limitation
child
iactivities are packaged as programs designed to elevate maternal and
welfare.

In Massachusetts a political leader observed that effort3 rn the

state level to expand family planning services would be doorned to failure
if they were labelled "family planning services," and accordingly- prospects
are
In an
for authorizationi of such policies / favorable only if they a:e packaged

Z6 
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alternate format such as "population distribution" or ",land-use."
A subsequent decision in the policymaking sequence involves a.
determination of the political arena where the issue is most likely to'enjoy,
favorable treatment.

Some policy initiatives are best handled at the executive

level, others in the legislature, and in the legislature there is always the
question of which committee would be most responsive and expeditious in
15"
its treatment of the policy initiative.
Finally, there are decisions on the political alliances required to,
propel the policy initiative through the, selected political processes.

Here

there are choices among various configurations of institutional'and.individual
allies, whose ultimate selection is evaluated in terms both of their potential
contribution toward a successfuloutcome of the policy enterprise, and by
the potential of the enterprise for maximization of political benefits and
reduction of political costs among parties to the alliance.
Through the entire sequence, strategies and tactics are'selected,,
bargaining transpires, choices are made, all with the objective of maximizing
political gains and minimizing political losses.

Although it always is tempting

to specu late on where in the process the critical choice is-made, for purposes
of political analysis it is sufficient to lay out the sequence, identify its stages,
and to the extent possible, reckon the likely calculations that transpire at
each stage.
It would be illusory to claim, that the analytical procedure suggested
here would yield definitiv e political explanations of the policy choices unde

r

in terms of its definitive quality,
consideration. But however iripe'rfect
analysis,
and this imperfection is endemic to'any realistic brand of nolitical
ingredients that too often have
the procedure does locus onmicrocosmic
of policymaking outcames. At the
been neglected in seeking explanations
provide a platform and a perspective
least, the yield of this approach would

dimension of policyraaking could
from which the analysis. of this significant
with greater rigor and system.
be pursued further, and hopefully
ascertain with some degree of
Out of all this, we should be able to
political benefits and costs that are
reality, a balance sheet which reflects
choices.
associated with alternative population policy

But at a minimum,

have identified the players, the
by playing this analytical game we would
boundaries that comprise each of the
resources, the procedures, and the

marketplaces.

equip us to 'speculate on
This knowledge in itselfwould better

and
yield in the way. of population policy,
might
marketplace
particular
the
what
external inputs are likely to.influence
incidentally the conditions under which
policy choices.

Footnote One to "Political Analysis of Population Policy Choices"

1". This body of literature, among other attributes, can be credited with
rescuing public policy analysis from the obscurity it suffered while
American political science was engaged in the intellectual campaigns of the
behavioral revolution. The new -breed of analysts took the position that
questions about what the political system does, and why, are at least
equal in importance to those that ask what the political system is, and
why.
For its principal units of analysis this enterprise has focused on
American states and metropolitan units, and has proceeded to sort out
the respective influence of political factors (party competition, voter
participation, etc.) and environmental factors (indices of social and economic
development) on policy output. Though no definitive theory has been
developed, these efforts have yielded a rich variety of conceptual approaches
and analytical methods, that invite utilization at the national level and in
comparative studies.
The objectives, concepts, and methods of the policy analysis approach
in political science are lucidly presented by one of its major contributors,
Thomas P.. Dye, in his book: Understanding Public Policy, Englewood Cliffs:
Prentice Hall, 1972.
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(footnote to be inserted)
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However Figueres
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the Ford official recommended that both leaders, and their wives, be
invited to the IPPF meeting. Both accepted the invitation, and attended.
Rica
Whether their presence had any impact on the outcome in Costa
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in
can not be definitively established. But those involved
like to think it did.
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